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PREFACE.

I HAVE endeavoured in the present work to exhibit a

comprehensive view of the Differential Calculus on the

method of Limits. In the more elementary portions I have

entered into considerable detail in the explanations with the

hope that a reader who is without the assistance of a tutor

may be enabled to acquire a competent acquaintance with'

the subject. To the different Chapters will be found ap-

pended Examples sufficiently numerous to render another

book unnecessary. These examples have been selected

almost exclusively from the College and University Ex-

amination Papers ;
the greater part of them will be found

to present no very serious difficulty to the student, although
a few may require peculiar analytical skill.

I have frequently given more than one investigation of

a theorem, because I believe that the student derives ad-

vantage from viewing the same proposition under different

aspects, and that, in order to succeed in the examinations

which he may have to undergo, he should be prepared for

a considerable variety in the order of arranging the several

branches of the subject, and for a corresponding variety in

the mode of demonstration.

In the composition of the first edition of this work, while
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trusting mainly to independent knowledge and judgment, I

derived assistance from the labours of well known authors on

the subject, especially Cournot, De Morgan, Moigno, Navier,

and Schlb'milch. In the subsequent editions a considerable

amount of fresh matter has been introduced, and this rests

almost exclusively on my own authority ; increased experience
as a teacher naturally gave stronger confidence to the writer.

Thus the work now contains on the whole much that is

original in substance, and much that is ew in form.

The present edition has been carefully revised and some-

what enlarged. I have examined with attention and interest

treatises on the Differential Calculus recently published by
eminent mathematicians, in order to discover if the methods

of explaining and developing the principles of the subject

had gained any real improvement during the last twenty

years. I have not however found reason for concluding that

I could with advantage make any essential change in this

elementary work.

I have much reason to be grateful for the approbation
bestowed by teachers and students on this volume, the

first of a long series relating to various branches of mathe-

matics. My thanks are especially due to Professor Battaglini

of Naples for the honour which he has conferred on me by

translating my treatises on the Differential and the Integral

Calculus into Italian.

I. TODHUNTER.

ST JOHN'S COLLEGE,

April, 1871.
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DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS. LIMIT. INFINITE.

1. SUPPOSE two quantities which are susceptible of

change so connected that if we alter one of them there is

a consequent alteration in the other, this second quantity
is called a function of the first. Thus if x be a symbol to

which we can assign different numerical values, such ex-

pressions as ic
2

, 3*, log x, and sin x, are all functions of x.

If a function of x is supposed equal to another quantity,
as for example sin x = y, then both quantities are called

variables, one of them being the independent variable and
the other the dependent variable. An independent vari-

able is a quantity to which we may suppose any value

arbitrarily assigned ;
a dependent variable is a quantity the

value of which is determined as soon as that of some in-

dependent variable is known. Frequently when we are

considering two or more variables it is in our power to fix

upon whichever we please as the independent variable, but

having once made our choice we must admit no change
in this respect throughout our operations ;

at least such
a change would require certain precautions and transfor-

mations.

2. We generally denote functions by such symbols as

F(x}> f(x], <j>(sc), ty (#), and the like, the variable being
denoted by x. Such an equation as y = <f> (x) implies that

the dependent variable y is so connected with the independent
variable x, that the value of y becomes known as soon as

that of x is given, and that if any change be made in the

numerical value assigned to x, the consequent change in y
can be found.

T. D. c. n
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3. The student has probably already had occasion to

consider the meaning of the terms "variable quantity" and
" function" which we have here introduced. In treatises on

the conic sections, for example, the equation y 2 <</ax occurs,

where x is a general symbol to which different numerical

values may be assigned, and a is a symbol to which we

suppose some invariable numerical value assigned, and which

is therefore called a "constant." For every value given to x
we can deduce the corresponding numerical value of y. In

the equation y = 2 *Jax, since the value of y depends upon
that of a as well as that of x, we may say that y is a function

of a and x. Hence such symbols may be used as F(a, x)
to denote a function of both a and x

;
and such an equation

as y = <f> (x, z, t) indicates that y is a function of the three

quantities denoted by the symbols x, z, and t.

4. In the equation y = 2 Jax, if we know that a is to be

a constant quantity throughout any investigation on which
we may be engaged, we shall frequently not require to be

reminded of this constant, and shall continue to speak of y

as a function of x. So the equation y = - V(
s

&*) maJ be
a

represented by y =<(#), where we express only that sym-
bol x which throughout our investigations will be considered

variable.

5. If the equation connecting the variables x and y be

such that y alone occurs on one side, and on the other side

some expression involving x and not y, wre say that y is

an explicit function of x. When an equation connecting x
and y is not of this form, we say that y is an implicit function

of x. Thus if y = ax* + bx + c, we have y an explicit function

of x. If ay* 2bxy + cx
z + g = we have y an implicit func-

tion of x. The words implicit function assume that y really
is a function of x in the sense in which we have used the

word function. This assumption may be seen to be true in

the example given, for we can by the solution of a quadratic

equation exhibit y as a function of x; or rather we can infer

that y must be one of two explicit functions of x, namely
b.r + A/f f/>

2

ac) x* nq\ bx \f\(h
2

af) x* oq\ 1TT
either - * or . We

a a

shall return to this point hereafter, in Art. 58.
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6. Explicit functions may be divided into algebraical and
transcendental. The former are those in which the only

operations indicated are addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, and the raising of a quantity to a known power
or the extraction of a known root; the latter are those which
involve other operations, as exponential functions, logarithmic
functions, and trigonometrical functions. We suppose here

that the number of the operations indicated is finite ; for as

we shall see hereafter a transcendental function may be equi-
valent to an infinite series of algebraical functions.

To the independent variable in an equation we may
suppose any value assigned, either positive or negative, as

great as we please or as small as we please. If we suppose
a series of different values assigned to x, beginning with

some negative value numerically very large and gradually

increasing algebraically up to some large positive value,
the series of values we obtain for

?/ may present to us very
different results. For example, if y x3

, then the values

of ;/
will form a series beginning with a negative value

numerically large, and increasing algebraically up to a large

positive value. If y = x\ the values of y are always positive,
and form a series first decreasing and then again increasing.
If y = \/(a

2

x'~),
then the values of y are unreal for every

value of x not contained between a and + a.

7. We proceed to another example more important for

cc

our purpose. Suppose y = , and consider the series of
-L ~T~ 3C

values which y assumes when to x are assigned different

positive values. When x = 0, y = 0, and when x has any
positive value, y is a positive proper fraction. If we

put y in the form 1
,
we see that as x increases

so does y, but y being a proper fraction can never be so

great as unity. The difference of y from unity is
;

this fraction diminishes as x increases, and can be made
smaller than any assigned fraction, however small, by

giving a sufficiently great value to x. Thus if we wish

y to differ from unity by a quantity less than ,

100,000

B2
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make a; =100,000, and the required result is obtained. It

we wish y to differ from unity by a quantity less than

,
make x = 1,000,000, and the required result is

1,000,000
obtained. Under these circumstances we say "the limit of

y when x increases indefinitely is unity."

8. The importance of the notion of a limit cannot be
over-estimated

;
in fact the whole of the Differential Calculus

consists in tracing the consequences which follow from that

notion. The student has probably already fallen upon cases

in which the word limit has been used, to which it will be

useful to recur. For example, the sum of the geometrical pro-

gression 1+^ + 1 + ^+ continued to n terms is 2
^ ,

O

and hence he has deduced the result that the limit of the

series when the number of terms is indefinitely increased

is 2.

9. A very important example of a limit occurs in works
on Trigonometry. It is there shewn that if 6 denote the

circular measure of an angle, the fraction ^ will, if 9 be

diminished indefinitely, approach as near as we please to

unity. In other words the limit of -
,
as d continually

diminishes, is unity. We shall express this by saying "the

limit of -
, when = 0, is unity;" that is, we use the

u

words " when = 0" as an abbreviation for
" when is

continually diminished towards zero," or for "when 6 is

diminished without limit''

10. The proposition "the limit of~-
,
when 0=0, is unity"

s\

is sometimes expressed thus,
" =

1, when 0=0," or
u

"
sin = 0, when = 0." It must however be most carefully

remembered that such expressions are only abbreviations and
cannot be understood absolutely. In like manner the result
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obtained in Art. 7, namely that the limit of - when x
L -f- x

increases indefinitely is unity, would be sometimes expressed

thus, "when x is infinite - -
equals unity." Here both

parts of the sentence are abbreviations: "when x is infinite"

can only be considered as meaning
" when x is increased

SO 00
without limit," and "-

equals unity" means strictly
"-

can be made to differ from unity by as small a quantity
as we please."

CO

11. In the example 11 = let us now ascribe to xJ x 4- I

g

negative values. Put z for x
;
thus y = . Now sup-Z I

pose z to change gradually from to 1
;
the numerator of y

is positive and continually increasing, while the denominator
is negative and numerically continually diminishing. The
value of y then is negative and numerically continually in-

creases, and by taking z sufficiently near to unity we may
make y as great as lue please ; that is, as z approaches unity

y has no finite limit. For the sake of shortness, this is some-
times expressed thus,

"
y is infinite, when z = 1 ;" but it must

not be forgotten that this last phrase is an abbreviation, and
must be considered to mean :

"
by taking z sufficiently near

to unity y can be made to exceed any assigned magnitude,
however great." We shall not proceed further with the ex-

ample ;
the reader will see that when z is greater than unity

y is positive, that y continually diminishes as z increases, and

approaches the limit unity when z increases indefinitely.

12. The student has already seen an example of the same
kind as that brought forward in the last Article, for he has

probably been accustomed to say,
" the tangent of an angle

of 90 is infinity." On reflexion he will see that the only

way in which a meaning can be given to this statement is

to consider it an abbreviation of the following :

"
as we

increase an angle gradually up to 90, the tangent of the

angle increases, and by taking the angle near enough to 90
we may make the tangent as great as we please." We can
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form no distinct conception of an infinite magnitude, and the

word can only be used in Mathematics as an abbreviation

in the manner of the examples here given.
If to x the independent variable be ascribed values begin-

ning with zero and increasing without limit, this is sometimes

expressed for abbreviation by saying that x increases from

zero to infinity.

13. The meaning of the word "
limit," or its equivalent

"limiting value," will be understood from its use in the

preceding Articles. The following may be given as a defini-

tion :

" The limit of a function for an assigned value of

the independent variable, is that value from which the

function can be made to differ as little as we please, by
making the independent variable approach its assigned
value."

14. In the example
" the limit of - = 1 when =

0," it

is obvious that ^- is never equal to 1 so long as 6 has
V

any value different from zero, and if we actually make
sin 6=

0, we render the expression
-

unmeaning. In other

words, although ^ approaches as nearly as we please to

the limit unity it never actually attains that limit. Some-

times in the definition of a limit the words " that value

which the function never actually attains" have been in-

troduced. But it is more convenient to omit them
;

for if

/*

we take any function of x, say ,
and ascribe to x anyX *T" i

value, say 1, we can determine the actual value of the

function, which in this case would be |. According to the

definition we have given in the preceding Article we may
/v*

if we please call \ the limit of when x approaches unity.
SC "^ L

The same holds for any finite value of any function, and

generally according to the definition of a limit laid down
in Art. 13, any actual value of a function may be considered

as a limiting value.
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/' 1\*
1 5. Limit of 1 1 H . The following theorem, which

V xj

we proceed to demonstrate, is very important. When sc

1 + -
) approaches a

x/
certain limit which lies betiveen 2 and 3.

In the first place suppose x a positive whole number, =m
say ;

we shall prove that the above expression continually in-

creases with m, but can never reach the value 3. Assuming
the Binomial Theorem for positive integral exponents, we have

1.2 \mj 1.2.3 \m

1.2. ..m

which may be written

l, T i\
l

\

l

~"l ^""A
1 "^

WJ
+

1
4

1.2 1.2.3

m/ V m/ \ / ,

Similarly

m+ ,
,

Now in the last two series we see that their first and
second terms are equal, but the third term in (2) is greater
than the third term in (1) ;

also the fourth term in (2) is

greater than the fourth term in (1), and so on; moreover
in (2) there is one term more than in (1). Hence

/ i \
m+l

. /: lV
I 1 H is greater than 1 H
V 1 + */ V m '
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Therefore if we put m successively equal to 2, 3, 4_ &c. the

f 1 \
m

expression f 1 H
j continually increases.123

But since 1 , 1 , 1 , ... are all positive andm m m
all less than unity it follows that the series in (1) cannot be

greater than

, 1 J^ 1 1_ 1 , .

11.2 1.8.8 1.2.8.4 1.2...m"

however great m may be.

But the series in (3) is less than the following series,

which forms a geometrical progression, beginning at the

second term,

f
1
+

2
+
tf* 2

s + " +
2T* '

that is, the series in (3) is less than

Hence ( 1 4- } is less than 3, however great m may be.
V /

/ 1 \
m

Since then the expression (

1 H
j continually increases

with ???, but at the same time cannot exceed 3, there must
be some "

limit" towards which it approaches as m is in-

creased indefinitely. We shall use the symbol e to denote

this limit, and shall hereafter shew how to calculate its

approximate value : we say approximate, for it will prove
to be an incommensurable number. See Art. 115.

16. We might perhaps leave it to the student to convince

himself that the limiting value of f 1 + J must be the same
\ xi

whether we attribute to a; a succession of integral or of

fractional values increasing without limit. But it may be

formally shewn thus. Whatever fractional value be ascribed

to x there must be two consecutive integers, say m and m + 1,

between which such fractional value lies. Suppose then
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1 H crreater than 1 + - and less than 1 H-- , where n is putx n m
for m + 1.

/ IV / l\
x

f l\ x

Then 1 + - lies between 1 + -
)
and 1 + .

\ xj \ nj \ mj

Suppose x=m+a=n /3, so that a and /? are proper frac-

tions, then

/ IV f l
x ~0 / 1

\m+a

(
1 + - lies between

(
1 + -

)
and

(
1 -i .

V ay V / \ /

that is, between

11+

{(i+iypaBdjf.+m
IV n) J IV W J

If x be now supposed to increase without limit, so also do

f IV f \\m .m and n. The limit of 1 + - and of 1 1 H is e, and as
V n] \ W/

1 and H have unity for their limit it follows that the
n m

(IV1 H is e.

x)

17. We may shew that the limit of
(
1 H )

is also e

V x/

when x is negative and increases without limit. For put

x = z, then we have to find the limit of
(
1

j
when z

increases without limit.

I. 1\~* fz-V
Now

z I \z-\
1 +/l + i/-J

) , where y = z- 1,

V y I

Let now x increase numerically without limit, then z, and

/ IN"
consequently y, do the same. The limit of

[
1 + -1 is e, and

1 . /' IV* .

that of 1 + - is unity, and therefore the limit of ( 1 -- is e.

y
J

V */
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18. Since the limit of (
1 + -I when x increases indefi-

/ I

(
1 + -I

V xj
I

nitely is e, we see, by putting
- =

z, that the limit of (1 + z)*
sc

when z is diminished indefinitely is also e. Hence we can
i

deduce the limit when z = of (1 + az)*, where a is any
constant quantity. For

Now as z diminishes without limit, so also does az, therefore

j_

the limit of (1 + az]
at

is e,

i

and the limit of (1 + az}* is e
a

.

19. Since loga (1 + *)
*= -

loga (1 + z\Z

a being any base, we have, by diminishing z indefinitely,

the limit of
Io8( 1 + *) = the limit of loga (l + jr)',z

= loge;
and, putting e for o,

theI limit of
z

20. From the equation

we deduce, by assuming 1 + z = a",

lo !+ ~a-l*
Now suppose z to diminish without limit, and therefore also v.

We have then

the limit of - when v =
a 1

i

= limit of loga (1 + z)
* when 2 =
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av_ i
Therefore the limit of- when v =
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the different portions of the subject he is studying, and of

selecting the definitions necessary to be understood
;
and in

reading a work on the Differential Calculus, he must be
satisfied at first with reflecting upon the meaning of the

definitions, and examining whether the deductions drawn by
the writer from those definitions are correct. There are

innumerable applications of the elementary principles of the

Differential Calculus, as will be seen in the Chapter on

Expansions and those following it, but we shall at first

confine ourselves merely to the logical exercise of tracing the

consequences of certain definitions.

A difficulty of a more serious kind which is connected with
the notion of a limit, appears to embarrass many students

of this subject, namely, a suspicion that the methods em-

ployed are only approximative, and therefore a doubt as to

whether the results are absolutely true. This objection is

certainly very natural, but at the same time by no means

easy to meet, on account of the inability of the reader to

point out any definite place at which his uncertainty com-
mences. In such a case all he can do is, to fix his attention

very carefully on some part of the subject, as the theory
of expansions for example, where specific important formulae

are obtained. He must examine the demonstrations, and if

he can find no flaw in them, he must allow that results

absolutely true and free from all approximation can be le-

gitimately derived by the doctrine of Limits.

23. The demonstration in Arts. 15, 16 of the proposition
/ IN*

that ( 1 + -
]

tends to some fixed limit as x increases in-
V 7

definitely, has been given in several elementary works on

the Differential Calculus, and it is accordingly retained here.

But the following method, in which the Binomial Theorem
is not assumed, is worthy of notice.

"We shall first establish two inequalities.

If /3 and X are positive quantities, and \ greater than

unity,

is greater than l + X/3 (I).
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If /3 and //.
are positive quantities, and yu-/3

less than unity,

(1 +BY is less than =-3 . .. (2).
1 f-L/3

To establish these inequalities we shall use .the known
theorem that the arithmetical mean of any number of posi-
tive quantities is greater than the geometrical mean

;
see

Algebra, Chapter LI.

nr\

Let \ = ~
,
where p and q are positive integers. Take p

quantities, q of which are equal to 1 + -
/3, and p q equal to

unity. Then their arithmetical mean is

P
f

r> \3-
that is 1+/3; their geometrical mean is ll + -{i\

p
. The

p

former is the greater; and therefore (1 + /3)
2

is greater than

1+& Thus (1) is established.
2

O *

Let /*
= -

,
and ^u/3

= -
,
where r, s and t are positive in-

t t

ty*

tcgers ;
thus /3

= -
. Take s + t quantities, s of which are

S

7* 7"

equal to 1 + -
,
and t equal to 1 . Then their arithmeti-

s t

cal mean is\-
---

, that is unity; their geome-
^v S ~T t

(f f\ f r\']
t+e

trical mean is -U 1.+ -
)

( 1
If-

. The former is the greater ;

(V 6>/V / J

f T\' f T\*
therefore (l + -](l ) is less than unity; and therefore

\ sj \ tj
>_

(r\
*

1

1 + - is less than- . Thus (2) is established.
*J ,

r
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In (1) put $=--, and raise both sides to the power y;

then

(1
V? / IV

1 + - is greater than I 1 + -
;

A-7/ V 7/

tliat is, if 8 be greater than 7,

(1\
8 / IV

1 +-K is greater than I 1 + - L (3).
Oj \ 7/

/ IV
From (3) we see that ( 1+ -

J continually increases as x

increases. It does not, however, pass beyond a certain finite

limit; for in (2) write for y9, and raise both sides to the

power 7 ;
then

(H
j

is less than ^ if 7 be greater than I.

Hence, if we put 7=2, we find that [1 + -) can never
\ xl

exceed 4. By ascribing to 7 greater values we shall obtain

/ IV
a closer limit for 1 + -

. If we put 7 = G we see that
\ xj

f IV /fi\
c

(1 + -) must be less than (-) , and therefore less than 3.

V &/ Vv

Since then the limit of
[
1 + -

j
,
as x becomes indefinitely

\ 3C/

great, must lie between |1 + -J and I ), where n has
V n) \n IJ

any positive value, we may, by ascribing successive integral
values to n, easily approximate to the numerical value of the
limit.



CHAPTER II.

DEFINITION OF A DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENT,

DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENT OF A SUM, PRODUCT, AND
QUOTIENT.

24. WE shall now lay down the fundamental definition

of the Differential Calculus, and deduce from it various

inferences.

DEFINITION. Let < (x) denote any function of x, and

<f> (x -}- /*)
the same function of x + h

;
then the limiting

value of --
j ,

when h is made indefinitely small,

is called the differential coefficient of
<f) (x} with respect to x.

This definition assumes that the above fraction really lias

a limit. Strictly speaking, we should use an enunciation of

this form "
If -j have a limit when 7^ is made

h

indefinitely small, that limit is called the differential coefficient

of $ (x) with respect to x" We shall shew, however, that

the limit does exist in functions of every kind, by examining
them in detail in this and the following two Chapters. We
give two examples for the purpose of illustrating the defini-

tion.

Suppose < (x)
= x*

;

therefore <f>(x + h}
=

(x

therefore
*( + *)-*() _

k It

Ixh 4- 7?
2

T"
"

and the limit of 2x + h when h = 0, is 2x
;
therefore 2x is the

differential coefficient of or with respect to x.
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Again, suppose < (x)
=

therefore (* + A)
=

therefore
(* + *)-(*)

A (6 + x) (b + x + h)

The limit of this when h = is

which is therefore the differential coefficient of ^
- with
b + x

respect to x.

25. We now give the notation which usually accompanies
the definition in Art. 24.

Let < (x)
=

y, then
<f> (x + K) <f> (x) is the difference of the

two values of the dependent variable y corresponding to the

two values, x and x + h, of the independent variable. This
difference may be conveniently denoted by the symbol Ay,
where A may be taken as an abbreviation of the word

difference. We have thus

A*, = <(* + A) -<(*)

Agreeably with this notation, h may be denoted by Aa
1

,
so that

A.C h

It may appear a superfluity of notation to use both h and
Aa; to denote the same thing, but in finding the limit of the

right-hand side we shall sometimes have to perform several

analytical transformations, and thus a single letter is more
convenient. On the left-hand side Ace is recommended by
considerations of symmetry.
We say then, according to the definition in Art. 24, that

AT/
the limit of ~

,
when Aa: is diminished indefinitely, is the

faM?

differential coefficient of y or
<f> (x) with respect to a*. Tin's

limit is denoted by the symbol -j-
.
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CM ?/

26. The symbol - we consider as a whole, and we do

not assign a separate meaning to dy and dx. As, however,
\ti

^- is a real fraction in which Ay and Aa; have definite

meanings, the student will very possibly suspect that some

meanings may be given to dy and dx which will enable him

to regard -j-
as a fraction. This suspicion will probably be

strengthened as he proceeds in the subject and finds that in

many cases -,'- possesses the properties of an algebraical

fraction. We remark that there are indeed methods of

treating the Differential Calculus in which meanings are

given to dy and dx, and we shall recur to them hereafter

(see Chap, xxvii.), but at present we define the symbol j-

as above, and only leave to the reader the task of examining
whether we are consistent with ourselves in the inferences

we proceed to draw and express by means of our definitions

and symbols.
The following notation is also frequently used. If

<j> (x}

denote any function of x, then <j>'(x) denotes the differential

coefficient of
<f> (x) with respect to x.

The operation of finding the differential coefficient of

a function is called "differentiating" that function.

27. Differential coefficient of a sum of Functions.

Let y and z denote two functions of x, and u their sum.

Suppose that y, z, u', denote the values these functions

assume when x is chaned into x + h. Then

u' = y' + z,

therefore u u = y' y -f z 3
;

that is Aw = Ay + A.
Divide by h or A#, then

Aw _ A.y Az
A# A# A#

'

T. D. C.
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Now let h diminish without limit, aud we have

du _dy dz

dx dx dx'

Hence the differential coefficient of the sum of two functions is

the sum of the differential coefficients of the functions.

Similarly, if u = y z

du _ dy dz

dx dx dx'

28. The results of Art. 27 may be extended to the case

of any number of functions connected by the signs of addition
or subtraction. For example, let

u w + y + z,

then, as before, AM = Aw 4- Ay -f Az ;

AM Aw A;/ Az
therefore A^A^A^A^
therefore, proceeding to the limit,

du _ dw dy dz

dx dx dx dx'

29. Differential coefficient of the product of two Functions.

Let
<f> (x} and ty (x) denote two functions of x, and let

U = (j>(x) ^r(x).

Change x into x+ h, and let u + AM denote the new product,

then u + AM = < (x + h} ty (x + h),

therefore AM =
<f> (x + h} fy (x + h) <f> (x) ty (x)

=
{<f>(x+h}-<j> (x}} ^(x + h}+<}> (x}

,, AM $
therefore -- = .

Suppose now h diminished indefinitely; then the limit of

^
is the differential coefficient of </>(#) with
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respect to x, or <'(#); the limit of +-^-
j.

~ r (
x

)
-

g ^
n

differential coefficient of ty (a;) with respect to x, or
i/r' (x) ;

the limit of ty (x + h] is ty (x) ;

therefore J = f (a?) ^ () + ^' (.) ().

Hence /&e differential coefficient of the product of two functions
is found by multiplying eachfactor by the differential coefficient

of the otherfactor and adding the resulting products.

Divide each side of the last result by u or < (x} ty (x) ;
thus

1 du _ 4>'(x) -^'(x}^

udx
<f> (x) i/r (x)

'

30. An equation similar to that just obtained holds for the

product of any number of functions. For example, let

u = wyz,

w, y, z being all functions of x.

Assume v = wy,

therefore u = vz;

then, by Art. 29,

1 du _ 1 dv \dz

u dx v dx. zdx'

also
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31. Differential coefficient of a quotient.

Let <j>(x)
and ty(x) denote two functions of x, and let

Suppose x changed into x + h, and let u + AM denote the

new value of the quotient. Then

therefore AM = <^ + *>*/*> T*<f
i/r (x + A) i/r (x)

(x)
- ty (x + h) ~^(x}} <^> (a?) .

(x)

. i p LA /i

therefore -r =
Aa;

Let h diminish without limit, then

du _ <f> (x) T/r (x) -v|r' (a;) <j> (x)

dx~ tyW
Hence we have this rule : To find the differential coefficient

of a quotient ; multiply the denominator by the differential

coefficient of the numerator and the numerator by the differential

coefficient of the denominator; subtract the second productfrom
the first and divide the result by the square of the denominator.

32. The result of Art. 31 may also be obtained thus :

<f>(x)
Since u = ---. ,

therefore < (x)
= u

therefore, by Art. 29,

therefore fW
du

therefore -- =
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33. Differentiation of a constant.

If y = c where c is a constant, then ~ = 0. For to say

that y is equal to a constant is the same thing as saying that

y cannot vary ;
hence Ay = 0, therefore

whatever be the value of Aa;
;
therefore

^y n
dx

Hence, making <
(a;)

= a constant c in Art. 29, we have

This may of course be obtained directly thus :

Let u = C'fy((K),

then w + AM =

,, r. Aw >Jr(
therefore -T = c J -

Aa;

therefore -^- = c-v/r' fa;) .

aaj

So by putting <
(a;)

= c in Art. 31, we obtain

, c
c-v/r' (a;)~

which likewise may be found independently.

34. We have now defined a differential coefficient and
have shewn how the differential coefficient of a compound
function can be found as soon as we know the differential

coefficients of the component functions. Before we proceed
to the rules for determining the differential coefficient of any
known algebraical expression, we shall give some geometrical
illustrations which will assist in forming a conception of the

meaning of a differential coefficient and afford some hints as

to the applications which can be made of the doctrine of

limits.
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35. Suppose we have given the equation y = <f) (x), and
that we attribute to the independent variable x all possible
values between oo and + oo and notice the corresponding
values of y. Geometry gives us the means of representing

distinctly this succession of values. We can take x for an
abscissa measured from a y
fixed origin along a certain

axis, and y for the corre-

sponding ordinate measured

along an axis at right angles
to the first. The values of

y corresponding to those of

x in the equation y = <j>(x)

will belong to a curve

AMN, the form of which
will indicate the series of

values we are considering. It is necessary to have always
present in our mind not merely any particular value of x
and the corresponding value of y, but the whole series of

corresponding values of these two variables.

36. Among the properties which the function < (x}, or the
line which represents it, possesses, the most remarkable, that
in fact which is the object of the differential calculus and the
consideration of which is perpetually occurring in all applica-
tions of this calculus, is the degree of rapidity with which the

function varies when the variable begins to vary from any
assigned value. The degree of rapidity of increase of the
function when the variable is made to increase may differ not

only in different functions but also in the same function

according to the value attributed to the variable from which
the increase is supposed to commence. Suppose we give to x
a particular value denoted by OP, to which corresponds a
determinate value of y or

tf> (x) represented by MP. Let x,

starting from the value assigned, increase by a quantity which
we denote by A#, and which is represented by PQ. The
function y will vary in consequence by a certain quantity
which we denote by Ay, so that

therefore A?/ = < (x + Ax) $ (a?J.
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The new value of the ordinate is represented in the figure
A?/

by NQ, and NR represents Ay. The fraction -^ representsi\X

the ratio of the increase of the function to the increase of

the variable, and is equal to the trigonometrical tangent
of the angle NME formed by the secant MN with the axis

of x.

37. It is evident that this fraction is a natural measure of

the degree of rapidity with which the function y increases

when the independent variable x increases; for the greater
this fraction is, the greater will be the increase of the func-

tion y corresponding to the given increase Ace of the variable.

A?/
But it is important to observe that the value of will

depend not only on the value given to x, but also on the

magnitude of the increment Ace, except in the case in which
the curve becomes a straight line.

If then we left this increment arbitrary, it would be im-

Ay
possible to assign to the fraction ~- any definite value, and

QG
it is thus necessary to adopt some convention which will

remove this uncertainty.

38. Suppose that after giving to Ace a certain value, to

which will correspond a certain value for A?/ and a certain

direction for the secant MN, we make the value of Ace

gradually diminish and become ultimately zero. The value

of Ay will also gradually diminish and become ultimately
zero. The point ^will move along the curve towards M, and
we shall find in every example we consider, that the straight line

MN will approach towards some limiting position MT. This

is in fact equivalent to the assertion made in Art. 24, that

by examining every case in detail we could shew that every
function has a differential coefficient. The limiting position
which the secant assumes when N coincides with M is called

cLij

the tangent to the curve at the point M, and thus is the

trigonometrical tangent of the inclination to the axis of x
of the tangent line to the curve.
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A?/
39. The limit of the fraction -~-

,
when A# is diminished

Aa
indefinitely, may be considered as affording a precise measure
of the rapidity with which the function increases when the

independent variable increases, for there remains no longer

anything arbitrary 'in the expression. The limit ~- does not
CiOC

depend on the value assigned to A nor upon the form of

the curve at any finite distance from the point whose co-or-

dinates are araiid y; it depends only on the direction of the

curve at this point, that is to say, on the inclination of the

tangent line to the axis of x.

40. As an example of the preceding, we will determine

the differential coefficient of V(a
2

ar"),
and point out its

geometrical application.

Let y V(a
2

#*),

then y + ky = V{-
2 -

(a?4- )

2

} ;

therefore A?/ = V (a
2

( + ^) *} V(* #*)>

_~
VK -

(*> 4- A)"} + V(
a -^ '

therefore - = --
77-= ;

--
^-^j
-

7T
-
i
- --

.

Aa; V{ (a? 4 A) } + V(
-

)

The limit of this when h is made indefinitely small is

x

dy _ x
therefore

dx *j(a- x-)

It will be seen that we have in the above example used an

algebraical artifice, namely, that of multiplying both numera-
tor and denominator of a fraction by V(a

*

(x+h)
2

}+*/(a* x3

],

in order to obtain -^- in a form the limit of which can be
Ax
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easily seen. In treating any example without the aid of

general rules, we should frequently find our success depen-
dent upon our readiness in effecting such transformations; but
the next two Chapters will explain methods of making the

problem of ascertaining any differential coefficient depend
upon the knowledge of those of a few standard functions.

41. From analytical geometry we know that the equation

y = ^(a
a #2

) represents a circle, and it is also known from
the principles of that subject that the tangent at the point

(x, y) of a circle is inclined to the axis of x at an angle
OR

whose trigonometrical tangent is r-r-^ . Also in the
Y I CL ~~" CO }

case of a circle the straight line which we have defined as the

tangent is the same straight line as that which fulfils the con-

dition of "
touching the circle," given in Euclid, Book in.

42. In the Chapters on the geometrical application of the

Differential Calculus we shall recur to the subject of tangents.
We have given the above example here that the student may
at this early period acquire the conviction that important uses

may be made of a differential coefficient.

43. The,following is another geometrical application. The
area OAMP, see the diagram to Art. 35, must be some func-

tion of x, since it is a definite quantity when we assign a

definite value to x, and varies when x varies. Denote this

function by u, and PQ by Ao;
;
then

u + Aw = area OANQ,
therefore A?/ = area MNQP;
therefore Aw lies between MP. PQ and NQ.PQ,

that is, between ykx and (y + Ay) Ace
;

therefore -r- lies between y and y + Ay.

Hence, diminishing A#, and therefore Ay, without limit, we
have

du _
dx~ y'



CHAPTER III.

DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENTS OF SIMPLE FUNCTIONS.

44. Differential coefficient of xn where n is a positive

integer.

Let y = xn
, therefore

y + &y=(x + h)
n

,

therefore Ay = (x + h)
n - xn

L* m

therefore ^ = nxn~* +
n

(
n ~ 1

)

Ace 1.2

Diminish Jt without limit, and we have

-
1 IvJU

ax

45. The same result may also be obtained by means of

Art. 30. For let

where the w quantities yx , y2 , ...
2/n , are all functions of a;

;

we have then

1 du = !_ d& I dy^
^ ^

1 dyn
u dx yl

dx
2/2

dx yn dx
'

If now^ 2/t
=

x, we have

Ayt
= Ax,

therefore -r^-
1 =

1>A#

therefore -r1 = 1-
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Put then
2/1 > 2/2 > #> all equal to x; thus u becomes xn

,

and we obtain

1 du _n
udx x'

therefore -7- = nxn
~l

.

ax

46. If n be not a positive integer, we may by assuming
the truth of the Binomial Theorem for fractional exponents

dxn

proceed as in Art. 44 to determine -,- . But in that case we

shall require to assume that "
if we have a series containing

an infinite number of terms and each term becomes ulti-

mately indefinitely small, the sum of the terms becomes so

too." To avoid this assumption we adopt another mode.

47. Differential coefficient of x
n

the exponent n being un-

restricted.

Let
2/
= a?

n
,
therefore

therefore

'x + _

h

Now whatever be the value of n, positive or negative, whole
nr\ _ fl

or fractional, it may be supposed
= *- -

,
where p, %, r, are

positive integers.

T *** l~ **

Let - =
z,x

4" ri OTOT/YPO ' n 'y f<y 1 1UlclcIUlO It */ \Z
~

ij,

^y
~n 1

and -7 =
Aa; z 1

'

As h diminishes indefinitely z approaches the limit 1, and we
z
n

1
have to find in that case the limit of .

z 1
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i

Suppose v=z r
, then

z
r

I if* I vp vq
or

z-l z-\ v
r -l vq

(v
r

-l)

vq
(v

r

-l)

This last result is obtained by dividing both numerator and
denominator of the preceding fraction by v 1. Let now v

approach the limit 1, then the limit of the last fraction is

therefore = -= a?"'
1 = nxn~\

ax r

48. Differential coefficient of x
n

. Second method.

Let y = xn
,
therefore

. Ay (x + h}
n-xn

therefore -r
1 = --rAx h

Assume - = z and (1 + ^)" l = v, then z and v are quantities
M?

which diminish indefinitely with h. Thus

Aa;

From the above assumptions

therefore log, (1 + v)
= n loge (l + 2).
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From Art. 19 the expressions

Z V

both tend to the limit unity. Hence we may assume

g, s = 1 g

where each of the quantities 7 and S has zero for its limit.

Hence

vl+j> log, (l + i?)

= n- from above ;

1 + 7
At

therefore the limit of - is n, and
z

- = nxn

ax

49. Differential coefficient of a".

Let y = ax, therefore

y + Ay = ax+h = ax
ah

,

therefore ~ = a
Ace k

Now, by Art. 20, the limit of 7 , when h is indefinitely

diminished is logea; therefore

Next let y = a" ;
then
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hence by the rule just proved

= of* c log, a.

Hence if y = e
fx

,

_L fff*
dx~

and if y = e*,

dy= e
*

dx

50. Differential coefficient of loga x.

Let y = loga x, therefore

therefore Ar/ = loga (x + h) Iog x

therefore -~

x

Assume A = xz, therefore

y\/y; / %

By Art. 19 the limit of ^" ^ when s diminishes
z

indefinitely is loga e, therefore

dy 1 .

-f-
= -

loga edx x

1 1

Hence if y = loge x

x
'

loge a
*

^
dx x'
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51. Differential coefficient o/sin x.

Let y = sin x, therefore

y + Ay = sin (x + h),

therefore Ay = sin (x + h) sin a;

h\ . h= 2 cos
(
x + -

)
sin -

, by Trigonometry,
\ 2/ A

h
. , . sin -

therefore -r-^ = cos ( x + -
) * .

Aa; \ 2J h

. h
sm-

Now when h is indefinitely diminished, the limit of

is unity by Art. 9, therefore 2

dy
-/- cos x.
dx

52. Differential coefficient of cos x.

Let y = cos x, therefore

y + Ay = cos (x + A),

therefore Ay = cos (a;+ K) cos>#

/ h\ . h= 2sm la;+ -J sin-,

c
.n k

therefore ~^ = si

therefore -g- sin x.
dx

53. Differential coefficient o/tan x.

Let y = tan x, therefore

y + Ay = tan
(a; + /*),
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therefore

therefore

therefore

COTANGENT. SECANT.

Ay = tan (x + h) tan x

_ sin (x + h} sin a;

cos (x + h) cos x

sin (x -f h x) _ sin h

cos (x + h) cos x cos
(a; + h) cos a;

'

Ay _ sin ^ 1

A#
~

h cos
(a; + h) cos a?

*

dx cos
2
a;

"

54. Differential coefficient of cot x.

By proceeding as in the last Example, we find that if

y = cot ac,

dy _ 1

dx sin x

55. Differential coefficient of sec #.

Let y= seca:, therefore

y + Ay = sec (x + h},

therefore Ay = sec (x + Ji)
sec x

1 1 cos x cos (x + h}

cos arcos (x + h)
'

therefore - =

. h
sin -

cos x cos (x + h} h

2

f dy sin x
therefore -

T
- = r .

cue cos x
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56. Differential coefficient of cosec x.

Let y = cosec x
; proceed as in the last example, and we

find

dy _ cos x
dx sin

2 x
'

57. Since tana;, cot a;, sec a;, and cosec # are all fractional

forms, we may deduce the differential coefficient of each of

these functions by Art. 31 from those of sin x and cos x.

Thus, let

sin a;

y = tan x = ,

COSiC

d sin x . d cos x
, cosec ; sma;

j

,, r ay dx dx .

therefore -/ = , , Art. 31,
dx cos x

cos x + sm^ x

cos
2
a;

1

, Arts. 51 and 52,

cos" a;

Similarly we may proceed with cot x, sec x, and cosec x.

Since vers x = 1 cos x, the differential coefficient of vers x

by Arts. 27 and 33

= differential coefficient of cos x

= sin x.

T. D. C.
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DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENTS OF THE INVERSE TRIGONOME-
TRICAL FUNCTIONS AND OF COMPLEX FUNCTIONS.

58. LET y ^> (x), so that y is a known function of x
;

it

follows from this that x must be some function of y, although
we may not be able to express that function in any simple
form. The best mode for the reader to convince himself of

this will be to recur to algebraical geometry and suppose x
and y to be the co-ordinates of a point in a curve the equation
to which is y= <j>(x). For every value of x there will be

generally one or more values of y, positive or negative, as

the case may be. So for any value of y there will be

generally one or more definite values of x, which, as they

really exist, may be made the subjects of our investigations,
even although our present powers of mathematical expres-
sion may not always furnish us with simple modes of repre-

senting them.

59. A simple example will be given in the equation

y = x*-2x+l ..
(1).

Solve this equation with respect to x, and we have

= iy* (2).

Here (2) shews that if any value be assigned to y we must
have for x one of two definite values.

Now in (1), x being the independent variable and y the

dependent variable, we have by Arts. 28, 33, and 44,

^-2a-27 ftJb
~~ a

dx
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In equation (2) we may treat y as the independent variable

and x as the dependent variable, and we find, by Art. 47,

From (2) x - 1 = + yl,

therefore - = + /*,x-l

Hence, from (4),
=

Comparing (5) with (3), we see that

^ x = 1.
f&e dy

The theorem which holds in this simple case we shall now
prove to be universally true.

m dy dx
60. To prove -/- x -j-

= 1.
dx dy

(1),

since from this it follows that x must be some function of y,

suppose x= ty(y) ......................... (2).suppose x= y ......................... .

Let x in (1) be changed into x + A#, in consequence of which

y becomes y + Ay, then

y + Ay = (j> (x + Aaj) .......... . ........ (3).

Now in (2) it may happen that x has more than one value

for any assigned value of y, but if the value of y in (2) be
the same as that in (1), then among the values which x can

have, one must be the value we supposed assigned to x in (1).

Hence we may suppose x and y in (2) to have the same
values as the same symbols respectively had in (1). In. equa-
tion (2) change y into y+ Ay, where y has the same value

as in (1) and (3), and Ay the same value as in (3). Then

among the values which the dependent variable is suscepti-
ble of in

(2)_, one must be x + A#, the symbols having the same
values as in (3).

D2
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Hence x + Aa; =
i|r (y + Ay) (4).

From (1) and (3)

Ay <j> (x + Aa;)* < (x)' ^ ^ ^^ ^
it (y).

From (2) and (4)

= T (6).
Ay Ay

In (5) and (6) the same symbols have the same values, and

Ay Aa;
since m that case -r2- x -r = 1, we have

A# Ay
<f> (x + Ax) <f> (x} ilr (y + Ay) ty (y)

Aa; Ay
Now diminish A# and Ay without limit, and we have

or, as it may be written,

dy dec _

61. The demonstration given in the last Article may
appear laborious. In reviewing it, the student will perceive
that this arises from the necessity of proving that the x, y,

Ace, and Ay, which occur in (5), have the same numerical
values as the quantities denoted by the same symbols respec-

tively in (6). This point is sometimes assumed, and it is

AT/ A&
considered sufficient to say

"
since

j-
- x -^- = 1 always, we

fl 77 {1 Y
have, by proceeding to the limit, -,

- x -y- = 1," but it would

appear necessary at least that the assumption should be
noticed.

62. Suppose z =
<j> (x),

y=Vr (4
so that y is a function of z, and z a function of x. It follows

that if we substitute for z its value in ty (z), we make y an
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explicit function of x, and consequently y must have a dif-

ferential coefficient with respect to x. For example, if -z x*

and y = z
3

,
we have by substitution y = x6

. iNow this is

a function of x of which we know the differential coefficient,

by Art. 44. Hence
-f-
= Qxs

. But if z = cos # and y = a", we
C13G '.,*-

find y = acosx
,
a function of x which we have not yet seen

how to differentiate. Hence the necessity and use of the rule

demonstrated in the next Article. -

63. Differential coefficient of a function of a function.

Let z=
(f>(x)

.. ................... ... (1),

and y= ty(z) ........................ (2),

so that y is a function of x
; required the differential coeffi-

cient of y with respect to x.

Let x be changed into x + &x, iri consequence of which

z becomes z + Az, and suppose in consequence of this change
in 2, that y becomes y + Ay ;

thus ,

(3),

(4).

Now suppose that by putting for z its value in (2), we obtain

y = F(x] ....:,::;.. ................ (5),

where F(x] denotes some function .of a;. From the mode
in which equation (5) is obtained it follows that we may
suppose x and y to have respectively the same values in (5)

as in (1) and (2), and also that

y + ky= F(x + kx), .................. (6),

where Aa; and Ay are the same quantities as have already
occurred in (3) and (4).

From these equations we deduce

Ay F(x + Ax) -Fix]=- - L

from

<f> (x + Ao?) d> (x} . .. ...= 21i- ^ r_i_Z from (1) and (3),
Aa;

\ / \ />
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where the same symbols denote throughout the same quan-
tities. Hence, since

Ay _ Ay &z
A.-B

~~
Az Ax '

we have

-ty (z) <j)(x + Aa?)
-

<ft (a?)

A./ A; A./'

Now let Aa;, As, and Ay, diminish without limit, and we
obtain F' (x)

=
ty' (z)

<' (x) ;

or, as it may be written,

dy __ dy dz

dx dz dx
'

Hence the differential coefficient of y with respect to x is

equal to the product of the differential coefficient of y with

respect to z, and of the differential coefficient of z with respect
to x.

64. "We may make a remark on the demonstration of the

last Article similar to that in Art. 61. It is often considered

sufficient to say that "
-^-

= -~ x -r- by the properties of

fractions, and therefore, by taking the limit,
~ =

-j-
-r- ."

65. Differential coefficient of shT'o;.

Let y = sin'
1

^, therefore

therefore -y- = cosy, Art. 51,

therefore -3? =- ,
Art. 60.

dx cos y
Since siny = x, cosy=*J(lx*)', the proper sign to be

taken will of course depend on the value of y; we may there-

fore put

dx VU-^)'
remembering that the radical must have a negative sign if

cos y be negative.
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66. Differential coefficient ofcos~
l
x.

Let y = cos^x, therefore

cosy = x,

fjni*

therefore -r- = sin y, Art. 52,

therefore -
=

, Art. 60,
ax sin y

1

See the preceding Article.

67. Differential coefficient of tan"
1
a; and cottar.

Let y = ta,u~
l

x, therefore

x = tan y,

dx 1
tuereiuib
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1 J (x
2

But sec y = x, therefore cos y = -
,
and sin y =

OS x
see Art. 65, thus

dx x *J (x
2

1)

"

Similarly, if y = cosec"
1

^,

dy = 1

/7/y /y . / ^^y ... 1 I
iX-t-v M/ 'y V**' *-

y

69. In the manner given in the preceding Articles the

differential coefficients of the inverse trigonometrical functions

are usually determined. They may however be found without

using Art. 60.

For example, suppose

therefore y + &y = tan"
1

(x + h},

therefore A# = tan"
1

(x + h) tan'
1
a;

Ti

,, f Ay 1. -!
therefore -r- = -

7 tan
Aa; A

*
tan

J

1 l+as(x + h)

k

1+x (x + h)

Now let h diminish without limit, then

*
tan rr

* t T -j. f I + x (x -\- n) ..
the limit of -5

* 1 =
l, Art. 21,

1 + a; (a; + A)

~J~
"^

"^ 2
/T 1* I />**
lX/t</ J. T^ </
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70. Again, suppose y == sin'
1

a;,

therefore
'

y + Ay = sin'
1

(x + A),

therefore Ay = sin"
1

(x + K) sin"
1
a?

therefore' _ ** [(* + A)

A,

by Trigonometry,

(l
- fc+ A)'}] .

'

put (a:+ A) \/(l
-* a:

2

) a: \/{l (# + ^)
2

}
= for abbreviation,

then
A?/ sin"

1
a sin"

1
a 2

-r* = r =-
. Y .

Aa; h z h

A A

(g + A)
2

(l -a;
2

)
- a;

2

{1
-

A [(a; + A) V(l
-_

(a; + A) V(l
~

*) + as V(l
-

(a? + h)'
2

}

'

thus
5^ i7*

the limit of T ,
when A = 0, is 77^

--^
ri x \J\\- x)

or --

and the limit of
sin

is 1, Art. 21
;
therefore

dx \/(l
~

z?)

'

71. Differential coefficient of vers^ar.

Let y = vers~
1

x, therefore

vers y = x,

therefore 1 cos y = x,

,, - dx
therefore -j- = sin y,

dy

, dy 1 1 1
therefore -,- = -r = ^ ^ x

= rr-
--

dx sm y v(l cos y) VI 1 (1

1
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72. Differential coefficient of z
v
.

Let y = z, where v and z are both functions of x.

Take the logarithms of both members of the equation,
hence

logey = vloge z.

Now since these two functions of x are always equal, their

differential coefficients with respect to x must be so.

And = ^
ax ay dx

= 1

^, Art. 50.
y ax

Also the differential coefficient of v logbz

dv , d logez

dv . v dz=s I ^ + ;s
1 dv dv ,

'

v dz
therefore

y
= IoS<2 +

i S>

A dy_ (d?L i
v
_ &*\

dx
"

\das z dx)
'

73. If we compare Arts. 29... 31 with Art. 72 we may
deduce a general rule for the differential coefficient of a

composite function. Differentiate in order each component
function, treating all the others as if they were constant;
then add the results thus obtained.

It is advisable to call the attention of the student explicitly
to three different cases which beginners are apt to confound.

(1) If y = za where z is a function of x and a is a constant,

then by Arts. 47 and 63

^ = as
-i ffc

e

dx dx
'

(2) Ify = a" where z is a function of x and a is a constant,
then by Arts. 49 and 63

dy dz

s-**?
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(3) If y = zv where both z and v are functions of x, then

by Art. 72

fy _ g /^ ]
finf* \ fiwCLJU \ilJs

,
v-dk\

H 7
-

.

z dx)

74. Differential coefficient of xn. Third method. For
the other methods see Arts. 47 and 48.

The differential coefficient of xn is sometimes found thus :

First prove as in Art. 44 or 45 that if n be a positive

integer, the differential coefficient of xn
is wa;""

1
.

If then n be fractional and positive, suppose it = - where

p and q are positive integers.

Let y= xn = x^, ,

therefore y
q = xp.

Hence taking the differential coefficients of both sides

,7,/z-i fy. - ny*-1

qy dx~ P '

dy _pxp~1 _p aT1

~~ ~ '

9.

The rule is thus established so long as n is positive.

If n be negative suppose it = m, so that m is positive.

Let y =x, therefore

/>.

i

y
therefore 1 = yx

m
.

Differentiate both sides, and we have

= xm -+ ymxm~\ Arts. 29 and 33,
ax

therefore
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Hence the rule for differentiating xn
is universally esta-

blished.

75. We shall now give some examples of the preceding
rules for finding differential coefficients.

(1) Let y= smax.

Put ax = z
;
therefore y sin z,

dy dy dz
and -f =-f- --, Art. 63.

ax dz ax

But -f = cosz, Art. 51,
dz

and -,
- =

a, Art. 33,
ax

dy
therefore -~ = a cos z = a cos ax.

ax

(2) Let y = sin (log x}.

By logo; without any base specified, we mean loge x.

Put log x = z,

therefore y = sin z,

dy dy dz
and -/-=-f -1-, Art. 63.

ax 3 dx

But -7^ = cos z, Art. 51,
ds

i = -, Art. 50,dx x

dy cosz cos (log a:)
therefore -f-

=- =- ^
.

dx x x

(3) y=
Put sin x = z,

therefore y = log z,

dy dy dz

1 cos a;= - cos x = = cot x.
z smx
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. . , a-\-bx
(4) = log j .6 a -bx

-r, ,
a + bx

Put T-= Z>

a bx

, c dz b (a
-

bx) + 1 (a + bx) .

therefore -y-
= ^ J- = = '- Art. 31,dx (a oxy

. ,, cLy l &Q/D Ado
therefore -/ = - -

^-^ = ^ T^ .

dx z (a ox) a ox

This example may also be solved by putting

y = log (a + bx)
-

log (a
-

bx),

, , dy b b 2ab
therefore -f- = j -\ ?

= -= 7^-5 .

dx a + bx a ox a ox

(5) y = cos
it-

Put
3?

therefore y = cos"
1

z,

, dy _ dy dz
'

dx dz dx'

Now ^ = _-
77_i__, Art. 66,

. "

da_-Ga?-^-*-~~^ ^^ 31>

_3(^-4).
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. 8y__ o 3 (a;

8

-4)
6
dx~ V(a^-9*

4+2'"
-3(a:

2

-4)
x VK^

2 -
1) (

a -
4)

2

}
x V(

f -
1)

'

4 3o;
2

In differentiating 3 we made use of the rule for
C

finding the differential coefficient of a fraction. By putting
the expression in the form

x1 x'

that is, 4af3
3af*,

we obtain for the differential coefficient

-12af4 +3af2

,
Art. 47,

3(^-4)
or -

i
-

,
as above.

It may be observed that cases of this kind frequently occur

in which we may adopt more than one method. The student

will find it very useful in rendering him familiar with the

rules, to obtain his results, if possible, by different methods.

It is often convenient to take the logarithms of both sides of

an equation before differentiating. Thus, from the above,
we have

lg y = \ (log <>> + lg x + log (x 3a) log (x 4a) j.

Take the differential coefficient of each member of the equa-
tion, therefore

Idy 1 (1 1 1 )___-L = _ J __
j

_____
Y

y dx 2
(a;

x 3a x 4aj

a?-8ax + 12a
z

~
2x(x-3a) (x-4a)

'
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,1 t> dy iJa, . i

therefore
-^-
= -

(7) v = tan~
1 -.
a

Put - =
, therefore y= ta

a

, ftherefore
dy I dz
-/-

=
2 -j-dx 1 + z dx

11 g

a a
I ~r

a

/ _> T . _i od X 3C

(8) Let y = tan
J

r
-
s 5- .

a (a
2 - &e2

)

_
Put 7-2 ^-Vx = z

;
therefore v = tan'

1

z,
a (a ox)

dy dy dz 1 dz
oTiH -,-,'- r ^ ^--- T"__

f^a; dz dx 1 + 3
2
cZa;

'

c& 3 (a
2- a;

2

) (a
8 - Sx2

) + Ga; (3ica
2 - x3

)Now T- = -"
.

3

'

,.,
v--'

, Art. 31,
CP; a(a3x)

And by reduction we find that

Therefore '1
=
^T^

In fact we have from Trigonometry

tan*
1

a (a
2 3x2

)
a

7 ) f,

and therefore the value of ? ought to be -,
-

CiflJ tt
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It is obvious that other self-verifying examples may be

constructed on the model of this example.

e* cos x
Put

thus y = tan.~
l

z,

dy 1 dz
therefore ~f = = -,- .

dx l + z das

... dz _ (e'cosa; e'smx)(l+e*sin#) ee

cosx(e"cosx+e
x
smx}INOW j , r : TO

cue (1 + e s

_ e
x
(cos a; sin x e?) _

<fw & (cos a; sin x e*)
therefore -f-

= -f- ^r^ -^dx l + 2e sm x + e

(10) y = sin x tan"1
a? a* log x.

du sin a: az log #
3r = cos x tan a; a log x H
cte

_,.,., ,

sin a; tanj x a"
-f sin a; tan x a loga log x -\

--
. Art. 30.

*c

76. The differential coefficients of the simple functions are
here collected for the sake of reference.

dy----,-dx x loge a
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. x dy 1 x
y = sm -

. -f-
= - cos - .

a dx a a

x dy 1 . x
y = cos -

. -f = sm -
.

a dx a a

x dy 1 ,#
2/
= tan-. -/=-sec-.a aa; a a

.a? c?v 1 a?
v = cot - .

~ = cosec -
.

a ax a a

. x
j , sin -

x dy 1 a
y = sec - .

~ = -
.

a dx a *x
cos -

a

x
x dv I

y cosec
x dy _ 1 a

dx a .

sm
a

y Sm
a' dx

~x dy= cos . -#- =
ft dx

>i a; dy a
v/
= tan

1
-

ct

*

cfo a8 + a;*
*

, -i a? <&/ a
V = COt

l -
. -f- = 5 ; .

a rfic a^ + a?

-i& dy _ a

& dx xtj(x
z

a
2

dy_
a dx x*J(3? G?)

'

_, x dy 1
?/ = vpr^ ^ _ ______^___

a* ^"^aa;-*1

)'

T. D. C. E
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EXAMPLES.

dy c
1. y = c*Jx. -/=;r-7-.dx 2 V#

a x dy a
** 41 _ ^.*' _ __. ..

y ~
x dx~ x*'

_ \ +x dy _ 1 2o~
dx

4. y /
AV->!^

/ ~j^

rfy 2
o. y = log cotan x. j = ^~* ax sin 2a;

y
-7(^

8

^^)'

as
9

dy _ 3a;
a

^"(l-x
1

)*' <fo~(l-

8. y = e
s>

(l-a;
s

). ^ = e* (1

9. =o;-

10. =2a;-

1L y = (?r dy_ n
\nj dx

12 v= x*
fy. nx

A ^^ -V / - \
- i
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< 4

ar> + o;)

8

(&-a)
4
.

^=
(2a&

-
(6a

- 5J) a - 9*z

}
aj (a + a:)

2

(6
-

a?)

8
.

(a + x}
m

(b + xy.

1

14.

15.

16.

,H.

tan3 x dy 4
18. y = tanco + x. -f- = ta,nx.

3 dx

19. y =

20. y =

21. y

=
(a + a)"*-

1

(5 + a;)"-
1

{
m (6 + a?) + n (a + x}}.

1 dy _ ^ m (b + x) + n (a + a;)

^ 'H1 ""hl

1 -
a ^ = 2x tan'

1 - + a.
dx a

4.

22.

23.

24.

25

20

-
, .

-
.

(a 4- 6x") log (a + 6^;")

TT cc= log tan [-+-}.
dy
-?- =--

.

rfa; cos a;

e(a+>:)1 sin or. = e(a+a:)
'

(2 (a + a?)
sin a; + cos

o>}.

E2
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\-x*\ dy _ -
~/(=V

a; dy _ e*(l-a;)-l

29 - *-

qn _
1

si. ,=

33. v =

dx

x x

1

QJ ^.VO*
1-*1

)
o4. y = a

^ <^y sec
2
a* ,

So. y = tan a .
-jf-
=--

5 logea . a

30. y =

37. f-2a

38. =
j-
=

q r-
dx, 1 + tana;
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1

_i "/ i

dx i

dy . _.
=~ = sin40. y = xsm x. -~ = sm
UX <y i i

dy tan a;

41. v = tan # tan l
x. -/- = sec x tan \I O\^V> */ UCtiJUL 1,0 "1 Q .

aa; 1 +ar

/ \n ^V / \-i /

42. y = sin nx (sin a;) . -f- = n (sm#) sin (n+l}x.
dx

(sin nx)
m

dy mn (sin nx}
1"'1

cos (wa; wa?)
43. y=-7 TT. -/ = a

r^^ ^
(cos ma;) aa; (cos ma;)

n+1

44. y e~atxt cos rx. - = e~aS|r*

(2a
2
a; cos ra; + r sin ra;) .

j ^ 3!/
^^ S1U fly

40. 7/ = -7-5 r^ .

(sma;)

sin a; -) 1
j-,

5T>- 3 (a; sin"
1

a;)
cos x

(sin a;)

4

i n i *
i

du do
45. v = log { } . -/-

= .
/v I fi y AVI /yt

tl/U/ o Q**' 79 B**'
a cos - 6 sm -

A7 * ^

. \ dy x" (1 log x)
48. ?/

= x . , = 5
^ fji-** *T

U'^'

49. T/
= a^in

~
1;c

. -p
=

dx

x

rJti _

50. ?/
= e^.

51. 3^
= 6^.
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52. y = x".

53. -a".
cfo; a;

_, 23? % _ 2 (1
-

a;*)

y- !+? a5"l + 6aj'+^
<

a 1_)). ?/ ^ 8111 "-
.~ "7

""
/ / . _ o v

V2 dx V(! 2* - a;
2

)

N ^ -
(sec V(l

-
a;)}

2

56. y = tanV-

K -i
57' =

58. v= tan"
1

(w tan a?) .
-~ =

3
-

2 . ..

rtx cos x + n sm'x

-
sec

60. y = (a; + a

61. = t
a \x + aj' dx x4

a*'

/?> . _i i, . ay ii/., \
62. y = sin \/(sm a:). f- \ J(l + cosec sc]

U.X

/> -T 2x dv 2
oo. v = tan i .

1- x*

64. v = sir

66. =
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67. y-=isnT
1

{x-

. _, x tan a dy a9 tan a 1
C8. v = sin .

^- =
.

vt/ V ~~~ SiLL A / I 70 o j 7
^~ "

770 o\ 77 v\~ *V \b
- x*J dx (b* x2

) V( - #
)

//I cosa;\ <??/ 1
70. y = tan' /( . j^ = -

A/ \ J. -j- COS Xj OX A

^ . ^b + a cos x

a + b cos x
*

73. 3,
=

dx a+ b cos x

^_. _, i "y 11* i/ i oiij. </ 1 dy \ (a ~ o )

/ _. v = tan -< ^
:

r . -f" = ^T
(

b + a cos x )
dx a + b cos x

74. y-.ee-.*

75. y = tan"
1

x 2(1

where

shew that
dx
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. n + 1 . nx
sin x sin

78. Given sina; + sin2a; + ... +smnx= ,

. x
sin-

deduce, by taking the differential coefficients of both sides,

the sum of

cosoj + 2 cos2a;+ +n cosnx.

n+ 1 . x . 2n + l 1 / . n + 1 \
2

sm - sin

Eesult.
'

. X
sin

2

79. Having given (see Plane Trigonometry, Chap, xxm.)

. fir \ . /2-7T \ . fm 1 \ sin mx
sma;sm \-x\ sm

( \- x) ... sin TT + X) =
\m ) \m J \ m )

where m is a positive integer, shew that

cot x
-f-

cot
( h x

] + ...+ cot
f TT + x }

= m cot mx.
\m J \ m J

80. From the preceding result deduce that

(*rr

\ /iwt 1 N

Ha;] + ... + cosec
2

[ TT + X)m J \ m J

m cosec mx.



CHAPTER V.

SUCCESSIVE DIFFEEENTIATION.

77. IN the preceding Chapters we have shewn how from

any given function of a variable another function may be

deduced, called the differential coefficient of the first. This
second function, by the same rules, has its differential co-

efficient, which is called the second differential coefficient of the

original function.

Thus, if y = xn
,
we have ~ = nxn~\ The differential co-

efficient of nx"'
1 with respect to x is n (n 1

)
xn~*, which is

therefore the second differential coefficient of y or xn with

respect to x. The second differential coefficient of y with

respect to x is denoted by
-~

2 , which is to be considered as

d dy
dx

an abbreviation for 7 .

dx

"What we said of -M in Art. 26, we now say of -j*.dx dxs

that it is to be looked upon as a whole symbol, not admitting

of decomposition into a numerator d"*y and a denominator dx'
2
.

d*y
As

-JTJ
will be generally a function of x it will have its

CLOC

differential coefficient with respect to x. This is called the

third differential coefficient of y with respect to
a?,

and is

d^y
J3 . dx*

denoted by -3% ,
as an abbreviation for

'

.

This process and notation may be carried on to any extent.
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The successive differential coefficients of a function are

often conveniently denoted by accents on the function.

Thus, if <(#) be any function of x, then <' (x), (j>"(x), <f>'"(&),

(^(x}, ...... denote the first, second, third, fourth, ......

differential coefficients of <j>(x) with respect to x.

78. In some cases the nih
differential coefficient of a

function admits of a simple algebraical expression. For

example, suppose

y sin x
;

therefore -p
= cos x = sin

(
x +

) ,
diX \ 2/

,. d sin
(
x + }

tf'V \ 2/
-5dx

e + -

so

, d*y . / nTr\and generally^ = sm
f + yj

So also, if y = sin ax,

dn

In like manner, if

y = cos ar,

,
and

- f <Z
n
v /

,
WTT\

if
._y
= cosax, -^ = a" cos f ax + -z-

J
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79. Suppose y = d\

therefore ~ = ax log a.
dx

dn
y

and ~Z=ax
(loga)

n
.

Similarly, if y = e
M

, V^ = V*.

If y = log x,

^-i-ofi
i * >
ao; a;

*S f
dx*

X '

$y -*_iZ. Q/y.
S

t&8
~ ' '

B --

where }n 1 stands for 1 . 2.3 ... (n 1).

80. Differential coefficient of the product of two functions.

Suppose u yz,

where y and z are functions of x
;
we have

du _ dz dy
dx y dx dx

Differentiating both sides of the equation with respect to

x, we have

d*u d*z dy dz dy dz d*y_ -_
*y_ ^| n _i _.-,_. ^ ^*^ --i- _1_ ^/

* 1'

dx*

d*z dy dz d*y- ~ Z
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Similarly

d a
u d 3

z dy d?z _ dy d*z n d?y dz d*y dz d?u_ _ y __
I
__y._ _i_ 2 - - __

(- 2 _ ___
I
__- - __

I
__ z

dx3 dx3 dx do? dx dx3
dx' dx dx* dx dx3

d*z dytfz^ tfy^dz d*y
dx3 dx dx* dx* dx dx3

So far, then, as we have proceeded, the numerical coeffi-

cients follow the same law as those of the Binomial Theorem.
We may prove by the method of Induction that such will

always be the case. For assume

d?u dn
z dyd

n~l
z n (n

-
1) d_ ., ___1_ /M _JL _ _L ^ _>_ _-^

1.2 d

n (n
-

1) . . . (n
- r + 1) d

r

y d
n
~*z~~~ ~'

r ^

lr

Differentiate both sides with respect to x : then

dn+1u dn"z dd

n(n-l)... (n-r _

[r_ \dx
r dxn

~

n (n
-

1) ... (n
-

r) frf^y dr*z
~

"-"

dn
ydz+ ...... +

dx*dx

Rearranging the terms, we have

(n+ 1) n ... (n + 1 - r) d^
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Now the series (3) follows the same law as (1). Hence
if for any value of n the formula in (1) is true, it is true

also for the next greater value of n. But we have proved
that it holds when n = 3

;
therefore it holds when n = 4,

therefore when n=5, and so on
;
that is, it is universally true.

This theorem is called after the name of its discoverer,
Leibnitz.

81. If u = e
M cos bx

;
we have by Arts. 78 and 80,

r\ n(n-l] n_2 , 8
/ 2?r\

i/
fcJbr <^H*-*TJ

We may also find another form for this w* differential

coefficient as follows:

- - = e
ax

(a cos bx b sin bx) ;

assume a = r cos
<f>,

b = r sin <,

so that r =(a + &)*,

thus T- = re
ax cos (bx + <),

where r and
<f>

are constant quantities.

fZ
2
M

Similarly j-j
= re** (a cos (fee + $ - b sin (fa? + <)}

= rV* cos (fa;

and generally

cfeo* cos ix
cos

82. The following is an important example of Art. 80.

Let u =

d>
n
e
ax

then, remembering that -j-ir cfe *, we have
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If now the expression

d\ n

-j- y
dxj 9

be expanded by the Binomial Theorem, and the symbols

fd\ /d\* fd\
3

(&)* Us/* yy*~
replaced by

dy d*y d'y
'3?' ^respectively,

the result will be the same as the series in parentheses in (1).

Hence, we may write

as a convenient abbreviated method of stating the equation (1).

83. The following theorem is sometimes of use in the

higher branches of mathematics.

If n be any positive integer

dnu_d
nuv dn

~l

(
dv\ n(n-l] dn~*

( d2
v~~~x)^ 1.2 &

This theorem may be readily established by Induction.

For it is obviously true when n = l, and if we assume it to

be true for a specific value of n we can shew that it will be
true when n is changed into n+ 1. Assume that (1) is true

and differentiate both sides
;
thus

dn+1u dv dnu _ dn+luv
cP_/

dv\
n
~

n* " n W_

dx dxn
~

dxn* "
dtf V fo/ 1.2
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Also since the theorem is supposed to hold for the value n

we have from (1), by changing v into -j- ,

<h<Fu_d?_( dv\_ dT^f d?v\ n(n-l) d*

dx dxn
~
dx"^ dx)

n
dxn

-i
(
U
dx*)'

{
1.2 da

Now suppose the right-hand members of (2) and (3) written

so that the first term of (3) is immediately under the second
term of (2), the second term of (3) under the third term of (2),

and so on. Then by subtracting we have

dn+1u dn+1uv
v j-s+i = j ,ri-i (n + 1) ~r^ (

u IT }
+ '

,dx ax dx \ ax/ 1 . 2

dn+l
v

dxn+1

. . dn f dv\ (n+i}n dnl f dv
(n + 1) -TIT (

u -T + , T~5I=i u TT5J dx \ dx) 1 . 2 dx \ dx
.

- + (-l)
n+l u

This shews that if the theorem is true for a specific value

of n it is also true when n is changed into n+ 1. Therefore

since it is true when n = 1 it is universally true.

EXAMPLES.

d?y cos x
1. If y = tan x + sec x, -^ = T-= r3 .

dx* (1 sm x)

. 3 sin x sin 3i
2. Let ^ = sin x =---

,

d"v 3 . / WTT\ 3" .

3.

4.

K Tf / 2 , 2\ 4. -1 X
5. If2/=(a;

2 + a)tan
1

-,
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d'v
6. If y = e~* cos x,

- + ty = 0.

7

8.

9y.

10

11.

12. If^ = 6
z

^, =
-

da? 2a,y#

13

14. If y
2 = sec 2x,

15.

ac b-ac

17. If y = xn
sin x,

i n
= w < sin # -}- x sin I a/ -f~ I -i . >/ 0*^1

1
*< n -

rflr [ lV 2 / \.2
n (w 1) (n

n(n\)../

18. If ^ = tan'1

-,a a

then -^ = g

a = cos
8

^,ax a +yf a
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lence
dz

y
-j4ax

2 y . y dy
cos^sm^-/a a a ax

I . Zy dy= - - sm -/-a a ax

Shew that -^. = -= cos [ + 2 .
)
cos

3 -
,

ax a \a 2 / a

and generally that -=-*.
= - -^ cos \

-*- + (n 1) [
cos" -

.

dxn a (a 2) a

Now tan"
1 -

'

= - tan"
1 - = --0 suppose ;

a 2 x 2

i ,\ ir\ fny WTrN . , ...

+ (n 1) -V = sin I +
J

= sin (nir nV)thus cos \

therefore

19. Since

;
and cos

n ^

\n
sin

(Ztan
1 -
a a \rt

Hence, shew that

where

T. D. c.

tan ^ = -
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The 71
th

differential coefficient of .
-

5 with respect to x
a* + x

is sometimes obtained thus :

_J_ =_L_
f

* * 1.
a* + x* 2aV(-l) laj-aV(-l) + aV(-l)J'

therefore

d* / 1 \ = (-l)
n

l!L

dxn {cf+ef} 2a V(- 1)

Now assume x= r cos 0, a = r sin 0, so that

3 = a3 + a? and tan = -
.

x

Then {a + a V(- 1) j

n+1 =^n
{
cos e + -J(~ 1) sin

= r
n+l

(cos (i + 1) 6 + V(~ 1) sin

by De Moivre's Theorem.

Hence

and we
;
obtain the same result as before for the proposed ?i

th

differential coefficient.

j
tt

.

Art' 80-

Hence, by means of the preceding Example, shew that

(-l)"[cos(n-f 1)0dn

f
x \

dxn
\f? + a?)

~

(a
8
-fa;

2

)'

We may also proceed in the second manner indicated for

the preceding Example, starting with

a* + a2
2 [x + a V(- 1) *-aV(-l)r
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21. Find the 4th differential coefficient of -j
- and of e"*?.

6 \_

Results

e
x 4-] -\(f

x j.ll/^.Lp4* 1'

_'- - and e-**{Wx--lUx

22.
d"

(ff> = {^c
n + 2nxc

n~l + n(n- 1) c"'
2
) a*

dx

where c = log a. Art. 80.

23. If y sin (m sin"
1

x) ,
shew that

Apply Leibnitz's theorem, Art. 80, and deduce

24. If y = a cos (log a;) + 5 sin (log a;), shew that

d2
y du

andthat

F2
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CHAPTER VI.

"EXPANSION OF FUNCTIONS IN SERIES.

84. IN the Binomial Theorem, we are furnished with a

series proceeding according to powers of h, which is equi-
valent to the expression (x + h}

n
. Other series have also

presented themselves in Algebra and Trigonometry, such as

the expansion of e
x
in powers of x and of log (1 + x] in powers

of x. In the previous Articles of this book, we have, however,
not assumed the knowledge of any expansions, except the Bi-

nomial Theorem in the case of a positive integral exponent ; but
we are now about to investigate the expansion of f(x + h)
in powers of h, where f(x) denotes any function of x, and it

will appear that all the isolated examples which the student

may have seen hitherto, are but cases of this general theorem.

85. Before we offer a strict demonstration of the theorem
in question, we shall notice the method which it was usual to

adopt in treatises on the Differential Calculus not based on
the doctrine of limits. Such treatises commenced with an

unsatisfactory demonstration of the proposition that f(x + A)
could generally be expanded in a series proceeding according
to ascending integral positive powers of h

;
it remained then

to determine the coefficients of the different powers of h, and
that was accomplished in the manner given in the next two
Articles.

86. We have first to establish the following theorem.

h) be any function of x+ h, we obtain the same
result whether we differentiate it with respect to x, consider-

ing h constant, or differentiate it with respect to h, consider-

ing x constant.
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For put x + h = z.

In the first case

= df(z] dz

dx dz
'

dx

M , \
dz

=/ (z), since
^-

= 1.

In the second case,

df(x + h) = df(z) dz_

'

dh dz
'

dh

/.,
. . . dz

=f (z],
since ^ = 1.

87. To expand f(x + h) in a series of ascending powers

of h.

Assume (Art. 85) that

f(x + h)
= A

9 + A 1
h + AJl? + AJi

3 + ......... (1),

where A
, A I}

Av ..., do not contain h.

Then

df(x + fy = dA
h
dA

v
fe
, dA % ^ dA

a
{

_ ^ ^Q\
dx dx dx dx dx

and *f (a h} = A, + 2A
z
h + 3AJS + ..................... (3).

By Art. 86, the series (2) and (3) must be equal. Hence,

equating the coefficients of like powers of h, we have

dx '

A = ldA * = l d3A

3 dx 1.2.3 dxa '

And by putting h = in (1), we find
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Hence, substituting the values ofA
<)
,A l ,...

in (l),wc have

f(x + h) =/(*) + If (x) + ^f" (x) + Jj^f" (*) + ... (4),

the general term being

[n dxn

This result is called Taylor's Theorem.

88. There are numerous objections to the method of the

preceding Articles, and especially the use of an infinite series,

without ascertaining that it is convergent, is inadmissible; \ve

proceed then to a rigorous investigation.

89. Let y = F (x), and suppose Ace and Ay to represent
the simultaneous increments of x and y; then the fraction

Aw
j*- , since it has for its limit the differential coefficient F' (x),

will ultimately when A# is taken small enough have the same

sign as this limit, and therefore will be positive if the dif-

ferential coefficient be positive, and negative if the differential

coefficient be negative. In the former case, the quantities

Ay and Ax being of the same sign, the function y will increase

or diminish according as x increases or diminishes. In the
latter case, Ay and Ace being of contrary signs, y will increase

if x diminishes and will diminish if x increases.

The above supposes that there really is a finite limit to

Ay
which -r* tends ; in other words we assume that F' (x] is notAx
infinite. The limitation that the functions with which we are

concerned are not to become infinite is one which ought to be
understood in most theorems in mathematics, even if it is not

formally enunciated.
,
In the present subject however it is

usual to state this limitation expressly at the more important
stages of the investigations.

It may be observed that we may sometimes obtain useful

information respecting the sign of a function by examining
the differential coefficient of the function. For example,

suppose y = (x 1) e* + 1, then
-Jf-
= xe"

;
as ~ is positive7 */f * C*O 7

ax ax
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'

all positive values of x, it follows by the present Article

that y is always increasing so long as x is positive ;
but

y = when x =
; therefore y is positive for all positive values

of x.

Similarly we can shew that x log (1 + x) is positive for

all positive values of x.

90. A function of a variable is said to be continuous be-
tween certain values of the variable when it fulfils the follow-

ing conditions : the function must have a single finite value

for every value of the variable, and the function must change
gradually as the variable passes from one value to the other,
so that corresponding to an indefinitely small change in the
variable there must be an indefinitely small change in the
function.

91. Suppose < (x} a function which vanishes when x = a
and when x = b, and is continuous between those values.

Suppose also that
<j> (x} is continuous between those values.

Then <' (x) will vanish for some value of x between a and b.

For
(f> (x} cannot be always positive between those values,

for then < (x} would be constantly increasing as the variable

increased from the lower value to the higher (Art. 89), which

is inconsistent with the supposition that
<f> (x} vanishes at the

two specified values. Similarly <f>' (x) cannot be always nega-
tive. Hence <' (x} must change from positive to negative or

from negative to positive between the assigned values
;
and

since it is continuous it cannot become infinite and must
therefore pass through the value zero.

If a denote some constant quantity, such expressions as

f (a),/" (a), ... may occur in our investigations, the meaning
to be attached to them being that f(x) is to be differentiated

once, twice, . . . with respect to x, and in the result x changed
into a.

We can now demonstrate Taylor's Theorem. The proof
which we give in the next Article is due to Mr Homersham

Cox; it was published by him in the 6th volume of the

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, and subse-

quently in his Manual of the Differential Calculus.
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92. Suppose / (a + x} and its differential coefficients up to

the (n+ I)
01 to be continuous between the values and h of

the variable x. The expression

vanishes when x= h if R =

\n +

Suppose R to have this value which we observe is inde-

pendent of x.

The expression (1) also vanishes when x = 0.

Hence, by Art. 91 the differential coefficient of (1) with

respect to X must vanish for some value of x between and h
;

suppose #j that value, then

vanishes when x = x
t
. But (3) also vanishes when x =

;

hence there is some value of x between and x
l
for which

the differential coefficient of (3) vanishes.

Continuing this process to n + 1 differentiations of (1) we
find that /

n+l
(a + x} R is zero for some value of x between

and h
;
let this value of x be 6h, where 6 is some proper

fraction, therefore

Substitute this value of R in (2) and we have

We may now put a; for a in this equation, since there has

been uo restriction in the value of a, except that all the quan-
tities are to. be pirate, thus we obtain
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If the functiony
n+1

(a;+0A) be such that by making n suffi-

An+1

ently great the term --
r/"

41
(# + #A) can

as we please, then by carrying on the series

ciently great the term --
r/"

41
(# + #A) can be made as small

to as many terms as we please, we obtain a result differing as

little as we please from f (as + h) . Under these circumstances

then we may assert the truth of Taylor's Theorem.

93. Taylor's Theorem is so called from its discoverer

Dr Brook Taylor; it was first published in 1715. The
theorem contained in equation (4) of Art. 92 is called

Lagrange's Theorem on the limits of Taylors Theorem. It

gives us an expression for the difference between f(x + h)
and the first n+ 1 terms of its expansion by Taylor's Theorem,
or as it is called " the remainder after n+1 terms."

94. To the expressionf
n+1

(as + 0h) which occurs in Art. 92,

we must assign the following meaning. "Let f(x) be dif-

ferentiated n + 1 times with respect to x, and in the final

result change x into x + 6h" We do not know anything.- of

0, except that it lies between and 1 ; it will generally be
a function of x and h, and hence, to differentiate f(x + 6K)
with respect to x, is not the same thing as to differentiate

f(x) with respect to x and then to change x into x + 6h.

95. Maclauriris Theorem.

In the equation

.

+in^>*),
put x = 0, we have then

.... +*fia +-*Vw
[

(714-1''
v '
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"We may, if we please, change h into x, and since the

quantities /(O), /'(O), ....../"(0)> do not contains or h, no

change is made in any of them : hence

TV* (ti\ sr
n+1

/(*) =/(o) + xf (o) + ... tfflU2L+/- (fej.

When the last term, by taking n large enough, can be
made as small as we please, we have forf(x) an infinite series

proceeding according to powers of x. This series is usually
called Maclaurin's, having been published by him in 1742;

though, as it had been given a few years previously by Stir-

ling, it sometimes bears the name of the latter.

96. Assuming that any function of x can be expanded in

a series of positive integral powers of x, the following method
has been given for proving Maclaurin's Theorem.

Let f(x)=A + A
l
x + Az

x* + ...... +Anx
n + ......

where A
,
Av ^^...do not contain x.

Differentiate successively, then

Now suppose x= Q in each of these equations, we have

A = f" CO)
2 1.2* ( ''

Substitute the values of A , Alt
... and we obtain
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97. The demonstration given of equation (4) in Art. 92,

which equation involves Taylor's Theorem, and may even

speaking loosely be called Taylor's Theorem, will probably
disappoint the reader. Though he may be unable to discover

any flaw in the reasoning, he will complain of the artificial

and tentative character of the whole, and he will urge the
same objection with respect to Cauchy's method of proof
which we shall presently give. Without denying the justice
of these objections, we may reply that the highly general
character of the theorem may be some excuse for the com-

plexity and indirect nature of the investigation. But with

respect particularly to the dissatisfaction felt in being com-

pelled to assent to a number of propositions without knowing
beforehand the general course which the demonstration might
be expected to take, we may remind the student that he must
not while engaged in the elements of a subject expect to be

able, as it were, to rediscover the theorems for himself. Instead
of asking, "what suggested this or that step?" he must

frequently be contented with the simpler question,
"
is the

reasoning correct ?" To this of course he has already, perhaps
unconsciously, been accustomed

;
for example, if a complicated

construction occurred in Euclid, he merely confined himself, at

least for some time, to an examination of the consistency of

the construction, and the truth of the deductions from it,

without attempting to retrace the steps by which Euclid
arrived at his construction.

98. On account of the importance of Taylor's Theorem
we shall add another demonstration

;
this demonstration is

due in substance to Cauchy.

Let F(x) and f(x) be two functions of x which remain

continuous, as also their differential coefficients, between the
values a and a + h of the variable x. Suppose also that be-
tween these same values the derived functionf (x) does not

vanish. Then the fraction -~-^-~~ shall be equal.+*_.
to the value of .., ;

:
,
when in the latter x has some value

f-.w
included between the specified values

; that is, 6 denoting
some proper fraction, we shall have
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F(a+h)-F(a) F'(a+6h)

f(a + h)-f(a) f'(a+eh)'

Let s _~

then since f'(x) is continuous and does not vanish between
the values 'a and a + h of x, it retains the same sign ;

and
thusf (x) continually increases or continually decreases: see

Art. 89. Hence f(a + Ji) f(a) cannot be zero, and we may
therefore multiply by it

;
so that

F(a + A)
- F(a) -E {/(a + h) -/(a)} = 0.

Let $ (x) denote the function

F (a + h)
-
F(x)

- R [f(a + h) -f(x}} :

then
<j> (x) is continuous while x lies between a and a + h

;

and so also is the differential coefficient <j>'(x}, that is

F(x) + Rf'(x}. Moreover
</> (x) vanishes, by hypothesis,

when x = a
;
and

<f> (x} obviously vanishes when x = a+h.
Hence, by Art. 91, it follows that

</>' (x} must vanish for some
value of x between a and a+ k; this value may be denoted

by a + Oh, where 6 is some proper fraction. Thus

-F(a + eh] + Bf'(a + 6h)
=

;

and, by hypothesis, /' (a + Oh] is not zero, so that we may
divide by it : therefore

F'(a+0h)

Thus the required result is obtained.

99. The result of the preceding Article has been obtained
on the assumption that the functions are continuous and that

f (x} does not vanish between the values a and a + h of the
variable x. The result however is true if the functions are

continuous and either of the two F' (x) and f'(x) does not
vanish. For if F' (x) does not vanish we may prove as in

the preceding Article that

f(a) f'(a+0h)
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and from this it follows of course that

F(a+h)-F(a)_F'(a+0K)

The reader who wishes to see the application of this

result to the establishment of Taylor's Theorem, may pass
on to Art. 106 at once, and then return to the consideration

of the omitted Articles, in which we shall give another proof
of the result, and also some geometrical illustrations.

100. The enunciation of Art. 98 being supposed, we may
arrange the proof thus :

Divide h into a number of equal parts, and let a denote
one of these parts. Consider the fractions

F(a+a)-F(a) F(a + 2oi}-F(a+a.} F(a+3a)-F(a + 2a)

/(a+a)-/(a)' /(a+2a)-/(a+a)
'

/(a + 3a)-/(a+2a)
'

F(a+h)-F(a+h-ai)~
f(a + h)-f(a + h-d)"

Form a new fraction by adding together all the nume-
rators in (1) for a new numerator, and all the denominators

in (1) for a new denominator. We thus obtain

-F(a)

Since the denominators which occur in (1) have by hypo-
thesis all the same sign, we know from algebra that the

fraction (2) lies in value between the greatest and least of
those in (1). Now

F(a -f a)
- F(a)

F(a + a)
- F(a) =_a_

/(a + a) -/(a)
==

/(o+a)-/(a)
'

a.

W (fi\

if then we put this fraction equal to ., . + ft, we know
/ (

a)
that ft diminishes without limit when a does so.

Similarly,

F(a + 2a)
- F(a + a) F' (a + a)

/(a+2a)-/(a+o) "/'( + )

'
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F(a + 8g)
- F(a + 2a) = F' (a + 2a) ,

\o + 3a--a + 2a~"'a+2a + '

-/(a+A-a) /'(a + A-a)
where 7, 8, . . . /*,

all diminish without limit when a does so.

Since the fraction in (2) always lies between the greatest
and least of the series

.

fi
.

,
' %

A-a)

it must lie between the greatest and least limits towards
which these tend

;
that is, it must lie between the greatest and
F'(x)

least values which ... ,
. can assume between a and a + h.

f fc)

F'(x)
But as ,.,,{ ,

in passing from its greatest to its least value
/ 00

passes through all intermediate values, there must be some

proper fraction 0, such that

-F(a) F'(a + 6h)

101. Suppose f(x)=x a] therefore /' (ar)
= 1.

The conditions required to be satisfied by f(x) in the

enunciation of Art. 98 are satisfied. And as f (a + h)
=

h,

and /(a) =0,

we have F(a + h)- F(a) = JiF' (a + 0A).

This simple case of Art. 98 might of course be proved iu
the same manner as the general proposition was established.

102. The result of Art. 101 may be applied to shew
that an expression independent of x is the only one of which
the differential coefficient with respect to x is always zero.

For suppose F(x] a function, such th&t.F'(x) is .always zero;
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then, from the last equation in Art. 101 it follows, whatever
be the value of a and a + ht that F(a + h) F(a)

=
0,

therefore F(a + K)
= F(a).

Hence the function F(x) has always the same value whatever
be the value of the variable

;
that is, it is constant with

respect to x, or in other words does not depend on ar.

From this it follows, that two functions which have the

same differential coefficient with respect to any variable can

only differ by a constant. For the differential coefficient

of the difference of these functions being always zero, it

follows from what we have just proved that this difference

is a constant.

103. The result of Art. 101 admits of the following simple
geometrical verification.

We have already shewn, Art. 43, that if u represent the
area contained between the

axes of x and y, the ordi-

nate y, and any curve, then

du

Let u = F(x), and therefore

y = F'(x) is the equation to the curve; let OM=a, MN=h',

then area OAPM=F(a),

area OAQN= F(a + A),

therefore area PQNM= F (a + h)
-F (a).

Now it is obvious that a point R must exist betweenP and Q,

such that, drawing the ordinate RL,

the rectangle RL.MN= the area PQIV1

But RL = F'(a+6h},

where 6 is some proper fraction
;
therefore

7\ _ TJT
/ \
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104. The following is another geometrical illustration of

Art. 101.

If y = F(x) be the equation to a curve, then F' (#) is the

trigonometrical tangent of the

angle between the axis of x
and the tangent to the curve

at the point (x, y). See Art. 38.

Let

then

OM=a, MN=h,

F(a + h)-F-(a]

is the tangent of the inclination of the chord PQ to the axis

of x. Hence Art. 101 amounts to asserting that at some

point R between P and Q the tangent RT to the curve is

parallel to PQ.
We call this an illustration. When, however, the student

has -sufficiently considered the nature of the tangent to a

curve, it may amount to a proof of the proposition in

question.

105. The following is an illustration of the general pro-

position in Art. 98.

Let there be two curves APQ and apq. Let F(sc} denote

the area contained between
the 'first curve, the axes of x
and y, and an ordinate to

the abscissa x\ then y=F'(x)
is the equation to this curve.

Let f(x) denote a similar area

with respect to the second

curve
;
then y =/' (x) is the

equation to this curve.

Let OH= a, MN= k.

Then F(a+h)-F(a)= area PMNQ,

f(a + h)-f(a} =

Hence the equation

F(a-+Ji)-F(a} _~

-/()
=
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amounts to the assertion that there must exist some point It

between P and Q, such that

are&PMNQ_L
rL '

106. Suppose now that F(x) and f(x) and all their dif-

ferential coefficients up to the (n + l)
th

inclusive, are con-

tinuous between the values a and a + h of the variable x
;

moreover suppose that one of the two F'(x) andf (x) does

not vanish between the same values, also one of the two
F" (x) and /" (a?),

and so on up to Fn+1
(x) and f

n+1
(x).

Then, by Art. 99,

F(a+h}- F(a) _F'(a + Of)~

F'(a, + Of)-F'(a) _ F" (a

F"(a + Of)-F"(a) _ F'" (a,+ Of)

f" (a + Of) -f" (a) f" (a + Of)
'

F" (a + eji)
- Fn

(a) _ F"*1

(a + OK)

where Ov 2,
...... n , 6, are all proper fractions.

Let us now suppose that F' (x), F" (x), ... Fn
(as), f (x),

f" (x), . . .fn
(x) all vanish when x a

;
then from the above

equations

)
- F(a) ^F

n+l
(a + 0h)

-/(a) -/"(<* + Oh)
'

107. If we take f(x) = (x d)
n+1 we find that the requi-

site conditions are all satisfied
;
that is, f(x) and its diffe-

rential coefficients are continuous, and the differential coeffi-

cients do not vanish between the values a and a + h of the

variable; also all the differential coefficients up to the 71
th

inclusive vanish when x = a. And

fn

^(x)=\nl, /(a)=0, f(a + h)
= V+

\

Suppose then that F(x) and all its differential coefficients

are continuous between the values a and a + h of the varia-?

T. D. C. G
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ble, and that all the differential coefficients up to the 71
th

in-

clusive vanish when x = a
;
we have by Art. 106,

Suppose a = and F(a) =0, then

108. Application io Taylors Theorem.

Let < (x + h) be a function which is to be expanded in

a series of ascending positive integral powers of h. Let

Then F(k} and its differential coefficients with respect to h,

up to the nth
inclusive, vanish when h = 0. Also

Hence, by the last equation of Art. 107,

and therefore

From this Taylor's Theorem follows whenever the func-

tion is such that, by sufficiently increasing n, the term

can be made as small as we please.
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109. The following proof of Taylor's Theorem deserves

notice, as it depends only on the equation which is proved
geometrically in Art. 103. Let

be called F(x], then F' (x)
= - l^

<f>

n+1
(x}.

I

n

Now, by Art. 103, F(x}=F (z) + (x
-

z] F' {z + 6 (x
-

z)}.

Also F(z)=Q,

and F'z + ex-z = - 6n(z ~ x:)n
<

z _
therefore

'

_
^) (x} (z x] <f>' (x} i ^l~ <f>" (x)

Put Ji for z x, then

I

/!

[n_

110. The result of the preceding Article gives us an

expression for the remainder after n+ 1 terms of the expansion
of

(f> (x+ A), differing in form from that we found before. If

we assume 6 = 1 r the remainder becomes

111. In the proofs given of Taylor's Theorem, we have

supposed all the functions that occur to be continuous. If

the function we wish to expand, or any of its differential

coefficients up to the (n + l)
th

inclusive, be infinite for values

02
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of the variable lying between certain values, the demonstration

given of the theorem

is no longer valid. It is usual to speak of the cases where an
infinite value enters as "

instances of the failure of Taylor's
Theorem." The phrase is connected with the imperfect mode
of demonstration given in Arts. 86 and 87, in which it was
not settled beforehand when the theorem supposed to be
demonstrated was really true and when it was not. For ex-

ample, suppose

so that f(x + h)
=

\/(x a + h).

Then it would be said thaty(# + K) can always be expanded
in a series of whole positive powers of h, except when x = a.

"When x = a, f (x), f" (x), ... all become infinite, and

f(x + h) becomes ^h.

112. It was usual in that system of treating the Differen-

tial Calculus referred to in Art. 85, to express, or imply,
two propositions with respect to the "failure of Taylor's
Theorem."

(1) If the true expansion of f(a + h) in powers of h
contain only integral positive powers of h, then none of the

quantities /(a),/' (a),f"(a), ... can be infinite.

(2) If the true expansion of f(a + h) in powers of h
involve negative or fractional powers of h, then some one of

the quantities f(a), f (a), /" (a), ... is infinite, as well as

all which succeed it.

By the true expansion off (a + h) is meant the expansion
obtained by some legitimate algebraical process, applicable to

the example in question, as the Binomial Theorem for example.
The proof of the above two propositions was given thus.

Suppose f (a + K)
=A + AJi

a + AJi? + AJif +
to be. the true expansion, A ,

A
lt ..., not containing h. Then

to obtain f (a), f" (a), ... we may differentiate /(a + A)

-successively with respect to h, and put h = in the result
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If then a, /9, 7, be all positive integers, we shall never

have negative powers of k introduced by successive differen-

tiation of f(a + h). Hence, by putting h = 0, we introduce

no infinite values.

But if any one of the exponents ct, /3, 7, ... be negative,

f(a + h) and all its differential coefficients contain negative

powers of h, and therefore/(a), f (a), f" (a), ... are all infinite.

If none of the exponents be negative, but one or more of

them be positive fractions, suppose that 7 is the smallest of

such fractions, and that it lies between the integers n and
n + 1. Thenf (a + h) and all its differential coefficients up to

the ?i
th inclusive are free from negative powers of h; but

f"
+1
(a + h) and all the subsequent differential coefficients con-

tain negative powers of h. Hencef
n+1

(a) is the first differen-

tial coefficient that becomes infinite, and all the following
differential coefficients are infinite.

113. It will be of use hereafter to remark that if for a finite

value of the variable any function becomes infinite, so also

does the differential coefficient of the function. In proof of

this, it is sufficient to notice the different cases that may arise.

An Algebraical function can only become infinite, for a finite

value of the variable, by having the form of a fraction the

denominator of which vanishes. Now when we differentiate

a fraction we never remove th6 denominator, so that the
differential coefficient also has a vanishing denominator, and
therefore becomes infinite. Similarly, the second, third,, . . .

differential coefficients are also infinite.
i

The transcendental functions logo; and ax,
which both

become infinite when x=0, have their differential coefficients,

namely - and ~- a*, also infinite when x = 0.J x a?

The trigonometrical functions, such as tana; and sec a?,

which can become infinite, are fractional forms, and fall under
the observations already made.

The proposition is not necessarily true for functions which
become infinite for an infinite value of the variable, as may be
seen in the case of log x, which is infinite when x is infinite,

while its differential coefficient - vanishes.
x
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

n Tf ^a + bx dy 1
1. Ify = tan f

-
,

-~ =--.
b-ax dx 1 + x*

a Tf -i 1 dy -i 1 x
2. If y = x tan 1

-, -/ = tan
*----

5 .

x dx x l + x

4,
- ' dx

_ T ,. /sin aA 8iu "
dy y (x cos # sin a;) , ex

5. If2/=(-
-

, -/= --
r-i ^log- .

V x J dx sin a; sin a;

7.

8. If a;= a cos ^ + 6 sin ^, and ^ = a sin ^ & cos ^, then
ffa: d"y <Z"a; dmy . . , f n

>

~ 1S mdePendent of -

9. If cos'
1 = log ,

then

10. Shew that
(a: 2) e

x
4- x + 2 is positive for all positive

values of ar.
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CHAPTER VII.

EXAMPLES OF EXPANSION OF FUNCTIONS.

114. WE shall first apply the formulae of the preceding

Chapter to expand certain functions.

Required the expansion of (1 + #)"*, ra not being assumed
to be a positive integer.

If /(*)-(! + *)-,

we have /' (x)
=m (1 + x)"

1
'1

,

/" (x)
= m (m

-
1) ... (m-n+ 1) (1 + )"-",

/"
+1

(a?)
= m (m- 1) ... (m

-
n) (1 + xf^1

;

hence / (0)
= 1, /' (0)

=
TO, /" (0)

= m (m - 1), . . .

Therefore, by Art. 95,

(ml) 2 m(m l)...(wy 2 ^ '

If a; be less than 1 the last term can be made as small as

we please by sufficiently increasing n, and in that case the
infinite series

m (m 1) 2

can, by taking a sufficient number of terms, be brought as

near as we please to (1 + #)"*.
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115. Let f(x)=a
x
.

By Arts. 95 and 79, we have

a;
2 xn

a" = 1+ x log a + . (log a)
2 + ... + . (log a)

LfL I

n

Hence, changing a to e, and remembering that log e=l,
x* x* sc

n
o;
n+V*

xn+1
e0x

The term
-j

-- may be made as small as we please by

sufficiently increasing n. Hence we obtain an infinite series

for e
x
, namely,

Put x\, and we have

"= 1 + 1 +g +
]I

+
(T

+ -

This series may be used for calculating the approximate
value of e, and we may shew from it that e must be an in-

commensurable number. See Plane Trigonometry, Chap. x.

It is found that e = 2'718281828....

116. Let f(x}

By Arts. 95 and 78,

xs xs

Similarly cos x=l , H r; *

11 li

M fmr\ . *>
. n /"^"^ i_x4i.l

,
COS f ]-fi ^T COS[

gT- TT+ftzy.
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In Arts. 115 and 116, the student will see that the last

term can be made as small as we please, whatever be the
value of x, if

rn be taken large enough.

117. Let /(o?)=log(l+aO;

therefore /' (o>)
=^ and /' (0)

=
1,

and/n (o)
=

(
~

therefore, by Art. 95,

11-1

ymj

T
(n 4- 1) (1 + 6x}

n"

In this series, if we suppose x positive and not greater
/ y>

Cn+1

than unity, then, as
( ^- )

can not be greater than unity,
\1 + uX/

f
l)""

1
^;

the error we commit, if we stop at the term , is
n

not greater than -; that is, the error can be made as

small as we please by increasing n sufficiently*

If we change the sign of x, we have

a)
n+1

log (I-*) =-*--- ---...---.y-

which does not give a very convenient form to the remainder.

But by Art. 110, we may also write

\_ v?
v?_

xn (l-0)
n xn+1~*~~~-~ ~-' '
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where 6 is between and 1
;

(l-0}
n xn+l

_fx-0x\
n x

(l-0x)
n+l

''=
(l-t)x) 'I- Ox

x - 0x*Tf -L i
- A , . x0x , (x

-
0x\

It x be less than unity, so also is - ~- , and
1 0x \1 ray

can be made as small as we please by taking n large enough.
Hence, if n be taken large enough, the remainder can be

made as small as we please.

118. In the preceding Examples, we have been able to

write down the general term of the series, and the remainder
after n+ 1 terms. But iff(x) be a complicated function, the

expression for f
n
(x) will be generally too unwieldy for us to

employ. It is, therefore, not unusual to propose such ques-
tions as

"
expand e* log (1 + x), by Maclaurin's Theorem, as

far as'the term involving x
s
." Here we are not required to

ascertain the general term, or the remainder, or to shew when,
for the purpose of numerical computation, the remainder may
be neglected. We proceed thus :

/{)-*** (!+)
therefore /(O) = 0.

By Ait. 80,

therefore / (0)
= 1

;

therefore /" (0)
= 1

;

/'"<*>=

therefore

^ (x}

therefore

therefore /v
(0)

= 9.
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a? 2xa
9ie

5

Hence e*log (1 + )= + . + -^ + j-r+ ....

L !_. L

This may be verified by multiplying the expansion for e*

by that for log (1 + x).

119. Methods of expansion of more or less rigour are

often adopted in special cases of which we will proceed to

give examples. We do not lay any stress upon them as

exact investigations, but they may serve as exercises in dif-

ferentiation.

Expand tan"
1

.-*; in powers of x.

Assume ta,n~
lx = A +A lx + A z

x' + ... +Anx
n + ........ (1).

Differentiate both sides with respect to x,

then 2
= A

1 + 2A
zx+...+nA nx

n-1 + ............ (2).

But -^l-a^ + ^-z'+o:8 - .............. ..... (3),

by simple division, or by the binomial theorem.

Equating coefficients of like powers of x in (2) and (3),

we have

J
1
=

l, A3 =0, A = -i ^4=0,...

and putting x = in (1), we get A =
;
therefore

*3 *5

x\tan lx = x + +...
o O (

This example may also be easily treated by the rigorous
method already used in Arts. 11 4... 117. It appears from

Example 18, page 65, that the ntb
differential coefficient of

tan"
1^ with respect to x is

(-1)"-*|-K-1 . fn-rr .,
\

^ '- = sin -- n tan x .
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Hence we have

35 n

f 1 \n yn+1 (
(n -f. 1 ) TJ-_8in jv_

(
n + 1 )

(n + !)(! + 0V)

And if a; be numerically less than 1, the last term can be
made as small as we please by sufficiently increasing n

\
so

that the infinite series

can- by taking a sufficient number of terms be brought as near
as we please to tan-Iic.

120. Expand sin"
1^ in powers of x.

Assume suTlx = A + A 1
x +A2

xy + ... +Anx
n + ....... (1).

Differentiate both sides
;
thus

^
l

_ "^
= A

1 + 2A,x + SA
s
x* +... + nAnx

n~l + . . . (2).

*n i

But

by the Binomial Theorem.

Hence, comparing the coefficients in (2) and (3), we de-
termine A

I}
A

z , ..., and putting x = Q in (1) we get A =0.
Substituting in (1), we have

la;3
1.3

sm ^=

It should be remarked that there are two considerations

which limit the generality of this investigation. We take

T-
-rr as the differential coefficient of sin"

1
x. whereas the

V (l-)
radical ought strictly to have the double sign : see Art. 65.

And we take sin"
1 x to vanish with x, whereas we know, by

Trigonometry, that sin"
1 x might be any multiple of TT when

x vanishes.
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Similar remarks apply to the expansions in the next two
Articles.

121. Expand ^ tin
~1' in powers of x.

Put e
a ~

lx = y (1),

flion *L /jOgin~'x ff)\WlCil 7 K ., , V-/
flip / I 1 Sf>* I V /
t(iO , . 1 Ji, I

+
da? 1-x*

\- "i

therefore (l x9
}-~, a:-^ = a9

y (4).' dx dx

Assume y = A^ + A^x + A^a? + A^x
5 + . . . +Anx

n + . . . (5) ;

dif
f npi'pfViTP *

- A Ji- A fp A -L fn A /y
n"~^

I -,LllCl t/lVlC 7 "^1 T^ ^-iioW T^ * T^ It'^l.ftLJU ^^ m

ti (ii
Substitute these values of y, -/- , and ,,,

in (4), then equate
u3o aoo

the coefficients of like powers of x on both sides, and we
obtain

Equation (6) will enable us to determine A
2 ,
A

3 ,
A

t , ... as

soon as we know A and Ar

But A is the value of y or e
at̂ ~lx when x = 0, and

^4. is the value of -J^ or e?
1*'1

*-^-^ , when x :

dx ,J(l x)

therefore A =
I, and A^ = a.

Hence, by (6),

A -^-A --^~^~
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' + ! A _(2*_1)~~
2.3

and so on
;

therefore e = 1 + ax + +
a

,
* +,

LI . LJ 11

g(q'-U)(a
2

+3') .

Since e^"'= 1 + a sin'
1^ + r (sin'^)

2 + . , .

LE

we have, by equating the coefficients of a in this series, and
in the result just found,

- -i ,

1 d
,

1.3 a-
5

,sin x=x+ -.-- + .- + ..

as already found.

Also equating the coefficients of a*, we have

2s
2* 4." 2* 4* fi*

(
_i \o o 4 ^.' .

* a A V v
smV)'= .;

- + -x'+ .-+ a:N....

And equating the coefficients of a3 we have

122. Expand sin (m sin"
1

a;)
in powers of x.

Putting y for the function, we may shew that

J da? dx

Proceeding as in Art. 121, we find that

(n + 1) (n + 2}A^ =
(n*
- m2

)An ;
and thus

., N m w(!
2-m2

) m(l
s-m1

)(3
8-w1

sm(msm
1

o;)
= ---a;+

, a a;
3 + -

i y

Similarly cos (m sin"
1^

m*

[2

m* m8

(2
8

-m') . m2

(2
8 - m') (4'

- ma

)~~ ~
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Of*

123. Expand - in powers of x.

We shall first shew that no odd power of x except the first

can occur in the expansion. Denote the function by <
(a;)

.

Then 6(x]-6(^
v x ~ x

e
x -l

_

This shews that no odd power of # except the first can occur
in

<f> (x) ;
for every odd power of a; which occurs in <

(a;)
must

also occur in
</> (x] <f> ( a;).

We have $ (x) (e
x

1)
= x

;
therefore e

x
(f> (x}

= x -f <
(a?).

Differentiate successively with respect to x
;
thus

e* {<>)+ (*)}
= ! + </>>),

e{0"(aO+20>) + *(*)} = *" (ar),

e^ {^
w

(os) + 3<p"(x) + 3f (a;) + <

(a;)}
=

0"'(a;),

e
z

{</>"" (a;) + 4f" (x) + G<j>" (x) + $ (x)

and so on.

Put # = in these equations ;
thus

4<"' (0) + 6f (0) + 40' (0) + (0)
= 0,

and so on.

Hence w"e find in succession

It is usual to denote the expansion thus :

x B, B. Sr. - B- o

F^i- 1 -*- 1

-!!' -^ +
\i

x -8- +- j

tte coefificients Bl} Ba,B6 ,
B

7>
... are called the numbers of
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Bernoulli, having been first noticed by James Bernoulli. It

will be found that

7? 7? 7? JL 7? P
** 6' 3 ~30' 8 ~42' 7 ~30' 9 ~66'"*

EXAMPLES.

1. If e
2*

(3 x) xe* x3 be expanded by Maclaurin's

4x5

Theorem, the first term is
-pr-

.

L2

2. Expand log (1 + e*} in powers of #.

Result. log2

3. Expand e"*** in powers of x.

Result.

4. e* sec a; = 1 + # + x + - + . . .

8

a

C.

7.

8.

16xl7a;8

-log cos x = +- +-+--

-f4
11. sin- (x + 1) = sin-'* + -A +
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12.

13.

14.

16. For what values of x does Taylor's Theorem fail, if

*/((x-a)
7

(x-br\ ,,.,..,, ,..
w = . / 4--/ xa

--
ri and which is the first differentialVI (^- c

) J

coefficient that becomes infinite ?

17. Shew that

W
tan'

1

(a? + A)
= tan

lx + h sin
2
^ - sms& sin 2^

h3
h*

+ sin
3
^ sin 30 - sin

4
^ sin 40 + ...

o 4

TT
where 6 = -- tan"

1
^. See Example 18 of Chapter V.

21

18. By putting h = x in Example 17, shew that

TT ., cos*0 sin 20 cos
3

sin 3^
cos# H-----

1O Q

cos
4

sin 40

4

19. By putting h = x in Example 17, shew that

7r_sin0 sin 20 sin 30 sin 40

2 cos 2 cos*0 3 cos
804 cos

4

20. By putting A = V(l +%*) in Example 17, shew that

1 . 1 . 1 . 1

8
'* '

2
S1

3
S1

4
S*

T. D. C. U



CHAPTER VIII.

SUCCESSIVE DIFFEKENTIATION. DIFFERENTIATION OF A
FUNCTION OF TWO VARIABLES.

124. WE have, in Art. 77, defined the second differential

coefficient of a function to be the differential coefficient of the

differential coefficient of that function. The differential

coefficient of the second differential coefficient has been called

the third differential coefficient, and so on. We are now
about to give another view of these successive differential

coefficients.

125. Let y=f(x),

therefore &y=f(x + ?t)f (#) .

In the right-hand member of the last equation change x into

x + h and subtract the original value
;
we thus obtain

-f(x + K)- [f(x + h)
-

or f(x + 2h)-2f(x + K) +f(x).

This result, agreeably to our previous notation, may be

denoted by A^Ay), which we abbreviate into A2

^. Hence

A'y =/(* + 2h) -2f(x + 70 +/ (x}.

Similarly A (A
2

^) or A3

?/ will be equal to

-
2f(x + 2h) +f (x + K)

that is, As

# =f(x + 3) - 3/(a; + 2&) -f 3f(x + A)
-
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126. By pursuing the method of the last Article we find

expressions for A*y, A5

y, ... We shall not for our purpose
require the general expression for A"y. It will, however, be

easy for the reader to shew, by an inductive proof, that

nf (x + A) +/.
127. To shew that the limit of rr-4a is "A

We have, by Art. 125,

AV =/(* + 2A)
-
2f (x + h) +f(x).

But, by Art. 92,

=f(x] + hf (x) + /"H + /"'
i_. L

6 and d
l being proper fractions. Hence

A2

2/
= A

2

/" (x) + ~ {4/" (x + 20k] -f" (x + 0ft}.

Divide both sides by h2
, that is (Aa;)

2

,
and then let h bo

diminished indefinitely. Hence we obtain

the limit of ='

.

that is, the limit of . . ,, is -^ .

(Ax)
2

dx*

128. The result of the last Article may be generalized by
the inductive method of proof. Assume

^y=hn

f
n
(x}+h

n
^(x) ................. (1),

where ty (x) is a function of x and h, which remains finite

when h is made = 0. From (1) we have

An+1

<y
=

A"/" (x + h} + A
n+1f (x+K)- [h

n

f
n

(x} + A
n+1f (a?) }'

= Al/ (x + A) -/" (x)} + A
n+1

(^ (ar + A) -* ()}.

H2
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Now, by Art. 92,

/" (x + h) =/" to + hf (a) + --
/'"* (x + 6h],

therefore

Ay = hn /" (x) + AB+a
(|/"

+2
(a; + 0A) +^ (a?

=hnyn+i
(x} +h^1 (x) ..................... (2).

Equation (2) shews us that, granting the truth of (1), we
can deduce for A""

1
"1

^ a value of the same form as that we
assumed for A"y. But Art. 127 gives for A*y an expression
of the assumed form

;
hence A8

y has the same form, and so

also has A4

#, and generally A"y.
From equation (1), by dividing both sides by h

n and then

diminishing h indefinitely, we have

the limit of
(||^ =/"(*);

A"?/ . dnv
that is, the limit of ,

. . is -~= .

(Ax)" dxn

129. Hitherto we have only considered functions of one

independent variable; that is, we have supposed in the equa-
tion y =f(x), although quantities denoted by such symbols
as a, b, ... might occur in f(x], yet they were not susceptible
of any change. Suppose now we have the equation

u = x2 + xy + 7/

2
,

and let y denote some constant quantity and x a variable,
we have

du

From the same equation, if a; be a constant quantity and y
a variable, we obtain

du

Of course we cannot simultaneously consider x both con-

stant and variable
;
but there will be no inconsistency if on

one occasion and for one purpose we consider x constant,

and on another occasion and for another purpose we consider

it variable.
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130. If x and y denote quantities such that either of

them may be considered to change without affecting the other,

they are called independent variables, and any quantity u, the

value of which depends on the values of x and y, is called a

"function of the independent variables x and y"
du d'-u d*u .

-j- , -T-3, -73, ..., denote the successive differential co-

efficients of u, taken on the supposition that x alone varies
;

du d?u dju , ,. .

-y- > -j~s > TS , >
denote the successive differential co-

dy dtf dy*
efficients of u, taken on the supposition that y alone varies.

131. If u be a function of the independent variables x

and y, then -y- will also be generally a function of x and y.

Hence we may have occasion for its differential coefficient

with respect to x or y. The former is denoted by

da?'

as already stated
;
the latter is denoted by

, du
d ~j~dx

dy
>

which is abbreviated into ^ , .

dydx

Again, both
-^ 2

and j .- will be generally functions

of both x and y. These may require to be differentiated with

respect to x or y. Hence we use such symbols as

d?u d?u , d?u

dydx*' dxdydx' dy^dx*

the meaning of which may be gathered from the preceding

remarks. For example. -= ^ r- implies the performance
dxdydx

of three operations : we are to differentiate u with respect
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to x, supposing y constant; the resulting function is to be
differentiated with respect to y, supposing x constant

;
this

last result is to be differentiated with respect to x, supposing

y constant.

132. In considering the equation y=f(x), where we have

one independent variable, the student could be referred to

analytical geometry of two dimensions for illustrations of the

nature of a dependent variable and of a differential coeffi-

cient. See Arts. 35... 43. In like manner, if he is acquainted
with the elements of analytical geometry of three dimensions,
he will be assisted in the present Chapter of the Differential

Calculus. For instance, the equation
z = ax + by + c

represents a plane ;
x and y are two independent variables, of

which a is a function. Here

dz dz .

-j-
= a, -j-

=
t>,ax dy

d*z ds
z

and all the higher differential coefficients, -^, -j- 3 , ...,
GLiC tljC

vanish.

Again, z = J(r*-x*-y*} .................. (1),

is the equation to a sphere. If we pass from a point on
the sphere, whose co-ordinates are x and y, to a point whose
co-ordinates are x -f A# and y, we vary x without varying y.

If in this case the value of the third co-ordinate be z + &z,
we have

............ (2).

2
From (1) and (2) we can of course find

;
and its limit,

Cm3&

dz - />

which we denote by -r- ,
will be

-jr^ * _ . .

The process is the same as if we had given
* = V(

f-A
where a is a constant

;
from which we deduce

dz _ x
dx

=
J(a*-x*y

and finally put r
8

y
2
for a*.
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On the other hand, if we pass from the point (x, y) to

a point having x and y + A?/ for its co-ordinates, we have,
as before,

(3).

Now, in (2) and (3) we have used A^; but we do not

mean that the value attached to the symbol is the same in both

cases. If there were any risk of error by confounding them,
we could use biz in (3), or something similar. But in fact

we only use (3) to assist us in forming a conception of -y- ;

and since we look on -y- and -y- as whole symbols not admit-

dx dy
ting of decomposition, the question can never occur,

"
Is the

dz in -r- the same as the dz in -^ ?"
ax dy

133. When u is a function of two independent variables.

^ j-jy j.- i 01 du du d'
2
u d*u

the differential coefficients -y- . -y-, -^ a . -? y- , ... are
ax dy dx dxdy

often called "partial differential coefficients." Each of these

differential coefficients is obtained by one or more operations,

every operation being conducted on the supposition that only
one of the possible variables x and y is actually variable.

T*

Let us suppose for example that u = tan"
1 -

;
then

7

du x

d*u _ 2xy

dy* (x* + y
r
f

'

and so on.

By differentiating -y- with respect to y we obtain

..du

dx x*-y* 4

dy
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and by differentiating -y- with respect to x we obtain

Thus we see that in this example
,du jdu
dj- <*j-J- 327 -~

or, as we may write it,

=
f ^

(<\

dydx dxdy
"

"We shall prove in the next Article that this result is

universally true. Of the two modes of writing the result

given in (1) and (2) the second is the more commodious, but
it has the disadvantage of making the theorem which we
have to prove appear obvious to the student, because it sug-

gests to him that he is merely comparing two fractions. But
as we have already remarked, a symbol for a differential

coefficient is denned as a whole, and is not to be decomposed
into a numerator and a denominator. See Arts. 26 and 77.

134. If u be any function of the independent variables x

and y,

, du jdu
dx dy

dy dx

Let u=
<j> (x, y) ', change x into x + h, then by Art. 92,

. / v / \.Tf Cf-lv .
fv t It t

we may therefore write

where v is a certain function of x and y, which remains finite

when h = 0. In (1) write y+k for y; then the left-hand
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member becomes <^(x + h, y+k)<j>(x,y + k); by Art. 92

d
- becomes -j- + k 7 + 1?B, where 8 remains finite when

ax dx dy
k =

;
and v becomes v + kx, where a is a quantity which re-

mains finite when k = 0, for it tends to -
7 as its limit. Thus
dy

jdu

=h~
x
+ hk-~

kx ............................ (2).

Subtract (1) from (2) ;
thus

(f) (x + h, y + k)
-

(f> (x + h, y}
-

(]) (x, y + k) + (f> (x, y]

,du

=kk-^ +
dy

Divide by hJc, and then suppose h and k to diminish inde-

finitely; therefore

c'jc

, = the limit when h and k vanish of
dy

<j> (x + h, y + k) <f> (x + h, y} <
(a;, y + k} + <f> (x, y)

h'k

In a similar way, by first changing y into y + k, and after-

j
au

cT
wards x into x + h, we can prove that ~ is also equal to

the above limit.

, du jdua -7- -f~
TT dx ayHence -.

= r- .

dy dx

135. The object of the preceding Article is to prove that

;
this is done by shewing that each of these

dy dx dx dy
quantities is equal to the limit of a certain expression. It is
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comparatively unimportant what that expression is, but it is

of some interest to notice the analogy of the result to those

in Arts. 127 and 128.

Proofs of the proposition in the preceding Article have
sometimes been given which appear simpler than that here

adopted, but they are deficient in strictness. In particular
an assumption has sometimes been made which deserves to

be noticed. The following is substantially a proof that has

jdlJb

fjlnf*

been given. To obtain ? involves, according to the defi-

nition of the symbol, the following operations. (1) In the

function u we put x + h for x, subtract the original value

from the new value, and then divide by h. (2) We find the

limit of the result when h = 0. (3) We now put y + k for y,

subtract the original value from the new value, and then

divide by k. (4) We find the limit of the result when k = 0.

All this is immediately derived from first principles ;
the

next step however is the assumption that we may perform
the third of the above operations before the second instead of

after it. With this assumption the required result is readily
obtained

;
for from the first operation we get

< (x + h, y) (f> (x, y)

~k~
then from the third we get

(a? + h, y + k)
-

<f> (x + h, y)
- $ (x, y + k) + <j> (ac, y}

hk
,du

fj/Y]

and according to our assumption, the limit of this is .

,du

dy
And by a similar assumption it is found that -r^ is also

equal to the same limit.

One more remark must be made to guard against a possible
error. In the proof of Art. 134 we have used v for <"(# +6h, y} ;

in this expression all that is known of 6 is that it is a

proper fraction, and it must not be assumed to be a function
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of x only. Thus when y is changed into y + k the value of

6 will generally change. This does not affect the preceding

proof, because it was not necessary there actually to find the

value of
-j-;

but the assumption that does not change

when y changes has rendered some proofs unsound which
have been given of the proposition in Art. 134.

136. The important principle proved in Art. 134 is

enunciated thus :

" The order of independent differentiations

is indifferent ;" or it is referred to as the principle of the
''

convertibility of independent differentiations." It may be

extended to any number of differentiations; so that if a

function of two independent variables, x and y, is to be dif-

ferentiated m times with respect to x, and n times with respect
to y, the result will be the same in whatever order the dif-

ferentiations be performed. In proof of this we have only
to apply the theorem of Art. 134 repeatedly in the manner
shewn in the following example.

,
d?u dBu

To prove that -

d?u dii d.c , i *. ...

-y-v -,- = '

, by definition.

dy dx cty

. .
'

, by Art. 134,

r
-

, by definition,
dy dx dy

d*v .

f _ du

dy dx
'

dy
'

-3^- , by Art. 134,
dx dy

J

d*u

dx dy*
'
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l'$7. If u be a function of the three independent variables,

x, y, z, we have in a similar manner

d?u d'u

dx dz dz dx '

d'u d*u

dx dy dy dx
'

dx dy dz dx dz dy dz dx dy
'

and so on.

EXAMPLES.

T/, xy , u .

1. It u= *
,, rind -, r- and~ ,, -, r- -, j- .

a~ tr dx dy dy dz

2. Verify in the following cases the equation

dx dy dy dx
'

u = x sin y + y sin x,

u = xlogy,

U = 3?
}

V
u = log tan

-
,

*

_ ay bx
U - 7 ,

by ax
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3. If u = Aaf-y
-' + Ex^y? + Cx^f + ...

where a + a' = + /S'
= 7 + 7'

= ... = ,

du du
shew that # -=- + y -=- = nu.

ax J
ay

In this example u is called a homogeneous function of n
dimensions.

4. If u be a homogeneous function of n dimensions,
shew that

d*u d\i . . du d'*u d\i . du

5. If u be a homogeneous function of n dimensions,
shew that

d?u d z
u d"u . .

6. Verify the theorems in Examples 3 and 4 in the follow-

ing cases :

u = (x + y}\

XV
u =

,x + y

7. If u = a?V + e'yV + atyV
2

,
shew that

d4u

dxl

dy dz

8. If u = e*
9
', shew that

Syz.

9. If w = yV (a
2 - #2

) + a; V (

2 - f) ,
shew that

dudu
,

., 2 ax // 2 2N / d?u \
2 *

T~ j + V (a x
} V (

a SH j j )
=

-77-8 .A ,/ 2 ^
da; </

^ '

\dx d) irar v )
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10. If u = tan"
1

..
Xy

..
-F ,

shew that* '

dxdy

11. If u =

shew that

12. If M = log (x
s + y

s + 2
s -

Zxyz), shew that

1 d3u 1 du du du

6 dx dy dz 3 dx dy dz

du du du _ 3

dx dy dz

t

? dy" dz* dx dy dy dz dz dx

d?u d*u 360
I ~~7 3 ~1 S 7~ "1 7 -2 7 S 7~~~

C?M d*u d?u
__

3

?M 72__
"I T s~T" "i

dx*ciydz dxdy
s dz dxdydz* (x + y + z)

6



CHAPTER IX.

LAGRANGE'S THEOREM AND LAPLACE'S THEOREM.

138. SUPPOSE y = z + x<f>(y) ........................ (1),

where z and x are independent, and it is required to expand

f(y) according to ascending powers of x. Put u for f(y],
then, by Maclaurin's theorem, we have

"

CM , , M
where

, -r, -3-3, ... denote the values of u, -, ,
-^-2 ,

...

when x is put = after differentiation. We proceed to trans-

form these differential coefficients of u with respect to x into

a more convenient form in order to ascertain their values

when x = 0. We shall first shew that

d (, ,dv\ d (, .dv\ . .

4-P-w-rr = -j-\F(v ) j-r ...............
(
2
)'dx \

^ J
dz) dz\

'

dx]

supposing that v is any function of the independent quantities
x and z, and F(v) any function of v.

To establish (2) we need only observe that the left-hand

member is

., , . dv dv r, , N d?v

and the right-hand member is

-n, , .dv dv -nf N d?v
F' (v} -T- ^-+ J^() j r 5^ ' dxdz ' dz dx

and these two expressions are equal by Art. 134.

From (1) we have
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Suppose, according to this law, that

dnu d"'
1

n du
then

- W
which shews us that the expression for -7-^1 follows the same

dnu
law as that for -5-^ . Hence, since the law has been proved

to hold for -y-2 and -7-3, it holds universally.
CtOO CLOG

dnu
In -y-^ we are to make x = a/fer the differentiation has

^"i/
been performed; but when we transform

-j-^ y by the. above

formula, into an expression involving only differential co-

efficients taken with, respect to z, we may put x = before the

differentiation, since x is to be considered as a constant in

differentiating with respect to z. When as = 0,

,, ,. ,,. N
therefore -j-^

= -=^- =/(),
dz dz

T. D. C.
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and thus

/(y) =/(*) + *$ (*)/'W +

This result is called Lagrange's Theorem.

1 39. Suppose y = ^{0 + x$ (y) } ;

required the expansion off{y) in powers of a;.

Let stand for z-fx<f)(y}; then

therefore
âx

,, r dy dt
therefore ~ =

dz
,

Hence
fi

From this, in the same way as in Art. 138, we deduce
that

where u =f(y)-

If we make x =0 in the equation
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we deduce y=F(z),

dz dz
'

and finally,

.

This is called Laplace's Theorem.

140. Lagrange's Theorem may of course be deduced from

Laplace's, by putting F(z) = z. But Laplace's theorem may
also be deduced from Lagrange's, thus :

In the equation y = F{z +ac<j> (y)} .................. (1),

put z + x$(y}=y',
then y=F(y'),
thus tf

= z + x<f>{F(y')} ..................... (2),

and f(y) becomes f{F(y'}}.

Thus we are required to expand f{F(y'}} in powers of x,

by means of equation (2). But this is precisely what La-

grange's Theorem effects, the complex functions f{F(y'}} and

{F(y}} taking the place of the simple functions f(y'} and

141. It must be remembered, that in quoting Maclaurin's

Theorem, which serves as the foundation for those of Lagrange
and Laplace, we ought strictly to have used it in the form

given in Art. 95, with an expression for the remainder
after n + 1 terms. That expression for the remainder however,
becomes so complicated in this case, that we have not referred

to it. The investigation of Lagrange's and Laplace's Theo-
rems must be confessed to be imperfect, since the tests of the

convergence of these series, which alone can justify our use of

them as arithmetical equivalents for the functions they profess
to represent, are of too difficult a character for an elementary

/ work. The advanced student may consult Moigno's Lemons

12
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de Calcul Difffaentiel, 18me Lepon, and Liouville's Journal
de Mathdmatiques, torn. XI. p. 129 and 313.

142. If x = a + y$ (x), we have by Lagrange's Theorem

* = + y

where in the coefficients of the different powers of y, we are

to make x = a after the differentiations have been performed.
*y ___ ct

Let y or =^ (x), so that x = a is a root of ty (x)
=

;

9 (
x

)

then

where, in the coefficients of'the different powers of ty (x) after

the differentiations, x is to be made = a. This series for/ (a)
in powers of

i/r (a;)
is called Burmann's Theorem.

143. Let ^(x) denote the inverse function of
-fy (x), so that

if u = ty (x) we have ty'
1

(u}
=

x, and therefore ^ {ty~
1

(u)}
= u.

If we write ty~
lx for x in Burmann's Theorem, we have

No change is made in the quantities in the square brackets,
for they do not contain x when the operations indicated are

completely performed.

If f(u) = u, we have

-a] a? d \(x a)
2

~|+--
f r / v

L{f
>

(aj)}J
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and if a = 0, so that
-fy (x) vanishes with x,

3?d r

*.r~

EXAMPLES.

1. Given y = z + xtf, expand y in powers of a:.

Here
<j> (y]

=
e",

, 1 rt \4/ \ -7 / \T // / \ I VV * _1 *,

therefore
^-^zi -j </> (*)| / (

s
) l

=
^7 -i e = n e

Thus v=
Ll Li I*

2. Given y = z + x , expand y in powers of x.

Here

therefore -T-J

Hence ?/ = zH

3. Given xy logy = 0, expand y in powers of x. From
the given equation

y'
=
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If then we put z =- in the result of the first Example, we
deduce

restore yx for y and divide by x
;
then

4. If y = TTT- JT, expand y* in ascending powers

of x.

we have y V(l #2

)
= # y ;

therefore y* (1 x2

)
= a? 2xy + y* ................ (1),

x ifand y =-+2- X.

v*We must then put y = z + y
x,

A

v
2

so that (y)
= y-

, and/ (y)
= y

n
.

Thus y
n = z

n + x
|

S
+1+ ...

+,y |r^i C^
2^1

) + .-(2),

and after the differentiations are performed, we must put
x- for z.

The quadratic equation (1) which we have employed gives
sv

two values for y, namely
---

jj-
-

^- ;
the series which we

have obtained in (2) applies to the value with the upper sign.

_

this be expanded in ascending powers of x the first term is
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fx\
n

obviously f

-J
: whereas the first term of the expansion with

/2\
n

/aA~*
the lower sign would be (

-
1

, that is
[
-I .W \2/

Now y- _--. ,

*V - 2
~

,
n~

1.2.3
"

Let a;
8 = 4i

;
thus we obtain

1.2.3

Change the sign of n; thus we obtain the expansion in

, . . (l-V(l-4i)}-" ,, ,
powers of of

|

--_
-|

, that is of

that is of

Hence

n (ra
-

4) (n
-

5) ^
1.2.3

Hitherto we have put no restriction on the value of n;
but let us now suppose that n is a positive integer.

If we expand {1 + V(l
-

4*)}" and {l-V(l-4i)}
n
by the

Binomial Theorem, we see that the sum of the two expressions

will be a rational function of t which will be of the degree
-
m

n 1
if n be even, and of the degree

- if n be odd.
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By adding the expansions we have found above we obtain

.+

and by what we have just shewn the series on the right hand

extends to - + 1 terms if n be even, and to - - terms if n
a A

be odd, so that the remaining terms in the two expansions
must disappear ;

that is, the terms arising from one expan-
sion are cancelled by similar terms arising from the other.

In the same manner as we deduced the expansion of y* from
sc

the equation y = n-\ _ *F\
we mav deduce the expansion

of any other function of y ;
for example take log y. Thus

logy = l

where after the differentiations are performed we must put

x fx\~ .
3 fxv .4.5 fx\

6 5.6.7

/v

- for z. Therefore
m

O '

V 9 /
' 9 V 9 / '9 9 I o / 'o > illol "!

Z \4/ ^ VZ/ Z . O

Let a?
8 = 4f, and we shall obtain

The expansions which this example has furnished are of

some importance in mathematics.

5. If x=y&, expand sin (a +y) in powers of x.

We have given y = xe~v. Suppose then y = z + xe"", so that

)
= e-*, and/(y) = sin (a + y).

The general term given by Lagrange's Theorem is
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which becomes

^ (- 1)"'
1

(1+nf
l

e cos fa + z - (n
-

1) </,},

where cot
<p
= n, by a process similar to that in Art. 81.

Putting z = in this, "we have for the required expansion

sin (a + y)
= sin a + x cos a + . . .

+ (- I)"'
1

(1 + rtfr cos (a
-

(n
-

1) cot'
1

w} + "...

6. Given ay + x logy = 0, find sin y in powers of x.

7. Given y z + xy
p
e
w

, expand y'V" in powers of x.

8. Given y = z + x siny, expand sin y and sin 2y in powers
of #.

9. Given y = log (z + x cos y), expand e
v in powers of x.

10. From the equation xy* + 2xy
5 + Zxy* + 2y + 1 = de-

termine y in ascending powers of x.

19 9 1395 ,

y= ~2 "82 *-32* -4096*-
*

11. If ye*
' 8V

, find the first four terms of the

expansion of cos log y in powers of x.

1 x-
s

12. If y
8 + my*+ ny = x, shew that one value of y is

x m (x\* 2m?nfx\3 5m3

5mnfx\*
n

x m /x\
2 2m? n Sx\

3 5m3 5mn /x\*

n n \nj i? \nj n3

\nj
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CHAPTER X.

LIMITING VALUES OF FUNCTIONS WHICH ASSUME AN
INDETERMINATE FORM.

144. IN the statement, the limit of - - = 1 when Q

diminishes indefinitely, we have an example of a fraction

which approaches a finite limit when the numerator and de-

nominator each tend to the limit zero. The object of this

Chapter is to find the limit of any fraction of which the

numerator and denominator ultimately vanish, and also the

limiting value of some other indeterminate forms.

145. Form -
.

<6 (x)
Suppose

\/r (#)

such a fraction that both numerator and denominator vanish

when x = a
;

it is required to find the limit towards which

the above fraction tends as x approaches the limit a.

We have proved in Art 92 that

< (a + K)
-

< (a)
=

h<j)' (a + 6K),

If then
<j> (a)

= and
i/r (a)

=
0, we have, by division,

Let h diminish indefinitely ;
then

..-u v -i i. f 4>(x}
the limit when x = a of

,
. ,

is ,. .

a
)
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146. Suppose that not only

<f> (a)
=

0, and Y (a)
-

0,

but also <=0, <'=0, ...</>" (a)
=

0,

and -^' (a)
= 0, i/r" (a)

=
0, . . .ty

n
(a)

= 0.

By Art. 92,

-
< (a)

- Af (a) ... - ^W-

Hence, by division, we have

<f)

n+1
(a+0h}

Dimmish h indefinitely, and we have

, <j> (x) .
</>"

+1
(a)

the limit when x = a 01
,

, ( is
, n+1 , > .

t(*) t l)

147. In Art. 145, if

t=,
and

</>' (a)
= some finite quantity,

<f> (a;)

we have the limit when x = a of
;

.

(
is infinity ;

^(x)
if <

=
0,

and
i|r' (a)

= some finite quantity,

6 (x)
we have the limit when x = a of

;
is zero.

Y(*)

And in the same manner, we may shew that if the first

of the differential coefficients <' (a), <f>"(a), ... which does not

vanish, is of a lower order than the first which does not vanish

of the series
i|r' (a), -fy" (a), ..., the limit of y--W when x = a,

Y (x)

is infinity ;
if of a higher order the limit is zero.
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These results may also be obtained without the use of

Taylor's Theorem.
If < (a)

= and ty (a)
= 0, we have

<ft (a + h} $ (a)

<f> (a + ft) _ <ft (a + K)
-

<j> (a) _ h

ty(a)~ ty (a + h)
- $ (a)

'

h

Now diminish h indefinitely, and we have

,, i. ... c ^fa) 0'(a)
the limit when x = a of - 7-7 is T, ; . .

TJT (x) ^ (a)

If
</>' (a)

= and ty' (a)
= 0, we have in the same way

,<'(#) . <j>"(a)
the limit when x = a of ,,.

'

is ;; : .

^(x) +'($

Hence, the limit when x= a of -?4{ is -?jA-T
^(*) ^r (a)

This process may be extended, giving the same result as

in Art. 146.

148. Form .
00

Let <f>(x)
and ty(x) be functions which both become infinite

when x = a
;

it is required to find the limit of the fraction

*(*)

f (*)

'

i

and

when #= a; hence, by the previous rules its limit is

and the fraction on the right-hand side takes the form -

Hence

therefore -

()
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149. From the last Article it would appear that the limit

of a fraction which tends to the form , may be found by

considering the ratio of the differential coefficient of the
numerator to the differential coefficient of the denominator.

But, by Art. 113, when for a finite value of the variable a
function becomes infinite, so does its differential coefficient.

Hence, if

takes the form ,y (a) co

-,., , { takes the same form,
T ()

and thus the result of Art. 148 would appear to be of no

practical value. It may, however, happen that the limit of

the fraction .,.
'

is more easy to settle than that of -r4-4 .

ty (X) A/r (x)

logx

X

when x = 0, takes the form .

CO

1

<f> (x) x
Here Tn~{ = r = - x,

the limit of which is 0.

Hence, the limit of 2
,
when x= 0, is 0.

150. The demonstration in Art. 148, which is that usually
6 (x)

given, is satisfactory only in the case in which
-f-j-r really

has a finite limit. For we divided both sides of an equation

by this limit which tacitly assumes that the limit is not zero

or infinite.

But the demonstration may be completed thus :
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Suppose the limit of -
.

^
is really zero

;
then the limit

of yW 9> (
x

)
js reaiiy finite, namely, unity. Hence, it has

-^(x)
been proved that

,, .. . -|r () + <j> (x) ,

the limit of
T

, , ; when x = a is -
,,. . ,

a;) ^ (a)

that is 1 + the limit of^-= 1 +-7^ ;^W ^ (
a
)

therefore the limit of iM =^ .

i/r (*) ^ (a)

<f> fa;)
If the limit of \ , ( be really infinity, then the limit of

Ww
T-T-T is really zero, and therefore, as just shewn, the limit of

^f^> (CC) (f) \3Ci

,,, / will be zero. Hence, the limit of ,,. . will be infinity.
(*) t (*)

Combining then this Article with Ail. 148, we can assert

that if
<f> (x) and -^ (x) both become infinite when x = a, the

(f) (l*\ <f) fwC^

limit of -

. , ( will be the same as the limit of
; , ,

: .

151. The two Articles 148 and 150 may be replaced by
the following mode of exhibiting the proposition.

Suppose ^ (a)
= o>

,
and

i/r (a)
= oo .

Then -^ =0 and L- = 0:
</>(; ^-(o)

now = = (Art 1Q6)
.

'

therefore <f>' (a + 0h] ^ <[> (a
'

(a + A)
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<> (x)
If

. , ( has a finite limit when x = a, the limit of the
*(#)

second factor on the right-hand side of the equation is unity.
Hence

the limit of = the limit of .

f{) ^ (x)

<> (x)
But if

,
, ( tends to or oo as a; approaches a, it will in

-^(x)

general finish by approaching the limit in such a manner that

the second factor will in the first case be less than unity,
$ (x)

and in the second case greater. Hence. ,,,
' becomes zero

^(oj)
<b(x)

or infinity at the same time that . . . does.
ty(x)

152. In the preceding rules for finding the limit of a

function which takes the form - or when x = a, we have
oo

made no supposition as to the magnitude of a. Hence the
rules are often applied to the case in which a is infinite. But
for a direct demonstration of this case we may proceed thus.

<b (x)
Suppose the limit of JT-T required, when a; =x

;
it being

T (
X

J

known that then either ^>(x)
= Q and ty (x)

= 0, or < (x)
= oo

and ty (x)
= oo .

Put x=-, then

Now as y tends to zero, we have, by preceding rules,

$ (-} \ f(-
the limit of -& = the limit of y- ^

I -T* 1 !

Ti~\ //

= the limit of . = the limit of .
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153. For example, required the value of

1

when as = 0.
cot x

Differentiating both numerator and denominator, we find

the required limit is the same as that of

_1_
a? . sin

2
a; , . .

or ot , that is, unity.

sn' x

The same result may be obtained by writing the proposed

fraction in the form -
;
thus

1

x tana; 1 sin a;
^^^^^_ ___ f\t*

~ ^^~~- ui -

cot a; x cos a; x

sin 05

The,limit of- is 1. and the limit of- is 1 : therefore the
oos a; a?

limit of the proposed fraction is 1.

a?"

As another example we may find the limit of -= when x is

infinite, n being positive.

/p** 7it
w

The limit of ^ = the limit of

*u r -4. f n (
n ~ !) ajn

~a

= the limit of --~-
. . .

e

Proceeding thus, we shall, if n be a positive integer, arrive at

[n
the fraction ^ , the limit of which is 0. If n be a fraction,

6

we shall arrive at a fraction having e
x
in the denominator and

some negative power of x in the numerator, which also has
for its limit.

x*
Hence the limit of , when x = oo

,
is zero.

6
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154. A remark should be made for the purpose of pre-

venting a misconception of some of the results of this Chapter.
Suppose <f> (x) and

t/r (x) both to vanish when cc= a, and that

(f)'(a)
= while ty' (a) is finite. We say then, that when x= a,

the limit of^ = the limit of^ ,

^(x) $ (x}

meaning that each side of the equation vanishes. It does not

follow necessarily that

<(ir) <f>(x) i , f , r .
-

. . -7- ,, has unity tor its limit.
-

For example, let <
(a;)

= cc
2

, -^ (a;)
= sin x,

then <>' x %x>
r
' x

When x approaches the limit zero, we can infer that, since

.,, . approaches zero, so also does ~-^, . But it is obviously
T(W)

'

&(*)
not true that the limit of

a? 2x p x* cos x .

or of -
=
- is unity;

2x sin a;
Jsm x cos a;

the limit is in fact .

155. It should be observed that there are examples which

may be solved by means of the Differential Calculus, but
which can also be solved, and sometimes more simply, by
common algebraical transformations. For instance,

fa-o)*

when x = a takes the form -
. Put a? =* a + k, and the fraction

becomes

A*
or

and the limit, when h = 0, is 0.

T. D. c, K
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Again, suppose we have to find the limit of

as x approaches unity ; put x = 1 + h, and the fraction becomes

A + 1)
- l + VA

Multiply both numerator and denominator by

and we get

2^/A Sv or -

and the limit of this, when h = 0, is -j- .

156. There are cases in which not only <j>(x) and ty(x]

vanish, but all their differential coefficients, and where, con-

<b(x]
sequently, we are not able to ascertain the limit of T-T-V -

+(*)

For suppose <f>(x) =a~", where u stands for
, a and n being

C

positive numbers, and a greater than unity: we have

,. . wloga.cT"^

a;'

^ fwloga ?? + 1)
a.a-"L^- I

I *V tA/ J

and so on.

Put - =
z, and let t stand for z

n
:

x

,,, . ?iloga.2"
+1

then d> (a) = ^. .

a

,,tf \ n log a (w loer a . s2(n+1)
(n

(D (OCl ^r \ / t
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also the value x = corresponds to z = cc . But it is easy to

see that every expression of the form

a1 '

where a, m, n, are positive numbers, and a greater than unity,
is zero when z is infinite. For if we apply to this example
the rule for finding the value of a fraction which assumes the

form -
00- and differentiate r times successively, r being the

integer next above m, we have

z
m k

the limit of -7 = the limit of
.

. . .

as ty (z)

where k is some constant, and
i/r (z) a function of z which is

infinite when z is infinite. Consequently, all the differential

coefficients of < (x) vanish when x = 0.

If then we have

where v stands for
v ,

and 6 is a positive number greater
C

than unity, and v also positive, the differential coefficients of

<f> (x)
all orders of the two terms of the fraction

.
. ; will vanish

when x = 0, and the limit cannot be found by this method.

In the case of ,v n, the fraction becomes

this, when x = 0, will be or oo , according as a is greater or

less than b.

157. The fraction

x

takes the form - when x = 0. Put x = - and we have 4 >
the

y e
v

limit of which, when y is infinite, is 0, by Art. 153
;

K2
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e* 1

, or - x e
x

is of course infinite when x = 0.
x x

e
Hence, is or oo when x approaches the limit 0,

flp

according as we suppose x negative or positive.

158. Form x co .

Suppose <f>(x) and -^r(x} two functions of x, such that

(j>(a)
= 0, and ^(a) = ao

;
it is required to find the limit of

<j> (x) A/T (x) as x approaches a.

and as the fraction on the right-hand side takes the form

- when x = a, its limiting value may be found by rules

already given.
/ SC\ TTOC

For example, let
<j> (x)

=
log f 2

j
,
and ty (x)

= tan .

Here $ (x) i/r (x) takes the form x oo when x = a.

log (2--)TTX \ a)
-LllLil - ^ | j ww ~.

2a
cot

2a

The limit of this when x = a, is found by making x = a in

1 1

2a* . .,

sm

, . , . . 2
which gives

7T
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Again, xm (log x)
n
,

where m and n are positive, takes the form x oo
, when x

Here < takes the form -

when x =
;

its limit is the same as that of

x (log ic)'

m
which does not assist us.

If we assume x= 6*", then xm (log x}* becomes

the value of this, when y is oo
, is 0. See Art. 153.

The result in this case should be carefully noticed, as it is

frequently wanted in mathematical investigations.

159. Forms 0, 00, 1".

Let <>
(a?) and ty (x) be two functions of x, such that when

x= a, the expression

assumes one of the forms 0, oo ,
I
08

; it is required to find the

limiting value of this expression.

Since < (x)
=

we have

Now
i/r (a?) log </> (#) in each of the proposed cases takes

the form x oo
, and its limiting value can be found by

Art. 158, and thus the value of
{< (x}}^

x) becomes known.

For example, xx
,
when x = 0, takes the form

;

and a? logic
=

0, when x = 0, (Art. 158) ;

therefore, of = 1, when x = 0.
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(1

\sinor

-
)

takes the form oo when x =
;
also

GT-
XT -i smoj ,

Now, sma;loga; = .xlogx;
27

when x = 0, we have

sina;~ =1 '

05logcc
=

0, (Art. 158),

therefore sin x log x = 0, when a; = 0,

(l\sin*

=
1, when x 0.

/

\ **
/ ^ \tan

Again, (2 -- )

'"
takes the form 1, when x = a.

-,, , . tan^ log (2-?)The above expression = e 2a V a/

2

= e" when a; = a, (Art. 158).

160. Form oo - oc .

Let
<f> (x) and ^ (a;) be two functions of x which become

infinite when x= a, then

assumes the form oo oo
;

it is required to find the value of

the expression.

Put ? = *(*)-*(*),

then ev -($>(*)-*(*)
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Thus ev takes the form - when x = a, and its value may be

investigated by Art. 145.

Or we may proceed thus,

ylr (x)
then y is infinite unless the limit of ^ . is unity ;

if the

limit of 7-r-r is unity,
<f> (x)

J>

since
\s

*(*)

it takes the form -
.

For example, suppose y = tan x sec x
;

7T
then ti takes the form oo oo when a; = .

2

A i /'t
sec^Also y = tan # 1

V tan x)

_ 1 cosec x
_

cot a;
'

this takes the form -
,
and its limiting value is

cosec x cot x --
2 or 0.

cosec x

161. The limit of " when a; = co, supposing F(x] to
x

F'(x)
be then infinite, will be the same as that of

p-^,
or F'(x).

See Art. 151.

But,

If x be made to increase indefinitely the limit of the

second member of the equation is "(x).
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F(x]
Hence the limit when x = oo of "

x

,, r .. , e= the limit when x = oo of .

h

If for simplicity we make h = l, we have

the limit of^-& = the limit of [F(x + 1)
-

F(x}}.
ffs

162. The limit of {F(x}}" when x is infinite, is the same
log Fix)

as that of e *
.

But, by Art. 161, supposing F(x) to become infinite with x,

the limit of -- is the same as the limit of
x

of

_

Hence the limit when x = x of {F (x)}*

., r .. f F(x + l)= the limit of
, \

F(x)

Suppose, for example, that we require the limit when x is

of)*
infinite of

}.

IL^J

By the theorem just proved the required limit

= the limit of
\x +

/,

= the limit of
x

= the limit of (1 + -
)

V xj

e by Art. 16.

163. A few remarks may be made on indeterminate frac-

tions involving more than one variable.
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A function of two variables may tako the form -
, either

when one of the variables remains undetermined and the

other has a particular value, or when both receive particular
values.

As an example of the first case, suppose

( \ _j_ I N 2 '

if we make x = a we have z = -
,
whatever y may be. But

by removing the factor x a from the numerator and deno-
minator of z, we have

_ c (x + a)~
y +x-a

'

Hence, when x= a, we have

.

V

This case is very simple, and whenever it occurs the ap-

plication of the preceding rules will give the limiting value

towards which z approaches as x approaches its limit.

As an example of the second case, suppose

_c(x-d)Z=~ 7 *

y-b

This fraction takes the form - when x = a and y = 5, and

is really indeterminate. For suppose y ft = m (x a), then

c
z = .m

Hence the value of z is indeterminate, for x and y being
independent m may have any value we please.

164. It may happen that the values which such a function

assumes, although infinite in number, are confined within
certain limits. For example, suppose

_ c(x-a)(y-V)
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Assume y 6 = m (x a) ;

. cm c
therefore z= ^

- = .

+
TO

Here the greatest value of z is when m = 1, and z always

lies between - and -
.

a a

165. We give two more examples.

1st. Let
(x-a)*+c(y-by

this takes the form - when x = a and y = I.

Put x a*=K and y b = k;

therefore

If now we assume k = Aha
,
we have

and, according to the different hypotheses we make respecting

a, m, p, ..., we shall obtain for z finite, infinite, or zero

values.

(x -y}a
n -(a- y} x

n
+(a- ac) y*

2nd. Let z=- ^ sV v/ H JL
-

(x-y}(a-y}(a-x)

If x = a, and y= a, this takes the form -
. Put a + h and

a + k for x and y respectively ;
we shall have

z =
(h
-

k} kh

If we expand (a + A)" and (a + k)", and make some

reductions, we obtain
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Hence, putting h and Jc each zero, we have

This result may also be found by examining the limit

towards which z tends as x approaches y, and then the limit

towards which this result tends as y approaches a.

The next Article must be omitted until the student has

read Chapter XI.

I \ Of* 77 I

166. Generally, if z =V,,
'

^4 ,
and both numerator and

F(x,y}'
denominator of z vanish for certain values of x and y, the

value of z is really indeterminate, and in fact depends upon
the arbitrary relation we choose to establish between x and y.

Suppose that x=a, yb, are the values which make z assume

the form -
;
and assume that y=ty (x}, where ty (x) is any

function the value of which is l> when x = a.

Thus the numerator and denominator of z become func-

tions of x only ;
and by previous rules for ascertaining the

value of a fraction which takes the form -
, we have

x being put = a and y = b after the differentiations are per-
formed. This value is indeterminate, since ^'(x) is a function

which is quite arbitrary.

But if MM and f -?- )
both vanish,

\dxj \dxj

or if (-\ and
f-r-J

both vanish,

then the value of z becomes determinate.
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The value of z is also determinate if

\dx/ _ \dy)

\dx) \dy)

fdF

then proceeding to a second differentiation we have

: '

which is generally indeterminate, since ty (x) is an arbitrary
function.

Example 1. Suppose

logaj +

fdf\ 1
-,-

= -= 1. when x = 1,
\dx) x

_ log x + logy , ,_~
' B" 1' 5 -

dy

, ,
,

(a?)

which is really indeterminate, and may assume any value

between + oo and oo .

Example 2. Suppose

= (a?-l=

Here z takes the form - when x 1 and y = 1.
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Also then m = 0and ^ = 0.

\dxj \dxj

Hence z has a determinate value, namely,
-

.

a

Example 3. Suppose z =
, *-

or + y

Here, when x = and y = Q, we have

D=' (I)--
-* -*

_

Here the value of z is indeterminate
;
but it will be found

that it is confined between the limits and 2, as may be
2u

shewn by writing the fraction just given in the form 1 + :
-

*,
A ~r U

2u
remembering that --

^ ^s never greater than unity.

167. In solving examples on this Chapter there are

various considerations which will abbreviate the labour of the

operations, as will be seen in the following case.

, log(l+a; + #2

) + log(l-a:4-a;
8

)Find the value of
sec x cos x

when x = 0.

The proposed expression takes the form - when x = 0. If

we proceed in the ordinary way, we shall find after reduction

that the differential coefficient of the numerator is

2x + 4a;
3

l + x'+x"
and that the differential coefficient of the denominator is

sin a;

cos x
+ sin x.
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Thus we obtain again the form -
,
and we may continue in

the ordinary way the process of evaluation. We may how-
ever obtain the result more easily by arranging the fraction

we have now to evaluate thus :

2(1+ 2#2

)
cos* x x

(1 + 3? + x4

) (1 + cos
2

x) sin x
'

.

Here the first factor is not indeterminate when x =
;

its

value is then unity. The second factor takes the form -
,

and its limiting value is known to be unity. Thus unity is

the required limiting value of the original expression.

Or the original expression may be evaluated in the follow-

ing manner. It may be put in the form

cos x log (1 + x* + x*}

sin* x

Now cos x = 1 when x
;
we need not then pay any atten-

tion to this factor, but consider that we have to evaluate

log (1 + a? + x*}

sin* x

when x =
;
and we may proceed in the usual way to dif-

ferentiate the numerator and denominator. Or if we are

allowed to use the results of the expansions of functions we
have

x*-% (x* + x*}* +

= 1 when x = 0.
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EXAMPLES.

Find the limits of the following functions :

143

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

G.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

IQ .
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14

15.

1C.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

9rt
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28. (a*
-

1) x,

29. (-

30.

= oo ,

= 00 .

i* sin TI# n" sin ?na; (1) # = 0.

(1)

Result log a.

Result e".

1.

31.

32.

tan nx tan mx (2) m = n.

(2) Result n*"
1

(w cos wo; sin n#) cos
2
nx.

1

/taha?\*
oo. i i

,

\ x J

34.
/tan af\

;
'

n

35.- (cos wza;)^,

2L

36. (cos wa;)*
2

37. (

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.
</2 sinarcojsa;

log sin 2a;

T. D. C.

X = 00

= 0.

= 0.

7T

7T

Result 1.

Result 1.

Result e*.

Result oo .

1.

.Seswft 0.

Result 2.

-
f .

Result 1.

Result 1.

,

2V2
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43. V(a'-*
!

). cot
(2

44. (1 x) tan
,

__
45. a;

1'1
,

46. a?*" ,

-
,+ avj

x = \.

x = 1.

a; = 0.

= a. Result*-.

Result -
.

7T

sec

47. ,
.

log (1 -#)
i

48. (Ax
m+Sxm

~1 ...+Mx + N)*, a =

1 2
IJ> g

Result 0.

Result oc .

Result I.

50 -

cos x^ cos ad

52.

58.

1-B\-
Je '

,
.

tan a; a;

e
1
sin a; e" (sin a + V'2 (a; a) cos (a ^-

-=.
-

,
-

:

e
e

e(x+l d)

Result i.

= a.

i i

54. f^^"*

Result 2 cos a.

X

, x = oo . Result
djCL^ ...an.

5o.
(.T + sin x 4 sm i-a?)

75- f
V

(3 + cos a; - 4 cos %xy

128-
.

81
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2.

56. v f , x = x . Result \.r

57.
(%*)* + d^i!, .!. SesuU l.

Sin*
(a? 1)

58. Shew that when x is infinite - is infinite or zero,
6*

according as m is greater or less than n
;
a and 5 being

both greater than unity.

59. Shew that when x is infinite

x-x og
^

-
j
- -

.

60. If MVO) = tan'
1~~ + log fe + A /f1 +

) [ , shew
\I I \l G \/ V C / )V \" T> /

that w = and -=- = ;, when x = ;
and that u =

c aa; 2c

and -y-
= when x = oo .

aa;

L2
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CHAPTER XL

DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENT OF A FUNCTION OF FUNCTIONS

AND OF IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS.

1G8. SUPPOSE u a function of y and z, and y and z them-

selves functions of x, it is required to find -y- . This of course

might be obtained by substituting in u for y and z their values

in terms of ic, by which substitution u becomes an explicit

function of x, and -j- can be found by previous methods.

But it is often convenient to have a rule which gives -r-

without requiring the substitution for y and z. To this rule

we proceed.

169. Suppose u =
<j> (y, z},

where y and z are both functions of x. Let x become x + Ax,
and in consequence let y, z, and u, become respectively y + Ay,
z + Az, and u + AM. Then

therefore
" =

Aa; Ay Aa;

<ft(y,
z + kz}-(f>(i/,z) Az

&z
'

Ax'

Now let Ace and consequently Ay, Az, and AM, diminish

without limit
; then
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, r . Aw . du
the limit of -r is =,-

,A# dx'

the limit of -^- is -- ,
Ace cto

,, T ., f &z. dz
the limit of -r is -y- .

The limit of
> -.

ig ^ differentialAs
coefficient of < (y, z) or w, with respect to z, taken on the

supposition that z is the only variable
;
and may therefore be

denoted by -y- .J dz

The limit of
.-,*

wouldj

did not change, be the differential coefficient of <]>(y,z + As)
with respect to y. But as As diminishes without limit with

Ay, the limit is the differential coefficient of
<j> (y, z), with

respect to y, taken on the supposition that y is the only
variable.

We have then finally
du _ du dy du dz

dx dy dx dz dx
'

d\L
170. In this result , denotes, as stated,

" the differential
dy

coefficient of u, taken with respect to y, supposing y alone to

vary" It is not impossible that the reader may be inclined

to say,
" But y and z being both functions of or, if y varies,

z must vary too, how then can I make the supposition that

y alone varies?" His own further reflexion will probably
remove the difficulty, if such it be. Should he however be
unable to satisfy himself, it may be suggested to him that

we do not make the supposition that y alone varies as a

final supposition. We allow for the variation of both y and

z, but it is convenient for our purpose to consider these varia-

tions one at a time.

T ,
. .

,
. (du\ , fdu\ . , f du ,du

It is usual to write ,- and -y- ,
instead ot -,- and -j- ,

\dy) \dzj dy dz'
the brackets serving to remind us of the suppositions to .be
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made in finding the values of these differential coefficients.

Hence the above equation should be written

du _ fdu\ dy fdu\ dz

dx \dyt dx \dz ) dx
'

Of course the brackets may be omitted, and indeed frequently
are omitted, provided we can feel certain of remembering the

conditions which they are designed to express. The beginner
will do well to use them, although as he advances in the

subject he may be able to dispense with them.

171. For example, let u = z
z + y

3 + zy,

z = sin x

then

dx~ '

dz
-j-
= cos x ;

ax

therefore -y- = (3#
2 + z) &+ (2z + y) cos x

=
(%e** + sin x) e* + (2 sin x + e*} cos x

= Be
9"+ e* (sin x + cos x) + sin 2x

;

and this value is of course precisely what we obtain if we
substitute in u for y and z their values in terms of x, thus

obtaining u = e
331+ e* sin x + sin

2

x, and then differentiate with

respect to x.

172. An important case of the general proposition is

obtained by supposing z = x so that -y- = 1. We have then

du _ (du\ dy fdu\

dx
~

\dy) dx \dxj
'
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Here we cannot dispense with the brackets or some equi-

valent notation, f -*-
J denoting what would be the differential

coefficient of u with respect to x, if y were not a function
(l ?/

of x, and -v- denoting the actual differential coefficient of u
dx

with respect to x, when y is a function of x.

173. For example, let u = tan'1

(ccy),

y = <?\

then (if\m y
(dx-
fdu

dx

du
-j-

--
ax 1 + x y

therefore

which of course is what we obtain if we differentiate tan"
1

(xe*)

with respect to x,

174. Suppose u = <f>(v, y, z) where v, y, z, are each func-

tions of x. We have, as before,

AM =
(j> (v + Aw, y + Ay, z + A*)

-
(j> (v, y, z)

,
s + As) 6(v,y + Ay, z + As)

-<f>(v,y,z + Aa)

(v, y, 2 + &z)
-

<f> (v, y, z} ;

AM _ <ft (v + At>, y + Ay, s + Az)
-

(p. y + Ay,z + As) Av

AJC
~

Av Aa;

<j>(v,y + Ay, g + Aa) - <fr (P, y, g + Az] Ay
Ay Aa;

<^> (v, y, z + Ag)
- (, y, g) As

As Aa;
'
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Proceeding to the limit, we obtain

du fdu\ dv idu\ dy /du\ dz

dx \dv) dx \dyjdx \dz)dx'

The process may be extended to the case in which u involves

more than three functions of x.

175. Examples may occur more complicated in appear-
ance, but essentially involving the same principles as those

of the preceding Articles. Suppose for instance

u = $(v, y, z, x),

so that u could, by performing the requisite substitutions, be

made an explicit function of x : it is required to express the

differential coefficient of u with respect to x, without pre-

viously making these substitutions.

du _ fdu\ dv /du\ dy /du\ dz (du
dx \dvj dx \dy) dx \dz) dx \dx

4. .

dx
~

\dy) dx \dz) dx \dx

= -

dx J v ' dx

du fdu\ (fdv\ ., . . (dv\ , ,
. fdv\Hence -r- = M -p / (a;) + (--,- }F (as) + K-

dx \dvj \\dyj
J

\dz) \dxj

176. The same suppositions being made as in Art. 169,

it is required to express -7-3 . We have

du fdu\ dy fdu\ dz

dx
~

\dyj dx \dz J dx
'
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Now
(
-T-l is itself a function of y and z. If we denote it

A y
.

by v its differential coefficient with respect to x will be

dv\ dy dv\ dz

which may be written

\rfyV -dx (dz dy) dx
'

The differential coefficient of -/ with respect to x is ~
dx dx*

Proceeding in the same way with the term

A dz

7-fi
1

and remembering, (Art. 134), that

fjt*\
\dz dy) \dy dz)

'

we have

d*u fd
3
u\ fdy\* f d?u \ dy dz fd*u\ fdz\'-^- I -= - I I j ) + 2 I

-j -y- I
-~

-j f- -^ 9 I
-

\dxj \ay dz/ ax ax \dz~J \dxj

du\ d?y /du\ d?z
~7 I

~jf 2 '
I ~7 J ~7 2

T , , dz d z
If z = x, we have -

7
=

1, -y-^ = ; thus
dx dx

'z

u\dy^(c
7 I I *

I 7 7 I 7 T^ I7VI 17 i7V -

aaj/ \dydxj ax \dx J \dyj dx

177. Hitherto in this Chapter we have given methods

which, although often convenient, are not absolutely neces-

sary, as in all cases, by effecting the required substitutions,
we may obtain an explicit function of x, and differentiate it

by known rules. But the case we now consider is one in

which a new method is frequently indispensable.

Let < (x, y)
= be an equation connecting the variables x

and y : it is required to find ~ . If the given equation can
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be solved so as to give y in terms of x, say y = i/r (x}, then the

differential coefficient of y with respect to x can be found by
previous rules. If x can be expressed in terms of y, we can

dx , ,, dy dx dy
determine -y- and then -f- ,

since -j- x --- = 1. But as it is

dy dx ay dx
often difficult, and sometimes impossible, to solve the given

equation, it is necessary to investigate a rule for finding -,-

which does not require this operation.

Put u for < (x, y). From the given equation y is some
definite function of x

; hence

fdu\ dy fdu

\dy) dx \dx,

is, by Art. 172, the differential coefficient of u with respect to

x. But u is always zero, and therefore so also is its differential

coefficient with respect to x. Hence

dy) dx \dxj
'

du\
, dy \dx)
therefore -,

= 5-rrdx /du\

178. This important result may also be obtained thus,
which is in effect combining into one Article portions of the

preceding pages. Let

<t> & y)
= 0.

Suppose x to become x -{ Ace and y to become y+Ay, so that

< (x+ Aic, y + Ay) = 0.

Hence
<f> (x+ Ace, y + Ay) <f> (x, y]

=
0,

and
</> (aj+Aa?, y+Ay) -< (or+Az, y) +< (x+ Ace, y) -<f>(x, y)=0.

Divide by Ace, and we have

<}> (x+ Aa;, y+Ay) -<ft (rg+ Aa;, y) Ay
^

^(a?+Aa?,y)-^(a;> y) = a
Ay Aa; Aa;

This equation, being always true, remains so when Ao; and

Ay are diminished indefinitely.
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The limit of
fr(a^--~.y/-yv.^ when Aa,

diminishes,/\
/yi

is the differential coefficient of
<j> (x, y) with respect to x,

formed on the supposition that x alone varies, and if we put u

for (j>(x, y), this limit may be denoted by f-r-
]

.

mi v *. f <b(x + Ace, ?/ + A?/) <f> (ce + Ace, y] , , . .
The limit of -^ -2-* p- -2-i would, if

Ay
A# remained constant, be the differential coefficient of

<j)(x + Ace, #) with respect to y, formed on the supposition that

y alone varies. But as Ace diminishes without limit when

Ay does so, the limit is the differential coefficient of u with

respect to y, formed on the supposition that y alone varies.

It may be denoted by f-j- I .

\dyJ
A 11 dy

The limit of -r3- is -?-, Hence finally
Aa; cc

fdu\ dy fdu\ _
\dy) dx \dx)

179. For example, suppose a
2

?/

2 + J
2
ce

2 a2
i
2 = 0.

Here u = a2

y* + Vx* - aV,

fdu\ = 2px

therefore a*y -^ + b
s
x = 0,

?y 6
2
ce /n

therefore -^ = =- {*)
dx ay

Since y = -
\/(a

2- 2

)
from ^e given equation, we obtain

a

directly

dy_ ___bx ,~\

dx~ aa2 - 2 '"

When in (1) we substitute the value of y in terms of x,

the result agrees with (2).
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In this case we can verify our new rule, by comparing its

results with those previously found. In more complex
examples, such as

we can find -/- only by the new method
;

dx

putting u for x5 axs

y + lx*y* y
s

,
we have

therefore

T-
)

= ax* + 2bx*y 5y
4

;

*S*

dy ox
~r =-* ^r- ;

-
sdx 5y 2bx

2

y + ax*

180. We shall now investigate the second differential

coefficient of an implicit function.

From the equation
u or < (x, y)

= 0,

(du\

we have deduced -- = , x (1):dx fdu\

\dy)
d2
y

it is required to find ~ .

We observe that (I being a function of both x and y,
\CLCCJ

its differential coefficient with Respect to x must be found by

Art. 172. If we put v for f-y-J, the required differential
\dxj

coefficient will be
dv\ dy fdv\

dy) dx \dxj
'

Similarly, denoting (
-=-

) "by w, we have for its differential
\dy/

coefficient with respect to x,

dw\ dy fdw\

dyj dx \dx)
'
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Hence, from
(1),

v\ dy AMI _ {(d\ <fy

dyj dx \dx)} ]\dy ) dx

w

dv\ fd'uNow

the latter symbol denoting that u is to be differentiated twice

with respect to x, on the supposition that x alone varies; also

'do\ _ f d*u \

dy) \dy dx)
'

the latter symbol denoting that u is to be differentiated with

respect to x, supposing x alone to vary, and the result with

respect to y, supposing y alone to vary. Similarly

faw^

dx \dxdy'

dw

Hence, substituting in (2), we have

/du\ (/ d*u \ dy f^u\[ _ (du\ (f<Fu\ dy

d*y \djj) \\dylte) fa
+
\&?)}

~
(fa) \\dif) 'dx

dx*
~~

fdu^
\dy)

n ...................... (3).

GfU
If we substitute in (3) the value of -r given by (1), we

c u \ ( u \

d^)
=
(dxTyJ

f<Pu\
(du\*_ 9 (

d*u \
fdu\ fdu\

fd?u\ fdu

^y^ \dx*J (dy) . (dxdy) (dx) (dy)
+

\djf) \dx
x3

(du\
3

W
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181. This result may also be found from Art. 176, by
d u

supposing w = always, and therefore -7-3=0; or indepen-

dently thus.

From u =

. f n (du\ dy . (du\
it follows that j- }-f- + -7- =0 .................. (1).

\dyj dx \dxj

Denote this result for the sake of shortness by
v=0.

fdv\ dy fdv\Hence U- -/ + U- = .................. (2),
\dyj dx \dxj

which result, expressed in terms of u, is

dV. \ / d*u \dy (d*u\ fdy\* fdu\ d*y _
\dx dy) dx

+
(dy*J \dx)

+
\dy) ~dtf

as ~ is already known, this equation will furnish -= .

Equation (1) is frequently called the "first derived equa-
tion," or " the differential equation of the first order ;" and

equation (3) is called
" the second derived equation," or the

"
differential equation of the second order ;" the equation u =

being called the "
primitive equation."

182. Should the reader succeed in correctly deducing for

himself the important equation (3) of the last Article, he may
omit the next two Articles, as it seems unnecessary to direct

his attention to difficulties he might have felt, or mistakes he

might have made. If however he has failed in his attempts,
he may compare his process with the following.

dij
In (1), put p for

-j-,
so that v stands for

fdu\ fdu

fdv\ f d*u \
, fdu\ fdp\ , fd*uHence -y-

= 37-KP+j-j+ju
\dxj \daadyj

f
\dyj\dxj \dx

2

fdv\ _ fd^u\ /du\
(dp\

f <fu \

(dy)
~
W<) P

+
\dy) (dy)

+
(dy^dx)

'
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Thus (2) becomes

cPu

or

p + (I)
-
1- that is

this simplification we obtain the required result.

A very common mistake is to omit the brackets in

remains a superfluous term, namely --,,- ,
or as it has perhaps

been written by the student,

183. In Art. 182 we proceeded very strictly according to

the literal requirements of the rule involved in equation (2) of

Art. 181. We might have reasoned thus.

We have merely to express symbolically the fact, that the

differential coefficient of

fdu\ dy (du\

\dy) dx \dx)

with respect to x is zero.

Now the differential coefficient of (-7-
J
with respect to x

( d*u \ fd?u\ dy, I_
]
_L _ a ._ _ _

\dx dy) \difj dx '

and the differential coefficient of -/- with respect to x is -^ .

dx ax
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Hence the differential coefficient of
( -7-)

-~ is

\dyj ax

tfu\
dy\dj, fdu\ $y_

\\dxdyj \dy
z
j dx) dx \dyjdx*'

Also the differential coefficient of ( -7- ] is

\dx/

f d~u \ du fd*u\
I

y JL.
i

I

\dy dx) dx \dafj

Collecting the terms in (1) and (2), we have

,. ,

4. 9 4. 4- =0
\dx*J

"*

(dx dy) dx
"*"

\df) \dx)
*

\dy) dxz

184. It is not necessary to proceed further with the

successive differential coefficients of implicit functions, as the

equations become too complicated to be often used. The
reader may, as an exercise, obtain the following result from

equation (3) of Art. 181, by either of the methods we have
used in Arts. 182 and 183 :

\
dy_

f_
s * ^_

\dx
s

\dafdy dx \dxdy
2

\dx
""

\dtf \dx

(
f
d*u \

(d?u\ dy\ d*y (du\ d*y _T w X 1 "I T~ I ~T I 3~~ ; ~T~ r ~j~~x T I ~J~ I ~Y~s
"

[\dxdyj \dy J dx) day \dyj dx

We may observe that it is often found convenient to use a
certain abbreviated notation for partial differential coefficients.

Thus \i$(x,y] be any function of a; and y, any partial differential

coefficient of the function may be indicated by the letter
<f>,

with accents above corresponding to the number of differen-

tiations with respect to x, and with accents below correspond-

ing to the number of differentiations with respect to y. For

example, <f>" will indicate (
.

'

) ,
and </ will indicate

V dx J

x, y)\
,

J
and so on., ,

V dxdy

We may also use y for ~ t
and y" for -=-f , and so on.

dx dx
Thus with the present notation the equations (1) and (3) of
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Art. 181, and the equation which may be obtained from (3)
will be expressed respectively as follows :

= 0,

" + 3 (</>;+1^/+ </>y = o.

185. Suppose the two equations

/(, y, s)
=

0,

^(a;,y, )
=

0,

exist simultaneously, in which cc is the independent variable

and y and dependent variables. From the two given equa-
tions we may eliminate z, and thus find an equation connect-

ing y and x, Hence
-j- may be determined. Again, from

the two given equations we may eliminate y, and thus find

an equation connecting z and x, whence -7- may be deter-

mined. In cases where the elimination is tedious or imprac-
ticable we may proceed thus.

Let u denote f(x, y, z) and v denote F (x, y, z}. Since y
and z are functions of x, the differential coefficient of u with

respect to x is, by Arts. 172 and 174,

fdu\ fdu\
dy_

/du\ dz

and since u always = 0, we have

d
d

dy fdv\ dz

- (
du

\ 4- (
du

\
d
V-+ (

du
\
dz

-
)
+ 3) dx

+ &) dx

.

Similarly,
=

35
+ $

from which we find

/du\ fdv\ _ fdv\ fdu\

dy__ \dx) \dz) \dx) \dz) ,

dx (du\ (dv\ _ (dv\ (du\

" "*

\dy) (dz) (dy) (dz)

T. D. C. M
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fdv\ /du\ _ fdu\ fdv\

dz _ (dx) (dy) (dx) (dy) . .

dx~
~

/dv\
(du\ _ fdu\ fdv\"

(dz) (dy) (dz) (dy)

186. By differentiating equations (1), (2) of the last Article

with respect to x, we obtain

* d*U d*U

dx2
/ \dxdy dx \dxdz dx \dif\dx

/ d*u \
dy_

dz fd^u\ /dz\* fdu\ d2

y fdu\ d*z _
(dy~d~z) TxTx* \M) (dx)

+
\dyl d?

+
(dz)dx

ri

~

dx2
J \dx dy) dx \dx dz) dx \d^J \dx

(
d*v\

dj^dz_ (d*v\ (dz\ fdv\ d z

y (dv\
d*z _

\dy dz) dx dx
+

(dz
2
) (dx)

+
(dy) dx*

+
(dz) ~dx*

~ '

y z
From these equations we can deduce -~ and

-y-^ , which

may also be found by differentiating equations (3) and (4) of

the preceding Article.

187. Suppose we have n equations connecting n + 1 vari-

ables x, y, z, ...... t. Let the equations be

FI (x, y, z, ...... t)
=

0, say u^
= 0,

2̂ (x, y, z, ......
*)
=

0, say w
2
=

0,

Fn (x, y, z, *)
=

0, say wn = 0.

From these equations all the variables but one may be
considered functions of that one. If x be the independent
variable, we have by differentiation, as in Art. 185,

= I

*
I
4-

(

l
}
-&- 4-

^dxj \dy ) dx \dz ) dx
^ ^

V dt J dx '

w / """"% \ . I "'"'2 1 Wff |^
/ WWg >

/
. . / // \ <Z6

,G?a;/ (dy)~dx (dz.
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j J dx \ dt ) dx
'

from which n equations we can determine the n quantities

dy dz dt

dx' dx'
" "

dx'

188. Suppose <f> (x, y, z] to be the only equation con-

necting three variables, so that z may be considered an im-

plicit function of the two independent variables x and y : it

fiZ CMZ
is required to find -y- and -y- .

dx dy
dz .

By -y- is meant the differential coefficient of z with respect

dz
to x, supposingy constant, and by -7- the differential coefficient

of z with respect to y supposing x constant. Theoretically
we may from the given equation find the value of z in terms
of so and y and then effect the differentiation by common
rules; (see Art. 131). But to avoid the difficulty of solving
the given equation we adopt another method. Suppose y
constant, so that we have two variables x and z, and let u
stand for

(f> (x, y, z), then by Art. 178

/du\ /du\ dz _ , ,

where ( ]
stands for the differential coefficient of u taken

\dxj

on the supposition that x alone varies, and
(-y-J

for the dif-

ferential coefficient of u taken on the supposition that z alone

varies. Similarly

/du\ fdu\ dz _ ,
4y.

\dyj \dzj dy
dz -. dz

Equations (1) and (2) determine ^ and -r- .

We may determine -A and -A by the method of Art. 180,
J ax dy

M2
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or by that of Art. 181. If we adopt the latter method, the

two equations we obtain are

dxdz dx \cUf \dx \dz I dx*

/<Fu\ / <Fu'\
dz_ /o[V\ /dz\*

fdu\
<Fz _

(dy*J
4

\dydz) dy
+

(dz
2
) \dy)

+
\dz) df

~

d*zWe can obtain an equation for finding . , by differen-

tiating (1) with respect to y, or by differentiating (2) with

respect to x. We thus deduce

/ d*u \ t d*u\
dz_

( d*u \
dz_

/d*u\
dz_

dz

\dxdy) \dzdx) dy \dzdy) dx \d&) dy dx

\dzj dydx

189. Suppose we have two equations connecting four

variables; for example,

f(v, x,y,z}=Q, say M,
=

0,

F(v, x, y, z)
=

0, say u
2
=

;

from these equations v and z may be considered functions

of the independent variables x and y. If we eliminate v we

obtain an equation connecting 2, x, and y, so that -y and
-j-

L*)G (JuU

may be obtained by the preceding Article; and similarly

if we eliminate z we may find -y- and -j- . Or we may pro-

ceed thus: from the equation u^
= we deduce, by Art. 174,

du\
(du\

dv fdu\ dz_
)^\dv) dx^\dz) dx~

and from the equation w
2
= we deduce

/du3\ (du\
dv rdu\ dz _

\dx)
+
\dv) dx *\ds) dx '

from which 3- and -y- can be found.
dx dx
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Similarly, from w
x
= and u

z
= we deduce

fdu\ fdu\
dv^ +

fdu\ d^ = Q
\dy) \dojdy \dzjdy

/du\

~
,
which = 5-r , assumes the indeterminate form -

.

dx fdu\

from which -j- and -y- can be found.
dy dy

In such equations as those in the present Article it is

., df df dF du
very common to wnte -f- , -y- . -7- , . . .

,
to denote -r1 ,

dy' dv' dy' dy
'

dv dy'

190. If values of x and y which satisfy an equation u =

involving x and y, also make
(-T-)

and
(-T-J vanish, then

/e??Aw
/Jw\w

If we apply the method of Art. 145, we have

/du\ fd*u\ f d?u \ dy
,, -,. ., /s \dx) , .. . \rfa;

2
/ \dxdy) dx

the limit of . - = the limit of >*, *
. 7 ,

fdu\ / du \ fdu\ dy

\dy) \dx dy) \dy
z
j dx

the numerator and denominator of the second fraction being

respectively the differential coefficient of f -5-
J
and of f y J

with respect to x.

We have then

| ___ ] -4- ( -^ I
ii

dy_ _ _ \dx*J \dx dy dx

tx
^ ~

7H?u \
(d*u\ ~dsy

\dx dy) \dy
2
) dx
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. ... . fd'u\ ( tfu \In this expression we must substitute m
[j-^j , I 3 /

J
>

and
[T-T] , the values ofx and y under consideration, and thus

di]
we obtain a quadratic for finding

~
. This quadratic is

u\ = , ,

equation (2) agrees with equation (3) of Art. 181, remem-

bering that by hypothesis f
-j- j

= 0.

191. Should the values of x and y we are considering in

addition to making u = 0, ( ~j- }
= 0, ( , J

= 0, also make
\dxj \dyj
u \ .IIP dy
r => tlien the value of f-7 r >

\dxdyj dx

given in equation (1) of the preceding Article also takes the

form -
. Hence, applying again the rule for finding the

limit of such a fraction, we have

(^] + 2 (
d*u

\ dy + (
d*
U
Y^Yl (

^U \^y
dy _ \dx*J \dx*dy)dx \dxdy*J\dx) \dxdy)dx* ..

dx~~ / dsu \ / 'd*u \dy (d*u\(dy^ (d*u\<Fy"'
( >'

\dx
2

dyJ
'

\dxdtf) dx
"*"

\dtf) \dx)
*

\dtf) dx*

Since ( -j r } and (--.,) vanish, we obtain from (1)
\dxdyJ \dy J

*?\ (*\* + 3 / <?
\ (

d
y\\ Q (

d*u
\ ty + (

d*u
\-o (^

dy
3
) (dx)

H 6

(dxdy*) (dx)
4 3

(dx*dy) dx
+
(dxs

)~

where in all the differential coefficients of u we must sub-
stitute the values of x and y under consideration, giving a

cubic equation to determine -^ . Compare Art. 184.
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It must be observed that this method is liable to an

objection. We assume that , ,
-T-JJ

and -> , -5^,
vanish

because in each case one factor vanishes ; if however -5? be
ax

infinite, it does not follow necessarily that r 2 an(j
otady ofc*

cPw d?y
-y-; -7^ vanish.

ay* <c

192. Example. #
4 + 3c&y

- 4aV?/ - aV = 0, or u = 0.

Here (
-^*J

= - 4a*y
- 2a2

ic,

,
f dy'6

5S
=

4i/
3 + 6a

2

y - 4aaj
~
2/ + 3a

2

?/
-

Here x = 0, y = 0, satisfy M = 0, and make
-p

assume the

form -
.

Differentiate both numerator and denominator, and we have

f-
= the limit of

therefore =
^ .

dx 3
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Again, suppose ay* bx*y+x'= to be the given equation.

Then

therefore

This value of -^- takes the form - when x and y vanish.
ax

Hence, differentiating the numerator and denominator, we
have

flfiC flfy
2foe 6a?/ -j^-

when a; and y are made = 0.

Again, we have the form -
. Hence, differentiating again,

24*-45^-
dy _ dx~~

y
x and y being made each = 0. Thus assuming that x -^

and y -j vanish, we have

.dx

from which -^ = 0,
aa;

193. It may be noticed that equation (2) of Art. 190
differs from equation (3) of Art. 181 only in the omission of
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the term ( j- )-7-^f . This term would not occur if -f- were
\dyj ax ax

d*y
a constant quantity, for then

-jjr would be zero. Hence

equation (2) of Art. 190 may be derived by differentiating
the equation

Sdu\
+

fdu\ dy = Q
\dxJ \dy) dx

with respect to x and treating -^ as if it were a constant.

Similarly, equation (2) of Art. 191 may be deduced from

equation (2) of Art. 190 by differentiating with respect to x

and treating
- as if it were a constant.

194 If in equation (2) of Art. 190 we have
f-p J

=
0,

then

dy__~
dx~ / d*u \

\dx dyJ

as one value of /-. The other value of -?- will be infinite,
ax ax

for we know from Algebra that if we have a quadratic

equation and the coefficient of the highest power of the un-
known quantity gradually diminishes without limit, then

one of the roots simultaneously increases without limit. See

Algebra, Chapter xxil.

195. The value of ~
,
when the values x = 0, y 0, make

it assume an indeterminate form, may often be more simply

found thus. We have only to seek the limit of - as x and y

diminish without limit
;
this is obvious from the meaning of

-^ ,
or from Art. 145

;
it will be seen too if we refer to the

geometrical illustration of Art. 38.

Example. y* + 3a?y* katxy a*x* = 0.
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Hence, y'^)'
+
3'(f)'

-4a-?-a' = 0.

If now ^ have any finite limit, the term y*( -) will vanish
x \xJ

when v = 0, and we have for finding the ultimate value of ^
x

the equation

or

^ r
therefore ^

a;

''
:*{*H-*

y 2 + V7

If - have an infinite value, then -- has a value zero
x y

putting the given equation in the form

y
57

we see that - = ultimately would not satisfy it. Hence
.
y

.

has not an infinite value.

Again, suppose ay
8

bx*y + x* =
;

y-therefore a - 6 -
} + x = :

\xJ \x/

when x vanishes, we have -]af-) J [
=

;
a;

[ \a;/ )

therefore ^ = ultimately, or - = + A /-
a; x ~ l

\/ a

Again, suppose a;
4+ ax*y + Ja;^

2

y*
=

;

therefore x + a + b ] y ] = 0.
x \xj *
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The finite limiting values of - are given by

therefore * =
0, or ^ = r .

x x o

And since the given equation may be put in the form

x\ 3

(x\* i. fx\
-} +a - +6 - -y = 0,

\yJ \yJ

we see that - = ultimately satisfies it
;

*/

therefore - = oo ultimately for another value.
x

At ft

Hence the limits of - are 0, or =-
, or oo .

x b

This method is free from the difficulty which is pointed
out at the end of Art. 191.

If we wish to ascertain by the method of the present Article

the value of -7^ at a point for which x = a, y = b, we may put
CL'JC

a + x' for x and b + y' for y in the equation which connects

x and y. "We shall then have to find the value of -, when

ce'=0 and y'= ;
and this may be ascertained by the method

shewn in the preceding Examples.

EXAMPLES.

/ /z* w*\
1. If u= . /(-a *-*])

where z and y are functions of x,

c. j du
find -f- .

ax

2. If u = sin"
1 -

, where z and y are functions of x, find -y- .

y dx
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3 KvF-aaT ^ = _^2/_11 ye dx x(l+ny}'

4. if **-/=(), .

dx x xy log x

5. If
(
a + 2,)

2

(&'-/)4-(*+)Y = 0, find .

6. If sin
(a?y)

= wa;, find -^ .

Hw

7. Given y + a;
s

-3aay = 0, shew that ^ = --1^_.<ca

(/
-

au:)
3

8. Given x*+ 2ax*y
=

ay*, find
-^

and ^4 and write down

the third derived equation.

9. If y = ^ (x, y} u) and -^ (a;, y, w)
=

0, find -- .

d^r d<f) dty d<j> dty

7? n du _ dx dy dy dx dx

dx (ty d<f) d^f d^ d-^r

'

du dy dy du du

JO. If u =
<p (x, y}, and w = % (#), find -y- .

ay

11. If M = a**+ \/(sec;e;z/), find -y- , (1) when a; and ^ are

independent, (2) when x + y = a.

12. If a? + VCsec xy} = 0, find ^ .

Result -^ = - tan ^-y +
^ic1'

log a log a;
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13. If x*+ 2ax*y
-
ay

3 =
0, shew that -/

=
0, or + V2,

when x = and y = 0.

14. If x* - ay* + 2axy* + 3ax*y
=

0, shew that
-/-
=

0, or - 1
,

UtX/

or 3, when ie = and ?/
= 0.

15. If a^c
3 + x*y ay*

=
0, shew that - =

1, when x =

and y 0.

16. If ay =
(a

2 - /) (6 + 2/)

2
, shew that g = ^^>

when a; = and = b.

17. If (^-^)(a:-

find -if- when a; and y vanish, and when x 1, y = 1.

//19\ , -1 + ^(33)J {) and -
--^

-'
.

18. If y*
-

1/

8 + Secy
- 2x* = 0, find when x = 0.

2
Result 1, 2, or -.

Jj

19. Find if if

****.
OA Tr 3 i *

c. J J
20. If - + ^ + --1 = 0, find -5-5 ^ T-, and -T-J.a 6 c ax 8
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CHAPTER XII.

CHANGE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.

196. IN Art. 60 we have shewn that

=

dy
and in Art. 63 we have shewn that

dy = dy dz_ ^ ^,
dx dz dx"

and we now proceed to some extensions of these formulae.

Given x and y, both functions of a third variable z, it

is required to express the successive differential coefficients

of y with respect to x, in terms of those of y and x with

respect to z.

We have ^ =^ d̂
bv (ft

dx dz dx Dy Wl

z -

dz

dy dy
d'u d dz d 'dz dz . , .

Hence TT = -y- -r = T T"-T~ ^ (
2
)>

dx dx dx dz dx dx

dz dz

d*y dx d*x dy
dz

2
~dz

~
dz* dz

dz_

/flte\"

" *

dx

(dz)
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d'
l

y dx d*x dy
dz* dz dz* dz , ,,.V (1).

d*y dx d*x dy
d3

y d dz* dz dz* dz dz
Again, V* = -; 5 g . -r

dx3
dz /dx\* dx

dz

fd*y dx__d*x,dy\ /dx\
a

_ /dx\* d*x fd*y dx dzx dy

_(dz
3 dz dz3

~dz)\dz)~ (dz) d \f* fa
~

dz* ~dz

dx\*
~"

dx

dz)

fd
s

y dx d3x dy\ dx d2x fd^y dx d2x dy\

\dz
3 dz dz3 dz) dz dz* \dz* dz dz* dz)

. ., , . ,
, y

Similarly we might express -rj ,

This process is called
"
changing the independent variable

72

from x to z-" since in
-T-|

the independent variable is x,
doc

d*y dx d*x dy
,

,
. ,, dz3 dz dz* dz ,, . , ,

but in the expression ,
8 the independent va-

/ doc \

(dz)
riable is z.

197. Suppose in the preceding Article we put z = y.

We have $-1. ^? = 0, &-,..
dz dz dz

6

dx dx d*x d2x
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and thus -~ = -*-
,

dx dx

dy

d*y _ d
~ ~

'

dx d*x _~
s

198. The formulae of Art. 197 may also be obtained

directly thus :

^ = J_.
dx dx'

dy

,, f d^v d 1
therefore ^ = - --

ax* dx dx

d I dy~
dy dx' dx

dy

d?x
_

dtf dy _ dy*~
fdx\

'

~dx /dx\*
'

W \dy)

d'*x d*x

d*y_ d _~djf__ d Jdj_ _

dx3 dx fdx\*~~ dy /dx\*' dx

(dy)
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_
?f \dy \dy \df

-
dy
(-Y\d)

d3x dx

~dfdy

This process is called changing the independent variable

from x to y.

199. With respect to the use of the preceding Articles

we must observe that, as is the case with some other parts
of the Differential Calculus, the student is here acquiring
materials which will be available in some of his following

subjects. Expressions which present themselves can some-
times be much simplified by transforming them in the manner
above indicated

;
of this examples will be seen at the end

of this Chapter.

200. The following is an important special case.

d n
y

Change the independent variable in xn -^ from a; to t,

where x = e*.

d f dn

y\ d f n dn
y\ dx

We have -y (x ~
n )
= T- (

x -r^. -si
dt \ dx J dx \ dx J dt

dxn

This result may for the sake of abbreviation be thus ex-

pressed,

(d \ dry

(dr n
)
X

dx
=

'

T. D. C. N
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Put n = 1
;
then

dt / dx dx*'

dy dy dx dyTD..A H_ 7
/j.
_Z

<& ofa dt dx }

a cPy (d \dy ,.
therefore a; -r , = (-r.

- 1 ) -77 (2).
-

-j
- -

dx \dt J dt

Put n = 2 in (1) ;
then

dt J dx*

or from (2),

/

Proceeding thus we deduce

201. It is often useful in geometrical applications of the

Differential Calculus to have expressions for -~ and -~ in

terms of 6, supposing

x = r cos 6
\

y = r sin 6 }

"

Since y is by supposition some function of x, it follows

from (1) that an equation subsists between r and 6, so that

r may be considered some function of 6.

dy ; /i*i

dy dff M
Now

-&
-
TX=:& from

-JH cos 6 -jr. r sin
dQ dv

ffiy _

dx* dQ~ n dr ~ dx
cos - r sm
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The numerator of this fraction is

(I Y* ffY \ /* f77*

in 6 -7 + 2 cos -ft r sin
} ( cos 6 ^ r sin 8

}

do do / \ do /

/ ft f fjfj* \ / fj'f* \

(cos0--^ 2sm0-T7l rcosd}( sin 6 j-a + r cos 6
}

\ do do / \ do /

and the denominator is

,dr
(cos ^^3 r sin 6) .

\ do /

lf
.

Hence \ve obtain .. .

dx*
s
..

( ~dr . Vs

(
cos Q -jj. T sm 6

)

\ do /

202. Let u be a function of the independent variables

x and y, say u =f (x, y] ;
and suppose x and y functions

of two new independent variables r, 6, so that

It is required to find the values of -r- and -~ in terms of
dx dy

differential coefficients of u taken with respect to the new
variables.

If for x and y we substitute their values in terms of r

and 6, we make u an explicit function of r and 6. Now, by
Art. 169,

du _ du dx du dy
dr dx dr dy dr

'

du _ du dx du dy
~do

=
~dx~do ~dy d~6'

From these equations -, and -y- can be found.
dx dy

203. If the equations which connect x, y, r, 6, instead of

those in Art. 202, are given in the form
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we may use the formulae

du _du dr du dO

dx
~
dr dx dd dx

'

du _dudr du dd

dy
~
dr dy dd dy

'

204. If the equations which connect x, y, r, 0, are given
in the form

-*>,#, r,0)=0 ..................... (1),

F
t (x,y,r,ff)=0 ..................... (2),

we may, in order to find the values of T- , -^,
~

, -^,

required by the formulae of Art. 202, by successively eliminat-

ing y and x from (1) and (2), obtain explicitly the values of x
and y in terms of r and 6. Or, by Art. 189, we may find

-^ and ^ from the equations
dd dd

.
\dd )^\dx) dd^\dy) dd~

fdF\
fdF^dx + (<*S}dy

\dd)^\dx) dd^\dy) dd

and use two similar equations for -y- and -~
.

dr dr

205. Example. u=f(x,y),

cc = r cos dy

dx . .. du
here -^ = r sm d, ja = r cos

do at/

dx . dy . n
-j~=cos0, -j- sm d.
dr dr
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Hence, by Art. 202,

du ~du ..du
-=cos fl^ + smfl-j- ,

dr ax ay

du . ~du n du= r sin 6 -7- + r cos a -j- ;dd dx dy

f du a du 1 . A du i
therefore -^- cos 6 -,--- sin -

rn .

dx dr r dd i

(
.

du . ,.du \ n du I

j- = sm j- + - cos
-J2,

r
,

ay rfr r rf^ J

If we proceed according to Art. 203, \ve must put the

equations between x, y, r, 6
t
in the form

dr x x dd y y
i-| p-p/i __^ __ _ _,

- /_ ^__ /

dx <J3? +
2 r' dx~ xz + *~

r
2

dr _ y _y dd x

dy~ ^(x
a + y*)~r' dy

,P du _x du y du

oo; r c/r r4 c?^
'

du _y du x du,
~

T* ?/

Since - = cos Q and - = sin Q, the formulas (1) and (2)
r r

agree.

In this branch of the subject beginners are liable to mis-

takes from not paying sufficient attention to the precise

meaning of the symbols. Generally speaking mathematical
notation is so definite that the meaning of any symbol can

be settled without regard to the context
;
but sometimes in-

stead of using a complex symbol to express our meaning
without any possibility of mistake we use a symbol which
in itself may be ambiguous, but which is rendered perfectly
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definite by means of the connexion in which it occurs. Thus,
for example, as we have stated in Art 170, the brackets

expressive of differentiation tinder certain conditions are

sometimes omitted, that is, they are left to be suggested by
the context.

In the present case the meaning of the symbols -^- , -^ ,

-J-, ~j-
which occur in Arts. 202 and 203 must be carefully

observed. We might use a more complex notation, as for

example the following ;
let ty (x, y] be any function of x and

y, and let ^ (r, 6} be the form which
-\fr (x, y) takes when for

x and y we substitute their values in terms of r and 6
;
then

.

,

dr
(

dx } dr
{ dy ) dr

and this is the equation which in Art. 202 is expressed more

briefly thus,
du _ du dx du dy
dr dx dr dy dr

'

The beginner however must remember that the second
form is an abbreviation of the first form, and he should recur

to the first form if he has any doubt of the meaning of the
, , du du du

symbols -j- , -3-, -=-.
dx dy dr

It is however with respect to the symbols -r- , j ,

dx dy .. . dr dO

dt)
' dd

which occur in Art. 202, and the symbols -y- ,
-j-

,

dr d6
-jjTi -j~,

which occur in Art. 203, that mistakes are most

frequently made. For example, beginners sometimes imagine

that the ~ of Art. 202 and the -f of Art. 203 are connected
dr dx

ly theformula -j-
x -y- = 1. This formula however is quite
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inapplicable here
;
for it implies that there is a single equa-

tion involving x and r and no other variable, which is not

the case here.

In Art. 202 we suppose that x and y are expressed as

(tJC

functions of r and 6
;
and -,- means the differential coefficient

dr
of x when r varies but does not vary : and as r varies y will

also vary, so that on the whole r, x, and y vary, and 6 does

not vary. In Art. 203 we suppose that r and 6 are expressed
dT

as functions of x and y ;
and -j- means the differential co-

efficient of r when as varies but y does not vary : and as x
varies Q will also vary, so that on the whole x, r, and Q vary,
and y does not vary.

CM or ctii*

Thus the ^- of Art. 202 and the j- of Art. 203 are formed
dr ax

on different suppositions as to the quantities which vary and
the quantities which do not vary.

Ax
In the example of the present Article we find that the -=-

of Art. 202 = cos 0, and the -- of Art. 203 = - = cos 6
;
and

ax r

the product of the two is not unity.

206. Suppose u a function of the three independent vari-

ables x, y, 2, and that these are connected by three equations
with three new independent variables 6, <f>,

r : it is required

to express -5- . -y- , in terms of differential coefficients
ax dy dz

of u taken with respect to the new variables.

We have, by Art. 174,

du _ du dO du d<f>
du dr^\

da; dd dx d(f>
dx dr dx I

du _ du dO du d^ du
dr_

! , .

dy
~
dd dy dtf> dy dr dy

du _ du dd du d<j>
du dr

dz
~
dd dz d<f>

~dz dr dz
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But by means of the three equations between x, y, z,

0, <f>, r, we can determine the values of

dx
'

dy' dz' dx' dy
' dz' dx' dy' dz'

du du , du .

and hence the above equations express -y- , -y- ,
and -y- ,

in

f du du . du
terms of -y^ , -yj , and ,- .

do a<p dr

Also by solving the above equations we can express
du du du . du du , du , . ,

-ja, -T7, -y-, m terms of -y-, -y-, and -y-, which can also
dv

d<f> dr dx dy dz
be found by the equations

du du dx du du du dz

du _ du dx du dy du dz

d<j> dx d<j> dy d$> dz d<f)

du _ du dx du dy du dz

dr dx dr dy dr dz dr _

207. Suppose, to exemplify the above, we put

x = r sin 9 cos
(j>, y = r sin 9 sin <, z = r cos 9.

Hence, to apply equations (2) of Art. 206, we have

(2).

dx
cos

d9

dy

/j
dz= r cos sm <, ~JQ~

= r sin 9 cos 6, -=-,
= 0,

dx . a .

-JT rsmu sm
<f>,

Ci(f> I*Y

dx . n dy .
.,

.

-y- = sin 9 cos <f>.
-~ sin 9 sin

dr dr ar

therefore

du n , du n ,
du . n du, \

--= = r cos o cos <p -y- + T cos a sin 0-7 r sm 9 -y-d9 ^ dx T
. dy dz I

du . . .
,
du . n . du

-j-
= r sm 9 sin <f> -=- + r sin ^ cos -y-

09
r

aa;
r
ay

<?M ..- . cZw . ,. .
,
du n du

-y- = sm 9 cos 6 -y- + sin ^ sm <f> -y- + cos 9 -y-ar r
die

r
dy

y

dz

(1).
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If we employ equations (1) of Art. 206, we must put
the relations between x, y, and z, in the form

4.1 f dr x
therefore -7- =--77-5 :

dx A/iar+V

x . a ,= - = Sin U COS 0,

dr y
-j-
= - = sin sm <p,

dy r

dr z a
-j-

= - = cos Vtdz r

d6 z

dx

dO

x _ cos 6 cos
<f>~~~

y _ cos 6 sin~

dz

d^
dx

sn <>

r sin 6
'

X COS

dy
~
x2 + y

2
~
r sin

'

therefore

^ = smecos(j>~ +
cos ^ cos <A sm

sin

du n . ,
du cos 8 sin <> du cos d> du

-y-
= sm 0sm<f>^-+ -

-72 H = fl-jr
dy

^ dr r do r sin 6 d<p

du _ fidu
sin d du

dz dr r dd

which will be found consistent with (1).

(2),
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For exercise we give the results arising from differentiating

equations (2) of the preceding investigation.

d2u sin 2$ f
. 2 a d

zu cos
2

<ffu 1 d*u-,

l

sin 20 6?u sin
2 du cos 6 / . n .

1

-f cos2<b\-r
\r

r dr r*

1 d*u cot d*u

f a 1 \ du\

\ sin0) ~d0)

r*

sin 20 i(d*u l_cPu I du
' COS (P K ^f o"

^^
O 7 Xo

""
7

^

I dr T du r dr

cos 2^ cos < f c^t^ 1 du

~T~
'

\d0dr~rde
. sin <f> f 1 cfw cos d?u )

r [r d0 d<J>
sin dr d<f>)

<f> . cos 20 cos d> sinr ^+- - B+-
r r

_ sin 20 sin $ , cos 20 sin <> R cos

sin 20 cos <f> , cos 2^ cos d> sin <f> ^,= ^-A + - - B+ -
C, say ;

2 r r

2

_ J/J~ ' U

cos*0 dzu sin 20 d*u cos*0 du
cos 0-sm a 7-s H ^

--
TTjoH

-----
: fTiH

c?r
2 r2 dV2

r drd0 r dr

sin
2<^>

f d?u cot ^ C^M 1 du

r \d<f>dr
+

r d0 d$
~
r sin

2

d(j>

sin
2

<f>
( 1 cZ

2^ du cot #

~?^ jr sin
2

~dfi
+ dr* ~T~ ~d0

sin 2<f> _ sin

r r

sin2<f> ,, cos
2

j-
--

dif

N, say ;
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By addition we have

cT it tfu d?u _ d?u 1 d?u 1 d*u 2 du cot 6 du,

^ +
d^

+^~d^ + f! d^ + r'shi^d^
i + rdr If ~d6'

208. The following example for two independent variables

is analogous to that in Art. 200 for one independent variable.

If x =e6
and y = eii is required to change the independent

variables from x and y to 6 and < in the expression

dnu n_! dnu n(n-l] n_2 2 d nu
*~ n + '' ~^ + ~~ + '~

Let this expression be denoted by vn ,
and let vn+l denote

what it becomes when n is changed into n + 1
;
we shall

prove that

dv dv

For dv_dvn dx_ dvn
dd~ dx de~ fa'

dvn dvn dy dvnand -=-=V -j-r =y -r5

d<p dy d<p
*
dy

Now take any term in the expression represented by vn and

perform the following operations : differentiate the term with

respect to x and afterwards multiply by x
;
differentiate the

term with respect to y and afterwards multiply by y ; then
add the two results. Take for example the (r + l)

th term
which is

and by performing the operations we obtain

(-!) ...(n-r + l) f
d*u

' *
\r

dn

n-rj-
dy
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Hence we infer that x -?- + y -~ is equal to nvn together

with two series
;
and by uniting like terras in the two series

we obtain a single series of which the general term is

l-r+l) _, r dn+1 u
- r '

\r

dvn dv
Therefore

and thus (1) is proved ;
we may write (1) for abbreviation thus,

Put n = 1 in (2) ;
then

d d ) (d d I du du

as we may write it
; again put n = 2 in (2) ;

then

*.'-*' {d d (d d JeZ d

Proceeding in this way we obtain

d d (d d 1 (d d I J d

EXAMPLES.

1. Change the independent variable from x toy in the equation

,d?u du
x

-j-j + x
-j-
+ u = 0, supposing y = log x.

Result ^+ U =C.
df
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m f d*y 2x dy y . . .

2. Iransform -r^ + ^
-

2 ~r + , 2x2
= into an equa-dx 1+x ax (1 + x )

tion in which 6 is the independent variable, where
6 = tsaor

l
x. _ T d*y

Result ^ + y = -

3. Transform -^ +
- -- + y = 0, into an equation in which

t is the independent variable where y? = U.

5. If a? = cosi, then

G. Transform
j f ^ ^ , by assuming x r cos 0,

Result

7. If x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0, shew that

dy
Idr

8. If a; = a (1
- cos

<)
and y = a (w< + sin

), express

n cos < + 1r , 7j

jr3 in terms of t. Result --.

cte a sin
.

8
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9. Suppose u to be a function of r and

then if

d*u d*u d*u d zu _+ + ...... + ~
'

shew that

d*u n ldu_
dr* r dr

10, Given x= acos<f>, ;?/

= > sin <, express

'1 + fW
\dx) )

, 2 in terms of
<f>.

Result .

ab

d'-v ^-e^dy 4w2

y
11. Transform

jj
+i-jr^ Z+.jfT&p-*

mto an

equation in which t shall be the independent variable,

having given x = log >v/(tan t).

Besult
-fi + tfy

= Q.

12. Change the independent variable from y to x in

d 3u d*u 2 du A
^-3

- 4 tan y^-a +
2 tan

2

y = 0, supposing tan y = x.

Sesult (i + ,Tg + 2a;
(
1 + a:

.

)g +2^ = 0.

13. Transform ~+ ( ? } into an expression in which y is
dx \dxj

the independent variable.

72

14. Given x = t + t
2

, transform -^ into an expression in
ctt

which x is the independent variable.
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u
i - TX-

I z=u esimi, and

that
dz - (

l -*>*
lllclt ~

7 7- ;

-TO .

av (1 + e cos v)

fj
z? n* d?

16. If (a
2 -*2

)^-|^-z =
0, and ^ + 2/

8 = a2
, shew

d*z
that a;

2
-j-s z = 0.

ajr

17. Transform

by assuming a + bx = el
.

18. If z be a function of the two independent variables x
and y, and x and y be connected with two new vari-

ables r and 6 by means of two equations, shew how to

d'
2
z d z

z d2
z

express -5-2, . .
,
and

-j-^,
in terms of the new

variables.

For instance, if x = r cos 6, y = r sin 0, shew that

z
-
rz = A-B cos'20 + C sin 20,
dy
d^z
Jt4- = -B sin 2^ +(7 cos 20:
dxdy

n d^z ~. 1 (Tz 1 c?^
where ^4 +J3 =-T-

9 ,
A-B=- -j^ + -

-r ,

dr r ad r dr

19. If x, y, z, and f, ij, , be co-ordinates of the same point
P referred to two different rectangular systems, shew
that
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20. If xr-- + = 0> and x = ye*, shew that

*z dz

,

.

*
fdy\*

21. Given - + -
, and + = I,

shew that =+__.
22. Transform -^ sec ^ cosec 6 -^ + yn* tan

2 =
0, into an

equation in -which a; shall be the independent variable,

having given x = log (sec 0).

23. If y = e~
e and a; = sin 6, shew that

Result -A

-r, C?*M tfu d'u . f du du
24. Express -j-g + 2 7 , + -5-3 m terms of -j- , -y-,

da;
2

dxdy dy
2 ds dt

where s = e
x
+#, and < = e~

a! + e~
1
'.

r> ii i^u ^SM d*u du du
Result s^-T--T^--fds dsdt

25. If x = ae cos ^, and y = aee sin
<f>,

shew that

d~u
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CHAPTER XIII.

MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE.

209. SUPPOSE < (x) to denote a certain function of x,

and that while the variable x changes gradually from one
definite value to another, <j> (x) changes in such a manner
that it is sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing.
There must then be certain values of x, for which $ (x) begins
to decrease, having previously been increasing, or begins to

increase, having previously been decreasing. In the former

case, < (x) has a greater value for the particular value of x
than it has for adjacent values of x, and is said to have
a maximum value. In the latter case, < (x) has a less value

for the particular value of x than it has for adjacent values

of x, and is said to have a minimum value. Hence, these

terms maximum and minimum are not used to denote the

arithmetically greatest and least values which a function can

assume; for it appears from the above explanation that a

function may have several maxima and minima values, and
that some particular minimum may be greater than some

particular maximum.

210. DEFINITION. If as x increases or decreases from
the value a through a finite interval, however small, $ (x}

is always less than
(f> (a), then < (a) is called a maximum

value of < (x) ;
if

</> (x) is always greater than $ (a), then
< (a) is called a minimum value of < (#).

211. Rule for discovering maxima and minima values.

Let $ (x) denote any function of x. By Art. 92, we
have

< (x+ h)
=

(j> (x) + hf (x) +^ <f>" (x+ Bh).
ti

T. D. C. O
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If <f>'(x) be not zero we can give such a value to h that

the sign of

shall for that value of h, and all inferior values of h, be the

same as the sign of hfi (x), because - <" (x + 6h) can alwaysz

be made less than
<f> (x) by taking h small enough. In this

case

<f> (x + h) <f> (x)

and
<f> (x h) <f> (x)

have different signs, and therefore
<f> (x) has neither a maxi-

mum nor minimum value.

Hence, as the first condition for the existence of a maxi-
mum or minimum value of < (x), we must have

f(*0=o ........................... (i).

Let a be a value of x deduced from equation (1), so that

<'(a)=0.

We have now, by Art. 92,

</> (a + A)
= * (a) +

1 f (a) +| *'" (a + 0A).

Suppose <"() not zero; then by giving to h some value

sufficiently small, the sign of

will be the same as that of , <j>'(a), or of
<$>"(a), for that

If

value of h and all inferior values
;

therefore $ (a + A) <f> (a)

and <p(a K) (f> (a)

have the same signs.

If then
</>" (a) be positive <j> (a) is a minimum value of

<(#) ;
if <"(a) be negative <f> (a) is a maximum value of

<j> (x).
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If
</>" (a) vanish as well as <f>(a) then, by Art. 92,

* (a + h)
=

<#> (a) + </>"" (a) + f
'"

(a + ffl).

l_ l_

By reasoning similar to that used before, we may shew
that unless <f>" (a) also vanish

<f) (a) can be neither a maximum
nor minimum value of < (x) ;

but that if <"' (a) vanish and

<f>"" (a) be positive <f> (a) is a minimum value, and if <f>" (a)
vanish and <"" (a) be negative < (a) is a maximum value.

Since this process may be continued until we arrive at

a differential coefficient which does not vanish when x = a,

we have the following result. In order that
<f> (#) may have

a maximum or minimum value when x = a, it is necessary
that this value of x should make an odd number of the suc-

cessive differential coefficients of
</> (x) vanish, beginning with

the first
;
when this condition is satisfied < (a) is a maximum

value if the next differential coefficient be negative and a
minimum value if it be positive.

212. It is to be observed that in the above demonstration

we have used 6 to denote a fraction less than unity, and it

is not to be assumed that the same fraction is denoted when-
ever the symbol is used. Also we have supposed as usual

that none of the functions </>'(), <"(), ... are infinite. We
shall shew hereafter, that maxima and minima values

may occur when <' (x)
= oo , as well as when <' (x)

=
: see

Art. 214.

213. Suppose that when x = a, the function
<j> (x) has a

maximum or minimum value, and that
<f>

n
(a) is the first

differential coefficient that does not vanish, n being even.

By Art. 92, since
<}>' (a), $"(a)> ... all vanish up to $

n
~*(a]

inclusive, we have

where 6 and
t
are proper fractions.

From these values of
</>' (a + h] and

</>' (a h} we see that

<f>' (x) changes sign as x passes through the value a. If we

suppose x to increase and pass through the value a, then

02
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<j>(x) changes from positive to negative if <

n
(a) be negative,

that is, if $() be a maximum
;
and <' (x) changes from nega-

tive to positive if
<f>

n
(a) be positive, that is, if

</> (a) be a

minimum. This suggests another form for the definition

of maxima and minima values and for the investigation
of the conditions of their existence which we give in the

next Article.

214. DEFINITION. If as x varies through any finite in-

terval, however small, < (x) increase until x = a and then

decrease, <j> (a) is called a maximum value of
<f> (x) ;

if
<f> (x)

decrease until x = a and then increase, <f> (a) is called a mini-

mum value.

By Art. 89, if the differential coefficient of a function

be positive that function increases with the variable, and if

the differential coefficient be negative the function decreases

as the variable increases. Hence, as x increases <f>'(x) must

change from positive to negative when x = a, if
tf> (a) be a

maximum, and from negative to positive if
<f> (a) be a minimum.

But a function can only change its sign by passing through zero

or infinity. Hence, we must find the values of x that make

=0,

or
<f> (a?)

= oo
;

and if as a; passes through any one of these values <' (x)

changes its sign, we have for that value of # a maximum
or minimum value of < (x), according as, when x increases, the

change is from positive to negative or from negative to positive.

Example (1). Suppose (f> (x} =x
3

9ce
s + 24# - 7,

then $ (x)
= 3 (cc

2 - 6x + 8),

<f>" (a?)
= 6 (a; -3).

If we put $' (#)
= 0, we obtain x= 2, or x = 4

;

when x = 2, <" (x) is negative,

when x = 4, <" (x) is positive.

Therefore when x = 2, < (x) has a maximum value, and

when x = 4, < (x) has a minimum value.

Example (2). Let $ {x}
= e

x + e~*+ 2 cos x
;

therefore
<J>' (x} =e

x -e~x -2 sin x,

-2 cos x,
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<f>'"(x)=e
x -e~* + 2sino?,

I? a = 0, -WQ have 0'(a;)=0, $"(x}
=

Q, </>"'(a;)=0, and
<>"" (x)

= 4. Hence, < (x) is a minimum when x = 0.

It may be easily shewn that x = is the only value of x
for which

<j> (#) vanishes
;
for

o oin <r 9 J -y '- JLi. bin *c ^ -> cc -j- ...

I U [A
f 9

therefore <'
(a;)

=

All the terms in <'
(a;) being of the same sign, </>' (x) can never

vanish except when x = 0.

Example (3). Suppose -7- = a; (x I)
2

(a? 3)
3
, for what

values of x will w be a maximum or minimum? In this

Example the method of Art. 214 is preferable. When x is

negative -=- is positive ;
when x is positive and less than

unity, -r- is negative. Hence j- changes from positive to
ctx ctx

negative as x passes through the value 0, and x = makes u
CLtL

a maximum. When x = 1, -7- vanishes ;
it does not how-

dx
ever change its sign, but continues negative until x = 3, and
after that it is positive. Hence, when x = 1, u has neither a
maximum nor minimum value, but has a minimum value

when x = 3.

Suppose that in the Example last given we merely wish
to ascertain if x = gives a maximum or minimum value to u,

and that we are required to proceed according to the method
of Art. 211 : we have
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d*u
when x = the first term in -7-5 is negative, and the other two

CLdC

terms vanish since they both have x as a factor. Hence we
need not have expressed them, but might have put

d*u
-j-j

=
(a; I)

2

(a; 3)
3 + terms vanishing when x = 0.

dJo

This remark should be carefully noticed, because in Exam-

ples like the above we are saved the trouble of writing down

superfluous terms.

Example (4). The following Example will introduce the

reader to considerations by which the process for finding
maxima and minima values may sometimes be abbreviated.

Through a given point P a

straight line is drawn, meeting
the axes Ox and Oy at A and B
respectively : find the least length
this straight line can have.

Let OM=a,MP=b, PA = 0.
~

Then PA = ~

cos$'
7

Put u = -. H -| a ,
and we have to find the least value of v.

sin o cos o

b cos 9 a sin
Now

du

dd cos
2
6

'

therefore -^ vanishes only when tan 6 = A / -
.

dd V a

From the figure it appears that by making either as

small as we please, or as nearly equal to a right angle as
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we please, the straight line AB may be made as great as we
7T

please. Also, as 6 varies from to -
,
there must be some

2

value of 9 which gives to the straight line AB the least length
it can have, and this least length of AB will satisfy the defi-

nition of a minimum length. And as -^ for a value of be-
du

tween and -- can never change its sign except when
m

3/b
tan = ./ -

, this must be the value of 6 that gives the least

length we are seeking.

This value of gives for the least length the value

In this Example it is easy to see from the value of
-^,

that it does change sign from negative to positive when
increases and passes through the value assigned ; but in more

complicated questions it is often advisable to shew in the

manner above exemplified, that a maximum or minimum
must necessarily exist, and then we are saved the trouble of

examining ifthe differential coefficient of the function changes

sign when it vanishes.

215. If u be a function of x we have shewn that -7- =ax
is the equation from which we are to find values of x which
make u a maximum or a minimum. If then between two

assigned values of x there exists no value which makes ~
ctoo

vanish, we conclude that there is no maximum or minimum
value of u between those assigned values of a;; so that u
either continually increases or continually decreases as x

changes from the less to the greater of the assigned values.

This principle has already been noticed in Art. 89, but its

importance and its natural connexion with the subject of the

present Chapter lead us to draw attention to it again.

For example, suppose

u 2x tan
-1

a; log {x
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, du _~ ~

Hence ~ is positive and cannot vanish for any value of x

lying between any assigned positive value and positive in-

finity. We conclude that u continually increases as x changes
from zero to positive infinity.

216. Maxima and minima values of an implicit function.

Let < (x, y) =0 be an equation connecting a; and y ;
it is

required to find the maxima or minima values of y. From
the given equation we know that y must be some function

of x, and if the equation admits of solution we can express

y explicitly in terms of x, and then find the maxima or minima
values of y by the foregoing Articles.

But instead of solving the given equation we may proceed
thus : by Art. 177,

fdu\

dy _
dx /du\

'

\dy)

where u stands for $ (x, y). But the values of x which make

y a maximum or minimum must, by Art. 211, be found by

solving the equation -f-
= 0. Hence

and this equation, combined with u = 0, will determine the
values of x, which may make y a maximum or minimum.
To determine whether such a value of x does make y a
maximum or minimum, we must, by Art. 211, examine the

value of -3 . By Art. 180, since
[ -p)

=
0, we have

CLX \CLxJ
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Hence we have this rule : To find the maxima or minima
values of y, which is an implicit function of x determined by
u = 0, we must find values of x and y which satisfy u =

and (-,-) = 0. If when these values are substituted in
\dxj rdu

(dyj
the fraction is positive, we have obtained a maximum value

of y ;
if the fraction be negative, we have a minimum value

of y.

Example. If xa -
Zaxy + y

3 =
(1),

find the maxima or minima values of y.

Here -f- = -if- ;ax y ax

therefore ay x* = Q (2).

Combining (1) with (2), we have

therefore x = 0,

or x = a /2.

The corresponding values of y are

.

/d*u\

\ rl 2 /

If we substitute the values x = a f/2. v = a 54. in ^ ,

(LLit

\

Ty)

that is, in -^--, we obtain . Hence there is a
3 (y* ax) a

maximum value of y. The values x= 0, y = 0, which make

the numerator of -^ vanish, also make its denominator vanish :

dv .

thus -j
- assumes an indeterminate form, and we must discover
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its real value. Forming the derived equations from the

given equation, we have

When we put x = 0, y = 0, in these, the first equation gives

2? = 0, and the second equation gives -j^ = . Hence,
dx dx* 3a

when x= 0, and y = Q, we have y a minimum.

217. If the values of x and y found from w = and

( -3^ )
= 0. make \ vanish, then in order that they may

\dxj dx
make y a maximum or minimum, it will be necessary that

dz
y

-ri should also vanish. This can be tested by making use

73

of the value of 3-5 given by Art. 184; and by obtaining
CMW

a formula for -~ similar to that for -.-% iust referred to, we
dx4 dx3j

d*y
can ascertain whether -^ is positive or negative for the

dX

specific values of x and y. On account however of the

complexity of the general formulae for -^ and
-rj[ ,

it is
CuOC CttC

preferable to determine them in any example directly by the

method of Art. 184, rather than to quote the results of that

Article.

218. Suppose u = (f)(x, y} and
-fy (x, y)

=
;
so that y is

a function of x by the second equation, and therefore from
the first equation u is a function of x

; required the maxima
and minima values of u. We may proceed theoretically thus :

by solving the equation ^r (x, y]
= 0, obtain y as a function

of a;; substitute this value of y in < (x, y] ;
then u becomes a

function of x only, and its maxima and minima values can
be found by previous rules. But we may avoid the difficulty
of solving the equation i/r (x, y)

= 0, thus.
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By Art. 172, we have

du

dx
_ fdu\ /du\ dy~
\dx) \dy] dx

'

Also, putting v for ty (x, y), we have, by Art. 177,

dy _ \dx)
m

dx fdv\
'

fdu

c du fdu\ \dy) \dx
therefore ^

' >
v ^

ax

du _ fdu\

dx
~

\dx)

\dy

Hence, the values of x and y that render u a maximum
or minimum must be sought among those that satisfy simul-

taneously
fdu\ fdv\ _ fdu\

fdv\ _
\dx) \dy) \dy) \dx)

and ty (x, y) or v = 0.

The value of -=
,-
must then be found by Art. 176, and

we must examine whether the specific values of # and y
render this positive or negative, in order to determine whether
u is a minimum or a maximum.

Example. u = x* + y*,

while (x
-

a)
2 + (y

-
J)

2 - c
2 =

0, or v = 0.

du
-y-
dy

dv

fdu\Here ( -7-
=

2a?,
\dx)

Hence x(y l}y(x

therefore ay = bx.
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Substitute the value of y in v = 0, and we have

a \ a

therefore x = a +-

Upon examination it will be found, that if we take the

upper sign in the value of x we obtain a maximum value

for u, and if we take the lower sign, a minimum. This

example is a solution of the geometrical question,
" To find

the points in the circumference of a given circle which are at

a maximum or minimum distance from a given point."

219. The process for finding the maxima and minima
values of an implicit function may be extended to the case

in which one variable is connected with more than one other

variable, the whole number of equations being one less than
the whole number of variables. Suppose, for example, we
have three equations,

F(x, y, z, w)=0,

FJx, y, z, u}
=

0,

u being the variable of which we wish to find the maximum
or minimum value.

From the given equations it follows that we may consider

y, z, and u functions of the independent variable x. Hence

dj^ dF dy ^'^,^^ =
dx dy dx dz dx du dx

df\ dF\dy_ df\ dz_
dF

t
du

dx dy dx dz dx du dx

dF, df\dy_ dF
s
dz dF,du =Q

dx dy dx dz dx du dx

.(1).

From these equations we can eliminate -f- and -y- , and
du *" dx

the value of -- which we then obtain must be put equal
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to zero. Or, more simply, we may put -r- = in these equa-

tions, and then eliminate
-^

and -7- from the resulting equa-

tions which are

dF dF dy dF dz
'

~j
--

1 ; > 1 7
--

y-
=

ax ay ax dz ax

dx dy dx dz dx
(2)v

dx dy dx dz dx

The equation obtained by eliminating
- and -7- , com-
doc ctsc

bined with the equations F= 0, Ft
=

0, F2
= 0, will determine

x, v, z and u.
72

By differentiating equations (1) again, we can obtain -^ ,

and by the sign which the values of x, y, z, u, already found,

give to this quantity, we determine whether u is a maximum
or minimum.

220. Suppose we have a function of n variables, the

variables being connected by n 1 equations, and we require
the maximum or minimum value of the function. For ex-

ample, suppose three equations

F(x, y, z, u)
=

0, F
1 (x, y, z, u]

=
0, F

z (x, y, z, u}
=

0,

and that we wish to find the maximum or minimum of

f(x, y, z, u}. In this case, to the equations (1) of the pre-
fill

ceding Article, in which -7- must not be supposed zero, we

must add

dx dy dx dz dx du dx

From these four equations we must eliminate
'

, -r .

du
and -=- . The resulting equation combined with the given
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equations F=Q, F
l 0, Ft

= 0, will determine x, y, z, and u.

\\\> should then form the second differential coefficient of

f(x, i/, z, u) with respect to x. This will involve -y-^ ,
% ^

a*u .

and -, , ,
which must be found by differentiating equa-

080

tions (1) : by the sign of this second differential coefficient

off(x,y,z,u} we shall settle whether the function is a
maximum or a minimum.

221. In Art. 214 we obtained as the condition for < (x)

having a maximum or minimum value, that
</>'(#) must

change sign, and hence that $ (x) must be zero or infinite.

The cases in which <' (x) is infinite occur but rarely, and in

the Articles following Art. 214 we have always considered $' (x)

to vanish when </>(#) is a maximum or minimum. We shall

here add one proposition which shews that according to the first

view given of maxima and minima values (Arts. 209... 213),
a maximum or minimum may exist when the differential

coefficient of the function considered becomes infinite.

Suppose that <(#) is such a function of x that when x = a
we have some of the differential coefficients of < (x) infinite,

so that
<f> (a + k) cannot be expanded in powers of h by

Taylor's Theorem.

Suppose that by some unexceptionable algebraical process
we find

(a + h)
-

<j> (a)
= Ah* + Eh* + GK1 + ...,

where a, /3, 7, ..., are not necessarily positive integers. If

any one of these exponents be a fraction in its lowest terms
with an even denominator, then < (a h) (a) will be

impossible, and the consideration of maxima and minima
values becomes inapplicable. If none of the exponents be
of this form, then <f>(a h)<j> (a} will be a possible quantity.
Now there may be cases in which, by taking h small enough,
the sign of Aha

determines the sign of < (a + h) <J> (a) ;
for

example, this happens if the number of terms in
<f) (a+ h) <f> (a)

is finite, and the exponents or, y9, 7, ..., all positive, and a
the least. Let us suppose such a case, and let a be a proper
fraction with an even numerator

;
then

</> (a + h} </> (a) and

<f>(a h}^> (a) are both positive if A be positive, and nega-
tive ifA be negative, when h is taken small enough. Hence
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< (a) in the former case is a minimum value of
<f> (x} and

in the latter a maximum value.

Also, since a is a proper fraction,

^
\,

'
is infinite when h = 0,

an

therefore
<J> (x) is infinite when x = a.

Hence < (x) may be a maximum or a minimum when
<j> (a-)

is infinite.

Example. Suppose

$ (x)
= c + (a;

- a )

? + (x
-

a)
*

;

therefore
</> (a + h)

= c + hl + h* ,

Hence
</> (a + K) and

<j> (a fi)
are both necessarily greater

than
</> (a). Hence

<j> (a) is a minimum value of
</> (x), and

it is obvious that
<f> (x} is infinite when x = a.

222. Ow certain cases of Geometrical Maxima and Minima.

We occasionally meet in Geometry cases of maxima or

minima values for which the ordinary analytical process

appears to fail, though from geometrical considerations it is

obvious that maxima or minima do exist. The following

problem will introduce the difficulty which it is proposed to

explain.
" Find the maximum and minimum perpendicular

from the focus on the tangent to an ellipse, the perpendicular

being expressed in terms of the radius vector."

The equation which gives the perpendicular in terms of

the radius vector is

2 _ R'r

P ~2a-r )

therefore p~- =777^ ^ > which must = 0.* dr (2a
- ry

Now this can only be satisfied by r = oo
, which values

are not admissible, whereas we .know from Geometry that p
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Jtas a maximum value = a (1 + e), and a minimum value
= a (1 e).

The reason we do not find these values by the above usual

analytical process is this. In the ordinary theory of maxima
and minima the function is considered to be expressed in

terms of an independent variable which may assume all possi-
ble values. But in the example above r is not an independent
variable

;
its values are limited to those found by ascribing

all possible values to 6 in the equation

r =
1 + e cos

'

Since r is thus a function of 6, we may consider p
which is a function of r to be also a function of 9. Hence

-~f.
= -

7
- -

,
and this may be made = if we can make

at? ar da
dr
-TQ

= 0. This we can do, and thus p has a maximum or

minimum value at the same time as r has.

Similar remarks apply to other examples. Thus generally,
if y = < (x), where x is not susceptible of all possible values,

it may be impossible to make = 0, and thus there may be,

apparently, no maximum or minimum value of y. But in this

case, if x can be expressed in terms of some variable which
dx

can assume all possible values, we must put -^ = 0, which
at/

dv
makes -fn = 0, and thus we determine simultaneous maxima

av
or minima ralues of x and y.

Example. To find the maximum and minimum length
of the straight line drawn to a circle from a given external

point.

Take the axis of x passing through the centre of the circle

and the given external point, the former being the origin. Let
o= the radius of the circle, c = the distance of the given
point (A say) from the centre

;
and let x be the abscissa of a

point P on the circumference
;
then APZ = c

2 + a2
2cx.
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The differential coefficient of this expression with respect
to x is 2c, which cannot vanish. But if we put x = a cos 0,

we have
AP3 = c

2 + a2 - 2ac cos 0,

d.AP* .

-TA
= 2ac sm 6

;da

and = 0, 6=7r, give the minimum and maximum values

respectively of AP3
.

In this Example the difficulty would not appear if we had
so chosen our axes that x should not be a maximum simul-

taneously with AP. Calling b the ordinate of A, c the abscissa

of A, and a the radius of the circle, we shall have

= a
2

c
2 - 2b

which has its minimum and maximum values, when

ac
X = + o~

Another solution of the problem is given in Art. 218.

The following is an analogous case. Find those conjugate
diameters in an ellipse of which the sum is a maximum or

minimum. Let r and / be any two conjugate diameters,
and u = r + r

!

, then u is to be a maximum or minimum,
while r

8 + r'
2 = a? + 6

2 = c
2

, say ;

thus u = T + V(cS y2
)>

du__ r
~~7

"^
J-

~
. v ..^

// A M /' 1* 1W/ ^/ I O / J

fjnt (** /*

If -5- be put =
0, we get r

2 = -
,
and therefore r" = ~

.

dr 2 2

This gives us the equal conjugate diameters, the sum of which
we know to be a maximum. If we express r, and therefore r,

in terms of some variable which can take all possible values,

as for example < the inclination of r to the axis major, we

shall get an additional result. For -j-.
= -7- j-r , and there-

fore, if -fr = 0, we have also - = 0. But -^ = makes r a
d<f> d<j> dq>

maximum or minimum, and thus we obtain the two principal

T. D. C. p
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axes, whose sum is a minimum. By a different method, we

might have obtained at first the minimum value of r + r'.

For since r
8+ r'

8 = a
2 + 6

2
, and rr sin = ab,

wehave (r + r'Y
= a'+

Sill v

where is the angle between r and r'. Differentiate with
2ab cos ~

,
, ,, ,, TT , .

respect to 6, and we get
--

,~2~/r~
= "> therefore = -

;
this

sin (/ ..

7/1

gives the minimum value as before
; -5-7

= would give us a

second result, which would be the maximum.

The foregoing Article has been derived from the third

volume of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, page 237.

The following problem will furnish an exercise. Find the

maximum or minimum length of the straight line drawn from
the end of the minor axis of an ellipse to meet the curve.

If x, y, be co-ordinates of the point where a straight line

drawn from the end of the minor axis meets the curve, the

length of the straight line can be expressed either as a func-

tion of x or of y ;
thus two solutions can be obtained and

compared.

In the solution of some of the examples on maxima and
minima the following results will be required : they may be
established by means of the Integral Calculus.

The volume of a right cylinder is found by multiplying
the area of its base by its altitude.

The convex surface of a right cylinder is found by multi-

plying the perimeter of its base by its altitude.

The volume of a right cone is one-third of the product of

its base and altitude.

The convex surface of a right cone on a circular base is

one-half the product of its slant side and the perimeter of
its base.

If r be the radius of a sphere its volume is - - and its
o

surface is 47TT
2

.
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1 . Shew that x5
5x* + 5x

8
1 is a maximum when x=l;

a minimum when x = 3
;
neither when x 0.

2. Shew that x3
3a? -f 3x + 7 is neither <a maximuni nor

a minimum when x= 1.

3. If u = x3
3ce

2 + Gx + 7, shew that it has neither a
maximum nor a minimum value.

4. . If u = x3
9a;

2 + 15x 3, find its maximum and mini-
mum value.

A maximum when x = 1
;
a minimum when x= 5.

A maximum when x= fy\ a minimum when x = 1 ;

neither when x = 2t

6. u=
A maximum when oj = 1

;
a minimum when x = 0,

and when x = 7.

7. w = 3z6 - 125ic
3 + 216(ke.

. A maximum when x = 4, and when x = 3
;

a minimum when a? = 3, and when x = 4.

1 :r + a;
2

8. w = --
. A minimum when x ="|.

1 + a; ic
2

a;
2 - 7# + 6

9. w = - .

# 10

A maximum when x = 4 j a minimum when a; = 16.

10. If ^ = x* (x
-

I)
2

(x
-

2)
3

(a;
-

3)
4

,
find when u is a

maximum or minimum.

A maximum when x =
;
a minimum when x = 2.

(Lilt '

11. If -r- = (a; 1) (a? 2)
2
(a; 3)*, find when w is a maxi-

CLCC

mum or minimum,

A maximum when x = 1
j
a minimum when x = 3.

P2
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12. w = (<*+)'(-*)*

A maximum when x = -
, and when x = a,

o

and a minimum when x = -
,

t

A minimum when x = r .

14. u = b + c(x- a).

A minimum when x = a.

a
lo. u=

x a x

A minimum when x = r and a maximum when
a + b

a*
X ~a-b'

16. -==
(

A minimum when x 0, and a maximum when x=a.

17. u = (mx + na)
m+n

(m + n)
m+nxma*.

A minimum when x = a.

OR

18. Shew that is a maximum when x = cos x.
1+x tan x

19. Shew that x* is a maximum when #= e.

20. Shew that x is a maximum when x = -
.

tan 3x 8

7T
21. Shew that sin x (1 + cos x} is a maximum when x = .

9

22. If xy(y x)= 2a
8

,
shew that y has a minimum value

when x = a.
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23. If Scfy*+ xy* + lax3 = 0, shew that when x = , y has
2

dav
a maximum value, namely 3a, the value of -5-^ being

then -
.

5a

24. If a;* + 2ax*y ay
3 =

0, shew that when x = a, y =* a

and is a minimum. Also, when y = , a; is both
y

j . . 4aV6 ,

a maximum and minimum, and is = + ~
.

y

25. If 2#5 + Say* o;*y
=

0, shew that x = a . 5s makes y a

minimum, and = a . 5
U

.

26. Find the maximum and minimum value of y, when

y* 4c
3

yx + a? = 0.

x c \/3 makes y = c ^(27) a maximum.

a;= c ^3 makes y = c ^(27) a minimum.
i

27. A person being in a boat 3 miles from the neatest point
of the beach, wishes to reach in the shortest time a

place 5 miles from that point along the shore : sup-

posing he can walk 5 miles an hour, but row only at

the rate of 4 miles an hour, required the place where
lie must land.

One mile from the place to \>e reached.

28. The sides of a rectangle are a, and b : shew that the

greatest rectangle that can be drawn so as to have its

sides passing through the corners -of the gi^ven rect-

angle is a square, each side of which is -
.

V2O
29. If a rectangular piece of pasteboard, the sides of which

are a and b, have a square cut out at each ^qrner, find

the side of the square that the remainder may form a

box of maximum content. r

rru -J a + b-*j'(a*-
.The side = -
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30. A Norman window consists of a rectangle surmounted by
a semicircle. Given the perimeter, required the height
and breadth of the window when the quantity of light
admitted is a maximum.

The radius of the semicircle must equal the height
of the rectangle.

31 . Shew that the altitude of the greatest equilateral triangle
that can be circumscribed about a given triangle, is

(a
1 + J

a -2o& cos (TT +(?)}*.

32. A .straight line is drawn through the given point P,

meeting the axes Ox and Oy at A and B respectively

(see the figure on page 198) ;
find the position of the

straight line,

(1) When AB is a minimum.

(2) When OA + OB is a minimum.

(3) When OA x OB is a minimum.

(4) When OA + OB + AB is a minimum.

, (5) When OA x OB x AB is a minimum.

(6) When OA" + OB" is a minimum.

Let denote the angle PAO, then we must have

(2) tan
-(?)*,

(3)

(4) ,a + V(2oi)
'

(5) 2atan80-6ta
i

(I

\n-f-l

a)
'

33. Having given an angle of a triangle and the opposite
side, prove that the area will be a maximum when the

given angle is equidistant from the other angles.
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34. Having given an angle of a quadrilateral and the two

opposite sides, prove that the area will be 9, maxi-
mum when the given angle is equidistant from the

other angles.

It follows from the preceding Example that the two
sides which contain the given angle must he equal in

order to ensure a maximum area
;
for if they were not

equal the area of the quadrilateral would be increased

by changing these two sides into two equal sides.

35. Find the least ellipse which can be described about a

given parallelogram, and shew that its area is to that

of the parallelogram as TT is to 2.

3G. The least tangent to an ellipse intercepted by the axes

is divided at the point of contact into two parts, which
are equal to the semiaxes respectively.

37. Find the area and position of the greatest triangle that

can be placed in a given parabolic segment, having the

chord of the segment for its base.

38. Find the least triangle which can be described about a

given ellipse, having a side parallel to the major axis

and having the other sides equal.
The height is three times the semi-minor axis.

39. Prove that of all circular sectors described with the
same pei-imeter, the sector of greatest area is that in

which the circular arc is double the radius.

40. A chord PSp is drawn through the focus S of an ellipse,
and the points P, p, are joined with the other focusH :

determine when the area PHp is a maximum.

Let e be the eccentricity of the ellipse and 9 the

angle between the chord PSp and the major axis of

the ellipse. If 2e* is greater than 1 the maximum is

determined by cos
2 = 2 ^ , and 0= -

gives a mini-
6 a

mum; if 2e
2

is not greater than 1 the maximum is

7T
when 0*=

,
and there is no minimum.

2 '
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41. Find the length of the shortest normal chord in a para-

bola, and prove that it intersects the curve nearer the

vertex than any other normal chord.

If 4a be the latus rectum of the parabola the re-

quired length is 6a \/3.

42. Two ships are sailing uniformly with velocities u, v along

straight lines inclined at an angle 6: shew that if a, b

be their distances at one time from the point of inter-

section of the courses, the least distance of the ships
(av bu] sin B

is equal to s

* *

43. Of all the straight lines drawn from the vertex of a given

ellipse to the circumference of the circumscribing circle,

determine that for which the portion intercepted be-

tween the two curves is a maximum.
If be the inclination of the straight line to the

major axis of the ellipse, and e the eccentricity of the

ellipse,

2e
2
cos

s = 3 - e
2 -

V{(1
- e

2

) (9
- e

2

)}.

44. If an ellipse be described to touch a given semicircle and
its diameter symmetrically, its area when a maximum

will be
-j- , r being the radius of the circle.

o \ o

45. An ellipse is inscribed in an isosceles triangle, and has
one of its axes coincident in direction with the straight
line bisecting the vertical angle of the triangle : shew
that this axis is two-thirds of the height of the tri-

angle when the area of the ellipse is a maximum.

46. Find what sector must be taken out of a given circle, in

order that the remainder may form the curved surface

of a cone of maximum volume.

The angle of the sector must be
7r

?
~

^
.

y3
47. Two focal chords are drawn in an ellipse at right angles,

find when their sum is a maximum, - and when a
minimum,
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[In the following problems the cones and cylinders are sup-

posed to be right cones and cylinders on circular bases.]

48. Determine the greatest cylinder that can be inscribed in

a given cone.

If b be the height of the cone, 'and a the radius of

4
its base, the volume of the cylinder is ira?b.

2 1

49. Determine the cylinder of greatest convex surface that

can be inscribed in the same cone.

The surface = .

Jt

50. Determine the cylinder, so that its whole surface shall be
a maximum.

The radius of the cylinder = ^ r; but by the
& (0

^
Qjj

nature of the problem this must be less than a
; this

leads to the condition that b must be greater than 2a in

order to ensure a maximum. If b be not greater than

2a the whole surface of the cylinder continuallyincreases

as its radius increases, and there is no maximum.

51. Determine the greatest cylinder that can be inscribed in

a given sphere.

If r be the radius of the sphere the height of the

r A 2r
cylinder is ^ .

52. Determine the cylinder inscribed in a given sphere which
has the greatest convex surface.

Height = r V2.

53. Determine the cylinder so that its whole surface shall be

a maximum.

Height = r
{2 (L-L)}

1

.

54. Determine the greatest cone that can be inscribed in a

given sphere. Height = f r.
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55. Determine the cone of the greatest convex surface that

can be inscribed in a given sphere.

Height =f r.

5(5. Determine the cone so that its whole surface shall be

a maximum.

Height = ^ (23
-

57. Given the volume of a cylinder, find it's height and
radius when the sum of the areas of its convex surface

and one end is a minimum.

The height is equal to the radius.

58. Of all cones described about a given sphere, find that of

minimum volume.

The sine of the semivertical angle must be J.

59. A series of cones have their slant sides of the same

length : find that which has the greatest volume.

The tangent of the semivertical angle = \/2.

60. Find the position of the chord which passes through a

given point within a parabola, and cuts off from the

parabola the least possible area.

61. Find a point in an ellipse from which, if perpendiculars
be drawn to two given conjugate diameters, the sum
of their squares will be a maximum.

62. Prove that
<f> {/(#)} is necessarily either a maximum or

minimum when f(x) is a maximum. And so also

when f (x) is a minimum.
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CHAPTER XIY.

EXPANSION OF A FUNCTION OF TWO INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES.

223. LET u=$(x, y] be a function of two independent
variables, and suppose <J> (x + Ti, y + &) is to be expanded in

ascending powers of h and k. Put

h = ah', Tc = ah',

then < (x+ Tt, y + k]
=

<f> (x 4- ah', y + ok'} ;

the last expression may be considered a function of a, and
denoted by /(a). By Maclaurin's theorem,

we shall now shew how the differential coefficients of f(a)

may be conveniently expressed. Suppose

x+ ah' = x, y + ok' = y ;

then /(a) stands for
<f> (x\ y'} and since both x' and y con-

tain a, we have by Art. 169,

[

dx dot dy da.

, g

but

^

dx dy

Also, by Art. 63,

x
r

, y} _ dcf> (x', y} dx'
^

dx dx'
'

dx '

dx'
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., ,
therefore

Similarly

,.

hence /'(a)
= A'

which, for shortness, may be written

/'M = *I+*'
Similarly,

/-(a)
= * + unr

The law of the formation of the successive differential

coefficients of /(a) is thus obvious. When a=0, /(a) be-

comes u ;
hence we have

Restore A for a/i, and ^ for aJc'; then,

[2

+ su>
3

(
rfx

3

aara^ dxdy*
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224. If we wish the series for ff>(a;+h, y + k) to close

after a finite number of terms, we can put the expansion
for f (a) under the form

-'
(0) .
~

and from this the required form for
<j> (cc + h, y + k) can be

obtained. For example, if n = 3,

^ + k

^
s?

where stands for <f>(x+ dh, y + 6k}.

225. In the formula established in Art. 223, put as = 0,

and = 0; then

, .
where M

O , ^-, -^-, -r-a
2
-, stand for the values of

du du d*u . . .

M, ^ , -7-, -r-s ,
when in these expressions we put

a; = 0, and y = 0. If we change h and A? into x and y respec-

tively in the above formula, we have

+ I-T: \x* -j4 + 2#v -j-$- + y
9 vt[

|_2_[
dx* "

dxdy
y
of]

+
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x and y being each put equal to zero in u and its differential

.coefficients after the differentiations have been performed.

In this manner the formula of Maclaurin is extended to

the expansion of functions of two variables.

226. The expression for the nth differential coefficient

of /(a), in Art. 223, is

J2 dxn i

dy
t

*

c

which, for abbreviation, may be written

j,
d ,, d\ n

,
h -r- + k -7- /ax dy)

J

provided we interpret this expression thus :

[
h' -j- + k' ^~

is to be expanded by the Binomial Theorem as if h
1

-j-
were

one term and k' -7- the other term : when the expansion is

effected, every such term as
(
h' -,-} Ik' -,- ) f which occurs

V dx) \ dy)
J

is to be replaced by h"
l
~r

k'
r

j^~T-r If we adopt this mode

of abbreviation the result of Art. 223 may be written

f -hi : \
fl ^-'* K j I

u ~rr'\ n j~~r K lT v>

|n-l V dx dy) [n_\ dx dy)

where u =
<f)(x, y], and v = < (x + 6h, y + 0k).

By Art. 110 the last term of the expansion may, if we

please, be replaced "by

dy

The methods here given for the expansion of a function

of two independent variables may be readily extended to

the expansion of a function of more than two independent
variables.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Shew that if x and c are positive

_, x c c
2 log--h

-
H

X C + X

decreases as x increases.

2. Shew that if x and c are positive

c-+xj

increases as x increases.

3. If u=(x 3}e
ix
+4:xe

x+x+3 shew that
-j 2 , -7- ,

and u
d/x dx

are positive for all positive values of x. See Ex. 10, p. 86.

4. Shew that for positive values of x the expression

e
2*

(x
-

2) + e* (x + 2)

(**-l)
3

diminishes as x increases, and that its greatest value

is
I-

5. Demonstrate the following approximate expression when
x is small,

x

6. Evaluate (1 + X^ ~
x

when x = 0.

Result. -
.

z

7. Shew that when x is infinite

8. Find the value when,# is infinite of

8ic
2

( 1 + -Y - 8ex
3

log f 1- + i) .

\ */
&

\ a?/

Result, e.
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- tan"
1 x

9. Evaluate when x = 1.

log
(
cot

10. Evaluate , when x = 0.
cot x + log x

sec" x , TT
11. Evaluate -^^- when # =

^-

tan nx tan mx
12. Evaluate = n-^-r- ,

sin (n x mx)

(1) when a;= 0, (2) whenn = m,

13. In the equation f(x + h)f(x)=hf'(x+6h), shew
that if/"(or) is not zero the limiting value of as h is

indefinitely diminished is -
: also shew that if f

r
(x)

is the first of the differential coefficients ^"(2;), /'"(#),...
which is not zero, the limiting value of 6 as h is in-

definitely diminished is

14. In the equation f(x + Ji) f(x) =hf'(x + Oh) shew
that if be the same for all values of h, it must equal

- and/" (a:)
must be constant.

2

15. Change the independent variable from z to x in the

equation

j<fy dy n Na ( 2 cPy , dy\
* j^ + z -j-

- 1 = Gg ZY \ z TI + a j rdf da {
dz dz}

7

where =esin;r
.
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16. Transform the expression

du\* fdu\
z

(du\*} ( du du du}~
2

into one in which r, 0, (j>
shall be the independent

variables, having given

x = r sin 6 cos <, y = r sin 6 sin
<j>,

z = r cos 6.

17. If x, y and f, 17 be co-ordinates of the same point
referred to two systems of rectangular co-ordinates,
shew that

^^ _ (
d^ V= f?! ^ _ f^ V~

18. Shew that x* + x sin x + 4 cos x is a minimum when
# = 0.

19. (7$ is the perpendicular from the centre G of an ellipse
on the tangent at a point P: find the maximum value

otPQ.
Result a b.

20. A straight line drawn from the extremity of the minor
axis of an ellipse cuts the major axis at Q and the

curve at P; from P the ordinate PN is drawn to the

major axis : find when the area PQNis a maximum.

Result. PN= (V17
-

1).

T. D. C.
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CHAPTER XV.

MAXIMA AND MINIMA VALUES OF A FUNCTION OF TWO
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

227. DEFINITION. A function < (x, y) of two indepen-
dent variables is said to have a maximum value when

<f> (x + h, y + k) is less than
</> (x, y] for all values of h and k.

positive or negative, comprised between zero and certain

tinite limits however small. The function is said to have a
minimum value when

<J> (x + h, y + k) is greater than $ (x, y)
for all such values of h and k.

228. To investigate the conditions that a function of two

independent variables may have a maximum or minimum
value.

Let u =
<j> (x, y),

v = <f>(x + 6!i,y + 6k] ;

then, by Art. 226,

du , du

n 2where -^nr i* T~+~nr T~ j~r ^r* -

2_ (
dx~ dx dy dy )

Now, if h
-J-

+ k -j- be not zero, by taking h and k suf-

ficiently small, we can always make R less than h -7- -f k
-^- ,

and hence the sign of
<f> (x + h, y + k) <f> (x, y) will depend on

that of h -T- + k -j- , and will therefore change by changing

that of h and k
;

it is impossible then that < (x, y} can have
a maximum or minimum value unless

** + *-*
ax ay
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Since the quantities h and k are independent, we must have

^_0 ^-0
,
-

\f) 7
- V.

ax dy
Find values of x and y from these equations, say x = a,

y = b ; let the values of -j-, . -j =-
, -y-= . when these values

dx* dxdy df
are assigned to x and y, be denoted by A, B, G, respectively.
We have then by Art. 226,

-n 1 ( l3 cPv ,
, d3

v OZ72 d3
v 7 d s

v
where M. = j-r \h

3

-7-3 + 3&% , .
7 + 3A^2

7 , .. + ^ -7-5
|_3 {

rfcc
3

c?^ dy dx dy* dy"
x being made = a, and y = b, after the differentiations have
been performed.

If A, B, and C do not all vanish, the sign of

<f> (a + h, b + Jc)
-

(j> (a, b)

will, when h and Jc are taken small enough, depend on 'that of

If ACB* be negative, it will be possible, by ascribing

a suitable value to ^ ,
to make the last expression vanish and

change its sign ;
and then < (a, b) is neither a maximum nor

minimum value of
(j> (x, y). Hence generally we must have

A G B2

positive as a condition for the existence of a maxi-
mum or minimum. In this caseA and G will have the same

sign, and Atf + 2Bhk+ Ckz
will have the same sign as A or

C
;
and if that sign be positive, <j> (a, b) is a minimum value

of < (x, y], if negative, </> (a, b) is a maximum value.

We say that generally AC B2 must be positive; because,
in fact, there may be a maximum or minimum value when
A C B2 =

0, as we shall now proceed to shew.

229. To investigate the additional conditions for the ex-

istence of a maximum or minimum whenACBZ = 0.

IfAC-B* = 0, then

Q2
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hence $ (a + h, b + k} <f> (a, b) is always of the same sign as

A, when h and k are taken small enough, except when
7

is
K

75

equal to;', and then the sign is as yet unknown and
^L

further investigation is required. Let P, Q, S, T stand for

the values of

<fu dsu cPu d?u

dx*' a^d
~~

respectively, when x = a and y= b', and let

x being made = a and y = b after the differentiations.

Suppose j is equal to -r , then Ah*+ 2Shk + Ck* vanishes,
1C _il

and

<j> (a+h, &+&)-</> (a, 1}
=4

Hence if h and k be taken small enough the sign of

<f>(a + h, b + k) -<f>(a, 6)

will be the same as the sign of

Ptf + SQtfk + SShtf + Tk3

,

and will therefore change by changing the sign of h and k
;

it is impossible then that <

(a, 6) can be a maximum or mini-

mum value unless

vanishes when T is equal to r .

k A
Suppose this condition to be satisfied, then the sign of

-(]>(a, b),

7 73

when T is equal to . ,
is the same as the sign of -R

2 ;
and

when
j-

is not equal to
-j >

and n an(^ & are taken small
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enough, the sign of
(f> (a + h, b + k} <f> (a, V) is the same as

the sign of A. But in order that
(j> (a, b) may be a maxi*-

mum or minimum value the sign of
<f> (a + h, b + k) <f> (a, b)

must be invariable when h and k are taken small enough.

Hence we have the condition that the sign of R
t
when

j-
is

K
n

equal to : , and h and k are taken small enough, must be
j&

the same as the sign of A.
If these two additional conditions are satisfied < (a, b} is a

maximum value if A be negative, and a minimum value if A
be positive.

230. If .4 = 0, 5 = 0, and (7=0, we must proceed thus:

< (a + h, b+k)-<j> (a, 6)
=

.- {Ptf+ ZQtfk + 3Shkz+ Tk3

LI

where P, Q, 8, T, stand for the values of -3,^-3,
, a , ,

when x = a and y = b, and

,-, ;4 737 ji
-ti

[-7 \h -T-J + 4/r/fc , + ... + A;
4

-^-^
[ (

aor rfx
j

dy <i^
4

J

a; being made = a, and y = 6, after the differentiations.

Hence, that < (a, b} may be a maximum or minimum, it

is necessary that P, Q, 8, T, should all vanish. Also, Rz

must be of invariable sign ;
but the conditions to ensure this

are too complicated to find investigation here.

231. The following is another method of investigating
the conditions that a function of two independent variables

may admit of a maximum or minimum value.

Let u = < (x, y], where x and y are independent : required
the maxima and minima values of u.

If y, instead of being independent of sc, were equal to

some function of x, say -^ (x}, then u would be a function
of one variable x. We should then have

du du

dor
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In order that u may be a maximum or minimum, we must

have, by Art. 211,
du

therefore (-} + (^} +'(x)
= 0.

\dxj \dyj
7

Hence, since y is really independent of x, this equation must
hold whatever be the function i//(#) ;

(du\ (du\therefore -j-
=

0, (
= 0.

\dxj \dyj

In order that u may be a maximum, the values of x and y
d2u

derived from the last equations must make -y-2 negative,

whatever ty'(x) may be
> hence, denoting by A, S, C, the

, . , (d*u\ / dsu \ , fd
2

u\ A . .

values which , ,
and

, respectively assume

for the values of x and y under consideration, we require that

should be always negative, whatever ^r'(x} may be. Hence
as in Art. 228, A must be negative, and generally AC B*
must be positive. Similarly, that u may be a minimum we
must have A positive, and generally AC W positive.

The preceding method may be rendered more symmetrical

by supposing both x and y functions of a third variable t.

Putting for shortness Dx for -*-
,
and Dy for

-j- ,
we have

du du\ du

/du\ dDx fdu\ dDy
\dx) dt \dy) ~dT

Hence we must have

(IH-
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Also for values of x and y found from these equations,

must preserve an invariable sign, whatever be the signs and
values of Dx and Dy. From this we deduce the same results

as in the preceding Article.

232. There is no theoretical difficulty in finding the maxi-

mum or minimum value of an implicit function of two inde-

pendent variables, nor in finding the maximum or minimum
value of a variable which is connected with any number of

other variables by equations, when the whole number of equa-
tions is two less than the whole number of variables. For

example, suppose we have two equations

/t (x, y, z, u)
=

0, fz (x, y,z,u}=0 ............ (1),

involving four variables x, y, z, u, and we wish to find the

maximum or minimum value of u. We may eliminate one
of the three variables x, y, z between the two equations ;

suppose we eliminate z
;
then we obtain one equation con-

necting x, y, and u
;
from this we find u in terms of x and y,

and proceed in the ordinary way to investigate the maximum
or minimum value of u. Or if we wish to avoid the elimina-

tion we may adopt the following method : consider x and y
as the independent variables and differentiate the given
equations (1) ;

thus

.(2).

. .

dx dz dx du dx

dj\ + dj\ ^. +#L^
dy dz dy du dy

*+i lb
+**

dx dz dx du dx

=
dy dz dy du dy

From these equations we can eliminate -, and -,-, and

fj-ji ill/

find -T- and -y- ; then for a maximum or minimum value of u
ax dy
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the values of -=- and -.
- must be zero. Thus, more simply.

dx dy
ft'?/ //7/

we may put ^-=0 and -r-=0m equations (2), and then

eliminate
-j-

and -7- ;
the two resulting equations combined

with (1) will determine the values of x, y, z and u, which may
correspond to a maximum or minimum value of u. And by
differentiating equations (2) with respect to x and y we can

72 72 72
'

find
-j

z ,
, ,

, and -^ , and so settle whether u is really

a maximum or minimum.

Practically the solution of problems of this class is facili-

tated by the method of indeterminate multipliers, which is

explained in the following Chapter.

233. The student will find it advantageous to illustrate

this Chapter by means of the Geometry of Three Dimensions.
If z =

<f> (x, y} be the equation to a surface, to find the maxima
and minima values of z amounts to finding those points on
the surface which are at a greater or a less distance from the

ft Z

plane of (x, y} than adjacent points. The conditions -y- = 0,

dz
and =

0, make the tangent plane at any one of the points

in question parallel to the plane of (x, y). The interpretation
of the case in which B* AC= will be seen from what is

stated in Art. 235.

The method given in Art. 231 admits of clear geometrical
illustration. Ifj for example, there be a point on the given
surface which is at a maximum distance from the plane of

(
x

) y)> then in passing from that point to an adjacent point,

along any curve whatever lying on the surface, we must ap-

proach nearer to the plane of (x, y}. Now, by combining the

equation z = < (x, y) with y = ^r (ic),.we obtain a curve lying
on the given surface, and by giving every variety of form to

^ (a;) we may obtain as many curves as we please. Hence
we see that if we put y = ty(x], and leave the form of the

function ^ (#) arbitrary, we do not really break the restric-

tion that x and y are to be independent.
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234. A function u of two variables may have a maximum

or minimum value for values of x and y which render -y-

and -y- indeterminate or infinite. Such exceptional cases must

be examined specially, as there is no general theory appli-

cable to them. For example, suppose

du 2x du

Here, when x and y vanish -y- and -j- become indeter-
dx dy

minate. If we put y = ax, we have

du 2 du 2q

Hence -j- and -7- are infinite when x = 0, and y = Q. But
c? JC ^%Y

w is really a minimum then, for it vanishes only when x and

jr/
vanish and is never negative.

235. On a case of maxima or minima values of a function
of two independent variables.

If u denote a function of two independent variables a; and y,
the values of x and y that make u a maximum or minimum
are found from the two equations

^ =
0, ^ = 0.

ax dy
If these equations are satisfied by a single relation between

x and y, we cannot determine a finite number of values of x
and y, that render u a maximum or minimum. This case we

propose to examine.

Suppose u = <j>(x,y) ....................... .......... (1),

^=U.M, ^= V.M.. ...(2),
dx dy

where U, V, M are functions of x and y.
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If M=Q ................................ (3),

u x-u
du , du . ,

both -J- and -r- vanish.
ax ay

From equations (2) we deduce

d*u dM ... dU - dM

rr ,, dV ^ dM , ,
. . . . ,

-v-5 = V. , hM . -7- = V. -r when (3) is satisfied.

dy* dy dy dy
*

rr dM ,, dV ,r dM . ,
. . ,. c ,= V. -r~+ M.-j-=V. -r- when (3) is satisfied,

dxdy
'

dx
'

dx
'

dx

*
~, dM T., dU TT dM , ,ON . ,. j=U.-r +M.-r =U. -j- when (3) is satisfied.

But , , = , , always ; hence, when (3) is satisfied,
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Let us now return to equations (1) and (2). Change in

< (x, y] the variables x and y to x + h and y + k respectively.

Calling u the new value of u, we get

7 du 7 du h? (d*u 2k d?u k* d*uu=u + hj- + k-r + r- \~r^ + -r jj- + ^ -j-ax dy [2 [ax fi axay h a

Let us now assign to x and y any values consistent with

(3), leaving however the ratio of k to h quite arbitrary, and
examine whether u' becomes less or greater than u when k

and h are sufficiently diminished. The coefficient of in
2.

the above value of u', is

<fu 2k d*u ltfu A.M- &
h + *ax n/ ax ay h ay ft n

Now by (4) this

A (* ,

kB\*

*(
l +

hAj'

and is therefore necessarily positive if A be positive, and

necessarily negative if A be negative, whatever be the ratio of
k to h, except for that particular value of the ratio which makes
the expression vanish. Hence the conclusion will be this : if

we assign to x and y values consistent with M=
0, then when

h and k are sufficiently diminished, u is certainly less than u

if -T-j be negative, and certainly greater than u if
-j-a

be

positive, excepting only when k has to h one particular ratio.

This latter case would require further examination, had we
not already shewn that by a certain supposition u is reduced to

a constant, so that when k has to h the one particular ratio,

u is ultimately neither greater than u nor less than M, but

equal to it.

The whole theory may be illustrated geometrically; for

example, if

J3* = a2
x* y*+ (xcos a+ysina)

2

(1),

find maxima or minima values of z ;
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dx
= x+ (x cos a + y sin a) cos a

=
(y cos a x sin a) sin a,

. .
Nz -5-.= (y cos a a; sin a) cos a

;

therefore, when y cos a as sin a=0 .................. (2),

-j- and -y- both vanish.
aa; ay

Under these circumstances z becomes = + a.

Now equation (1) represents a cylinder having its axis

parallel to the plane of (x, y). Equation (2) represents a

plane which passes through the axis of the cylinder, and
which cuts the surface in two parallel straight lines. Along
the upper straight line we have z a. All points in this

straight line are at the same distance from the plane of (x, y),
and at a greater distance than any points not in ttiis straight
line. This straight line is in fact a ridge in the surface.

Another example may be seen in the equation

This surface is that formed by the revolution of a circle about
a tangent line which is the axis of z. The highest point of

the circle will by revolution generate a circle, all the points
of which are at the same distance from the plane of (x, y\
and at a greater distance than any adjacent points of the

surface.

EXAMPLES.

T , o a a
1. Let u = af + xy+y--\

---h ,

i y

^U _ 9
? au _ 9 ^

fa~ +y ~tf> 3$
y -

~tf'
}

3 3

therefore 2x + y
-
2
= 0, 2y + x -^ = ;x y

therefore
(2ce + y) #

2 = a3 = (2y + x} y* ;
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therefore 2 (x
3 -

y
3

)
= xy (y

-
x) ;

therefore 2 (x y) (x* + xy + y*)=xy(y x):

either then x = y,

or 2ic
B+ 3icy + 27/

2 =0.

The latter leads to an impossible result
;
the former gives

a
x = y = n> -

V3

d2u 2a3

dxdy

therefore -7-5 -7-5 ( -j y- )
is positive when x and y have

dx ay \dx ay)

the assigned values, and -^ is positive ;
hence u is then a

minimum.

2. Let u = cos x cos a + sin x sin a cos (y /3),

-v- = sin x cos a+ cos x sin a cos (y /3),

^M
/ ox

5- = sm a sin a; sm (y 8).
dy

Hence -=- vanishes when y = /3, and then -=^ becomes
dy dx

sin (a x), and vanishes when a; = a.

Also -7-2 = cos a; cos a since sin a cos (y /S),

dxdy
= cos x sn a sn

u . . n
-7-j

= sin a sin a cos (y p).
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The first expression becomes 1, the second becomes 0,

and the third becomes sin
2
a, when the assigned values of

T-J.-J.LJ TT d?u <Fu ( dlu \*>x and y are substituted. rLence ^-,
-
7-_ -= y- is positive,

dx* dy* \dxdyj
and u is a maximum.

3. Suppose u

TT du , du
Mere -5-

= 0, and
-j-
= 0, give as one pair of values x = 0,

y = 0. And these values make

cPu ffu d*u ^,
-i-^

= 2a, , , =0, 3-2 = 25;ax" dx dy dy*

therefore u has then a minimum value.

Another pair of values is given by .

aj = 0,

and b axz

by
3 = 0,

that is, x = 0, and y = l.

With these values we have

* *

A d*u
1 _!

'

df
=

Hence, if a is less than, b, we have a maximum value of u,

and if a is greater than b, we have neither a maximum nor
a minimum.

There is only one other solution, namely, that found by
combining

y= 0, and a ax* by
a = 0'

)

therefore y= 0, and x= 1.
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Here we should find that if a is less than b, there is

neither a maximum nor a minimum, and if a is greater than

b, there is a maximum value of u.

If in this example a = b, we arrive at the anomalous case

considered in Art. 235.

4. Let u = smx + siny + cos (x + y),

du . . N

-j-
= cos as sin (x + y),

du / \- = cos v sin (x + ?/).

ay

If -j- and jr vanish, we must have
o# at/

cos x = cos y = sin
(as + y}.

These equations admit of numerous solutions. For ex-

ample,

if cos x cos y,

we have x = y, as one solution.

Hence we have cos x = sin 2#

= 2 sin x cos x
;

therefore, either cos x = 0, or sin x = \.

7T ;

If we take the first, and put x = y=-, we have neither

a maximum nor a minimum
;

if we put

_37T

we obtain a minimum.

If we take sin x = ^, and put

we obtain a maximum value for u.
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5. To find a point such that the sum of the straight lines

joining it with the angular points of a given triangle shall be
a minimum.

Let ABC be the given triangle; let BC=a, CA-l,
AB = c. Take any point P
and draw PM perpendicular
to AB; let AM= x, PM= y.
Also let AP=u, BP= v,

CP=w; the angle APM= 6,

Then M2

rti i /* _^_ nr*\ J- 97
t/ \ O ^^

t*/ I T^ w A
\ / 7 * - >-

w2 =
(ft

cos J. -
a;)

1 + (ft
sinA -

y}\

For a minimum value of u + v + w we must have

and

Now

Hence, from
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Square and add
;
thus

1=2 + 2 cos(i/r-<),

therefore cos
(ijr 0)

= ^ = cos 120.

Thus the angle CPB must be 120. Similarly it may be
shewn that APB and APG must each be 120. Hence we
have the following result: describe on the sides of the

given triangle segments of circles each containing an angle
of 120, and their common point of intersection is the point

required.

It is obvious that there must be a point for which the

proposed sum is a minimum, and therefore we need not exa-

mine the criteria depending on the second differential coeffi-

cients.

If the given triangle has an angle equal to 120, then that

angular point is the point required ;
if it has an angle greater

than 120, the method fails to give the solution. It may
however be shewn that when the triangle has an angle

greater than 120, the vertex of the obtuse angle is the point

required.

For suppose the point P inside the triangle and very near

to the angle B of the triangle ;
let PB r, PBA =

cc,

then

u = V(c
2

2cr cos a + r
2

),
v =^r,

w = A/(a
2 2ar cos 74 r

2

).

Thus neglecting squares and higher powers of r we have

approximately

r (cos a + cos 7)

QJ _|- ry C{ IV

2rcos ~- cos .

u -i

Now 2 cos - ^ is less than unity if B is greater than
m

1 20, and thus .a + c + r - 2r cos cos -2 is greater
2 &

than a + c. And it is obvious that if P be outside the tri-

angle the sum of its distances from A, B, and C is greater

T. D. C. B
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than a + c. Therefore in passing from B to any adjacent

point either inside or outside the triangle the sum of the dis-

tances is increased; and therefore at the point B the sum is

a minimum.

The values of -?- and -,
- take the form - at the pointax dy

B
;
and this is the reason that the solution failed to indicate

the point B. We have already remarked in Art. 234 that a
maximum or minimum value may exist corresponding to

such indeterminate values of the differential coefficients.

6. Find the maximum and minimum value of

(hx + ky a] (hx + ky V)

Let u denote the expression, and let v denote

then u = v'
1

(hx -\-ky-d) (hx + ky b)',

du _h (Zhx + 2ky a I] 2x (hx + ky a) (hx + ky b)

dx v v*

du _ k (2hx + 2ky a-b] _ 2y (hx + ky-a) (hx + ley
-

b)

dy~ v v*

Put -5- = 0. and =
: thus we deduce

dx dy

Substitute rh for x and rk for y in -7- = or -=- =
;
we

shall obtain after reduction the following quadratic equation
n r :

thus the values of r are possible, and one is positive and the
other is negative.
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If we differentiate the values of -=- and -^ , and after dif-
dx ay

ferentiation use the relations which arise from ~ = and
dx

du
-j-
= 0. we shall find

dy
dzu _ h (2ky a b}_ 2k*r a b

dx* xv rv
~'

d 2u _ Tc (2hx -a-b} 2h*r -a-b
dy* yv rv

'

dxdy v
'

Hence the sign of A G W is the same as the sign of---
_

r*

and is therefore the same as the sign of

Now it may be shewn that if a + b be not zero and a be
not equal to b, the sign of the last expression is positive
for both the values which r can have. For suppose a + b

positive ; then we have to shew that -p ^-5-
r is positive,

2i \fl T K
j

that is, we have to shew that r-rra j^r is greater than the
& \tl "f* K J

positive root of the quadratic in r. Substitute the positive

quantity 2 pr for r in the expression which forms the

left-hand member of the quadratic ;
we shall obtain a positive

result if a and b are unequal ;
this shews that p ^ greater

2i (/I ~TK J

than the positive root of the quadratic (Algebra, Art. 339).

Similarly we may establish the result if a + b is negative.

Hence the necessary conditions for a maximum or mini-

mum are fulfilled.

R2
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Since ACSZ
is positive A and C have the same sign,

and that sign is the same as the sign of A + C, and therefore

the same as the sign of

r

If a + 5 is positive this expression is positive or negative

according as r is positive or negative ;
if a + b is negative

it is positive or negative according as r is negative or posi-
tive. Thus we can discriminate between the maximum and
minimum value of u.

Two particular cases which have been excepted above
remain to be noticed,

I. Suppose a, = b. Here we shall have

-T- = 2tf
2
(hx + Tcy a) {hv x (hx + ky a)},

-T- = 2tf
2

(kx + ky a}{kv y (hx + 7cy a)}.
ay

If we suppose hx + ky a = we arrive at the case dis-

cussed in Art. 235, in which there is not strictly a maxi-

mum or minimum. If we take the other factors in -y- and
ax

du ,

-7- and put
dy

hv x (hx + Jcya)=Q and kvy (hx + Jcy a) =0,

we shall obtain

h k
x = --

, y = -- ;

a' y a'

these values will be found to make u a maximum.

The quadratic equation for r, when a= b, has for its roots

a 1
T - OT T = *

h* + V a'

the former value leads to values of x and y which satisfy
hx + Icy a =

;
the latter leads to the values

h Tc

x = , y= -- .

a a

II. Suppose a + J = 0. The original investigation be-

comes inapplicable ;
it may be shewn that the only values of
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x and y which make -y- and -7- vanish are x = Q. w = 0: and
dx ay

these give a minimum value to u.

7. Find the maximum value of x*y* (<oxy).
Result. Maximum when x = 3, y = 2.

8. If u = (2aa; y?} (2by y*}, find its maximum or mini-
mum value.

Result. x = a, y = b, make u a maximum.

9. If u = x* + y* 2x* + kxy 2^
2
, shew that when x = 0, and

y = 0, u is neither a maximum nor minimum
; when

x = v% and y= + */2, u is a minimum.

10. If w =#
4 -

8#
3 + ISy

2-
8y + x3 - 3x2 - Bx, then 3 + 4 V2

is a maximum value of u and 6 4 A/2 is a minimum
value of w.

11. If u = a? + xy +y
z ax by, then ^(ab a? 5

2

) is a
minimum value of u.

12. Divide a number n into three parts, #, y, and 2, such

,, , a?y #3 #3 T n i

that + + ^T-
shall be

O 4

and determine which it is.

,, , a?y #3 #3 T n i

that + + ^T-
shall be a maximum or mmimum,

O 4

/y fti
flj

Result. =
-~^

= - a maximum.

13. If u = xz + y
s + Saxy, then a3

is a maximum value of u.

14. Find the maximum or minimum of x (x* + y
z

] Boxy.

15. Find the maximum or minimum of
j-.

Result. - = V = r:
2 , 72 >

a 6 a + 6

with the upper sign there is a maximum, with the

lower a minimum.

16. If u = *J{(c-x}(c-y)(x + y-c)}, shew that it is a
2c

maximum when x=y= .

o
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17. Shew that -7 5 ^ is a maximum when x = -
,a

c
y -'9 a

18. Shew that a:eirhtsiny has neither a maximum nor a mini-

mum.

19. Find the minimum value of x + y + z, subject to the

condition

?+M-i.x y z

Result. When -^- = -^L
=

-^-
= *Ja + Jb + Jc.

V \o vc

20. Find the minimum value of afy
qz

r

subject to the same
condition as in the preceding Example.

Result. When -^ =^= = p + q + r.

a b c

21. Having given the three sides of a triangle, find a point
within it, such that, if perpendiculars be drawn from
it to the sides, their continued product shall be a
maximum. Shew that straight lines joining this point
with the corners of the given triangle will divide it

into three equal triangles.

22. Find the maximum value of scyz subject to the con-

dition

j, ,, abc
Result. .

23. Determine a point within a triangle, such that the sum
of the squares on the distances from the three sides is

a minimum.

Result. If p, q, r, be the perpendiculars on the sides

a, b, c, respectively, then

p _q _r _ 2 area of triangle

a~b~c
~

a2 + b' + c*
*
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24. Determine a point within a triangle such that the sum
of the squares on the distances from the three angles
is a minimum.

Result. The centre of gravity of the triangle.

25. Through 'a point within a triangle three straight
lines are drawn parallel to the sides dividing the

triangle into three parallelograms and three triangles :

shew that the sum of these triangles is least when the

straight lines are drawn through the centre of gravity
of the triangle.

26. A triangular space is to be diminished by fencing off

the corners, each fence being circular and having the

nearest corner as centre: shew how to leave the

greatest possible central space with a given length of

fence.

Result. The radii of the circular fences are equal.

27. Given the sum of the three edges of a rectangular

parallelepiped, find its form that its surface may be
a maximum.

28. In a given sphere inscribe a rectangular parallelepiped
whose volume is a maximum. Also one whose surface

is a maximum.
Result. A cube.

29. Of all triangles of the same perimeter find that which
will generate the greatest double cone by revolving
about a side.

Result. The fixed side must be two-thirds of each of

the other sides of the triangle.

3'J. A rectangular parallelepiped is so constructed that a

plane which passes through three of its corners, but

through no edge, contains a point whose distances

from the three faces adjacent to one of the other

corners are given. Shew that the shortest diagonal
which such a parallelepiped can have, is (a^ + $ + c^)*>

where a, b, c are the given distances.
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CHAPTER XVI.

MAXIMA AND MINIMA VALUES OF A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL

VARIABLES.

236. LET u = <j>(x, y, z) be a function of three independent
variables, of which we require the maxima and minima values.

By an investigation similar to that in Art. 224,

<f> (x + h, y + If, z + 1)
-

<j> (x, y, z}

j
du ,du jdu
dx dy dz

+ ! i ___!__ i 7.7 u7>7 i 7,7.
r. J_T ~ 5T3T ,-. 73 i W* j.. j^^"/k j ?_ T" ltn/

2 dx' 2 dy* 2 dtf dydz dxdz dxdy

+ K;

where It is a function involving powers and products of h, k, I

of the third degree, which may be expressed for abbrevia-

tion by
l(,d

7
d

7

i^ V^T" + &T"*'l'
[3 [

ax dy

v denoting <
(a; + 0h, y + 6k, z + 6l).

If we make h, k, I small enough, the sign of

,
z + Z)

-
<f) (x, y, z]

will in general depend upon that of the terms involving only
the first powers of h, k, I', hence, to ensure a maximum or

minimum, we must have

du ,du ,jdu_h -y- +K -y- + I -T- = 0,
ax dy az
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and therefore, since h, k, I are independent,

du _ A du _ n du _
-j 0, -y- 0, -j V.
ax dy dz

Let values of x, y, z be found from these equations, and
d2u d"

2u
when these values are substituted in -y- , -5-5 , . . ., let

dx dy
d*u _ . d2u _ p d*u _ ~

~M
=

'

d&
'

dz*
=

'

*

_ ., d su _ , d'*u _ ,

dy dz dx dz dx dy

The sign of

$ (x + h, y + k, z+l}-(j>(x, y, z)

can, with the values of x, y, z just found, be made to depend
on that of

(1).

Hence, that u may have a maximum or minimum value,
the expression (1) must retain the same sign, whatever be the

signs and values of h, k, I comprised between zero and fixed

finite limits. If we put

h = sl, k = tl,

it follows that

As* +B?+ C+2A't+2tfs + 2C'st ............ (2),

must be of invariable sign, whatever be the signs and values

of s and t. Multiply (2) by A, and rearrange the terms
;
then

(AS +&+ C't)
2 + (AB- C'

2

)
e+ 2 (AA -

B'G'} t + AC- B 1*

.................. (3),

must retain an invariable sign.

Hence, (AB- C'
2

) f + 2 (AA' - B' C') t + AC-B'3
must

be incapable of becoming negative ;
therefore

AB C'
2 must be positive, and ............ (4),

(AA-B'CJ less than (AB-C'*} (AC-B*) ...... (5);'

(4) and (5) are the conditions that must be satisfied in order

that u may be a maximum or minimum. Conversely, if they
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are satisfied, u is a maximum or minimum
;
for then (3) is

necessarily positive, therefore (2) has always the same sign as

A, and u is a maximum if A be negative, and a minimum if

A be positive.
Hence the necessary and sufficient conditions for the

existence of a maximum or minimum value of a function u of

three independent variables, are, that the values of x, y, z

drawn from
du = Q

du = Q
du = Q

dx dy dz

d~u d*u f cPu \
should make -r-s -?- -> r~ positive.

dar dy* \dx dy)
J

(d*u d*u tfu tfu V .

and -j-o i T j r- -7 r less than
\ dx dy dz dx dy dx dz)

<Fu d*u _ r tfu V[ (d*u
<j?u _ /_

dy* dx dy } d& dz* d^dz

It follows of course from these conditions, that

, ,, u u u ,, i

and thus
-j z , -j-s , -v-2 must all have the same sign, and u
dx dy cLz

is a maximum if that sign be negative, and a minimum if it

be positive.
From the conditions (4) and (5), we should conjecture by

the principle of symmetry, that BC A'2
will also be positive

if (4) and (5) hold. This is easily verified, for from (5) we
find that

A [ASC+ ZA'B'C' - AA'* - BE'* - CC'*}

is positive, and therefore, since A and B have the same sign,

by (4)

B [ABC+ ZA'B'C' - AA* - BB'Z -
CO'*}

is positive, and therefore

(BB' - AGJ is less than (BO- A'2

) (BA - C'
2

),

from which it follows that BO A3
is positive.
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237. Example. Let u =

du _ yz (ay x*} u (ay x2

)

dx
~
(a+xf(x~+y}

z

(y + z) (z + 1}

~
x (a + x) (x + y)

'

Q . ., , du uxz-*)
similarly, -7-

=

du u (by z")

dz z (y + z) (z + b)

'

Hence, if ay a? = 0, xz y
i = 0, and byz2 = Q,u may be

a maximum or minimum : these equations give

x _y _z _b
a x y z*

*//x v z b\ */b
therefore each of these fractions = A /(-.-.--) or A /- .

/y \a x y z) ^ a

Call this r
;
then

x=ar, y = xr= ar3

,
z =yr = ar

3
.

Proceeding to the second differential coefficients of u, we
have

-r-5
--

/
-

r^
-

N ->

ax x (a + x) (x+ y)

the terms included in the &c. being such as vanish when the

specific values are assigned to x, y, z.

2u 2
Hence A =

o

Similarly B, C, ... can be found, and we shall finally arrive

at the result that u is a maximum.

238. Suppose it required to determine the maxima and
minima values of a function ^> (x, y, z, ...) of m variables,
these variables being connected by n equations, of which the

general form is

Fr (x,y,z,...}^0 (1).

The m variables involved in
<f>

are of course not all inde-

pendent, since by means of the given equations n of them
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may be expressed in terms of the remaining m n. The

simplest theoretical method of investigating the maxima and
minima values of

<f>
would be to express by means of the

given equations the values of n of the variables in terms

of the rest, and to substitute these values in
</>;

thus <

would become a function of m n independent variables,
and we might proceed to ascertain its maxima and minima
values in the manner already given for functions of one, two,
or three independent variables. But this method would be
often impracticable on account of the difficulty of solving the

given equations, and the following method is therefore

adopted.

Suppose x, y, z... all functions of some new variable
t, of

which consequently <f>
becomes a function. Put for shortness

From the n given equations (1) we deduce

dF.^ dF^ d^ Dz+ = o
(3).

By solving the linear equations (3) we can express n of

the quantities Dx, Dy, Dz... in terms of the remaining
m n. Substitute these values in (2), then only m n of the

quantities Dx, Dy, Dz ... remain, and we have a result

which may be written.

where X, Y, Z, ... do not involve any of the quantities

Dx, Dy, Dz, ... Since, consistently with the given equa-
tions, we may consider the m n quantities Dx} Dy, Dz, ...
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to be quite arbitrary, it follows, in the same manner as in

Art. 232, that if
</>

is to be a maximum or minimum, we
must have

Z=0, F=0, Z=0, # = (3).

From these m n equations, combined with the n given

equations, we can find the values of the variables for which

<f> may be a maximum or minimum. To determine whether

< is a maximum or minimum we must express -33?*
From

ctt

(4), with the use of (5), we have

We should then examine whether the above expression
retains an invariable sign, when the specific values of the

variables x, y, z, ... are used, whatever be the arbitrary
values assigned to Dx, Dy, Dz, .... If it does, then

</>
is

a maximum if that sign be negative, and a minimum if it

be positive.

239. The practical solution of any example according to

tne above theory is facilitated by making use of indeterminate

multipliers. Multiply the first of equations (3) by \, the

second by X
2 ,

... the nih
by Xn , the values of X,, X

a ,
... Xn

being at present undetermined. Add the results to (2), then
we may write

dt \dx
1 dx 2 dx 3 dx

.1 dz 2 dz * dz

+ (6).
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If we equate the coefficients of n of the quantities Dx,
Dy,... to zero, we shall arrive at n equations for determining

\, \, ... \n . Substitute these values of \, \,... Xn ,
in the

remaining terms of (6), and - takes the form given in (4) ;

dt

we must therefore equate to zero the coefficients of the re-

maining m n of the quantities Dx, Dy, ... Hence we have
the rule :

"
Equate to zero the coefficients of every one of the

quantities Dx, Dy, ... in (6) ;
the m equations thus found,

together with the n given equations, will enable us to elimi-

nate the n quantities \, \
2 ... Xn ,

and to find the values of

the quantities a, y, z..."

240. The concluding part of the theory in Art. 238, in
72 I

which we are directed to examine the sign of , frequently

becomes in practice excessively complicated. In fact the

examples of this method are generally such as allow us to

predict that a maximum or minimum must exist, and to dis-

pense with the second part of the investigation.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the maximum or minimum value of

subject to the conditions

ax + by + cz I = 0,

ax + b'y + c'z l = Q,

Putting < for a? + y* + z*, we have

dt

Also from equations (1),

aDx + bDy+cDz = 0,

Hence, multiplying equations (2) by \ and X
2 respectively,

we may put
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a + \a') Dx + (2y + \b + \V) Dy

Therefore 2sc+\a + \a' = 0,
|

2y + \b+\b' = 0,
[

............... (3).

2z + \c + \c =
0, J

Multiply equations (3) by a, 6, c, respectively and add
;
then

we have, by (1),

2 +\ (a
2 + 5

2 + c
2

) +\2 (aa + bb'+cc) = ......... (4).

Similarly,

c')=() ....... ..(5).

Equations (4) and (5) determine \ and X
2 ,
and then by (3)

we find x, y, z. Also multiplying (3) by x, y, z, respectively
and adding, we have

X, + \ =
0,

which finds <. This is the solution of the following question
in Geometry of Three Dimensions :

" In the line of inter-

section of two given planes to find the nearest point to the

origin of co-ordinates." From the nature of the question it

is evident there must be a minimum value of <.

2. Determine the greatest quadrilateral which can be
formed with the four given sides a, /3, 7, 8, taken in this

order.

Let x denote the angle between a and ft, y the angle between

7 and 8. The area of the figure is ^ (cc/3sin;c+ 78 sin^),
therefore we may put

<j) (x, y}
=

a/3 sin # + 78 sin?/ ............ (1).

If we draw a diagonal of the figure from the intersection

of /3 and 7 to the intersection of a and 8, we have from the

two different values which can be found for the length of this

diagonal, a
2 + /3

2

2a/3 cos x = 7* + S
2

278 cos y.

Thus a
2 + /S

2 -
2a/3 cos x - 7"

- S
2 + 2y8 cos y = ...... (2).
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From (1) and (2),

-j-
= a/3 cos xDx + 78 cos yDy (3),

= a/3 sin xDx 78 sin yDy (4),

f dd> n ( sin x cos y) ,,

therefore - = a/3^cosaH = -\ Dx (5).
at

{ smy )

Hence, since the coefficient of Dx must vanish,

sin (x + y)
= 0.

Therefore x +y must be zero, or some multiple of TT; the

only solution applicable to the present question is

r i
7

, _ _ />\^ ^ y v \vj.

Hence cos y = cos x : substituting this value of cos y in

equation (2), we have

cosar =

a- -u /r\ a sin r
. Since by (5)

-- = ^- Dx,--
dt

we have, neglecting such terms as vanish, by (G),

c?
2
<f> aj8 cos (x + y]

~-nt=- --
dt* sin y

which, by means of (4) and (6), becomes

sin y \

Hence, since -~ is negative, we have found a maximum
Cat

value of <, namely, when the sum of two opposite angles of

the figure is equal to two right angles.

Thus the quadrilateral must be capable of being inscribed

in a circle.

It may now be shewn that when all the sides of a recti-

lineal figure are given the area is greatest when the figure
can be inscribed in a circle. For let PQ, QR, RS, STrepre-
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sent any four consecutive sides. Then, by what we have

just seen, P, Q, R, 8 must lie on the circumference of a
circle : for otherwise the area could be increased, by leaving
the rest of the figure unchanged, and shifting PQ, QR, RS
until the points P, Q, R, 8 did lie on the circumference of a
circle. Similarly Q, R, S, T must lie on the circumference of

a circle. And this circle is the same as the former circle, for

it is the circle described round the triangle QRS. In this man-
ner we shew that when the area is greatest the figure must
have all its angular points on the circumference of a circle.

Suppose an indefinitely large number of consecutive sides

of the figure to become indefinitely small: then the cor-

responding portion of the boundary of the greatest area be-

comes an arc of the circle of which the remaining sides are

chords. Hence we obtain the following general result : if an
area is to be bounded by given straight rods and strings, the

area is greatest when the strings are all arcs of the same

circle, and the straight rods all chords of that circle.

The following problem is analogous to that which we have
been considering. Required to determine the greatest area

which can be inclosed by a quadrilateral three of whose sides

are given.

Let a, 6, c denote the lengths of the three given sides,

taken in order of contiguity. Let 6 denote the angle between
the sides b and c, and

</>
the angle between the side a and

that diagonal which passes through the angle between a and
6. Then the area of the figure is

- be sin 6 -f
- a \/(b

z + c* 2bc cos 6} sin <.
2 2

This is a function of the two independent variables 6 and
<f> ;

but we can obtain the result which we require without going

through the usual process for finding the maximum value of

a function of two independent variables. For we see that

to ensure the greatest area < must be a right angle. In a

similar manner we might shew that the angle between the

side c and that diagonal which passes through the angle
between 6 and c must also be a right angle. Hence the qua-
drilateral figure must be capable of being inscribed in a circle

of which the side not given must be the diameter.

T. D. C. S
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It may now be shewn that when all the sides of a recti-

lineal figure are given except one, the area is greatest when
the figure can be inscribed in a circle of which the side not

given is the diameter.

For let QR represent the side not given, and PQ an adja-
cent side. Then the whole figure must be capable of being
inscribed in a circle : for otherwise the area could be increased

without changing the length of any side. And the angle

QPR must be a right angle : for otherwise we might leave

PQ and PR unchanged, and by changing QR replace the

triangle PQR by a larger triangle. And since QPR is a right

angle, QR is a diameter of the circle surrounding the figure.

3. Find the maximum and minimum value of u* when

tt
' =aV + &y + cV ..................... (1),

while xa + y*+ z* = 1 ........................ (2),

and Ix + my + nz = ........................ (3).

From (1), (2), and (3), we deduce

Q = a*xDx + tfyDy + c'zDz .................... (4),

0= xDx + yDy + zDz ...................... (5),

0= IDx + mDy +nDz ...................... (6).

Multiply (5) by X, and (6) by \ and add to (4) j
then

equate to zero the coefficients of Dx, Dy, Dz thus

= ..................... (7),

*=o ..................... (8),

c'z +\z + \n = ................ ..... (9).

Multiply (7) by x, (8) by y, and (9) by z, and add : then
by (2) and (3),

Hence
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Therefore, from (7), (8), and (9),

\l<Y 2
.**/ ~~ tj i7 *

U (T

and thus, from equation (3),

3 + 2 + 'J
1

2
= 0.

This equation is a quadratic in u?, from which two values

of w2 can be determined, one of which will be a maximum
and the other a minimum. It is obvious that a maximum
and a minimum value of wa must exist, for sc, y, z, cannot all

vanish simultaneously, and no one of them can be greater than

unity ;
hence wa must lie between the limits and a2 + 6

2 + c
2
.

4. Find the values of x, y, z, when x*yz
z

is a maximum
or minimum, subject to the condition

We have, putting u for

to?yz*Dx + x'JDy + Zx'yzDz = 0,

(iDx Dy ,
u\ 1

-- H r "P.O.
I syt ,, i 01 1

(
x y z )

tfxDx + $by*Dy + 2z*J)z = 0.

4
- + \a*x = 0,x

1- + 3X&J/ 0,

y

i 8 _
z

S2
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Multiply the first of these equations by x, the second by
2v
^ , and the third by z, and add

;
then

therefore X = 4 .

*

TT 2 2 12C
*

I, .3
C
*

4 3C
*

Hence V=
,

&^ =
^> I?'

5. To find the maximum and minimum value of r2 when

r
2

=(*-a)
t + (2/-/3)

2

+(3-7)
1

,

the variables and constants being connected by the equations

=P .- (2),

= p (3),

^=A=^ (4).

[The student who is acquainted with Geometry of Three
Dimensions will see that (1) is the equation to an ellipsoid,
and (2) is the equation to a plane ; a, /3, 7 are the co-ordinates

of the centre of the curve of intersection of the plane and the

ellipsoid, and r is the radius vector drawn from the centre

of this curve to any point of the curve.]

Since j-
2
is to be a maximum or minimum, we have

also from (1) and (2)

at Tim t* /)/

(6),

(7).
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Multiply (6) by X, and (7) by fi, and add to (5) ;
tnen

equate to zero the coefficients of Dx, Dy, and Dz
; thus,

x ct +
Cb

n dti\
c
2

Multiply (8), (9), and (10) by x-a, y-@, and z -

respectively, and add
;
thus by (2) and (3)

,

by (2) and (3)

. y (y
-

ft)
t"~

that is,

Now by (4)

VV V \J HV \S IV tV V I \S '* I V *

thus (11) becomes with the help of (2)

r
2 =

P

Thus (8), (9), and (10) may be written

.(12).

By substituting the values of x, y, and z from these in (2),

we obtain

Ike? (a. fj,T)
mkb* (J3 fim) nfec

3

(7 /in) _
' 2

~

also
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By subtraction

o'P (kp + ]
Pn? (kp + /} cV (kp + t\

\
r aU \ b-mj \

r
c*n) A

* *

Now Tcu 4- '-57 ,
Tcu. + o- > and ku, + -~- are of equal value

or* 6m c AI

by (4) ;
and this value cannot be zero, because then by (12)

we should obtain the inadmissible results x = a, y = /?, 3 = 7.

Hence dividing out we have

a2
/
2

6
2w 2

c
2
/i
8

&a* + r* kb* + r* kc* + r*
~ '

This quadratic will give two values of r2, one will be
the maximum value of r

2 and the other the minimum value.

The product of the values of r
2
will be

and TT times the square root of this product is the area of

the curve of intersection of the ellipsoid and plane ;
hence

taking the positive value of the square root we have for

the area

iralc (o'P + Vm* + cV - p*) */(? + m** + n*)~]

J*

C. Find the maximum or minimum value of u when
u = x?y

3

z*, and 2x + 3y + z = a.

Result.
f-J

is a maximum value.

7. Find the minimum value of u from the equation

the variables being connected by the equation

ax + by + cz + = k.

Result, u = -
g j-j s .

a* + b
2 + c

2 +
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8. Find the minimum value of

Result, x = , y = , 2=1.

9. Find the minimum value of x* + y* -f z*, where xyz = c\

10. If x, y, z are the angles of a triangle, find the values of

x, y, z which make sin"*ic sin"y sinp2; a maximum.

11. Find the maximum or minimum value of xp
y

gz
r
sub-

ject to the condition Ix + my + nz == a. Hence find the

parallelepiped of maximum volume which has for its

three edges the axes of x, y, z, and has the intersection

of its opposite edges in a given plane.

12. If a#2 + bxy + cy^f, and r
2 = #2 + y, shew that the

maximum and minimum values of r
2
are given by the

equation

(J
2 -

4ac) / + 4/(a + c) r
2 - 4/

2= 0.

13. Find the maximum value of

r) 7-
Result. v =

-^?

, 1
=v

14. A given volume V of metal is to be formed into a

rectangular vessel
;
the sides of the vessel are to be

of a given thickness a, and there is to be no lid. De-
termine the shape of the vessel so that it may have a

maximum capacity.

Result. If x, y, and z, are the external length, breadth,
and depth ;

/7_ a*\J a?
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15. If r* = x* + y*+ z*, where

ax9 + fy*+ cz* + 2a'yz + 2b'zx + 2cxy= 1,

and Ix + my + nz = 0,

find the maximum and minimum values of r~.

Result. They are determined by the equation

'

(
a- -5 )

- 2n?6' (6
- -

z J

- 2?wc'
(
c 2

V rV \ rV V P

^'- ZV2- m'b"- n*c'
8 = 0.
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CHAPTER XVlt

ELIMINATION OF CONSTANTS AND FUNCTIONS.

241. WE may make use of differentiation in order to

eliminate from an equation involving variables and constants

one or more of the constants. For example, let

(<,-&)*+ (*-a)
2 -c2=0 ................ (1).

Differentiate tliree times, giving

a = ..................... (2),

From these four equations we may deduce an equation
free from the three constants : we have

dy _ x a

dx~ y b
'

(y-bf (y-b)

dy d*y

y_ _ _dx_dx* _ 3c
2

(a? a)
*- r "(i^ftT

1
"

1

3 '
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242. In general, if we have an equation between x and y
and n arbitrary constants, and we differentiate m times suc-

cessively, we have m + 1 equations between which we can
eliminate m constants, and this will give a result involving

r- and inferior differential coefficients of y. There will
dx
also be n m constants in the resulting equation ;

and as we
can choose at pleasure the m constants we eliminate, we can

form as many resulting equations containing n m constants,
as the number of combinations that can be formed out of

n things taken m at a time
;
that is,

n (n 1) ... (n m + 1)

~w~
Each of these resulting equations is called a differential

dmy
equation of the mth

order, -
being the highest differential

coefficient of y which occurs in it.

When the original equation is differentiated n times suc-

ce'ssively, we have n + 1 equations, between which all the
constants can be eliminated, giving us a differential equation
of the wtb order.

243. If we recur to the example in Art. 241, we have
for one of the three differential equations of the first order,

If we find a from this equation in terms of x, y, b, and

~
,
and substitute in the given equation, we obtain another

G3s

differential equation of the first order. If we find b in terms

of x, y, a, and -~-
,
and substitute in the given equation, we

obtain the remaining differential equation of the first order.

The three differential equations of the second order which
can be obtained by combining equations (1), (2), and (3) of

Art. 241, are
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dx

It will be found on trial, that if we take any one of the

differential equations of the first order, and differentiate twice,
we shall obtain the same result if we eliminate the two
constants involved in these three equations, as we have

already found in equation (5) of Art. 241. Also, if we
take any one of the differential equations of the second order,

differentiate once, and eliminate the constant involved in

these two equations, we shall still arrive at the equation (5)

of Art. 241.

244. The process by which, as in the preceding Article,

we may deduce differential equations by differentiation and
elimination of constants, has not in itself much interest or

value. But the method of passing from the differential

equations to the primitive equation from which they were

deduced, forms a most important branch of mathematics. In

fact* all investigations in physical science lead to differential

equations, which must be solved before we can be said to

understand the subject we are considering. We do not

enter here on the solution of differential equations, but it

is usual, in treatises on the Differential Calculus to devote

some space to the consideration of the formation of such

equations by elimination, as this process throws light on the

methods to be adopted for their solution.
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245. Not only constants may be eliminated, but functions.

Suppose, for example,
- y = sin x

;

then j^ = cos x
ax

= V(i-2/
2

);

therefore v
a+ I ~r ) 1 = 0.

Vaay

Hence the function sin x has been eliminated.

Again, let

therefore -^-
=

f
1 -f tan

2
(x + y}}\ 1 + -r\C1T \ ft "7* I

Hence tan (x + y) has been eliminated.

In these examples given functions have been eliminated :

we proceed to cases in which unknown functions are elimi-

nated.
'

fx\
246. Suppose z =

<j> (

-
)

,
where

<f>
denotes some function

the form of which is not given, and which is therefore called

an arbitrary function. The variables x and y are supposed
independent.

Put -=*: then
y

therefore x ^- + y -r = 0.
oic *

ay
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Hence this last equation is true whatever be the form of

the function
<f> ;

for example, if z = log (
-

)
,
or z = sin -

,
or

fx\
m

z = (
-

,
in each case we have that equation subsisting.

247. Suppose u =
<f> (v), where u and v are known func-

tions of x
t y, and z, but the form of

<f>
is not given. The

variables x and y are supposed independent. If we differen-

tiate both members of the equation with respect to x and y
successively, we have

du du dz i'/\ (dv dv dz
]

dx
+

~dz dc
= $ W

[tic

+
dz dx]

'

du dudz , . . (dv dv-dz

Therefore, whatever be the form of <,

/du du dz\ /dv dv dz\ _ /du du dz\ fdv dv dz

\dx dz dx) \dy dz dyj \dy dz dy) \dx dz dx

In other words we have eliminated the arbitrary func-

tion <.

248. Suppose

two known functions of x, y, z, which enter into an equation.

F {#, y, z, <px (otj), ^faOl == ^ \^)'

<j and <f>3 being arbitrary functions. If we form the equations

f =
. f"> W-

= 0, -,-,='
dx* dx dy dy*

we introduce the unknown functions

and these, with ^(a,), and
<^2 ( 8),

form six quantities to be
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eliminated between the six equations (1), (2), (3). This
cannot generally be effected. Proceeding to the equations

d3F d*F
-7-3- = 0, -3-5-3-

= 0, , , a
=

0, -J-J- =0... (4),
do? dx2

dy dxdy* dy*

we shall introduce only two new unknown functions, namely
$"' (

a
i)

an(^ &" (<**)
Hence we can obtain by elimination an

equation between z and its partial differential coefficients with

respect to y and x of the third order inclusive, which will

be free from the functions $,(2,) and
<f>2 (a2)

and their derived

functions. Since we have ten equations and eight quantities
to be eliminated, two resulting equations can generally be

obtained.

249. We say that generally, in the case supposed in the

preceding Article, we cannot eliminate the arbitrary functions

by proceeding as far as the second derived equations. Cases
however occur, in which, owing to the forms of a, and o

2 ,
this

elimination can be effected
;
for example, suppose

fa(x- ay).

Here ^ = </ (x + ay) +& (x
-

ay] ,

dz

72

=aW (x + ay) + <&' (x
-

ay) ;

-j
= a -j-s .

dy
1 dx

250. Suppose we have an equation between three vari-

ables of the form

involving n arbitrary functions ^>,, </>2 ,
......

<f>n of the n known

functions a
1? c'2 , ...... respectively.
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If we proceed in the manner of Art. 248, and deduce
from this equation all its derived equations up to those of the

7/i
th order inclusive, we shall obtain

1+2 + 3+4+ (m+1)
. , . . (m+1) (ra+2) !

equations, that is ^ equations.
a

The 'number of unknown functions will be (ra+l)n, and

therefore, that we may be able to eliminate the arbitrary

functions, we must have generally

greater than (m + 1) n,

therefore greater than n
;

therefore m = 2n 1 at least.

If m = In 1, the number of equations will be w (2n + 1),

and the number of functions to be eliminated, 2n
2

; hence,
there will be generally n resulting equations.

251. Suppose however that theknown functions a
1? 2 ,...aM ,

are all the same function
;
we shall find that it will be suffi-

cient to proceed to the derived equations of the nih order

inclusive, in order to be able to eliminate the arbitrary func-

tions. For let

F[x, y, z, <j (a), <
a (a), ^>n (^)}=0;

differentiate with respect to x and y ;
thus

dF_ dFdz^ dF
(da. dadz^

(jL$s (/.- ClJG CtCf. \ClJ5 Ct% (tOC

dF dF dz dF
(da didz\_

dy dz dy dz \dy dz dy)

Eliminate r-
;
thus

dF dF dz di didz
I i

dx dz dx dx dz dx

_

dy dz dy dy dz dy
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This result involves only the same arbitrary functions as

the original equation, namely,

it also involves -j- and -y- ;
we may denote it by

dz

dy'
^' &^' ......

Differentiate this equation with respect to x and y as

before
;
thus we obtain another result which involves only

the same arbitrary functions as the original equation. By
continuing the process until we introduce the differential

coefficients of z of the nth
order, we find that we have on the

whole n+ 1 equations, from which the n arbitrary functions

may be eliminated.

252. Suppose we have two equations of the form

F{x, y, z, a, &(a), <k(a), ...... <()} = 0,

f{x, y, z, a, <k(a)> <, ...... ()}
=

0,

where a is an unknown function of x, y, and z, and fa ,
<

2 , ...<

denote arbitrary functions
;
and let it be required to eliminate

a and the arbitrary functions of a. In this case also we shall

find that it will be sufficient to proceed to the derived equa-
tions of the n.

th order inclusive.

As in the preceding Article we differentiate the first equa-
tion and thus obtain

dF dF dz da dxdz_
dx dz dx dx dz da .

dF "d^
dy dz dy dy dz dy

But as a is not a known function the right-hand member of

(1) is not a known function. But from the second of the

given equations we obtain in the same manner

dot. dadz df df dz

dx dz dx _ d -

dz. dx ,

Q
.

da. da. d,z~ df df dz
..... "

(
~ )]

dy dz dy dy dz dy
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so that we can replace the right-hand member of (1) by the

right-hand member of (2). Hence, as in the preceding Article,

we obtain a result which we may write

T~T I
l*2? G/& I / \ I / \ I / \ s\

>z> '

~
' *' ' '

...... n
=

Differentiate this again and make use of (1) or of (2) ;
thus

we obtain another result involving only the same arbitrary

quantities. By continuing the process until we introduce the

differential coefficients of z of the nth
order, we find that we

have on the whole n + 2 equations from which we may elimi-

nate a and the n arbitrary functions of a.

253. As an example of the preceding, suppose only one

arbitrary function <(). The given equations become

f{x,y,z, a, </>(a)}
=

0,

F{x, y, z,a, (a)}
= 0.

Differentiate each with respect to x and y. We thus have

six equations, from which we may eliminate

da dot. . , N

*'dx' djj'
^^

leaving one equation between

dz , dz
x, y, z, -j- , and -7- .'

dx' dy

254. The conclusions obtained in Arts. 251, 252 are

due to Dr Salmon
;
see his Geometry of Three Dimensions,

Chapter xn. It had been usual to overestimate . the num-
ber of derived equations which are necessary in order to

effect the elimination in Art. 252. Suppose, for example, there

are two arbitrary functions so that

F{x,y, z, a, <, fa (a)}
= 0,

then it might appear that by forming the derived equations up
to the second order inclusive, as in Art. 248, we should obtain

T. D. C. T
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twelve equations, but have twelve quantities to eliminate,

namely

da di d*a tfa. d*a

dx' dy
y

dx*' dxdy' dy"

But the fact is that by adopting the method of Art. 252,
we have fa (a) and fa (a) occurring in such a way that they

disappear together in our elimination of -y- and -4- . Hence

it happens that we are able to effect the required elimination

without proceeding beyond the derived equations of the second

order.

255. In particular cases the elimination may be effected

without proceeding to so many differentiations as the general

theory indicates. Suppose, for example, that we have three

arbitrary functions, we should generally have to form the de-

rived equations of the third order by Art. 252. But if the

three arbitrary functions are so related, that

the given equations take the form

.*>,</, *,,<, fa (), fa" (a)} =0,

/ [x, y, z, a, fa (a), fa' (a), fa" (a) }
=

j

and by proceeding as far as the second derived equations, we
obtain twelve equations and eleven quantities to be eliminated.

namely
dy. da d za d*a d*ot.

dx
'

dy' dx*
'

dy*
'

dxdy'

fa(], fa' (a), fa" (a), fa" (a], fa"" (a).

Thus we can deduce one resulting equation involving x,

y, z, and partial differential coefficients of z up to those of the

second order inclusive.
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256. "We will give one case in which more than three

variables are involved. Suppose

F{u,x,y,z,$(a,&}} = Q .................. (1),

in which
<j> (a, /3) designates an arbitrary function of the two

quantities a and /?, which are themselves both known func-

tions of u, x, y, and z. If we differentiate (1) with respect
to each of the independent variables x, y, z, we obtain three

equations

*?-0 ^-0 ^-0 (21& '

dy
~' dz~

............... (2) '

In these equations, besides the arbitrary function
<f>,

we

have its two derived functions -2- and -^ . Hence, between
da. dft

the four equations (1) and (2), we shall be able to eliminate
the three arbitrary functions, and arrive at an equation in-

du du , du
,*,y,z, , ,

and .

EXAMPLES.

1. Eliminate the constant from

xy-c=(x + y] (c-1).

Result. (

2 + a;+l)+/ + + 1=0.

2. Eliminate e* and cos x from

y & cos x = 0.

3. If of* 2ay a* 5 = 0, shew that

x^_dy = Q
da? dx

4. If y = ae* sin nx, shew that

T2
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5. If y = a sin x + b cos x, then

6. Eliminate the exponentials from

xy = ae
x + be~

x
.

Remit. x
<jjji

7. Eliminate the constants from

y
3 + foe

2 = a.

Rewlt. ey^ +
S. Eliminate the constants and exponentials from

9. If (x+y) (c+ log x)
= xf, then

dv *

10. Eliminate a and 6 from

a

Result. a?+2x-
do? dx

11. EHminate the constants from the equation

12. If - - - =/ (
- -

-} , shew that
z x J

\y xj

-dz dz a

-j- + y -j-
= z

dx y
dy
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13. If log z = (f> (ay + bx)+^ (ay
-

Ix), then

dz

^ \ Tt X+U J. f \ At. UH US Z
14. It z = e"<b (x + y), then -= -^-

= .

dx dy x+y

15. If z
tj> (e* sin y), then sin y -j-

= cos y -j- .

^ /^V- 2-^- -i- /" Y - oa
a; dy dy* \dx)

17.
x mz

, dz , * dz

18. Eliminate the arbitrary functions from

z = x$ (ax + by] + yty (ax + by}.

n 7^ 2^2 ^ r d*z
. ud*z .

Result, a* -j-z
- 2ab -jj- + o

2

^-2
= 0.

' *

19. Eliminate the arbitrary and exponential functions from

'

7i c?
2w , ,

du
,
d*u

Result, -j-f
= n w + 2w j- + -j-j.ax ay ay

20. Eliminate the circular and logarithmic functions from

(1) y = sin logic, (2) y = log sin a;.

. (i) *' + * +y=o, (
2
)

!
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21. If z =
*

+ < (- + logy] , then
2 \X J

dz ,dz

ydy
+x

dx
= y-

22. Eliminate the functions from y = xf(z)+(f>(z).

Result. The same as in Example 16.

23. If z + mx + ny =f{ (x
-

a}
3 + (y

-
&)* + (z

-
c)*}, then

{y-l-n(z-c}}-^-{x-a-m(z-c)}-^
= n(x-a}-m(y-l}.

24. If z = x2

(ax + by) + <j> (y
3 + a*) + ^ (y*

-
x'},

1 d*z 1 <Fz l_dz 1_
dz _ 3a bx

tlien a ~7 a
~~

~3 7 2
"~"

3 ~~T~ "l" 3 ~T~ ~~
"l 3 *

a; a 2

#
3

ay .or AB ^ ay a; y

25. If s =
<j> {x +/(y)}, then

dxdy dx dy dx*

26. Eliminate the arbitrary functions from

' 2i*
\x +y*J

^*3 S<?*^& -y ^.
27. If w + # + 2; = xs

f {x (u y), sc(y z}}, then

du . .du, .du

28. If u=<}>{F(y*-xz}, f&jt-?j.-t)t,
then

dy
y dz dt

~
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29. If u= xyz.F{f1 (x
2 +f + z^ > /a (xy + xz+yz)}, then

. du . du . .du

so y

30. Eliminate z from the equations

Result. 20 (a?, y)
=

31. Eliminate the arbitrary functions from

32. Shew how to eliminate the n arbitrary functions from
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CHAPTER XVIII.

TANGENT AND NORMAL TO A PLANE CURVE.

257. DEFINITION. Let P, Q, be two points on a curve,
and suppose a straight line drawn through them

;
the limit-

ing position of this straight line, as Q moves along the curve
and approaches indefinitely near to P, is called the tangent
to the curve at the point P.

JUl Cr

To find the equation to the tangent at a given point of

a curve.

Let x, y, be the co-ordinates of the given point P,
x + Ace, y + Ay, the co-ordinates of another point Q on the

curve.

Then x, y y being current co-ordinates, we have for the

equation to the straight line PQ,

y - y =9 '
y- ,,

(x -v

that is, y'-y^^ ('-)

Now let Q approach indefinitely near to P; the limit of
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-r-^ is ~, and the equation to the tangent at P is
Aa; dx

258. DEFINITION. The normal to a curve at any point is

a straight line draWn through that point at right angles to

the tangent at that point.
To find the equation to the normal at any point of a curve.

Since the equation to the tangent at the point (x, y) is

the equation to the normal at the same point is

dx

supposing the axes rectangular.

259. Let the tangent and normal at the point P meet the

axis of x at the points T and G respectively ;
draw the ordi-

nate PM
;
then

MT is called the subtangent,

MG is called the subnormal.

MP
Now -^= the tangent of PTx

_
dx'

therefore - = .

dy
"
ay

dx

Also - = tangent of GPM tangent of PTx

therefore MG =y -/ .y dx
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In these expressions for the subnormal and subtangent,
it is to be observed that the subtangent is measured from M
towards the left, and the subnormal is measured from M
towards the right. If in any curve y

-~ is a negative quantity,
CKC

it indicates that G lies to the left of M, and, as in that case

doc

y ,- is also negative, 2* lies to the right of M.

260. In the equation to the tangent put y = 0, then

, da;
/y . /y __ A/ _JU JU U -, .9

dy
this therefore is the value of OT.

Similarly, if we put x =
0, we find

which gives the ordinate of the point where the tangent
meets the axis of y.

261. The length of the perpendicular from the origin on

the tangent is, by the usual formulae of analytical geometry,

dy

dx

262. If the equation to a curve be given in the form

$ (x> y}
=

>
we nave

j by Art. 177,

dy _ \dxj

dx

Thus the equation to the tangent becomes

, , . fd<j>\ . , . fd<f>

V-^^+K-**
and the equation to the normal becomes
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The length of the perpendicular on the tangent from the

origin is, neglecting the sign,

x

263. It is sometimes convenient to determine a curve by
the two equations

so that oc and y are both functions of a variable t, by elimi-

nating which between the given equations, a result of the

usual form y f (x) may be obtained! With this supposition,
we have

dy

dy _ dt

dx dx'

Hence the equation to the tangent becomes

('-} -fo'-*^* y} dt (x X] dt
'

and the equation to the normal becomes

/ / \ dy .
, .dx<-)--(-) 5 .

In the figure we have supposed the axes rectangular;
if they are oblique no change is made either in the inves-

tigation of the equation to the tangent or in the result. But
the equation to the normal is

dy
1 + cos o> -,-

t dx i .

y -y=--%~ (* -*).
COS (0 + ~-

dx

where ta is the angle of inclination of the axes.

264. Example (1). The general equation to a curve of

the second order is

Ay* + 2Bxy +Cx*+ 2Dy + 2Ex +F= 0.
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Hence, by Art. 262, the equation to the tangent at the

point (re, y) is

(y'-y]

which reduces by means of the given equation to

Example (2). Suppose the equation to the curve to be

f dy a -
f v

therefore -^-
- e = -

:

ax c c

and the equation to the tangent becomes

The subtangent MT=
j-

=
c, and is therefore constant in

dx

this curve which is called the logarithmic curve.

Example (3). The equation to the logarithmic spiral is

dy ^ / dyx -

therefore
dy

and the equation to the tangent is
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Example (4). Suppose that the equation (j>(x,y)
=

Q, or

u = 0, can be put in the form

where vn , v^, ...... are homogeneous functions of the degree
n, n 1, ...... respectively; hence

dx dx dx

du _ dvn dvn_l

dy dy dy

and the equation to the tangent is

But by the property of homogeneous functions (see

Example 3 at the end of Chapter VIII.)

dvn ,

dvn

y^ +x
dx

=nv
>

dv... dv... , ,.

Hence the equation to the tangent becomes

, /

\

^ '"
dy dy

'"
\dx dx

or, since vn + v^ + v._2 . . . + v
t
+ v = 0,

, fdvn dv^ ,

\ ,/dvn dvn_ \

y (-J- + 7-^ + ...... )+x -j- + j
^ + ......

1

\dy dy ) \dx dx J

+ + 2y - + ... + n - 1 + nv = 0.
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Example (5). Determine a point in a given curve so that

the area of the triangle formed by the tangent at that point
and the co-ordinate axes may be a maximum or a minimum.

By Art. 260, the area varies as the product of

dx dyx v-r
,
and u x-^-:

dx

then we require the maximum or minimum value of u,

It will be found that

/ dy\ dy \d*y
(y-x-j'-} [x-f- 4- y j^
V
7

dx) \ dx y
J dj?du

dx

v
Now, as we shall see in Chapter XXI., where

-y^
=

0,

the curve has in general a singular point called a point of

inflection. Where y x
-j-
=

0, the tangent passes throughdx
the origin and the area in question vanishes. It will be often
obvious when any particular curve is considered, that nei-
ther of these exceptional cases can hold. We have then

(ill

&-f-+y
= Q as the condition which determines the point

required.

When x
-jt +y

=
0, we have, by Art. 260,

x = 2x, and y = 2y.

Hence in general when the area is a maximum or a mini-

mum the portion of the tangent between the axes is bisected

at the point of contact. It will in general be obvious from
the figure in the case of any particular curve whether the

area is a maximum or minimum.
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265. If the equation to a curve be given in the form

F(x,y)-c = Q,

the equation to the tangent at the point (x, y} }
will be

/JTf /JTT

V-rtf+^-jf-o
............... CD;

and the equation to the normal

, , v dF . , . dF , .

If we consider x, y ,
as constant, equation (1) combined

with F(x,y} = c, will give the co-ordinates of the points
where the tangents drawn from the point (x, y'} meet the

curve represented by F (x, y)
= c

;
and equation (2) combined

with F (x, y)
= c will give the co-ordinates of the points

where the normals drawn from the point (x, y'} meet the

curve represented by F (x, y}
= c.

Since the equations (1) and (2) are independent of c, they
will represent the geometrical loci of the points where the

curves which we obtain by ascribing different values to c in

the equation F(x, y}
=

c, are met by their tangents or their

normals respectively, which pass through the point (x, y'}.

Thus, if we want to draw tangents from the point (x, y") to

any one of the curves F (x, y] =c, we must construct the

curve

and determine where it intersects the particular curve

F(x, y)
= c which we are considering ; join the point or

points of intersection with the point (of, y'} and we have
the required tangent or tangents. Similarly, we may draw
normals from (x

r

, y'} to any one of the curves F (x, y}
= c.

EXAMPLES.

1. In the curve y (x
-

1) (x
-

2)
= x - 3, shew that the tan-

gent is parallel to the axis of x at the points for which

x = 3 V2.
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2. In the curve y
3 = (x af (xc), shew that the tangent

is parallel to the axis of x at the point for which

3. In the curve x*y*
= a3

(x*\- y}, the tangent at the origin is

inclined at an angle of 135 to the axis of a:.

4. In the curve x2

(x + y)
= a2

(x y), the equation to the

tangent at the origin is y = x.

5. In the curve x% + y
* = a^ find the length of the perpen-

dicular from the origin on the tangent at (x, y) ;
also

find the length of that part of the tangent which is

intercepted between the two axes.

Results. (1) U(aayy)\ (2) a.

6. If c
x , yl}

be the parts of the axes of x and y intercepted

by the tangent at the point (x, y} to the curve

7. Shew that all the curves represented by the equation

V-*
different values being assigned to n, touch each other

at the point (a, b).

8. In the curve y
n = a?~

l

x, express the equation to the

tangent in its simplest form
;
and determine the value

of n when the area included between the tangent and
the co-ordinate axes is constant.

9. If the normal to the curve x% + y% = a$, make an angle <f>

with the axis of x, shew that its equation is

y cos < x sin
<f>
= a cos 2<.
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] 0. Find at what angle the curve y*
= 2ax cuts the curve

x3 -
3axy + y

3 = 0.

Results. The curves meet at the origin ;
here the

first curve has the axis of y for its tangent, and the

second curve has both the axes for tangents. The
curves also meet at the point x= a 1/2, y = a ^/4 ;

and
here they meet- at an angle whose cotangent is ^/4.

#2 ty
2

11. Tangents are drawn to the ellipse -2+f2 =l, and the
Cv Cf

circle x* + y* az = Q, at the points where a common
ordinate cuts them: shew that if c be the greatest
inclination of these tangents

, a-b
tan < = . ,. .

2 y\ao)

12. If tangents be drawn from a point (h, K) to the curve

fx\
3

/y\
3

whose equation is (-1 +(r) =
1, an ellipse whose

\aj \bj

serniaxes are air] , and 6
[ T j

will pass through the
\n/ \kj

points of contact.

/ x\
13. Shew that all the points of the curve y

2 = 4a ( x + a sin -
]

at which the tangent is parallel to the axis of x lie on
a certain parabola.

14. The normal to a parabola at any point P is produced
to meet the directrix at Q, and the tangent at P meets
the directrix at R : find (1) when QR is a minimum,
(2) when the triangle PQR is a minimum.

Results. (l)o:
= -, (2) x = -

;
where y*

= iaoc is
o O

the equation to the parabola.

T. D. c.
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CHAPTER XIX.

ASYMPTOTES.

2G6. SUPPOSE one or more of the branches of a curve to

extend to an infinite distance from the origin, and that at

successive points of such a branch we draw tangents. Then
two different cases may exist with respect to the directions of

these tangents ; they either, as we pass from point to point

along the curve, approach some definite limit or they do not.

And with respect to the position of these tangents, two cases

are possible ;
the intercepts cut from the axes of co-ordinates

either tend to a finite limit or they do not. If the direction

has a limit, and one or both of the intercepts a limit, there

exists a straight line towards which the successive tangents

continually approach. Such a straight line is called an

asymptote to the curve
;
hence we have the definition which

follows.

267. DEFINITION. An asymptote to a curve is the limit-

ing position of the tangent when the point of contact moves
to an infinite distance from the origin.

To find whether a proposed curve has an asymptote, we

must first ascertain if
-j-

has a limiting value as we proceed

to an infinite distance from the origin. If it has not there ia

generally no asymptote. If -J- has a limiting value, we must

then ascertain if the intercept on the axis of x, which by
ft fj*

Art. 260 is xy-j-, has a limiting value. Suppose it has,

and let it be denoted by c while JM denotes the limit of
-j- ,

then y p^x c) is the equation to an asymptote.
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268. If -~ increases without limit, and at the same time
OX

doc

xy, has a finite limit, we have an asymptote parallel to
ay

the axis of y.

Also we may have an asymptote when the limit of

fi'J*

x y-.- is infinite, namely in the case where the limit of

-,- is zero, and the limit of y x-~, which is the interceptdx dx
on the axis of y, is finite. The asymptote is then parallel to

the axis of x.

269. We will now take some simple examples.

(1) The equation to the parabola is y'*=lax\ so that

we have y = 2 Vaic
;
therefore j i A /- > hence, when

((tC y sc

x increases indefinitely the limit of -,- is zero; but

y x-~=(2 ^lax *Jax] = + ^/ax, which has no finite limit.

Therefore there is no asymptote.

b*

(2) The equation to the hyperbola is y*= ^ (a;

2 a2

) ;
so

ft

that we have y=-*J(x*c?}; therefore ->
= + -..

dx xs -a3
cf dy ,and x y-r =x =

. Hence the limit of -f- when17

dy x x dx
h fjy*

x is infinite is + -
, and the limit ofx y-r is 0. There-~

a ^
dy

fore y = - x is the equation to one asymptote ;
and y = x

a a,

is the equation to another asymptote.
3

(3) Suppose y= -
-^ +c to be the equation to a curve, then

(xo)
di/ 2a3

.,.. dx x k c(x b}
3

we have -r-
=

-, TTT> and xy'-j- =x + h -
, .

dx (x-b)
3> y

dy 2 2a3
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As x approaches b, y and increase without limit. The
dx

limit of x y -,- is b, and, by Art. 268, there is an asymp-
ay

tote parallel to the axis of y, having for its equation x = b.

270. An asymptote may also be defined as a straight line,

the distance of which from a point in a curve diminishes with-

out limit as the point in the curve moves to an infinite distance

from the origin.

Suppose y = px + ft

the equation to a straight line, and

y = px + ft + v

the equation to a curve, then if v diminish without limit as

x and y increase without limit, the straight line will be an

asymptote to the curve. For if x, y, be the co-ordinates of

a point in the curve, the perpendicular distance of that point
from the straight line is

y fix ft'
ir

i *

and this diminishes without limit when x and y increase

without limit.

271. That the two definitions of an asymptote lead in

general to the same results may be seen by considering differ-

ent examples, or by the following proof. Let y = ^x + ft + v

be the equation to a curve, where /A and ft are constants, and
v diminishes without limit as x and y increase without limit.

From the given equation

X

Hence u, is the limit of
"
when x and y increase without

a;

limit. But, by Art. 148,

dy

the limit of - = the limit of or -f- .

x ax
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Also /3 is the limit of y \LX ;
but

/j,
= the limit of ^- ;

therefore in general /3
= the limit of y -'

r- x. Hence the

equation to the tangent to the curve at the point (x, y),
which is

becomes, when x and y are indefinitely increased,

that is, the equation to the asymptote found according to the

first definition is the same as the equation found according to

the second definition.

272. We say in the last Article that in general the limit

y p,x
= the limit of y

the equation to a curve is

of y p,x
= the limit of y -jf

x. Suppose, for example, that

therefore - = A H - + ;,

x xx
Hence a = the limit of - = A, and

T*

w-iiaj5+-.
x

A i G/'lf i Cv

Also ~ = A 5-
/y /y <>*
vvt^/ *O

therefore w ~ x = B-\ .

cfx a?

Here y -j-x
and y px have the same limit, namely 5.

j. _j a + sin 05

But suppose y = Ax + B-\ .

Here, as before, p = A.
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,-,
a + sin x

Also y [J>x
= f-\ .

x

fit i r*r\& if*

And dy _ . cos x a + sin x

dx x x*

dy ~ 2 (a + sin x)
therefore y -,

- x = B cosaH .

dx x

Here we cannot assert that y fix and y --JL
x have the

same limit : the limit of the former is B, but the latter cannot
be said to have a limit, on account of the term cos x, which
does not tend to any limit as x increases indefinitely. In
this case the curve

_ a + sin x
y=Ax+B+ x

has an asymptote according to the definition of Art. 270,

namely, y = Ax + B, but not according to the definition of

Art. 267.

The demonstration in Art. 270 might, of course, start

with the equation x = py + /? + v
;
so that, should the asymp-

tote be parallel to the axis of y, by taking the second form
we avoid having p, infinite.

273. We have hitherto confined ourselves to rectilinear

asymptotes ;
we now extend the definition to curvilinear

asymptotes.

DEFINITION. When the difference of the ordinates of two
curves corresponding to a common abscissa diminishes without

limit, or the difference of the abscissas corresponding to a
common ordinate diminishes without limit, as we pass from

point to point along either curve, each curve is said to be an

asymptote to the other.

Hence, if the equation to a curve can be put in the form

BI B
a
B

9
11 w ^ <T^

* * **
.' */ **/

then y = A xn + Ap*'
1 + ...+A^x + An
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is the equation to a curve which is an asymptote to the
former. So also is

y =A xn +A 1
xn~1 + ...+An_l

x + A n +-',x

7? 7?
and i/

=A xn +A
1
xn-l + ...+A a_1

x +An+ - + -?,X *C

and so on.

Example. Find asymptotes to the curve

a? -
acy* + ay* = 0.

Here tf=- \ therefore y = +x-a' ~ x - a

As x approaches the value o, both y and
-^-

increase

without limit, and x = a is the equation to a rectilinear

asymptote.

Putting y in the form oc(l --
) ,

and expanding by
\ *c/

the Binomial Theorem, we have

Hence y= *+a are *ne equations to two rectilinear

asymptotes. We may obtain as many curvilinear asymptotes
as we please by making use of the series in (1). For example,

-are the equations to two asymptotic curves of the second

order. The student will remember that by Art. 114 we

may use the Binomial Theorem in the above Example as a

true arithmetical expansion when
- is less than unity, which
C

will certainly be the case when as is increased indefinitely.
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274. The following method will furnish the rectilinear

asymptotes with great readiness in many cases. Suppose
the equation to a curve, F(x, y}

=
0, to be such that F(x, y)

is the sum of different homogeneous functions of x and y, so

that the equation may be put in the form

ft] +x
q

x (-} + ... =0 ......... (1),
\xj

^
\xj

where n, p, q, are arranged in descending order of magnitude.
For example, every rational integral algebraical equation
between x and y can be put in this form. From (1) we have

x \x/ x

Now in finding an asymptote we must first by Art. 271

y
ascertain the limit of when x and y are infinite. If we

x
call that limit p,,

and suppose it to be finite, we have from (2)

- 0.

Let /*, be a value of p, obtained from this equation; we
have next to find the limit of y ^x. Put y ^x = /3,

then from (2)

But, by Art. 92,

since
<f> (JJL^)

= 0.

Thus (3) becomes
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In equation (4) let x be supposed to increase indefinitely,

then we shall have different results depending on the value

ofp.

If p be greater than n 1 the value of /3 is infinite, and

there is no asymptote for the root /z x
of the equation

<(/*)
= 0.

If p be equal to n 1 and
(f> (/it)

be not zero, the limit of

/3 is T,/\ ;
and the equation to an asymptote is

9 UV

If p be fess than n 1 and 0' (/^) be not zero, the limit of

/3 is and the equation to an asymptote is

y = w-
In the last case the equations

y = A*, </> OK)
=

o,

give for determining the asymptotes

hence when the equation to a curve can be exhibited in such
a form that the sum of a number of homogeneous functions is

zero, and the degree n of the highest of these functions ex-

ceeds by more than unity the degree of any of the others,

all the asymptotes in general pass through the origin and

may be found by equating to zero the homogeneous function

of the nth
degree. We say in general because there is the

limitation that
*j> (//.J

is not to be zero
;
that is, by the theory

of equations <f> (p,}
= must not have equal roots.

275. We will now consider the case in which
<'(/ij) is

zero.

First suppose p equal to n 1.

If
T/T (ftj is not zero /3 becomes infinite, and there is no

asymptote for the root
/*,

of the equation (/i)
= 0. But if

= the value of ft becomes indeterminate.
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Suppose in this case q n 2, so that equation (3) of

Art. 27 -i gives

Since <
(yu-J

= and 0' (/U.J
= 0, we have, by Art. 92,

also
x

Substitute these values in the equation above, multiply by
a?, and then proceed to the limit, and we have for determining
the limiting values of ft, the quadratic equation

If the values of ft be possible, we thus obtain two parallel

asymptotes.
If this quadratic assume an indeterminate form, we may

proceed in the same manner to form a cubic equation in ft.

In the case where
<f>' (/it,)

is zero and
-\|r (/it)

is not zero,
there is no rectilinear asymptote for the root

yu.,
of the equation

<f) (//,)
= 0, as we have already stated at the beginning of this

Article. In this case we may in general obtain a parabolic

asymptote, as we will now shew.

By Art. 92, since $ (/*J
=

0, and
tj> (/^)

=
0,

1/3
2

:

2^2<3

Hence equation (3) of Art. 274 becomes

as a; increases indefinitely this equation approaches to the

, 1ft
3

-drfa) L ft (

form ^ = -
T/;7

1

\, so that = J"
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Hence wo have a parabolic asymptote determined by the

equation

that isis,

Next suppose jp less than w 1 .

Then since
<j>' (^,)

= equation (4) of Art. 274 will not de-

termine* /3 ;
and instead of this equation we have ultimately

in the manner just shewn

If n p = 2, we obtain

f fa)
'

so that if ty (/LtJ
and

</>" (/z,)
are of different signs we have two

possible values of /3, and therefore two parallel asymptotes
which are equidistant from the origin.

If n p is not equal to 2, we have a curvilinear asymp-
tote determined by the equation

276. We have assumed in Article 274, that the limit of

'- is finite; if it be not, the limit of - will be zero, and we
x y
must examine if there exists an asymptote parallel to the
axis of y. This can generally be easily ascertained in any
particular example. Or we may put the given equation in

the form

and proceed as above,

277. If a curve be given by an algebraical equation we
may determine the asymptotes which are parallel to the
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axis of y thus. Arrange the equation according to powers
ofy ; suppose it to be

?"/(*) + y
n
~*A () +*"-'/.() + ... = o,

where a, /9, ... are all positive, then the asymptotes parallel to

the axis of y will be given by the real roots of the equation

For the equation to the curve may be written

J \ I '

yO. yP

and it is obvious that this is satisfied by supposing y oo and

f(x) = Q; and that when y is oo no other value of x except
those derived from/" (#)

= will satisfy it. Hence the asymp-
totes parallel to the axis of y are found by equating to zero the

coefficient of the highest power ofy in the equation to the curve.

Similarly the asymptotes parallel to the axis of x may be
found by equating to zero the coefficient of the highest power
of x in the equation to the curve.

When a curve is given by a rational integral algebraical

equation, it will be convenient to determine by the preceding
method the asymptotes parallel to the axes, and then proceed
for the other asymptotes according to the following rule

;
we

suppose the equation of the nih
degree. Substitute for y in

the given equation px + ft and arrange the terms of the equa-
tion according to powers of x. Equate to zero the coefficient

of xn
;
this will give an equation for determining /j, ; suppose

/*, one of the real values of p. Then examine the coefficient of

a;""
1

, and give to /* if it occurs in this coefficient the value
yti,

.

If we can determine /3 so as to malle this coefficient vanish,
then y=^ x + /3 will be the equation to an asymptote ;

if the

coefficient cannot be made to vanish there is no corresponding

asymptote. If the coefficient vanishes whatever be the value

of /3, then put the coefficient of xn~*
equal to zero, substituting

yu-j
for

fj, in it
;
we shall thus have generally a quadratic equa-

tion to determine the values of /3, and if these values are real,

we obtain two parallel asymptotes. If the coefficient of xn~*

vanishes, whatever be the value of & we must equate to zero

the coefficient of xn
~3 and so on.
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This rule can be easily shewn to agree with Arts. 274
and 275. Equation (1) of Art, 274, may be supposed the

equation to the curve in which n is an integer, p n 1,

q=n 2, ...... Then if we put px + fi for y, and arrange
the terms according to powers of x, we shall obtain the ex-

pression

Thus by equating to zero the coefficient of xn we arrive at

the equation for determining ju- given in Art. 274. Then by
equating to zero the coefficient of xn~l we shall obtain the

same value of /3 as that found in Art. 274
;
or if the coeffi-

cient of x"'
1

vanishes, whatever ft may be, then by equating
to zero the coefficient of xn~3 we arrive at the quadratic equa-
tion given in Art. 275.

Example (1). y
3 + x* 3axy = 0.

Put px+fi for y, then

(fjus + /3)

s + x3 - Sax (px + 0) = 0;

therefore (/j? + I
)
xs + 3x*

(/*'
-

a/*) + Mx + N= 0.

Hence, /a* + 1 = 0,

a/*
=

0,

are the equations from which
//,
and /3 are to be found

; they
give /t

= 1, /3
= a

;
therefore

#= x a

is the equation to an asymptote.

Example (2). #2

(x + y) =<z2

(x y).

Put ftx + @ for ?/, then

a;*(a;+ px + /3)
= a? (x px ft) ;

therefore a3

(1 + /*) + /3
2 - cca

2

(!-/*)+
2

y3
= 0.

Hence, 1+/A = and y9
= 0;

therefore ^= x is the equation to an asymptote.
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Example (3). xy (y x) (?/ x + 3a) + 4a
3
.r a4 = 0.

Here the term containing the highest power of y is or?/

3

;

thus x = gives one asymptote, namely the axis of y. Simi-

larly, the term containing the highest power of x is yx
3

;

therefore y = gives one asymptote, namely the axis of x.

Then put px + /3 for y, and we obtain the expression

Arranging this according to powers of x, we have

x'fj, (/*
-

!)
2 + x3

(/*
-

1) (
3M + (3/*

-
1) }

+ x*
{/3

2

(3/x-2) + 3a/3 (2/t- 1)} + ...

Put /A (//, I)
2 =

;
we have then /A

=
0, or

yu-
= 1

;
the

former value of
/u,

will lead to the asymptote coinciding with
the axis of x which we have already found. The value /z

= 1

makes the coefficient of x3
in the above expression vanish

;

we therefore equate to zero the coefficient of a;
2

, putting /A
= 1

in it. We thus obtain /3
2
-f 3a/3 = ; hence, ft

=
0, or ft

= - 3a.

Therefore we have for the equations to asymptotes y = x, and

y = x 3a.

It will be observed that the conclusions of this Chapter all

hold whether the axes be rectangular or oblique.

EXAMPLES.

Find the asymptotes of the following curves :

1. y* (x 2a)
= x3

a3
. Result. ic = 2a; y= (x + a).

2a
2. / = x* (2a

-
x). Result, y = - x + .

o

3. a? + x* = a?a-x. Result. = 0.

4. *a + lx=a?*+l?x\ Result. = --

5. y*
= (x-af(x-c}. Result. y = x-%

6. xy* + yx* = a3
. Result. x = Q; 2/=0; y = -x.

7. afy
8 = a2

(x
2

y
2

}.
Result, y = a.
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8. 4c3 =
(a + 3a?) (x* + y*).

r> 7, . ( x 2a \ , a
.Kesufr. # = + ---) and = --.

\Va 3 v/ a

9. (x + a)/=(y + J)cc
s
.

Result. x + a = Q, y + 6 = 0, y = x + b a.

10. (y-2#) (?/

2 -a;
2

)-a(#-ce)
2 + 4a2

(;c + 2/)=a
3
.

T, 7 2a a
.KesMft. ^ = a;, T/ -f a; = --

, y - 2x = -
.

11. ^
2

(a;
-

y}
z + ax* (x

-
y\
-

Zcfy'
- a4 = 0.

Result, y = x + ^ (1 +A

12. x (x
2 - a

2

)
-

27/ (/ - a2

)
= 3a^

2 + a3
.

Result. 2 =

1 3. cc
2

(a;
-

yj
2 - a2

(ic

2 + j/

2

)
= 0.

Result. x = a, y =xa \/2.

14. 7-a; 2
ic

2 -a2 = a4
.

15. / - 3y
2x + 4

3 + ay* + axy - 600^ + 2i
2^ - 6

2

y + c
3 = 0.

16. If a curve of the third degree be referred to two asymp-
totes as axes, shew that its equation will be of the form

xy (ax -f by + c) + ax + b'y + c' = 0,

and that the equation to the third asymptote will be

ax + by + c = 0.



CHAPTER XX.

TANGENTS AND ASYMPTOTES OF CURVES REFERRED TO

POLAR CO-ORDINATES.

278. IF we have the equation to a curve expressed in

terms of x and y, we may transform it to one between polar
co-ordinates by assuming sc = r cos 6 and y = r sin 6. Thus
r becomes a function of 6, and the equation to a curve in polar
co-ordinates takes the form r =f(0), or F (r, 6)

= 0. In this

case the curve is called a polar curve or spiral; r is called the

radius vector and 6 the vectorial angle.
The angle (-^) which the tangent to a curve makes with the

axis of x is given by the equation

&> (
Art - 257

)'

.

sin -T^ -f- r cos 6
dd--
-rs
do

279. Expression for the angle included between the radius

vector at-any point of a curve, and the tangent to the curve at

thatpoint

Hence, by Art. 201,

Let P be a point in a curve, the polar co-ordinates of which
are r and 0, S being the pole.
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Let Q be another point, the co-ordinates of which are

r + Ar, and + A#.

Draw PL perpendicular to SQ, then

PL = r sin A0,

= r+ Ar r cos A0
;

rsinA0r rnr>
therefore tanZQF= .

r + Ar r cos

Let $ move along the curve to P; the limiting position
of QP is by definition the tangent to the curve at P; let this

be PT. The limit of the angle LQP will be the angle SPT;
call this angle <, then

, ,, ,. ., f rsinA0
tan <p

= the limit oi-r-T-TT

r + Ar r cos Ac/

when A# and Ar are indefinitely diminished.

r sin A#
r sin A# A0

INow
r + Ar r cos A0 , A$

2rsm
2 Ar

The limit of ,. is 1.

A.y^ Cf /*

The limit of - is denoted by
-

.

a
2 sin sin ^

The limit of A ,. ,
that is, of . a sin - -

,
is zero.

At/ iA(7 2

Therefore tan <f> = r -=- .

rfr

T. D. C.
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280. The result of the last Article may also be obtained
thus:

dr
sin 6 JQ + r cos

tan PTx =-
^2
-

, (Art. 278),

COS0-T;; r sin 6
do

PSx = 6
;
therefore

tt/*

sin 6 -ja + r cos 6
do Q

,
tan 9

adr . a
cos v -jf. r sin v Jado du . .

tan SPT= -- = r T- by reduction.

tan 6 ( sin
-
fn + r cos #

]

v ^
cos - r sin

281. To /wcZ the polar equation to the tangent to a curve.

Let P= r, PSx = 0, be the polar co-ordinates of the point
of contact.

Let SQ = r, QSx 0', be the polar co-ordinates of a point

Q in the tangent line. From the triangle SPQ, we have,

putting SPQ = (f>,

r _ sin SQP_ sin (0
- & +

<fr)

r' sin &P sin

= sin (0
-

0'} cot + cos (0
-

&}.

But tan <& = r T- ;

ar

therefore = sin (0-0') + cos (0
-

0') ........... (1).
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This result may be written,

,7
}

-0')=r* (2).

If we put - = u, and = u, then
r r

1 dr du

'Hence, dividing both sides of (1) by r, we obtaiu''
or u' = u cos

(ff
-

0) + sin (&
-

6}.

282. To find the polar equation to the normal at any point

of a curve.

Let SP=r, PSx = 0,

SN=r, NSx = 6',

N being any point in the normal
;
then

SP sin 8NP
SN sin

sin I
-

therefore - = sin (&' 6} tan < + cos (6'

This may be written

, d

and may be transformed into

u' = u cos (ff -&}- w'^sin (0'
-

0).



SOS POLAE SUBTANGENT.

283. The polar equations in Arts. 281 and 282, may also

be derived from the rectangular equations to the tangent
and normal of Arts. 257 and 258, by transforming these to

polar co-ordinates, using the value of ~ given in Art. 278.

284. From S draw 8Y perpendicular to the tangent PT\
then

c<v er>T rttm'SPTSY=rsm SPT=

Hence, if SY=p, we have

11

, , fdu\- . 1= U+
(d6)

lu =
r-

285. From S draw 8T at right angles to the radius vector

SP, then ST is called the polar subtangent ; its value is

jn

rianSPT, that is r
2

^-.dr

286. Since an asymptote is a tangent which remains at

a finite distance from the origin when the point of contact

moves off to an infinite distance, if a polar curve has an

asymptote, SP or r must be infinite while ST remains finite.

Hence to determine the asymptotes to a polar curve, we must
first find those values of 6, if any, which mate r infinite.
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Suppose a such a value of 6
;

if for this value of 6 the polar

subtangent r
2
-y- is infinite, there is no corresponding asymp-
G/i

tote. If r2

-j- be finite there is an asymptote which may be

constructed thus : conceive a straight line drawn from 8 at

an angle a to the initial line
;
draw from 8 a second straight

7/1

line at right angles to the first, to the right of it, if r2

-j- be

JQ

positive, and to the left of it, if r
z

-j-
be negative, and equal

in length to r
2
-,-

; through the end of this second straight

line draw a straight line parallel to the first, and it will be

the required asymptote.
The terms right and left in the above rule are to be under-

stood with respect to the straight line first drawn, the eye

being supposed to look along that line from S. The reason

of the rule must be collected from the figure of Art. 284 and
the general principle of the interpretation of signs ;

that

figure makes r increase with 6, and therefore r
2

-j- is positive.

If we draw a figure in which r diminishes when 6 increases,
dr

so that -jx and the polar subtangent are negative, we shall
do

find that ST falls to the left of 8P.

287. Example. r = -. a .

sm0

Here r is infinite when 6 is any multiple of TT.

dr _ a (sin 6 6 cos 0)
-t\.lSO 7/1 o x

dd BUT 6

therefore r2
-r- = -^g ~ -

a .

dr sin00cos0

Hence, when sin =
0, the value of the polar subtangent

a0
is 5.

COSC7

When =
TT, the polar subtangent = air.
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When 6 2-Tr, the polar subtangent = 2a7r,

and generally when 6= mr, the polar subtangent = ( l)*~Via7r.

To draw the first asymptote, for which =
TT, the eye must

be supposed to look from S along the direction opposite to

Sx, and then measure from S at right angles to Sx and
towards the right, a straight line in length a-rr; a straight
line drawn parallel to the initial line and at a distance air

from it is the required asymptote.
To draw the second asymptote, for which = 2?r, the eye

must be supposed to look along Sx, and then measure to the

left (since the subtangent is negative) a length 2a?r. Hence
the asymptote is parallel to the initial line at a distance 2a?r

from it, and above the initial line.

Proceeding in this way we find an infinite number of

asymptotes parallel and equidistant, and all above Sx.

If we ascribe to 6 negative values, we shall in like manner
obtain a series of asymptotes all parallel to Sx, and equi-

distant, lying below Sx.

EXAMPLES.

1. In the curve r = a sin 6, shew that < = 0.

2. Determine the points in the curve r = a (1 4- cos 6} at

which the tangent is parallel to the initial line.

3. Shew that in the curve rd = a the polar subtangent is

of constant length.

4. In the curve r (ae
6 + be"9

}
= ab, the length of the polar

subtangent is a
-

aee be-6

5. In any conic section, the focus being the pole, the locus

of the extremities of the polar subtangents is a straight
line at right angles to the axis major.

6. Find the angle between the radius vector and tangent
at any point of an ellipse, (1) the focus being the pole,
(2) the centre being the pole. Determine in each case
when the angle is a maximum.
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a a
7. If r = a (1

- cos 6], then $ = -
, p = 2a sin

3

r ,
and the

i A

9
polar subtangent = 2a sin

2 - tan - .

M A

2

8. If r
2
cos 20 = a2

, shew that sin <f> = . .

r

9. If r
2 = a2

cos 20, shew that < = + 2ft
2j|

a

10. If r = a sec
3 -

}

shew that the locus of Y is a parabola.

See the figure in Art. 284.

11. If r = a (1 + cos 0), shew that the locus of Y is deter-

V
mined by r = 2a I cos

\ .

12. If r
2 = a2

cos 20, shew that the locus of Y is determined

v 2 / 20\
by r

2 = a2
(cos

J
.

13. Shew that the curve r cos = a cos 20 has an asymptote
having for its equation r cos = a.

14. Shew that the curve (r a) sin = b has an asymptote
having for its equation r sin = b.

15. Determine the asymptotes of the curve r cos 20 = a.

16. Determine the asymptotes of the curve

r sin 40 = a sin 3ft
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CHAPTER XXI.

CONCAVITY AND CONVEXITY.

288. THE terms 'concave' and 'convex' are commonly not

denned in works on the Differential Calculus, but are used

in their ordinary sense. The following definition however
has been given :

"A curve is said to be concave at one of its

points with respect to a given straight line, when in passing
from that point its two branches are initially included within

the acute angle formed by the given straight line and the

tangent to the curve at that point. When, on the contrary,
the two branches are initially outside this angle, the curve is

said to be convex at this point with respect to the straight
line."

289, To find a test of the convexity or concavity of a
curve.

Let P be a point in a curve whose co-ordinates are x, y.

JH JC

Draw the tangent at P ; then if at the point P the curve be
convex to the axis of x, the ordinates of the curve cor-

responding to the abscissa xh must be greater than the

corresponding ordinates of the tangent at P, when h has any
value contained between some finite limit and zero : if the
curve be concave, the ordinates of the curve must be less than
the ordinates of the tangent. This may be deduced from the
definition of Art. 288

;
or if we omit that definition it must
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still be taken as a consequence of the meaning of the terms

concave and convex.

Let y^ denote the ordinate of the curve corresponding
to the abscissa x + h, and yz

the corresponding ordinate to

the tangent at P. If # = </> (x) be the equation to the curve,

we have

yi=0 (x) + Af (x) +~ 4>"(as + 0h).A

And since the equation to the tangent at P is

Y-y =
4>'(x)(X-x),

we have

y*
=

OB) + ^$' 0) ;

A2

therefore ^ y2
= <" (x + 0A) .

ZJ

This, if we take A small enough, will have the same sign

as</>"(:r); and therefore the curve is convex to the axis of

x if
(f)" (x) be positive, and concave if <" (x) be negative.

We have supposed in the figures that the curve is above the

axis of x. If it be Mow the axis of x, then y^ and yz
are

the numerical values of the ordinates, and the curve is convex
if yl

+ y2
be positive, that is, if

<j>"(x) be negative, and con-

cave if <$' (x) be positive.

Both cases, may be included in one enunciation, thus, "A

curve is convex or concave to the axis of x according as y ~,J ax
is positive or negative."

290. DEFINITION. A point of inflexion is a point at

which a curve cuts its tangent at that point.

To find the conditions for the existence of a point of

inflexion. Let y = (f>(x] be the equation to a curve
;

let

x, y, be the co-ordinates of a point in a curve, and x + h, yv
the co-ordinates of an adjacent point. Let the tangent of

the curve at the point (x, y) be drawn, and let yz
be the
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ordinate of this tangent corresponding to the abscissa x-}- h.

Then

yv
= () + ftf(a>) + |V' (a + Oh],

therefore y\~Vz 77 0"M

Hence, if
<f>" (a?) be not zero, the sign of y ya will, if

/z, be small enough, be the same as that of
</>' (a?),

whether
h be positive or negative, and the curve cannot cut its

tangent. Therefore if there be a point of inflexion, we must
have

<f>" (x)
= 0. Suppose this condition satisfied, then

and this expression changes its sign when h does, provided
</>'"(#) be not zero. If <j>"(x) be zero, it may be shewn that

<""(#) must also vanish
;
and generally if for a certain value

of x several of the successive differential coefficients of y
vanish, beginning with the second, there is a point of in-

flexion if the first differential coefficient that does not vanish

is of an odd order.

Since generally at a point of inflexion ~z vanishes while

y- 3
is finite, -7^ changes its sign. For ~^ is the diffe-

rential coefficient of -v ; therefore, by Art. 89, if
-Tp

be

cPy . ... , . ds

y ,. <ffy
positive -T3 increases with x, and it -& be negative

-~

d zv
decreases as x increases. Hence -r4 must pass from negativedx

d?v
to positive if -=4 be positive, and from positive to negative if

d3
y

-7^ be negative.
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291. In the above figure P, Q, E, are points of inflexion

for the curves passing through them. At P there is a change
from concavity to convexity with respect to the axis of x.

At Q there is a point of inflexion, but the curve on both
sides of Q is convex to the axis of x. This agrees with

d2
y

Art. 289
; since, if y and -& both change sign, no change

(Ku

occurs in the sign of their product. At R we have a point
7~ 72

of inflexion at which ~ is infinite and therefore also ~.z
ctjc doc

is infinite by Art. 113, a case which the investigation in

Art. 290 does not include. We should therefore in any
d*y

example ascertain if
-73,

can become infinite, and if so we
tZG

must examine that case specially. We may trace the curve

in the neighbourhood of that point, or we may examine the

d\
sign of -~ for values of x differing slightly from that which

gives rise to the infinite value, and thus determine if the curve

is concave or convex near the point in question.
If we consider y as the independent variable, we may shew

in the manner of the preceding Articles, that a curve is convex
d*x .

or concave to the axis of y, according as x
-j

2
is positive or

dfx
'

negative, and that at a point of inflexion -7-5 must vanish and

change its sign. This is often useful in cases in which ~~

becomes infinite.
J2 .

292. The connexion between
-^~

and the concavity or

convexity of a curve, may also be shewn thus.
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Let PL, QM, RN, be three equidistant ordinates. Draw
the chord PR meeting QM at H.
Let y ^(x) be the equation to the ff Q
curve; x, y, the co-ordinates of P; -r^faLM=MN= h. If the curve be con-

cave to the axis of x, QM is greater
than HM; and therefore 2QM
greater than 2NM, that is, greater d JG JH

Hence

<f> (x + 2K) 2<f> (as + K) + <f> (x) is negative,

. , d> (x + 2&)
- 2< (x + h} + <b (x) .

and therefore also J-S 1 TJL_ L 1S negative.

Let 7^ diminish indefinitely, and it follows by Art. 127,
that

</>" (x) is negative. Similarly, if the curve be convex
to the axis of x, then

<j)" (x) is positive.

293. We will briefly indicate another method by which
the results of this Chapter are sometimes ob.tained. It is either

deduced from some definition of concavity and convexity, or

given as the definition of those words, that y being supposed

positive, a curve is convex to the axis of #, if
-j-

be increasing,
CtdC

that is, if-73 be positive, and concave if -p be decreasing, that

*<*Yu
is, it

-j
be negative.

Also a point of inflexion may be defined as a point where
the curve changes from being concave to being convex, or

da
y

vice versa. Hence -r^ must change sign at a point of inflexion.
ax

A point of inflexion may also be defined as a point at

which the inclination of the tangent to the axis has a maxi-
mum or minimum value. Since when this angle has a maxi-
mum or minimum value, so also has its tangent, we must

have -^ a maximum or minimum at a point of inflexion.

Hence -y^ must change sign.
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294. A curve referred to polar co-ordinates is said to. be
concave or convex to the pole at any point, according as the

curve in the neighbourhood of that point does, or does not, lie

on the same side of the tangent as the pole.
If p be the perpendicular from the pole on the tangent at

a point whose co-ordinates are r, 0, it will be seen from a

figure, that if the curve be concave to the pole, p increases if

r increases, and decreases if r decreases
; hence -? must be

dr

positive. Similarly if the curve be convex to the pole HP- must
dp

dr

be negative. Thus at a point of inflexion -~ must change

sign.

295. Since \ = U* + (-} , Art. 284,
p \duj

I dp ( d2
u\ du

f dp / d*u\
therefore -f- = p (u + -^9 .

du,
r

V dv/

dp dp du 1 dpBut -j5-
= -f j- = --2 jdr du dr r du

p
3
f d\(

4__ I / J__

Hence, at a point of inflexion we must have generally
d*u , . . .

u + -jTp changing its sign.

EXAMPLES.

cc
5

1. lfy = -z -, there is a point of inflexion at the origin,
Q/ ~T~ &

and also when x = a A/3.

2. If y = } ^- . there is a point of inflexion when
a(xd)

x = -a(y$- 1).
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3. If y (a
4

Z>
4

)
= x (x a)

4
xb*, there is a point of inflexion

2a
when x = . Is there a point of inflexion when

a; = a?

?/ //<2 ~ X\
4. If - = *l I

-
j

, there is a point of inflexion when

3a
V--.

5. If - = + ( )
there is a point of inflexion when

a a \ a J

6. If or = log y, there is a point of inflexion when x = 8.

7. If ax* xy

y c?y
=

0, there is a point of inflexion when

8. If - =
A/(V- ~)>

there is a Pint f inflexion when

a

-r
flS

9. 1i xy = a* log
-

,
there is a point of inflexion when

# = ae^.

10. Find the point of inflexion on the curve,

{y
- 2 4/(a

2

tf)}

2 = lax. Result, x = a.

11. If T/ (a;

2 + a2

)
= a2

(a a*),
there are three points of in-

flexion which lie on a straight line.

12. If r = ~f ,
there is a point of inflexion when r~.

v 1 *>

13. If r= b . 6*, there is a point of inflexion when

14. If a; = a(l cos<), and y = a (n$ + sin 0), there is a

point of inflexion when cos < = .
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CHAPTER XXII.

SINGULAR POINTS.

296. UNDER the common title of "
Singular Points

"
are

included all those points on a curve which offer any sin-

gularity depending on the curve itself and independent of

the position of the co-ordinate axes. We proceed to define

the different singular points and to investigate the conditions

of their existence.

Points of Inflexion.

297. These points have been considered in Arts. 288...29 5
;

the condition for their existence is that -J^ should change

sign.

Multiple Points.

298. DEFINITION. A multiple point is a point through
which two or more branches of a curve pass.

Let < (x, y}
= be an equation in a rational form

; by
Art. 177

dx dy dx

Now since two or more branches of a curve pass

through a multiple point, it will be possible to draw more

than one tangent to the curve at that point ;
hence

-j-
must

admit of more than one value. But since the equation

<f> (> y)= is supposed rational, -r- and -3- will each have

but one value for the given values of x and y. Hence from
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dii

equation (1) it follows that -, - cannot have more than one

value unless both

d$ , d$
-f = 0. and~ = 0.
ax ay

These then are the conditions for the existence of a mul-

tiple point. If values of x and y can be found which satisfy
these equations and the equation to the curve,, then for such

values of x and y we have, by Art. 181,

dty d*<f> dy d>AfyY_
dx3 dx dy dx dy* \dx)

~

From this quadratic equation we can find two values of -~
,

and thus determine two tangents which can be drawn through
the multiple point. In this case the multiple point is called

a double point.
If the above equation assumes an indeterminate form by

the vanishing of ~
, -,?-, and -j-%, for the values of

dx* dxdy dy*
x and y under consideration, we have, by Art. 184,

.. ..(3).dx3
dx* dy dx dx dy* \dx dy* \dx

This cubic equation gives three values of
-j- ;

if they are

all real, three, tangents to the curve pass through the point
under consideration

;
the point is then called a triple point.

If the equation (3) assumes an indeterminate form by the

du
vanishing of the coefficients of the different powers of

-j--
, we

must proceed to the fourth derived equation from
<f> (x, y]

=
0,

and we thus obtain a biquadratic equation for determining -^ .

299. If the two values of -^ furnished by equation (2) of

Art. 298 are equal, the two branches which pass through the

point in question have a common tangent at that point.
In this case, however, the method by which we have arrived

at equation (2) is not satisfactory, because in obtaining it we
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~have assumed ~ to have more than one value. But as in
ctoc

this case two different branches of the curve pass through
the same point, there will generally be two different values

of -T^; by Art. 181,

dy d*<j> dy22' 2

y\*

xjdx2' dx dy dx dy
2

\dx dy dx*

and since $(x, y) is rational, each of the differential coefficients

of
<j)

has only one value
;
hence if -- be different from zero

t/
72 ^2

^ can have only one value. But, by supposition ~ has
03? fa dx'

more than one value
;
therefore -,- = is the condition that

dy
must hold at the point where two branches touch. Since

^ = 0, it follows from (1) of Art. 298 that ^ also = 0,

dy dx
d2

ii

If j~ should have two equal values, then the reasoning
d*y

of this Article may be applied to ~3 and the third derived

equation of
(f> (x, y]

=
;
and the same result as before may

be deduced.

Points where two or more values of -f- are equal are
uX

called " Points of Osculation."

300. Example. Let f - x* (1
- a;

2

)
= 0.

Hence x = 0, y = Q, are the co-ordinates of a point which

may be a double point. Equation (2) of Art. 298 becomes

'therefore
~jj-

=
1, and there is a double point.

We may in this case put the given equation in the form

y = x */(! x*),

T. D. c. Y
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and from this we see that for values of x comprised between
and 1, both positive and negative, y is possible, and that

there are two values of y for every value of x. When x =
the two values of y become equal ;

but since

we see that when x = there are two values of -%
, Hence,

instead of clearing an equation of radicals so as to bring
it into a rational form, and then applying the method of

Art. 298, we may often detect a multiple point more easily

by observing what values of x make one of the radicals in the

value ofy vanish.

Cusps.

301. DEFINITION. A cusp is a point of a curve at which
two branches meet a common tangent and stop at that point.
If the two branches lie on opposite sides of the common

tangent, the cusp is said to be of the first species ;
if on the

same side, the cusp is said to be of the second species.
Since a cusp is really a multiple point, if a cusp exist in

the curve
<j> (x, y)

= at any point, we must have

,

ay

at that point. To distinguish a cusp from an ordinary mul-

tiple point, we must trace the curve in the vicinity of the

point in question.

Example. Let (cy
-

bx)*
- (a?

~
a)

"

= ............ (1).
Of

Here when x a and y = we have the equation to the

curve satisfied and also

ay

Putting the given equation in the form

bx 1 /((x-a}
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we see that y is impossible so long as x is less than a, and
that when x is greater than a there are two values of y for

every value of x. When x = a the radical in y vanishes,
and the two values of y become equal ;

at the same time

-r- has only one value, namely
-

. Hence there is a cusp.

In the figure, A represents the cusp ;
the straight line OA

uOT
has for its equation y = ;

and

since of the two values of y given

by equation (2), one is greater and
O3C

the other less than ,
it is obvious

c

that the two branches lie on op-
posite sides of OA, and the cusp
at A is of the first species. Generally the cusp is of the first

d^y
species if the two values of -

indefinitely near to the point

are of contrary signs, and of the second species if they are of
the same sign.

Cusps of the first species have been called
"
keratoid cusps,"

and of the second "rhamphoid cusps."

Conjugate Points.

302. DEFINITION. A conjugate point is an isolated point
the co-ordinates of which satisfy the equation to the curve.

For example, let

Here the values x= 0, y = 0, satisfy the equation to the curve,
but no branch of the curve passes through the point thus

determined, y being impossible for all other values of x com-

prised between a and a. Hence the origin of co-ordinates

is a conjugate point in this curve.

In the above example, since

we find that the value of ~- is impossible when x =
;
but

-g-

Y2
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may be possible at a conjugate point ; for example, suppose

3,= *Jv(*'-a').

Here, when x 0, we have ~ ;
but the origin is a con-

jugate point, since c = 0, # = 0, satisfy the equation, and y
is impossible for all other values of x between a and a. In

d\
like manner -r4- or any number of the differential coefficients

of y may be possible at a conjugate point, but they cannot be
all possible, for if they Avere we should have nothing to dis-

tinguish the point in question from an ordinary point of the

curve.

To find the condition for the existence of a conjugate point
Since at a conjugate point the values of the differential

coefficients of y cannot be all possible, let the n01 differential

coefficient of y be the first that is impossible. Suppose the

equation to the curve to be put in a rational form, and
denoted by < (x, y}

= 0. Take the n t:i derived equation ;
we

have

da?

where the terms not written down contain differential coeffi-

cients of < with respect to x and y, and also differential

coefficients of y with respect to x of orders inferior to the nth
.

If then -r- be not zero the value of -=-* furnished by the
dy dxn

above equation will be possible ;
hence -^

= is a necessary
y

condition for the existence of a conjugate point ;
but

dx dy dx

therefore also p-
= 0.

dx

303. It appears from the preceding Articles that if

< (x, y}=Q be the equation to a curve, we must have at
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an ordinary multiple point, at a cusp, and at a 'conjugate

point,

= .

dy
Hence, whenever we have found values of x and y which

satisfy these three equations, we must, by examining the

particular curve, and tracing it in the vicinity of the point
in question, determine what species of singular point exists.

We now pass to some other singular points which occur

but rarely, and, as the student will find by experience, never

present themselves in curves the equations to which are of an

algebraical form. See Art. 6.

Points d'arret.

804. A point d'arret is a point at which a single branch

of a curve suddenly stops.

Example. Let y x log x.

Here when x = we have y = ;
but if x be negative, y

becomes impossible. Hence the origin is a point d'arret.

_i

Again, suppose y = e
x

.

Here if x be made indefinitely small and positive, we have y
approaching the limit zero

;
but if x be negative and indefi-

nitely small, y is indefinitely great.

Hence the curve has the form represented in the figure, the

origin being a, point d'arret; the dotted line is aa asymptote
having for its equation y= 1.
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305. A point saillant is a point at which two branches of

a curve meet and stop without having a common tangent
/v

Example. Let y = j

e*.

,. dy
therefore j

<z =
+ e*

Here, if x be positive and approach zero as its limit, we have

ultimately y = and ~- =
;
but y

if x be negative, we have ultimately
dii= Q and - = 1. Hence at the -

origin two branches meet, one

having the axis of x as its tangent,
and the other inclined to the axis

of x at an angle of 45.

Branches Pointillees.

306. If a curve has an infinite number of conjugate points,
that series of points is called a tranche pointilMe.

For example, suppose y = #sin2

c; for all positive values

of x there are two possible values of y, but when x is nega-
tive y is impossible, unless # be a multiple of TT. Hence we
have an infinite number of conjugate points lying on the axis

of x and forming a branche pointillee.

EXAMPLES.

1. If asy= aV x* there is a multiple point at the origin.

2. In the following curves there is a point of inflexion at

the origin :

y = sin x
; y = x cos x

; y = tan x
; y x* tan x.

3. The following curves have cusps at the origin :
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2P4.1

4. If y=<f> (x} + (xa) ^
F(x], when x = a, there is a cusp

of the first kind if ~^ - be greater than I and less

2q

than 2, and a cusp of the second kind if -^- be
2q

greater than 2.

5. The curve, y*
=

(x of (x c) has a cusp of the first

kind at the point x = a.

6. The curve (xy + I)
2 + (x I)

8

(x
-

2)
= has a cusp of

the first kind at the point x = 1.

7. The curve y b = (x a)' + (x a)* has a cusp of the
second kind at the point x= a.

8. The curve x4

2ax"*y axy* + a?y*
= has a cusp of the

second kind at the origin.

9. The curve x* axz

y axy* + cfy
2 = has a conjugate

point at the origin.

10. The curve x4-
2ay*

-
Sa*y*

- 2aV+ a4= has a double

point when x = a, and
-^"

then = + A/| ;
also a double

point when y = a, and
-j-

then = + Vf.

11. If a-y
2 =

(x a)
2
(x F), when x = a there is a conjugate

point if a be less than b, a double point if a be greater
than b, and a cusp if a = b.

12. Shew that the curve ay* x3 + bx* = Q has a conjugate

point at the origin, and a point of inflexion when

13. Find the points of inflexion in the following curves

14. Find the singular points in the following curves:

x4 =
0;
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CHAPTER XXIII.

DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENTS OF AN ARC, AN AREA,

A VOLUME, AND A SURFACE.

307. THE length of the arc of a curve APQ, reckoned
from any fixed point A to the

point P, is evidently a func-

tion of the abscissa x of the

point P. This function is

often very difficult to deter-

mine, but its differential co-

efficient with respect to x can

always be assigned.

Let P, Q, be two points on a curve ;

x, y, the co-ordinates of P
;

x + A#, y + Ay, the co-ordinates of Q.

Draw the ordinates PM, QN, and the tangent at P meet-

ing QN at R and Ox at T.

Let AP=s, AQ = s + ks.

We assume as an axiom, that the length As is greater than

the chord.PQ, and less than PR + RQ.

The chord PQ = V{(Aof + (Ay)
2

],

PR = MN secPTM= MNJ(\
-A,

QR=y+Ay-RN
= y -f- Ay - (PM+ Az tan PTM)
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therefore As lies between V{(Ace)
2 + (A^)

2

}
and .

^

As ^
therefore -T- lies between A /-|l+ f^) ! and

Ace
. / \l + i~V j \A#

/Ji+/4V { \

Now the limit of
^/-jl + f/y ) r

when Ace is indefinitely

diminished, is

yThelimitof

/oy\
2
) dy dy /f, /oV

L + hr
'

) r + T- - -7
-

,
or -1-

V /V/y /I /FT /7 T
\U/JU/ J \JLJU Ur*JU

A o /YO

The limit of - is. by definition,
-
7 ; hence

Ace c?a?

as

oa;

Square and multiply by f
J

,
then

<ds/ \cZs,

If x and y are each functions of a third variable t, since

dx dt , dy dt
~j~
=

"T" >
an<* j~ = T5~ >

as as as as

'dt dt

we have from (2), (-} =
f-? )

+ h? J (3).
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308. Of the axioms on which the preceding demonstra-
tion is founded, the first will probably be readily granted ;

the second is more difficult, and will not be necessarily true

if the arc be net concave towards the chord PQ throughout
its extent. It must be understood therefore, in stating it,

that the arc PQ must be taken so small that it is always
concave towards its chord.

There is another mode of arriving at the results given in

Art 307, which is preferred by some writers : they assert that

no precise idea can be formed of the length of an arc, except

by regarding it as the limit of the perimeter of a polygon in-

scribed in that arc, when the length of each side of the polygon
is indefinitely diminished. If we adopt this definition of the

length of an arc, we must shew that the limit mentioned
does exist, and is the same in whatever manner we suppose
the polygon inscribed, provided that each side is ultimately

indefinitely diminished.

Draw two chords dividing the whole arc we are consider-

ing into two portions; then in each of these subdivisions

place two chords dividing the whole arc into four portions ;

in each of the last subdivisions place two chords, and so on.

The perimeters of the polygons thus formed constitute a series

continually increasing ;
and as it is easy to see they cannot

increase without limit, we prove the first point, namely, that

there is a limit to the perimeter of the inscribed polygon when
the length of each side is indefinitely diminished.

Suppose now two polygons with indefinitely small sides

inscribed in the curve, one of them being one of the series just

considered, and the other described after any other law. Draw

tangents to the curve at the angular points of both polygons,
thus forming one polygon circumscribing the arc. Then it is

easy to see that any chord of either polygon bears to the cor-

responding portion of the circumscribing figure, a ratio which
can be made as near to unity as we please by sufficiently

diminishing the length of each chord. Hence the perimeter of

each inscribed figure bears to that of the circumscribed figure
a ratio which is ultimately one of equality, and consequently
the ratio of the perimeter of one inscribed figure to that of the

other inscribed figure is ultimately one of equality. This

proves the second point involved in the definition of the length
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of an arc, namely, that the limit obtained is the same accord-

ing to whatever law the polygons be inscribed.

From this definition of the length of an arc it follows that

the ultimate ratio of the length of an indefinitely small arc to

its chord is one of equality, that is,

As
or

/(
vl

therefore = * +
dx

Tas =J
j

1 +
(jtf\

,309. Since secant PTas

we have cos PTx = \, ,.,. = -=-
,

and sin PTa; = cos PUc tan PTx

dx dy dy
ds dx ds

310. If x and y be expressed in terms of 6 from the

equations
x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0,

ds ds dx
wehave -

do

/dy

[d0.

dx Q drBut = cos0

dy /.dr n
-fQ = sm 6 -ra + r cos 6 ;
at/ air
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ds /(fdr^
therefore -^

ds ds dd
Also -r- = -jx -5-

= A / -u-t-r i j- j f.
rfr eft? c?r VI \"r/ J

We have shewn in Art. 279, that

d0
tan <> = r -y- ,

dr

where
<j>

is the angle between the radius vector at the point
whose polar co-ordinates are r, 0, and the tangent at that

point. Hence

dO dO

dr dr dO

cu

dr

ds ds
'

Oar

Similarly cos
<f>
= -r- .

These results may also be deduced immediately from the

PL
figure in Art. 279; for sin

(j)
is the limiting value of

-p-~.,

,1 , c PL As ,, rsinA0 As , T .

that is, of
^-.737-,

or of Am .7^. The limit

. , ,, v ., ,, As . .

is } ; and the limit of -7 is unity ;
hence

As ds

sin
<j>
= -j- . Similarly the value of cos < may be found.

ds
311. The value of

-^,
in Art. 310, may also be obtained

thus:

Let P, Q, be points on a curve, and suppose

sp r PRrQO-i ~ / * JT OfcO l/j

Draw PL perpendicular to SQ,
then

PL = r sin A0,
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r cos

= Ar+2r sin
2

.

m

Also the chord PQ = J(PL* +
From this, if we proceed according to the method of the

preceding Articles, we shall arrive at

ds _ I ( 2 (da
7/J A' / "l* T I 7/

312. If A denote the area contained between a curve and
the axis, of x, we have shewn in Art. 43 that

dA

313. To find the differential coefficient of the area of a
curve referred to polar co-ordinates.

Let A denote the area contained between the radius /SP
?

the radius SC drawn to some
fixed point on the curve, and
the curve CP. Let &.A denote
the area PSQ. With centre S
and radius SP describe an arc

meeting SQ at L, and with

centre S and radius SQ describe

an arc meeting SP produced at

M. Then AJ. lies between PSL and QSM, that is, between

,1 f r i, jtherefore
-r^

lies between and .

Hence, proceeding to the limit, we have

dA 9*

d6~ 2'

314. Differential coefficient of the volume of a solid of re-

volution.

Suppose the curve APQ in the figure of Art. 307 to

revolve round the axis of x, and thus to generate a solid.
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Let V denote the volume of a portion of this solid contained

between two planes perpendicular to the axis Ox, one drawn

through a fixed point A and the other through P. Let A V
denote the volume of the solid contained between planes

through P and Q perpendicular to the axis. The volume
of a cylinder having MN for its axis and for its base the

circular area formed by the revolution of PM round the axis

Ox, is Try*&x. The volume of a cylinder having MN for its

axis and for its base the circular area formed by the revolu-

tion of QN round Ox, is IT (y + &yf Arc. Hence A V lies

AF
between Tn/'Ao; and 7r(y+ A#)

2
A#. Therefore

-^
lies be-

tween Try
2 and TT

(y + Ay)
2

. Hence, proceeding to the limit,

we have
dV

315. Differential coefficient of the surface of a solid of re-

volution.

Let P, Q, be two points in a curve which by revolving
round the axis Ox generates
a solid of revolution. Let A
be a fixed point on the curve,

and suppose AP =
s, PQ= A*.

Let 8 denote the area of the

surface formed by the revolu-

tion of AP, and A$ the area

of the surface formed by the

revolution of PQ. Draw PR and QT each equal to As and
each parallel to Ox. If PR revolve round Ox it generates
a cylinder, the surface, of which is 2-TryAs. If QT revolve

round Ox it generates a cylinder, the surface of which is

27r (y + A^) As. We assume as an axiom that the surface

generated by the arc PQ lies between the former and the

latter. Hence A$ lies between 2-TryAs and 27r(^+ A?/) As,
and proceeding to the limit, we have

dS

therefore
dx dx
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EXAMPLES.

L. In the ellipse -r- = ./ f .t _ g
j

;
and if x = a sin

<f>,

dsWfO
/ /^ O O * \

-T7 = a v(l e sm <)

2. In the parabola y
2
=4aa;, -7-

=
. /[ -- ) .

dx V \ x J

3. In the circle -7- = -
.

dx y

4. Find the differential coefficient of the arc of the curve

e"(e
x
-l)=e* + l.

ds e** + l
. -r- = -r
dx e" - 1

T ,1 % z z ds a*
o. In the curve x* + y* = a?. -7- = r .

' dc a;4

6. In the curve r = a (1 + cos 6), -^
= 2a cos -

.

Cits

ds
7. In the curve r=oe

, -^ = r ^{1 + (log a)
2

].

7 J

8. In the curve r
2=a2

cos20, - = L.
atf T

T ,, D ds
9. In the curve r av, -y-

=
-y-

-

ar a

10. If e"" = cos or, -r- = cos x.
as
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CONTACT. CURVATUEE. EVOLUTES AND INVOLUTES.

316. LET y = <f>(x) be the equation to one curve, and

y = TJr(z) the equation to another
;
then if < (a)

=
ty (a) the

curves intersect at the point whose abscissa is a. If more-
over

<f> (a)
= -//() the curves have a common tangent at the

common point ;
in this case they are said to have a contact

of the first order. If moreover <j>"(a) =ty" (a) the curves are

said to have a contact of the second order. If
<f> (a)

=
ty (a),

<' (a)
=

aj/ (a), <" (a)
=

-ty" (a) , $'" (a)
= ^r" (a), and so on up to

<(>" (a)
=

i|r

n
(a) ,

the curves are said to have a contact of the

?i
th order at the common point. When we speak of two curves

having contact of the nth order we imply that they have not

contact of a higher order
;
that is, with the preceding notation

\ve imply that <"""(") is not equal to
-\Jr

n+1
(a).

317. If two curves have at any point a contact of the

wth
order, then in the vicinity of the common point no curve

can pass between them unless it has with both of them a
contact of an order not lower than the rt

th
. For let y = <$> (x)

and y = -fy (x) be the equations to two curves which have
contact of the wth order at the point x = a

;
and let yl

denote

the ordinate in the former curve corresponding to the abscissa

a + h, and yt
the ordinate in the latter curve corresponding to

the same abscissa
; then, by Art. 92,
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Hence, since the curves have contact of the wth
order,

Now suppose y % (x) to be the equation to a third curve

which has contact of the mth order with the first curve at the

point x = a
;
then if ys

= % (a + h), we have

If m be less than n we can give such a value to h as will

render yl yz
less than y t ya

for that value of h and all

numerically inferior values both positive and negative. Hence
in the vicinity of the common point the second curve is nearer

to the first than the third is.

In the above expressions 6 denotes merely a proper fraction,

and it is not necessarily the same proper fraction in the

different cases.

318. The expression for yl y,i in Art. 317, when h is

sufficiently diminished, has the same sign as

and therefore changes sign with h if n be even; therefore

if two curves have contact of an even order they cross each

other at the common point. If two curves have contact of

an odd order they do not cross each other at the common

point.

319. In order that a curve may have contact of the

nth order with a given curve, it appears from Art. 316 that

n+l equations must be satisfied. Hence, if the equation
to a species of curves contain n + l constants, we may, by
giving suitable values to those constants, find the par-
ticular curve of the species that has contact of the nth order

with a given curve at a given point. For example, the

equation to a straight line is of the form y = mx + c
;
since

there are two constants, m and c, we may, by properly de-

termining them, find the straight line which has contact of

the first order with a given curve at a given point. If the

T. D. C. Z
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given curve be y <f> (x), and the given point that whose
co-ordinates are x a, y = </> (a), then we must have

ma + c =
<f> (a),

and m =
<f>'(d).

Hence m and c are determined.

If y = $ (x) be the equation to a curve, then

y = * (a) + (x-a} f (a) + ^-=-^V - +^T^ *"()
Li L5

is the equation to a curve which has a contact of the wth order

with the given curve at the point x = a. This may be easily
verified.

320. Circle of curvature. The general equation to a circle

involves three constants
;
hence at any point of a curve a circle

may be found which has contact of the second order with the
curve at that point. We proceed to determine the radius and
the centre of such a circle.

DEFINITION. The circle of curvature at any point of a

curve is a circle which has at that point a contact of the

second order with the curve.

Let (X-a?+(Y-by =
p* .................. (1)

be the equation to a circle, so that a, b, are the co-ordinates

of its centre and p its radius. From (1) by differentiating
we have

(2).

_

If this circle is the circle of curvature at the point (x, y}
of a given curve, we must have

JL .......... (3).dX dx
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,(4).

Therefore

da?

By (1) and (5) we have

da?

\dx J

.(5).

Hence the values of a, b, p, are found, and thus the position
and the radius of the circle of curvature at any point of a
curve are determined.

In the value of p it will be proper in any particular

example to give to the radical in the numerator the same
dz

y
sign as ~

z has, so as to make p positive. Hence if y be

positive and the curve concave to the axis of x we should put

dx

From the first of equations (4) we see that the point (a, &)

is on the normal to the given curve at the point (x, y).

The centre of the circle of curvature at any point is called

Z2
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for shortness the " centre of curvature." Also the radius of

the circle of curvature is called the " radius of curvature."

If a straight line be drawn from any point of a curve in any
direction the portion of this straight line which is intercepted

by the circle of curvature at the assumed point is called the

chord of curvature at the assumed point in the assumed
direction. By the nature of a circle the length of the chord

of curvature will be obtained by multiplying the diameter of

the circle of curvature by the cosine of the angle between the

chord of curvature and the common normal to the curve and
the circle at the assumed point.

321. If p be the perpendicular from the origin on the

tangent at the point (x, y] of a curve, we have

du ~

\dxj f

^ ^ a.%.
. dp

""
dx* |

A ^
\dx) f c?a? cZx'

2
I'*' dx

therefore -/-= . ^

flte (* dyf
te

5cC/ C?C*

Also, if r
* =

dr dy~- ~-
~j- ~r-dx y dx
sfn //*

From these values of -~ and -7-, and the value of p given

in Art. 320, we see that,

dp I dr
_-C = _

rf_
dx p dx'

and p = r -r .

dp
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322. If x and y be each a function of a third variable t,

we have

dy d*y dx d"x dy

dy_~di d*y _~d? ~dt

~
~d? ~di

dx~ dx' dx* /dx\ 3

~dt \dt)

Using these values, we deduce

i
dt

^
r

d*y dx d'x dy
'

W 'dt~'Wdt

For example, if t = s the arc of the curve measured from
some fixed point, then

d*ydx d*xdy
ds* ds ds* ds

since by Art. 307 +
]

= 1 ...... .. (2).J
\dsj \dsj

1 d*y dx d zx dy

r-d}d,-T[?ds
..................... w-

By differentiating (2) we obtain

dx
r^a; <fy

Square (3) and (4), and add; thus

From (3), by means of (4), we may also deduce

d*y d 2x

i = 5! =

p dx dy
ds ds

323. If we put x = r cos 0, and y = r sin 6, we have from
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di/ d*ij
Art. 201 the values of -/- and ^ . Substitute these values

dx aar

in the expression for p in Art. 320, and we find

P
~

fdr\* d*r
'

1 ,. dr I du
If r = -, then -^ = g-^, and

u dv u? dd

d*r _ 2
(du\*

1 d*u

~d&'~u* (dd) u* dff*
'

Substitute these in the above value of p ;
then

p =

This result may also be found thus :

dr 1 du
By Art. 321 P =^ =

-^^

By Art. 284 -*
=

therefore 3 -^
:

dp o / cZ
2^

and -v- = I w + -^,

P =
1

3 / - <* 1

u*p
3

d*U
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The chord of curvature passing through the origin will be
obtained by multiplying 2p by the cosine of the angle be-
tween the radius vector and the normal to the curve at the
point considered. (Art. 320.) Hence the chord of curvature
through the origin

324. If ty be the angle which the tangent at the point
(x, y] of a curve makes with the axis of x, we have

d 2

y d*y

therefore
d = ^ 2 ^ = ^

\dx/ I \dxj

therefore o = 1
.

325. If two polar curves have a common point the polar
co-ordinates of that point must satisfy the equations to both

curves. If they have contact of the first order at that point

the value of -~ is the same for both curves at that point, and
dx dr

hence, by Art. 201, the value of -^ is the same for bothJ dd
curves. If the curves have contact of the second order the

d*ii
value of -j~ also is the same for both curves at the common

dx
d*r .

point, and hence, by Art. 201, the value of -^ is the same

for both curves at that point. Proceeding in this way, we
see that if two curves have contact of the nlh order at any
point, if they are referred to polar co-ordinates, the values of
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dr d*r d n
r
. ..XLX be the same for both curves at the

ad dti dv
common point.

326. Since 4= 3+ A
p r r

it follows from the last Article, that if two curves have con-

tact of the first order the value ofp will be the same for both

curves at the common point. Also, since

dp
di) dQ dr d^r
-/- or -r- involves only r, ,, and -

dr
dr_

dti d6z

~d~e

it follows that if two curves have contact of the second order

the value of -?- must also be the same for both curves at
dr

the common point.

327. We may apply the preceding Article to establish the

equation proved in Art. 321 as follows.

If R be the radius vector of a point in a circle,

P the perpendicular on the tangent,

c the radius of the circle,

b the distance of the centre from the origin,

we have, from the properties of a circle,

Differentiating, c=R
-yp

.

If this circle be the circle of curvature at a point in a
curve having r for its radius vector and p for the perpen-
dicular on the tangent, we have by the last Article,

P=P>
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therefore c = r-r ',

dp

dr
that is, the radius of curvature = r -,- .

dp

328. At a point where the radius of curvature is a maxi-

mum or a minimum the circle of curvature has contact of the

third order with the curve.

^ s

Since p =

dp
we have, when -f- = 0,ax

l+f^-'

_

dx*

_
da?) dx dx* dx

If in Art. 320 we differentiate the second of equations (2),

we have
^Y <7

3y-t , TV a *

dY d*Y
d*Y dX dX*= -

by equations (3) and (5) of that Article. In order that the

circle of curvature may have contact of the third order with

the curve at the proposed point, we must have

d 3

Y_d*y
dX*~ da?'

d*y f, , (dy\*\ o (d*y\* #vtherefore -^( \
1 + (-f- }\ = 3 -r^ ~r3

\dxj ) \oarj dx
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This is the relation we have already shewn to hold at

points where the radius of curvature is a maximum or

minimum.

329. In the figure of Art. 284 let SP=r and SY=p\
if p^ denote the perpendicular from S on the tangent at Y
to the locus of Y, then will

P*<n = *
Pi r

'

Let x, y, be the co-ordinates of P,

x', y, the co-ordinates of Y\

v j

The equation to the tangent at P is

77 and ff being the variable co-ordinates.

Since the point Y is on the tangent,

The equation to $F is r?=| .......................... (
3

)

But /SFis perpendicular to PY, therefore

Combining (2) and (4),

therefore yy + xx =y'
2 + x* ..............

^.
. . . (o).

Differentiate (5), thus

,dy dy' ,
dx ,dy ,dx

y -i
L +v-j + x+x-j- = 2y-T-+ 2x -j-'y dx y dx dx J dx dx
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This by (4) reduces to

,, - dy 2x x
therefore -f-, = 7-

-
.

ax %y y

Substitute in (1), and we obtain

330. DEFINITION. The evolute of a plane curve is the

locus of the centre of curvature
;
a curve when considered

with respect to its evolute is called an involute.

If x', y', be the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature at

the point (a;, y) of a curve, we have by Art. 320,

(1),

if j t.

By means of the equation to the curve y, -/-, and -^ can be

expressed in terms of x
;
hence from the above equations we

can, by eliminating x, obtain a relation between x and y
which is the equation to the evolute. From the above equa-

tions, x and y may be considered functions of x
\
differen-

tiating the first, we have

By means of (2) this gives

dx dx dx

therefore 1 + ^-^ = ........................ (4).dx dx ^ '
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Hence (1) may be written

which shews that the point (x, y] is situated on the tangent to

the evolute at the point (x, y'~].
Also (1) shews that the

point (x, y'} is on the normal to the curve at the point (x, y}.

Hence the normal at any point of an involute is a tangent at

the corresponding point of the evolute.

331. If p be the length of the radius of curvature at the

point (x, y) of a curve, and x, y the co-ordinates of the centre

of curvature, we have

As x and y are functions of x, so also is p ;
hence differen-

tiating we have

dx'\ . , (dy---
By means of equation (1) of the preceding Article this gives

, ,. dx , ,, dy dp . .

fi nt* ft-Y*
'

ft 'y*\Aj*As UrtAs (
; ,'

From equations (1) and (3) of the preceding Article we obtain

dx' dy { (dx\\ Afy'V ]

(dx)
+
\dxj i_

l

Ids'

x -xY+(y'~-y}'}
~
p dx '

s' being the length of the arc of the evolute. See Art. 307.

Hence, by (1),

therefore ~ = + ^ (2).dx ~ dx

Since ^
7

+ ^- =
0, we have, by Art. 102,

dx

s + p = some constant, say I.
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Let ABC be the given curve, and A'B'C' the evolute,

BB' being the radius of curvature of the given curve at B,
and GO' at C. Then ifA be the fixed point on the evolute

from which the arc is measured, we have

ASa + c'c=
' = BB'-CC'therefore

Hence, if a flexible string of length I be fastened at A' and

placed in contact with the evolute A'B'C', then, as the string
is unwound from the evolute, the free end of it will describe

the involute CBA. From this property the names evolute

and involute are obtained.

In
.
the figure as s' increases p diminishes and we have

s' + p
= a constant

;
if

'

be measured in the direction from G'

towards A', then s and p increase together and we have
s p

= a constant.

It will be observed that a curve has only one evolute
;
but

a curve has an infinite number of involutes, for in the equa-
tion s + p some constant, the constant may have any value

we please.

332. The following polar formulae for determining the

evolute of a curve are sometimes useful.
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Let be the centre of curvature corresponding to the

point P of a curve referred to polar co-ordinates. Let
the perpendicular on the tangent at P.

Let SP= r, P0 =
p, SY=p,

S0 = r, p = perpendicular from S on PO.

From the triangle SOP we have

Also p'*
= r*-

dr
P ~ r

~dp

(1).

,(2).

,(3).

From the given equation to the curve we can find p in terms
of r, and then between (1) and (2) we can eliminate r, and
thus we have an equation between p' and / to determine the

locus of 0. Since PO is a tangent to the locus of 0, p' is

the perpendicular from the origin on the tangent to the

evolute at 0.

In the figure the curve is drawn concave to the pole.
f/*

If the curve be convex to the pole -r- is negative (Ail. 29d),
P

dt*
and we should take p = r -r- ; in this case we shall find in-

dp
stead of (1) the equation
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Thus in both cases we have

333. Involute of a circle.

Let S be the centre of a circle, APQ a portion of the

involute, OP= OA the portion of the string unwound. Let
SO = a, 08A =

<f>,
and let x, y be the co-ordinates of P,

the origin being at S, and SA the direction of the axis of x.

Then OP = 0$,

x = a cos
<f>
+ a</>

sin <,

y = a sin <
ci(f>

cos <.

Let AP =
s, then

Hence, as we shall see in the Integral Calculus,

5 =
2

'

EXAMPLES.
1. In the curve

the ordinate at any point is a mean proportional between

the radius of curvature there and at the lowest point.
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2. In the curve

y = x4 - 4#B - 18#2
,

the radius of curvature at the origin
=

-fa.

3. In the curve

y = x3 + 5a? + Go;,

the radius of curvature at the origin = 22.506...

Find at what point the radius of curvature is infinite.

4. If < (x, y} be the equation to a curve, then

dy

"T- i
~

T_ __ n
- T - T - T I

[

r i r

rf^/ da? dx dy dx dy \dx) dy*

5. Find the parabola whose axis is parallel to that of
?/

which has the closest possible contact with the curve

x3

y = - - at the point where x a.

d~

T> i. f ^A
2

/ a\
Result.

(*- 5J-3(ir-*i).

G. If r = a(l cos^), p = sin-.
o z

IT r* fn a t\ a (5 4 cos 6y
. , ,

8. If the curves f(x, ?y)
= and < (x, y)

= touch, shew that

at the point of contact

_
dx dy dy dx

9. Apply the last result to find if the straight line

a

touches the curve

10. When the angle between the radius vector and the per-

pendicular on the tangent has a maximum or minimum
value, shew that pp = r*.
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dx b*
11. If at every point of a curve 2a

-j-
= --h y> then

as y

p = -=-*TI . Shew also that - + - = -, where n is the
y b n p a

portion of the normal intercepted by the axis of x.

12. Find the value of p when r= a cos 9.

13. If#=Vc2 + s
2

14. The equations which determine the co-ordinates a, b, of

the centre of curvature of a curve may be put in the

following form, where r
2 = a? + y* :

,
cPx dV a,cPy eZV

S)n .__ _ OA _^_ _^ df
9

as? as?*

15. In the parabola y*
= 4mx,

, 2#? 2 (TO + a)tb= --r- , p= v
.
-

.

Shew that the circle of curvature at any point of a

parabola, except the vertex, cuts the axis at two points
on opposite sides of the vertex.

16. If Aa? + By*+C=0,
AA-B , BB-A

then a =

17. If,
18. The radius of curvature of the curve ?/

2 = - - -.
c-4a

at one of the points where y = is , and at the

ru 3a
other .

m

19. If s = a sin" ^, find p. See Art. 324.

20. Find the equation to the circle of curvature of the curve

y*
= 4aV x*, at the origin.

T.D.C. A A
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21. KyW*-q, thenp=^-^.
*/

22. Shew that the circle iC ~x
curve A# + V = V have contact of the i/aVd5 order at

the point x = y = -
.

/? 9
23. Ifr = osec

2

^,
find p. esft. p = 2asec3

-.

24. Find the two parabolas which, having their axes parallel

to the co-ordinate axes respectively, have a contact of

the second order with the circle ce
2 + y

s = bd\ at the

point ac = a, y = 2a.

Results.
( Sa\' 2a (la \ ( a\* 16a/lla N

. (y--)^-(^- X^ (x
-

-)
=-

(

-
y)

.

v 1 - - -

25. In the curve - = -
(e

e + e ),
shew that the co-ordinates

C 2i

of the centre of curvature are

and find the equation to the evolute.

26. Find the equation to the evolute of the ellipse, and the

whole length of the evolute.

Results. (ax}*

27. If T =f(p) be the polar equation to a curve, shew that
the equation to the locus ofthe foot of the perpendicular

r*
drawn from the pole on the tangent is p =

. Find
JV Jy>

the locus when 2 = ---
,
and shew that it is a circle.r
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28. Find the evolute of the curve p*
= r* a2

.

29. IfA be the area between a curve, its radius of curvature,
and its evolute, then

dx tfy2
dx*

30. If p be the radius of curvature of a curve, then the radius

of curvature of the evolute at the corresponding point
dp

18 PJ-r ds

31. If x, y be the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature of

the curve y*
= c?x, shew that

32. Shew that in a parabola the radius of curvature at any
point is equal to twice the portion of the normal which
is intercepted between the point and the directrix.

33. Investigate the following expressions for the radius of

curvature at any point of an ellipse :

(rr'}* b*

(1)
'

i > (2) . o ,,a>
a (1 e

2 sm2

<)
8

where r and r' are the focal distances of the point and

</>
is the angle which the normal at the point makes

with the major axis.

34. The locus of the centres of all ellipses having the

directions of their axes given, and having a contact of

the second order with a given curve at a given point,
is a rectangular hyperbola passing through that point.

35. Find the asymptotes of the evolute of the curve

y = a tan x.

36. Shew that corresponding to the portion of the curve

as

y
2 = xs near the origin, the evolute is approximately

a curve whose equation is xy*
= c

3
.

AA 2
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37. Shew that corresponding to the portion of the curve

a*y = a~x* + x- near the origin, the evolute is approxi-

mately a curve whose equation is

38. Shew that the chord of curvature parallel to the axis

y -

of x of the curve sec- = e is constant; and that the
a

evolute of this curve for the portion near the origin
is approximately a curve whose equation is

za
sec (

-*-
1 = e

a
.

39. If along a curve and its circle of curvature at any point

equal arcs (8s) be measured from the point of contact

and on the same side of it, shew that the distance be-

tween their extremities will be ultimately
-

-f- ^5- .

6 as p

40. Shew that in general a conic section may be found which
has a contact of the fourth order with a given curve at

a proposed point, and shew how to find it when the

length of the curve is given in terms of the angle which
the normal makes with a fixed line.

If the curve be an equiangular spiral, and a be the

angle between the radius vector and the tangent at any
point, shew that the conic section is an ellipse, the

major axis of which makes with the normal to the
curve an angle o> given by the equation

tan 2o> + 3 tan a = 0.
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CHAPTER XXV.

ENVELOPS.

334. SUPPOSE

F(x,y,a)=0 (1)

to be the equation to a curve, a being some constant quantity.

By changing a into a + k, we obtain another curve of the

same species as (1), the equation to which is

F(x,y, a + h)=Q (2).

The point of intersection of (1) and (2) will be found by
combining the equations. Now (2) may be written

F(x,y,a)+hF'(x,y, a+6>A)=0 (3),

the accent denoting that F(x, y, a) is to be differentiated

with respect to a, and in the result a changed into a + Oh.

Hence, combining (3) and (1), we have the point of inter-

section determined by

F(x, y, a]
=

0, and F' (x, y, a + dh)
=

(4).

If we diminish A indefinitely, the equations (4) become

F(x, y, a) =0, and F' (x, y, o)
=

(5).

The point determined by equations (5) is the limit of the

intersection of (1) and (2).

If between equations (5) we eliminate a, we obtain the

equation to a curve which is called the locus of the ultimate

intersections of the curves formed by varying a continuously in

the equation F(x, y, a) = 0.

The quantity a is called the parameter of the curve.

335. The locus of the ultimate intersections of a series of
curves touches each of the series of intersecting curves.
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Let F(x, y, a)
= be the equation which gives the series

of curves by varying continuously the quantity a. Then the

locus of the ultimate intersections is found by eliminating a
between

F(x,y,a)=0 ........................ (1),

and F'(x,y, a)
= ........................ (2).

Suppose from (2) we obtain a in terms of x and y, say
a =

(j> (x, y] ;
then if we substitute in (1) we have

F{x,y,<f>(x,y)}
= ............... (3),

which is therefore the equation to the locus of the ultimate

intersections. Now if for any assigned value of a the equa-
tions (1) and (2) give possible values to x and y, then the

curve represented by (1) when a has this assigned value, will

meet the curve represented by (3).

The value of -& for the curve (1) is found by the equation

dF(x, y, a) dF(x, y, a) dy _ ,.
}

dx dy dx~
d'u

The value of for the curve (3) is found by the equation

dF(x, y, <f>) dF(x, y, ft) dy
dx dy dx

}

777
/77?*

But -TV only differs from -j- in having <f>(x, y} in the

place of a; hence by (2) we have at the point where (1)
jjfi

and (3) meet, -jr
= Q- Thus (5) becomes at that point

Ct(p

dF(x, y,

dx dy dx

Since at the point of intersection of (1) and (3) we have

a=<j>(x, y}, equation (6) gives for -^ at that point the same
dx
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value as equation (4). Hence (1) and (3) touch at their

common point.

From this property the locus of the ultimate intersections
of a series of curves is called the envelop of the series of

curves.

336. Example. Required the locus of the ultimate inter-

sections of a series of parabolas found by varying a in the

equation
1+a2

t

y =ax
2j-

x '

Here F(x, y, a)=y ax + - x2 = Q (1),
2p

F'(x,y,a}= x =
(2).

From (2) a =2.
x

Substitute in (1) and we have

,

or a?+2py-p*=0,

which is the equation to a parabola.

337. Required the locus of the ultimate intersections of a

series of normals drawn at different points of a given curve.

Let x, y be co-ordinates of a point in the given curve, then

rf-s+tf-tfjl-o (i)

is the equation to the normal at that point ; x, y', being the

variable co-ordinates. From the equation to the given curve

y and -j- can be expressed as functions of x ;
thus x is the

parameter in (1), by varying which the series of normals
is obtained. Hence the required locus is to be found by
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eliminating x between (1) and the equation obtained from (1)

by differentiating it with respect to x, which is

.(2).

It appears from (1) and (2), compared with Art. 320, that

x, y will be the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature at

the point (x, y) of the given curve. Hence the locus of the

ultimate intersections of the normals to a curve is the evolute

of that curve.

338. It may happen that the envelop does not touch all

the curves of the series, as will appear from an example.

Suppose the centre of a circle of variable radius to move

along the axis of x, so that the

abscissa OP of its centre and its

radius PM are the abscissa and
ordinate ofan ellipseAMB which
has for its equation

2 2

2 * 2 *m n

required the envelop of the system of circles.

If OP= a, the equation to the circle will be

Hence differentiating with respect to a, we have

na *x a , =0:m

therefore a =
mx

Substitute in (1) and we obtain

.(2).

ma+n^n*-
which is the equation to the envelop.

(3),
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?n
For all values of a comprised between -j-r r,

-^ and m,
4/(m' + n')

the circles do not ultimately intersect, and are not touched by
the envelop : for the value of y found from (2) and (3) is

m
in"

which is impossible when a is greater than
V \iu T /t

;

Therefore in the enunciation of Art. 335 we do not assert

that the envelop touches each of the series of curves, but that

it touches each of the series of intersecting curves. The de-

monstration in that Article assumes that the equations (1) and

(2) lead to possible values of x and y; or in other words, that

one curve of the series ultimately intersects the adjacent curve.

339. The method of Art. 334 may be extended to the case

in which there are n parameters connected by n 1 equations.
For example, suppose

F(x> y, a, b, c) =0 (1)

to be the equation to a curve, the parameters a, b, c, being
connected by the equations

and that we require the locus of the ultimate intersections of

the curves obtained by giving to the parameters in (1) all

possible values consistent with (2). If from equations (2) we
find the values of b and c in terms of a and substitute them in

(1), we may then proceed as in Art. 334. If however the

solution of equations (2) be difficult we may proceed thus.

Regarding b and c in (1) as implicit functions of a, we have,
if we.differentiate with respect to a, and put the result equal
to zero as in Art. 334,

da db da dc da
(3)

To find j- and -y- ,
we have by differentiating (2),

da da
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d^)l d<f>l
db d<f>1

dc _
da db da dc da

.(4).

da db da da

If the values of -y- and -y- from (4) be substituted in (3),da da
and then a, b, c, be eliminated between (1), (2), and (3), the

resulting equation between x and y will determine the re-

quired locus.

This process may be rendered more symmetrical by suppos-

ing a, b, c all functions of a third variable, say t
;
then using

Da, Db, Dcfor-j-, -r , -^ respectively, we have instead of
dt u/t cLt

(3) and (4) the equations

dF dF n ,
,

dF n ADa + -==- Db + -,- Dc =
da db dc

^Da +^Dbda db

da do

,

dc

dc

= Q .(5).

And the solution of the problem will be facilitated by the use
of indeterminate multipliers. Thus multiply the second of

equations (5) by \, the third by /*, and add to the first;

this gives

\da

dc dc
(6).

Now since \ and
(j,

are at present undetermined, we may
take them such that

da

dF
da

~dB

da

~db

(7),
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from which it follows by (6) that

M
+iQ+rQ-o (8).do do dc

Hence we have to eliminate a, b, c, X and
fj,
from equations

(1), (2), (7) and (8) ; the result is the equation to the envelop

required.

Example. A straight line moves so that the length inter-

cepted between the co-ordinate axes is constant : required the

envelop of the moving straight line.

Let the equation to the straight line be

a o

so that a2 +bs = a, constant = fc
2

, say (10).

From (9)

from (10) aDa + bDb =
;

thus

therefore -* + Xa = 0, andf^ + X&=0............... (11);
Cii [)

multiply the first of these equations by a and the second by
b and add

;
thus

that is, 1 + \k* = 0, therefore X. = ^ .

Then from (11)

Therefore by (9)
/W fj Ix

-L. y = i
x.\

or x + y = .

This equation determines the envelop.
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EXAMPLES.

/j*
nt

1. Find the envelop of the series of straight lines -
-f

1

v = 1,

where *Ja + *Jb = */k a constant.

Result, x^ -f y^ $.

2. Ellipses are described with coincident centre and axes,

and having the sum of the semiaxes = c. Shew that

the equation to the locus of ultimate intersections is

fi a

+ # C5.

3. Find the envelop of all ellipses having a constant area,

the axes being coincident.

Result. 4sx*y*
= c

4 where TTC* is the given area.

4. A straight line cuts off from the co-ordinate axes distances

AB, AC, such that nAB+ A =
c, shew that the

envelop of the straight lines is

(y 4- nx c)
2 =

&nxy.

5. Find the evolute of a parabola y
z = ax, by the method of

Art. 337, taking the equation to the normal in the form

y = m (x 2a) am3
.

Result. 27ay
z = 4 (x

-
2a)

8
.

6. Find the evolute of the curve x* + y% = cfi. See

Example 9, to Chapter xvni.

Result, (x + 7/)
? + (x

-
y}%

= 2a?.

7. Shew that the envelop of the series of parabolas

under the condition db = c
2

,
is an hyperbola having its

asymptotes coinciding with the axes.

8. Find the locus of the ultimate intersections of the

straight lines drawn at right angles to normals to

the parabola y
3 = 4a#, at the points where they cut

the axis.

Result, y
2 = 4a (2a x}.
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9. Straight lines drawn at right angles to the tangents
of a parabola at the points where they meet a given

straight line perpendicular to the axis, are in general

tangents to a confocal parabola.

10. Find the envelop of the curves
(

y
)
+

( JL~~)
=

*>

the variable parameters a, b, being connected by the

bA . /a

equation^
a-

8
?/

2

Result. ^ + r<
=

11. Circles are described on successive double ordinates of a

parabola as diameters : shew that their envelop is an

equal parabola. Find what part of this system of

circles does not admit of an envelop.

12. A circle moves with its centre on a parabola whose

equation is y* 4ax = 0, and always passes through
the vertex of the parabola : shew that the circle always
touches the curve y* (x+ 2a) + x3 = 0.

13. A series of parabolas of latus rectum I is described with
their vertices in a given parabola of latus rectum I'.

Shew that the locus of the ultimate intersections is a

parabola with latus rectum I + 1', the concavities being
in the same direction and the axes parallel.

14. Find the envelop of all ellipses having the same centre

and in which the straight line joining the ends of the

axes is of constant length.
fiesult. xy = c.

x* v*
15. From any point of the ellipse -5 + j^

=
1, perpendiculars

are drawn to the axes, and the feet of these perpen-
diculars are joined: shew that the straight line thus

formed always touches the curve (-) + [ r 1
= 1.w W
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X* if
16. From every point of the ellipse j-2

+ ^ 1 = pairs of

a;
2

if
tangents are drawn to the ellipse -^ + "^

1 = :

G/ i/

shew that the locus of the ultimate intersections of

V, A f f
'

, 1the chords of contact is j- + -fj-
= 1.

a b

17. Circles are drawn passing through the origin having
their centres on the curve a*y*b

2

('2ax xz

)
= Q: shew

that the locus of the ultimate intersections of these

circles is
(a;* + y

2 -
2ax)

z - 4aV - 4&y = 0.

18. The circle whose equation is y? -f y
2 + 2ax + 2by + 2c = 0,

is cut by another circle which passes through the

x2
if

origin and whose centre is on the curve -5 +^ 1
'

a. p
shew that the chord joining the points of intersection

touches the curve aV + @3

y*
=

(ax + by + cf.

19. Find the locus of the ultimate intersections of the

straight lines

y cos 6 x sin 6 = c c sin 6 log tan C- + -
j

,

where 6 is the variable parameter.
X X

Result, 2y = c(e* + e~c).

20. The equation to a spiral is r
n
cos nd = an

; straight lines

are drawn through the extremities of the radii vectores

at right angles to them : shew that the envelop ofthese

straight lines is the curve

ft

r
m
cos m6 = am,

where m =--.
n + 1

21. A series of ellipses has the same centre and directrix :

shew that the envelop is a pair of parabolas, but that

the envelop will not meet those ellipses whose excen-

tricity is less than .
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22. Find the locus of the ultimate intersections of an ellipse
which touches a given straight line at a given point
at the extremity of the axis minor, the excentricity

varying as the axis major. Find the limits of the

excentricity in order that two consecutive ellipses may
intersect.

23. A straight line is drawn from the focus to any point of

a conic section, and a circle is described on it as a
diameter : shew that the locus of the ultimate inter-

sections of all such circles is a circle, except, in a

certain case, where it is a straight line.

24. Shew that the locus of the ultimate intersections of all

the chords of an ellipse which join the points of con-

tact of pairs of tangents at right angles to one another

is a confocal ellipse.

25. Find the locus of the ultimate intersections of the straight

lines x cos 30 + y sin 30 = a (cos 20)^, where 6 is the

variable parameter.

Result, (a;

2 + 2/

2

)

2= a2

(x*
-

y*}.

26. Find the envelop of the circles described on the radii of

an ellipse, drawn from the centre, as diameters.

Result. (a
2 + 2/

2

)

2 = a

n

27. On any radius vector of the curve r = c sec
n - as diameter

is described a circle : shew that the envelop of all such
a

circles is the curve r = c sec
n~*

.

n 1

28. Find the locus of the ultimate intersections of a family
of parabolas of which the pole of a given equiangular

spiral is the focus, and its tangents directrices.

Result. A. similar equiangular spiral.
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29. Perpendiculars are drawn from the pole of an equi-

angular spiral on the tangents to the curve : find the

envelop of the circles described on these perpendiculars
as diameters.

Result. A similar equiangular spiral.

30. From every point of a parabola as centre a circle is

described with a radius exceeding the focal distance

of the point by a constant quantity : find the envelop
of the circles.

Result, (x + c + a) [y* + (x a)
2

c
2

}
=

;
where c is

the constant quantity.

31. Find the envelop of the straight lines obtained by vary-

ing 6 in the equation ax sec d ly cosec 6 = a2
J*.

Result (ax] + (ly)*
=

(a
2 - J

2

)l

32. From a fixed point A in the circumference of a circle

any chord AP is drawn and bisected at H, and on
PH as diameter a circle is described : find the locus

of the ultimate intersections of the system of circles

described according to this law.

Result, a2

(x* + y*}
=

(2x* + 2y*-

where a? 4- y*
= 2ax is the equation to the given circle.
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CHAPTER XXVI

TRACING OF CURVES.

34-0. IN this Chapter we shall give some examples of

tracing curves from their equations.

Example (1). Let ff'= a?-g (1)>

First find the value of -?- : taking the logarithms of both
dx

sides of the equation and differentiating, we have

1 dy _ 1 x x

ydx x x* la? x* a*
'

c dy ,
x *J(3? 4a2

) fl x x } fn \
therefore

-f-
= ,,\ *r

L
]~+ 2 5 if (

2
)-

Next find the asymptotes : since

r-

therefore =

Hence y= CB

and y = x
are asymptotes.

T.D.C. BB
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Also when x = + a we see that y is infinite.

Hence x a,

and x = a

are asymptotes.

We may now assign different values to x, and note the
d*u

corresponding values of y and
-f-

obtained from (1) and (2).CLX

Since the curve is symmetrical with respect to the axis of x,

we may confine our attention to the positive values of y.

dyWhen x = 0, y = 0,
-- = 2.

From x = to x = a, y is possible.

When x = a, y = oo , -3"
= oc .

From x = a to x = 2a, y is impossible.

When a;=2a, v = 0, -/=.ax

When x is greater than 2a, y is possible.

It is not necessary to give negative values to x in this

example, because the curve is symmetrical with respect to

the axis of y.

If we draw the asymptotes and make use of the above

list of particular values of y and -&-
, we shall have sufficient

dsc

materials for ascertaining the general form of the curve. If

nece'ssaryj in any example, we may find -~
t ,

in order to

determine the points of inflexion
;
also by examining when

~

vanishes, we can determine the maxima and minima values

ofy.

If we take the upper sign in equation (3), we have for

the asymptote

y = x (4) ;

A f ^ 3a2 Pand tor the curve v = x - &c (5).
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When x is very large the terms included in 'the &c. of

equation (5) will be very small compared with --
. Hence

j i.t

comparing (4) and (5) we see that corresponding to the same
abscissa the ordinate of the curve is less than that of the

asymptote, and therefore the curve lies below the asymptote
as represented in the figure. .,

341. Example (2). Suppose
/>* I O* ,

- sv\ { >y* __
,, i*/ \*y Lvy l/

x + 3a

2 dy \ 1 1 1
therefore - -/ = - H 1

y ax x x a x

dj _ 1 (x (x a) (x 2a)|
dx 2 1

(i);

r r +-^+ -
f

) [x x a x i

Also from (1) we have

y= x(l-^(l-^-(l + -}'
k

-

(2).

_ I

| |
*~ _ ""

)\1 ill
27q*

BB2
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If the three series be multiplied together we have

Hence y = x 3a

and y = x + 3a

are asymptotes.

Also from (1) x= 3a

is an asymptote.

From (1) and (2) we have the following results, confining
ourselves to the positive values of y.

When ic=0,

From x = to x= a, y is possible.

When x = a, y = 0,
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From x = a to x = 2a, y is impossible.

When x = 2a, y = 0, ;r=.8*6

When x is greater than 2a, y is possible.

When x is negative and between and 3a, y is impossible.

When x = 3a, y = oo
,

-~ = oo .

When # lies between 3a and oo
, y is possible.

From (3) we see that the equation to the curve when y.

is very great is approximately
lla2_

and whether x be positive or negative x 3a + -r is
fSK

numerically greater than x 3a. Hence the curve lies above
the asymptote.

342. In the above examples the value of y is given

explicitly in terms of x. In a similar manner we may pro-
ceed if x is given explicitly in terms of y. But if the equa-
tion connecting x and y does not admit of easy solution we
must abandon this method. In such cases we may find the

asymptotes by Art. 277 : we may determine the nature of

the curve near the origin by a method exemplified in the
next two Articles

;
from these results we may obtain some

idea of the form of the curve. By transforming the equation
to polar co-ordinates we shall sometimes be enabled to trace

it more accurately.

343. To determine the form of the curve

x* - ayx
z + by

3 = ..................... (1)

near the origin.

First, suppose that near the origin the term fo/
s can be

neglected in comparison with the other two terms in (1) ;
in

that case we should have

x* ayx*
= 0,

therefore x* = ay.
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This makes y vary as cc
2
,
and therefore y

9

vary as x*.

Hence the neglected term by
3
varies as x6

, while the terms

retained, x* and ayx*, vary as x*. But by taking x small

enough x6 can be made as small as we please compared with

x*, and therefore near ihe origin one branch of the curve may
be found approximately by neglecting 6y

8
. The branch we

thus obtain, being determined by the equation a? = ay, is

a portion of a parabola having its axis coincident with that

oiy.

Next, assume that near the origin the term ayx* may be

neglected in comparison with the others. We thus find

=
;

therefore y varies as or.

Hence the neglected term ayx* would vary as xt+*

;
that is

as x 3

, while the terms retained would vary as x*. But since

x 3 can be made as great as we please compared with x*

by taking x small enough, we do not obtain an approximate
branch near the origin by neglecting ayx*.

Again, assume that x* may be neglected near the origin ;

then

therefore by
2 ax9 = 0.

Hence y varies as x
;
the terms retained vary as x* and the

rejected term varies as x4

;
and thus an approximation to the

curve near the origin is given by

The figure shews the nature of the
curve near the origin ;

AB is the para-
bolic branch, and CD, C'D', are the two
branches found by neglecting x*.
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The conclusions in this case may be verified by solving the

given equation with respect to x*. We thus find

Expand \f(a* 4&y) in powers of y by the Binomial Theorem,
and take the upper sign, then

x* = ay approximately ;

with the lower sign

a;
2 =

-y* approximately.

In this manner, or by transforming the equation into a

polar form, we may complete the tracing of the curve. It will

be found that the branches extending from the origin to

and B respectively, unite, thus forming a loop. The branch
from the origin to D' extends to infinity, and has no recti-

linear asymptote. The curve is obviously symmetrical with

respect to the axis of y.

344. Determine the nature of the curve

2/

4 + ay
2x x4 = Q

near the origin.

First, if we neglect x* we have

therefore y
1 = ax.

Hence x varies as y
2

;
the rejected term varies as y

9
, while

the terms retained vary as y*, and therefore we have in the

parabola y
z = ax an approximation to the given curve near

the. origin.

Next, reject the term ay*x ;
thus

2/

4 -*4 =
0,

therefore y = x.

Hence y varies as x
;
the rejected term varies as a?, and

the terms retained vary as x*
;
hence this does not give us

an approximate branch.
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Again, reject y* ;
thus

ay*x xt
=0,

x3

therefore if = .J a

Hence y* varies as xs

;
the rejected term varies as xe

and the terms retained vary as

x*, and consequently we obtain

an approximate branch. v^

The branch to the left of the

axis ofy is that given by w2= ax,
and the cusp to the right of the

x3 ^
axis of y is that given by y

2 = .

(Z

In this example, y
z

may be found
in terms of x and the whole curve traced.

345. We may observe that in the examples of the pre-

ceding Articles, the supposition which was found inadmissible

near the origin, will be admissible for points at a very great
distance from the origin. Thus if

y* + ay*x
- x4 = 0,

when x and y are indefinitely great, ay"x may be neglected
in comparison with y* and x*

;
and y* x4

,
or y = + x, will be

an approximation at points remote from the origin. If we
find the asymptotes by Art. 277, we shall have

to which y = + &

may be considered an approximation when x and y are inde-

finitely great.

346. Kequired the nature of the curve

y" + xy
3 + ax*y

- bx
3 =

near the origin.

Assume ax*y bx3 =
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as an approximation near the origin. Hence

ay bx,

therefore y varies as x,

the terms retained vary as x3

,
and those rejected vary as x*,

and we have therefore an approximation to the curve at the

origin. If we examine all the six cases which present them-
selves by retaining two of the terms of the given equation and

rejecting the other two, we shall find that the only other

allowable supposition is, that xy
3 and bx

3
can be rejected, and

we obtain for an approximation

?/

4 + ax*y = 0,

or tj
~~

ctt.L .

It will be easy to draw the branches we have found; the

equation y
3 = ax* gives us a cusp, the two branches being on

the two sides of the negative part of the axis of y.

347. If in any examples we wish only to find the direc-

tions of the tangents at the origin, we may arrive at them
. immediately, as shewn in Art. 195.

Suppose y* + xy
3 + aa?y bx3 = 0,

fv\
3

y
therefore ( y + x} I

-
1 + a '

& = 0.
'

\xj x

Hence, when x and y vanish, we have

the limit of - = -
.

x a

11

Besides this, the limit of - may have an infinite value, and
u?

this can be determined by examining if - has zero for a limit.

The given equation may be put in the form

fx\* ( x\
. . y + x+ (-} \a-b-[ = Q.9 w r yJ
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Hence one of the limiting values of - is zero.

In like manner, if y* + ay*x x* = 0,

/w\
3

/v\
2

we have y - +ah- x = 0.y x

i/

Hence - has zero for one of its limiting values. Also from
y

the given equation we may deduce

y+ a -- a;
[

-
1
= 0-

y \yJ
S

/ft

Hence - has zero for one of its limiting values. Thus -

y *

may be zero or infinity when x and y are indefinitely dimi-

nished, and therefore the axes of x and y are tangents to the

branches through the origin.

In connexion with the subject of tracing curves from equa-
tions of the form

<f> (x, y)
= the student may with advan-

tage consult Chapter xxiu. of the treatise on the Theory of
Equations.

348. We shall now give some examples of polar curves.

e
/\ T sin -

o *v c dr a
Suppose r = a sec -

. therefore -j-a
= -

,

o at) o v
cos -

O
JA &

tan <f> = r ^- = 3 cot - . (Art. 279.)dr 3

ja a

The polar subtangent = r
2

-j-
= 3a cosec -

.

ctr o

_.

"When - =
,
r is infinite, and the polar subtangent = 3a

;

^
3?r

hence we have an asymptote. As increases from to
,

dr
-JQ

is positive, and r is positive and increases with, 0. As
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increases from to Sir, r is negative, and -v~ is positive so

that r numerically diminishes.

To draw the asymptote we proceed thus: since, when

BTT
6 = , r is infinite, and the polar subtangent is 3a, the eyeA

must be supposed at looking along OF, and a distance

OGr = 3a must be measured to the right of OF and at right

angles to it
;
a straight line drawn through G parallel to OF

is the required asymptote.

As 6 changes from to - - the branch ABCD is traced
2

out, cutting OA at right angles at A since tan
<j>
= oo when

6 = 0. When becomes greater than -
,
r is negative, and

J>

according to the usual conventions with respect to sign, must
be measured in a direction opposite to that which it would
have if it were positive. For example, if the angle AOQ
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measured in the ordinary way round from OA be -- +
the corresponding value of r is

or or - a \/2 (\/3 + 1) ;
1 /STT TT\ TT

C S 3U +
lJ

Sln
T2

hence we take OP = a \/2 (\/3 + 1) measuring it along $0

produced. In this way, as 6 changes from - - to STT, we

obtain the portion ECFA of the curve.

If we suppose 6 negative, or positive and greater than

STT, we shall only obtain repetitions of the branches already
found.

349. A very common mistake in drawing polar curves is

made with respect to the asymptotes. For example, if r is

infinite when = 0, it is assumed that the initial line is an

asymptote. This involves a double error, for in the first

place it does not follow that because r is infinite there is an

asymptote ;
and secondly, if there be an asymptote it may be

parallel to the initial line instead of coinciding with it.

For example, the polar equation to the parabola from the

vertex is

_ 4a cos 9

sin*0
*

Here when & = 0, r is oo
,
but the curve has no asymptote.

In the curve
a

r=
e>

sin
l

when 6 = 0, r. is infinite
;
there is an asymptote, but it does

not coincide with the initial line
;

it will be found to be

parallel to it and at a distance 3a from it.

350. Trace the curve

a sin
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dr _ a (0 cos 9 sin 6}

d6~ ~^~ -

1

381

sn
tan 9 = 4

-
-j
-

: z .

V cost) sin 8

As r is never infinite there is no asymptote ;
r is positive

from 6 = to 6 IT, negative from = IT to 6 = ZTT, and
so on.

When 6 = 0, tan
<f>

assumes the form -
;
on examination it

will be found infinite.

The curve begins at A, crossing the initial line at right

angles, since there tan
<f>

is infinite : as 6 changes from to IT

the portion ABO is traced out; as 6 changes from TT to 2?r

the portion ODEFO is traced out, and so on. The curve

forms an infinite number of loops, each smaller than the pre-

ceding and all passing through 0.

If we ascribe negative values to 6 we obtain the dotted

part lying below the straight line OA.

351. Trace the curve
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In tliis case the curve begins at the pole and makes

an infinite number of revolutions round it
;
r can never be-

come so great as a, to which value however it continually

approaches. Hence r = a is the equation to an asymptotic

circle, to which the curve continually approaches as 6 in-

creases without limit.

If we give to negative values, we have a branch similar

to that obtained from positive values of 6. It is represented
in the figure by the dotted portion.

352. We shall now give the equations and the figures of

a few curves which frequently occur in problems.

The Logarithmic Curve.

The equation to this curve is

X

or, which is an equivalent form,

The curve extends to infinity
both in the positive and negative
directions of the axis of x. As x
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is increased numerically in -the negative direction, y tends
to the limit zero, so that the axis of x is an asymptote.

353. The Catenary.

The equation to this curve is

- f -^
%/ ^

It is the curve in which a flexible string
would hang if suspended from two points,
as is shewn in works on Statics.

354. The Logarithmic Spiral.

The equation to this curve is

r = bee ,

or r = ba6
.

Taking the first form we have

d&
tan 9 = r -j- c.

Since
<j>

is thus constant the curve is also called the

equiangular spiral.

The dotted part arises from negative values of d.
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355. The Spiral of Archimedes.

356. The Cycloid.

The cycloid is traced out by a fixed point in the circum-
ference of a circle as the circle rolls along a straight line.

Let Ax be the straight line along which the circle rolls
;

M the fixed point in the circumference of the circle

BMC which traces out the cycloid ;

A the point in the straight line Ax with which M.
was originally in contact

;

the centre of the circle :

AP= x, MP =
y, MOB =

(j),
OB= a.

The arc MB=
a<f>,

and by the nature of the curve it is

equal to AB
;

therefore x =
a,(f>

PB = a< a sin <>,

y = a a cos
<p.

If we eliminate
<f>
we have

_, a it , ._ ,.

x = a cos \(2ay
- y )
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357. From the last equation we have

385

dy

Hence the equation to the tangent at M is

2a y\ , ,
.-

and the equation to the normal at M is

y' -y = - /(-} (x'
-

X).V \
l

2a,-yj
v

If in the last equation we put y = 0, we have

x x = V{y (2 y}}
= a sin < = PB.

Hence MB is the direction of the normal at M, and therefore

MC is the direction of the tangent at M.

If in the equations of Art. 356 we put < = TT, we have y = 2a

and x = air as the co-ordinates of the vertex E. Hence

PD = air
a<f> + a sin

<j>

Also the distance ofM from a straight line through E parallel
to Ax is 2a a (t cos 0) or a (1 cos 6).

358. If we take the vertex as the origin, and the tangent
at that point as the axis of y, we have by the last Article

Describe a semicircle on AD as diameter : let PN meet
this circle at M, and join J/ with the centre 0; then

AN=a(l-cosAOM);
therefore AOM= 0.

T. D. c. cc
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Since the arc AM= afl, it follows that

MP=zrcAM.
From (1) we have

_, a x ..

y = a cos -f v (2o

dy //2ax\
therefore -/-

= * / .

ax V \ x /

If s denote the arc AP, we have

(2),

therefore 5 = *J(8ax],

as will appear from the Integral Calculus.

The normal to the curve at P is parallel to MD, as we

may see from Art. 357 or from an independent investigation.

By the property of the circle it follows that
r\

MD = 2a cos -
.

If we investigate the value of the radius of curvature at P
we shall find it to be twice MD, that is,

a

4a cos - ,
or 2 V(4a

8

2ax).
Ji

359. The evolute of the cycloid is an equal cycloid.

For it appears by Art. 358 that the radius of curvature at

a point M of a cycloid is twice MN. Hence if we produceMN to 0, making NO = MN, the point is the centre of

curvature corresponding to the point M, Draw EIB and
make IB = 2a

;
draw B G parallel to ED

;
the circle described

on NC as a diameter will pass through 0.
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The arc NO arc MN and therefore = AN,

thearcO<7=JV7= CB.

387

therefore

Hence is a point in a cycloid generated by rolling a circle

of radius a along BC. Hence the evolute of the cycloid
AEA is composed of the two semi- cycloids AB and A'B.

360. The epicycloid is the curve traced out by a point in

the perimeter of a circle which rolls on the outside of a fixed

circle.

Let and C be the centres of the fixed and the rolling
circles respectively, B the point of contact, P the tracing

point, A its initial position. Take OA as the axis of x
;

draw CN, PM, perpendicular to the axis of x. Let

OB= a, BC=b, AOB =
B, BCP=<I>.

Then x=ON+NM
=

(a + V) cos 9 + b sin
(<
-

\ ir + 6)

=
(a + b) cos 6 - b cos (0 + 0).

But the arc AB = the arc BP, by the mode of generation,
that is, ad =

b(f>,
therefore

x = (a + b) cos b cos y d.

Similarly y = (a + 6) sin 6 b sin -. 0.

The hypocycloid is the curve traced out by a point in the

perimeter of a circle which rolls on the inside of a fixed circle.

CC2
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It may be found by a method similar to the above that for

the hypocycloid

x = (a 5) cos 6 + b cos v-

0,

y = (a b] sin b sin 7 6.

361. The radius of the rolling circle may be greater or

less than the radius of the fixed circle both in the epicy-
cloid and in the hypocycloid ;

it is however easy to infer

from the figure, that a hypocycloid in which the radius of the

rolling circle is greater than the radius of the fixed circle may
be counted as an epicycloid. This can also be shewn from

the equations. For in the equations to the hypocycloid put

r 6=<f>', then those equations may be written

, , , , ,7 N
a + b a

x = (a + b a) cos d> (b a) cos -,- <f>,

a

/i ^ . a+b a
(b a) sin .

<f) ;o ~ ct

these are the equations to an epicycloid in which the radius

of the fixed circle is a, and the radius of the rolling circle

is b a.

Similarly we may shew that a hypocycloid in which the

radius of the rolling circle is greater than half the radius of

the fixed circle may be counted as a hypocycloid in which the

radius of the rolling circle is less than half the radius of the

fixed circle. Thus we can obtain all epicycloids and hypo-

cycloids if in addition to epicycloids we take hypocj'cloids in

which the radius of the rolling circle is less than half the

radius of the fixed circle.

362. If a and b are in the proportion of two whole num-
bers we may eliminate between the two equations which
determine an epicycloid or a hypocycloid, and thus obtain the

equation to the curve in an algebraical form. For example,

suppose in the hypocycloid that a = 4&
; then
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x = 3b cos + b cos 3d = 46 cos
8

0,

y = Sbsin0-b sin 30 = 45 sin
3

;

therefore x% + y^ = a$.

If in the hypocycloid we suppose a 2b, we obtain

x = 2b cos and y = ;

thus y is always zero and x may have any value between a
and + a

;
therefore the curve reduces to a diameter of the fixed

circle.

3G3. If in Art. 360 the describing point, instead of being
on the perimeter of the rolling circle, is on a fixed radius

of that circle, but either within or without the perimeter, the
curve generated is called the epitrochoid when the rolling
circle moves on the outside of the fixed circle, and the hypo-
trochoid when the rolling circle moves on the inside of the
fixed circle. In the former case we have

x (a+b) cos mb cos
j 0,

sin mb sin 0,

and in the latter case

x = (a b) cos + mb cos
j 0,

y = (a b) sin mb sin
j 0,

mb being the distance of the describing point from the centre

of the rolling circle.

364. If a circle roll along a straight line the curve traced

out by a point in the perimeter of the rolling circle is, as we
have already stated, called the cycloid. If the describing

point be inside the perimeter the curve is called the prolate

cycloid, if outside the curtate cycloid ;
the term trochoid is also

used to denote both the prolate cycloid and the curtate cycloid.
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The equations
x = a (1 m cos &),

y = a(Q + m sin &),

will represent a prolate cycloid, a common cycloid, or a

curtate cycloid, according as m is less than unity, equal to

unity, or greater than unity. See Art. 358.

EXAMPLES.

Trace the following curves :

1. f = ax* - x\ 2. / = a3 -a-s
.

3. y*(x-a} = (x + a)x*. 4. afy'
= a

2

(x*
-
f).

5. ^(aj-4fl)=aa?(a?-3a). 6. (x* + yj = 4aV/. y^
7. 2/

2

(2a
-

a?)
= x3

. (The cissoid.)

8. a?tf
=

(a*
- f) (b + yY. (The conchoid.) Transfer the

origin to the point (0, 6) and then change to polar
co-ordinates and we have for the equation

r = b cosec a.

9. (a;* + 2ry =
2

(
a;2 -/)- (The lemniscata.)

10. r = a0sin0. 11. r = a (0 + sin0).

12. r sin 6 a cos* 0. 13. r=logsin#.

14. r2 cos 6 = a
2
sin

9
3d. 15. r

2
cos = a2

sin
3
0.

16. r (9
- sin 0)

= a (0 + sin 6}.

17. r = a (1 cos 0). (The cardioide.)

18. rd = a. (The hyperbolic spiral.)

19. Find the equations to the tangent and normal at the

point P in the epicycloid. See the Figure to Art. 360.

Shew that the normal at P passes through B.

20. Trace the curve determined by the equations

x = a (1 cos 0), y = a<f>;

this curve is called the companion to the cycloid.
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21. Obtain in an algebraical form the equation to the epi-

cycloid for which a = 2b.

Remit. 4 (cc

2 + f - a2

)

3 = 27y.

22. Shew that when a = 6 the epicycloid becomes the car-

dioide.

a

23. Trace the curve whose equation is r=acos-; and
3

shew that if A be the point where the curve meets the

prime radius produced backwards and PSQR any
chord drawn through the pole S meeting the curve

at P, Q, and R, the angles PAQ and QAjR are each

60, and the angle ASQ equal to thrice the angle
APS.

24. Shew that the equations

r = a a tan and 2a = r r tan

represent the same curve in different positions, and
that the radii vectores to the points of intersection

bisect the angles between the tangents at those points.

77 C / C\
25. Trace the curve - = sin - log I m sin -

) , (1) when m is
c a \ aj

greater than unity, (2) when m is equal to unity,

(3) when m is less than unity and greater than the

reciprocal of the base of the Napierian logarithms,

(4) when m is less than the reciprocal of the base of

the Napierian logarithms.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

ON DIFFERENTIALS.

365. IN the preceding pages we have given the proposi-
tions commonly found in works on the Differential Calculus,
and have used the method of limits in all the demonstrations.

We now offer a few remarks on another method of treating
the subject.

In the expansion of f(os + h) by Taylor's Theorem, the

coefficient of h was shewn to be that function of a; which we
had called the differential coefficient off(x) with respect to x.

Lagrange proposed to define the differential coefficient of f(x)
with respect to x as the coefficient of h in the expansion of
f(x + h), and thus to avoid all reference to the theory of

limits. Lagrange's views were propounded towards the close

of the last century and were generally adopted by elementary
writers.

One objection to this method is its use of infinite series

without ascertaining that those series are convergent, and the

proof that / (x + h) can always be expanded in a series of

ascending powers of h, which is made the foundation of the

Differential Calculus, labours under serious defects. Another

objection is that it is impossible to avoid introducing the

notion of a limit in the applications of the subject to geometry
and mechanics

;
the definition of the tangent line to a curve

may be given as an example.

366. Nearly all the recent treatises on the Differential

Calculus have followed the method of limits, and the only

point of importance in which a difference exists among them
is with respect to the use of differentials. In the present

dii
work has been defined as one symbol, thus : if y = (j> (-z)
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the limit of
-

j tuhen h is indefinitely diminished

dij
is denoted by

~
. Some writers add the following words : the

CL3C

quantities dx and dy are called, the differentials of x and y
respectively ; their absolute values are indeterminate, and they

may be either finite or indefinitely small provided their relative

magnitudes be such that
-jr-

is equal to the limit above men-

tioned.

With this meaning attached to dy and dx such equations

may occur as

dy = <f>' (x) dx,

where
</>' (x) is the differential coefficient of (x) or y.

Equations expressed by means of differentials are in

general capable of immediate translation into the language
of differential coefficients. For example, if x and y be co-

ordinates of a point on a curve and be functions of a third

variable t, and if s denote the corresponding arc of the curve

beginning at some fixed point, we have, by Art. 307,

dt

and by differentiation

dx d?x dy d*y _ ds d"s

Tt df
+

'dt df dtdf'

A writer who uses differentials will express these results thus,

dx d*x + dy d?y ds d's.

The student may look upon the latter as merely abbreviated

methods of writing the previous equations, and may take
/-7/-v

/"/7/ /x"l/*

dx, dy, d^x, ... as standing for -r ,
-jj-

, -jy ,
. . . respectively.

367. Let u be a function of any number of variables,

for example three, so that u =
(j>(x, y, z). If we suppose
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x, y, z, all functions of a variable t, and for shortness put

du -. dx _ dy ^ dz ~
- = DM, -T- = Dx, -4- = Dy, = Zte,

c& eft <ft
*' dt

we have

j -r
dx) \d) dz

/i\
(1).

In works on the Differential Calculus, which use differentials,
we find an equation similar to the above occurring at an

early period, namely,

du = dx+ dy+ dz .......... (2).'

The introduction and use of this equation form the principal
difference between such works and one which, like the pre-

sent, uses only differential coefficients. To establish (2) the

following method is adopted.

Let u=
(}> (x, y, z),

and u + AM =
<f> (x + A#, y + Ay, z + Az),

therefore

AM = < (x + Arc, y + Ay, z + Az) < (x, y, z}

^<j>(x
+ &x,y + &y,z + As) - <ft (x, y + Ay, z + Aa)

AOJ

<ft (a;, y + Ay, ^+ As) - <fr (x, y, z + As) ,

Ay

[

<^> (a;, y, z + &z}-<j> (x, y, z} ^ ^ ^^
If Aa:, Ay, and Az diminish without limit, the quantity

<f> (x + Aa;, y + Ay, z + Az) <f>(x,y+ Ay,

approaches the limit
( -^ )

. If then we put for this quantity
V&e/

+ a, we know that a diminishes without limit when
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Aar, Ay, and Az do so. In this manner we may deduce from

(3) the equation

where a, /3, 7, all diminish without limit when Aor, Ay, As
do so. If then du, dx, dy, and dz, denote quantities whose
absolute magnitudes are undetermined, but whose relative

magnitudes are those to which Aw, A, Ay, and Az, respec-

tively approach as their limits when they are all indefinitely

diminished, we have

-. r -

dxj \dyj
'

\dz

Having thus established (2), we give an example of its

application. Since in establishing (2) we had no occasion to

consider whether x, y, and z, were independent or not, the

result is universally true, whatever relation be given or sup-

posed between the variables. If, for example, <f> (x, y, z] is

always
=

0, we have

fdd>\ j /d(b\ , /eN
1-r }dy + \^r \ds = Q ............ (5).
\dyj \dzj

-

dx

Now if ^> (x, y, z)
= is the only equation connecting x, y,

and z, we may if we please vary x and z without changing y.

Hence in the preceding investigation Ay = throughout, and
therefore in (5) dy = Q; thus we have

fty.
1
"" '

\ J~ I
'*"' ~ V W'

<?2
Hence

d^\

(dz)

where -7- is the differential coefficient of z
t supposing x to

dx

vary and y to be constant. See Art. 188.

368. It would occupy too much space if we were to pro-
ceed further with the subject of differentials. Differential
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coefficients have been used exclusively in the present work,
from the conviction that the subject is thus presented in the
clearest form, and that if some of the operations are thus
rendered a little longer than they would otherwise be, there
is at the same time far less liability to error. The equation
(2) is certainly of great use in applications of the Differential

Calculus, particularly in the higher parts of the Geometry of

Three Dimensions: after the remarks already made, the
student will probably find little difficulty in those applica-
tions. Perhaps he may be further assisted by referring to the
theorem for the expansion of a function of three variables.

If u =
(j> (x, y, z), we have

</> (x + h, y + k, z + 1) <j> (x, y, z) or Aw

ax ay az

where R involves squares and products of h, k, I. Hence the

smaller h, k, I, are taken, the smaller is the error contained
in the assertion

. du 7 du 7 duAw = A -7- + # -3- + * 3-.ax ay az

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Find -j- if u = sin"
1

*/x ^/(x x*),

and v = cos"
1

(or cfi] (x% a? x a a 3
) '-.

T> U
*

Result.

Vl x*Jlx*a*

2. Find the maxima and minima values of (sin #)
s!nir

.

3. Find the ar.ea of the greatest isosceles triangle that can

be inscribed in a given ellipse, the triangle having its

vertex coincident with one extremity of the major axis.

4. APQB is a semicircle whose diameter is AB, and PQ is

parallel to AB. Draw AQ and BP, and let them meet
at R : find the position of P and Q so that the triangle

PQR may be a maximum.

Result.
-rj-t

must be equal to -
.
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5. A figure made up of a rectangle and an isosceles triangle
is inscribed in a semicircle : determine its dimensions

so that its area may be a maximum.

Result. The height of the rectangle must be half the

radius of the circle.

6. Find the cone of least surface, excluding the base, that

can surround a given sphere.

Result. The sine of the semivertical angle = \/2 1.

7. Find the cone of least surface, including the base, that

can surround a given sphere.

Result. The sine of the semivertical angle = $.

8. Find the maximum value of cos 6 cos < cos^ where

+ (> + = TT.

n rp f U U .

9. Iranstorm -=
2 + -T-J by assuming

cLx dy

x =
jX + m }y, y =

10. An equation between three variables contains n arbi-

trary functions of one of them, and 4?i
2 n 1 arbitrary

constants : shew that generally the equation must be
differentiated at least &n 2 times in order that the

functions and constants may be eliminated.

11. If Fbe any function of x, y, z, and V the value of V
when vw is substituted for x, wu for y, and uv for z

;

then

^ [2/ * ' v 7 2 T 7 fl I
*

au av dw }

12. If y = e
tx + e~, and z 4- xe~*"* = 0, shew that the general

term in the value of y when expanded in a series is
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13. If = x+a^(y}+l3<f)(y} + ...... , then

14. If y z -f x$ (y), and y z + x'-fy(y''), z and z being

independent variables, shew that the general term in

the expansion of f(y, y'}
in powers and products of x

and x is

Find the coefficient of x'x' in the expansion of.

cos (ay + ofy'}, when y=z+x siny, and y'=z'+x sin ?/'.

15. In any curve the part of the tangent between the point
of contact and the perpendicular from the origin on the

tangent is equal to -7- .

as

16. Shew that the equation to the normal at any point of a

curve may be put under the form

x x _ 7/ >/

d*x d'y

~d? d?
Shew that this equation is the analytical expression

of the fact, that if a tangent be drawn to a curve at

any point P, and in the tangent PT be taken equal to

the arc PQ and on the same side of P, then the straight
line QT is ultimately perpendicular to the tangent.

17. In the ellipse the focal distance cuts the curve at an

angle, the tangent of which is a mean proportional be-

tween the tangents of the angles at which the corre-

sponding diameter and a parallel through the point to

the transverse axis cut the curve.

18. If a curve be referred to axes inclined at an angle a to

each other, shew that the radius of curvature is

du fdii
1 + 2 cos a -f + ( -f-dx \dx

sma- %
ox
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19. The equation to a parabola referred to any two tangents

being [- ) + (fV= 1, shew that the radius of cur-W \bj

vature is = :
- fax 2 cos a tJlabxy] + by}?, where a

l

is the inclination of the tangents ;
and thence find the

co-ordinates of the vertex assuming that the curvature

is a maximum at that point.

20. If a curve pass through the origin and touch the axis

of y, the diameter of the circle of curvature is equal
V
2

to the limit of *- : if it touch the axis of x the diameter
x xs

is equal to the limit of .

y
'.

21. If a curve pass through the origin at an inclination a to

the axis of x, shew that the diameter of curvature at

a? 4 y
2

the origin is the limit of r-^

"-
. Hence, shew

x sin&y cos a

that the radius of curvature at the origin of the curve

if + 2ay 2ax = is 2 \/2a.

22. If
(j>

be the angle between the tangent and the radius

vector of a polar curve, shew that the radius of cur-

. r cosec <>
vature is

7
. .

23. The equations to an epicycloid being

x = a(2 cos 6 cos 20),

y = a (2 sin 6 sin 20),

shew that p = - sin -
,
and that the evolute is an epi-

o 2

cycloid in which the radius of each circle is - .

24. In the curve y =x
4

4a;
3

18x*, find the nature of the

curve at the points x = 3, 1, and f (1 + \/5).

25. Shew that the curve y e~
x*

has points of inflexion when
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26. In any curve the equation
~ + l = Q holds at a point

of inflexion, 6 and < being the angles which the prime
radius and tangent make respectively with the radius

vector.

dv
27. Is

-JQ necessarily of the form - at a multiple point ?
Ccv \J

28. Find the singular points in the curves

and
2/

2-
2xy + 2x* -a? = Q.

29. Find the nature of the curve

y + 1 = 2x - a? (2
-

a;)*

at the point x = 2.

30. Determine the point of inflexion in the curve

31. From the pole of the curve r = Aae

perpendiculars are

drawn upon the tangent ; through the points of inter-

section of the perpendiculars with the tangents, straight
lines are drawn parallel to the radii vectores : shew
that the equation to the locus of the ultimate intersec-

tions of all such straight lines is r = A cos aa^"a, where
cot a = log a.

32. If radii vectores of an equiangular spiral be diameters of

a series of circles, the locus of the ultimate intersections

of the circles will be a similar spiral.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

MISCELLANEOUS PROPOSITIONS.

369. IN the present Chapter we shall investigate various

propositions which afford valuable illustrations of the prin-

ciples of the subject and lead to important results.

370. The following formula is due to Jacob! :

d n~l
(1
- a;

2

)""* _ , ^,^1.3.5... (2n-l)sinnfl
dxn

~l
~

( l) n

where x= cos 6. This we shall now demonstrate.

Put y for 1 cc
a

: we have

thus by Art. 80

Also
dx

'

dx"

thus by Art. 80

cw
From (1) and (2) by eliminating ^_, we obtain

T. D. C. D D
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Assume that Jacobi's formula is true for a specific value

of n ;
differentiate both sides with respect to x : thus

1.3.5...(2n-l)cosn0--
7 n - ~

/I
-

dx sin

Using this result, and also Jacobi's formula, on the right-

hand side of (3), we obtain

(n + 1) -jrr
=

(* 1)
B
1 . 3 . 5 ... (2n 4- 1) cos w0 sin

+ (- 1)" 1 . 3 . 5 ... (2n + 1) sin w0 cos

= (- 1)" 1. 3. 5 ... (2n + 1) sin (n + 1) 0;

1.3.5...(2n + l)s,
-

.
itherefore -- = (- 1)

This shews that if Jacobi's formula is true for a specific
value of n it is true for that value increased by unity ;

and
it is obviously true when n=l, and when n = 2 : therefore it

is true for any positive integral value of w.

371. The following proposition is useful in some appli-
cations of mathematics to natural philosophy : Having given
that if a; varies, it must be such a function of the independent

ftnf*

variable t, that
-j-

= ax, where a is some quantity, not neces-
CLt

sarily constant, which is always finite
;
and having given

that x is zero when t is zero : then it will follow that x
cannot vary, or, in other words, that x is always zero.

Denote x by $ (t). "We know by Art. 101 that

where 6 is some proper fraction.

In the present case < (0)
=

0, and
</>' (dt]

=
a<f> (6t} t where a

is some finite quantity. Thus we have

(f)
= ta$ (8t) t

and therefore, if
<f> (t)

be not zero,
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But it is impossible that this result can be universally
true. For since a is always finite we can take t so small
that ta shall be as small as we please. And as

(f> (t) begins
with the value zero, if it varies it must at first increase

numerically with t\ and therefore \J- cannot be greater
9 w

than unity. Hence the result is inadmissible
;
and it follows

that x cannot vary, or in other words, # is always zero.

372. The preceding proposition may be extended so as

to involve any number of such supposed variables as x
;
we

will take three for example : Having given that if x, y, and z

vary, they must be such functions of the independent vari-

able t, that

dx dy ,
.

, T dz= - c
ay + cjs,

where a
t ,
a

2 ,
a
3 , b

lf
...c

3
are quantities, not necessarily con-

stant, which are always finite
;
and having given that x, y,

and z are all zero when t is zero: then it will follow that x, y,
and z cannot vary, or, in other words, that x, y, and z are

always zero.

Denote x by <f>(t], y by ty(), and z by %(t}. Then, as in

the preceding Article, we have

= t

and therefore if <
(t)

be not zero we have

and in like manner we deduce two other similar results.

But it is impossible that these results can be universally
true. For suppose t indefinitely small, and let <

(t) be not less

than either
i/r (t) or ^ (t).

Then the first of the three results

asserts that unity is equal to an indefinitely small quantity.
Hence the results are inadmissible

;
and it follows that x, y,

and z cannot vary, or, in other words, that x, y, and z are

always zero.

DD2
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373. We have already given two forms for the remainder

after n + 1 terms of an expansion by Taylor's Theorem
; see

Arts. 93 and 1 10 : these two forms, and others, may be
deduced from one general expression which we will now

investigate.

Let
<J> (x) and ty (x} be two functions of x which remain

continuous, as also their differential coefficients between the

values a and a + h of the variable x
; suppose also that be-

tween these values the differential coefficient ^r'(x] does not

vanish : then by Art. 98

<f>(a+h)-<f>(a) _ (j>'(a
-4- 0h) ,.

<lr (a + h)
- f (a)

~
' "

where is some proper fraction.

Denote by (f> (x} the function

and denote by -/r (x) the function

/(a + h) -f(x) -(a + h- x)f'(x)
- ... -

We assume that F(x] and all its differential coefficients

up to F n+l
(x) inclusive are continuous while x lies between

the values a and a + h
;
as also f (x) and all its differential

coefficients up to f**
1

(x) inclusive : moreover we assume that

f
1**1

(x) does not vanish between these values.

Now x=

and

also $ (a + h}
=

0, and ^ (a + h)
=

:

thus we have from (1)
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Multiply by ^(a), and put for
<f>(a)

and ^(a) their values
;

then

F(a+ h) -F(a) -hF'(a) - ... - ^F
"
(a) = E,

[2
where R =

This is a general expression for J?, the remainder after n + 1

terms of the expansion of F(a + h) by Taylor's Theorem.

,
For a particular case take /(a;)

==
(a^ a)^

1

, where p, is any
positive number which is not less than q ;

then all the con-

ditions with respect to f(x) are satisfied: and we have

/(a+ />)=#*',

and /^ (a + 0h)
=

(p + 1) p ... (^
-
^ + 1) (0^)".

Hence :
'

L (1
-

0)"-^ A"
+1Fn+l

(a + h6] (= : -* ~

In the particular case in which p = q~we have from (3)

_(l-0)
n-fhn+1F n+1

(a + 0h) ..

If in (4) w^e put p = n we have Lagrange's form of the

remainder, which is given in Art. 92
;

if in (4) We put p =
\ we have Cauchy's fonn of the remainder, which is given

in Art. 110.

Other particular forms may be readily obtained. Thus in

(3) pift # = ;
then since

[jO
must be replaced by. unity we

have

(l-e)
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Again, in the general expression (2) \eif(x) =F*(x), and

2 = 0; then

and assuming that Fn+1
(x) does not vanish between the

values a and a + k, we have

In (2) put q
=

;
thus

F n+1
(a + eh)

Mfrnoires de I'AcadSmie... de Montpellier, Vol. 5, 1861. ..1863.

374. Expand V(l *)
sm"1^ in powers of x.

Assume V(l *)
sin~

:
ic= ^

Differentiate both sides with respect to x
;
thus

x sin"
1
a; - + "1'* + -

that is 1-
JL

~
Z/

= A

therefore 1 a;' x (A + A^x + -4^ + . . .)

Equate the coefficients of of
;

thus if r be greater than 2

we have

therefore (r
-

2) Ar-1 =(r+l) ArH .

Also we can see by expanding V(l a;
2

) and sin"
1
a; and

forming their product that

4 =
1, 4=0, 4=-l;
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hence A
t ,
A

6 ,
A

s ,
... vanish,

A 2 A 2^ =
5^ =

-3T5'

A - A -
^'^

7 ~7 5
~

3.5.7*

Put ^for sin"1

a;; thus we deduce

See Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 6, page 23.

375. Let <j)(x) denote
where n is a positive integer. It is required to determine
the coefficients pt , p^, ...pn so that the numerically greatest
value of

</> (x) between the given limits h and h for x shall

be as small as possible.

If we give a geometrical form to the problem, we may say
that the curve y = (f>(x) between the limits h and h is to

deviate as little as possible from the axis of x.

The maxima and minima values of <> (x) will be deter-

mined by the equation </>' (x)
=

0, which is of the (n 1)* de-

gree ;
and therefore there cannot be more than n 1 of such

values. These values, together with the values of $ (#) when
x = h, and when x= h, will be called extreme values.

376. Now we admit as sufficiently obvious that there

must be some definite values of the coefficients in
<f> (x) which

solve the problem ;
and we shall first shew that there must

be n + 1 extreme values all numerically equal.

Suppose, for instance, that n = 3
;
then there must be 4

extreme values all numerically equal.

For if possible suppose that there are only 3 extreme values

of < (x) all numerically equal ; namely, corresponding to the

values xv #
2 ,
and x

a
of x. Let ty (x) denote the expression
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and suppose /i1} /ig ,
and /*a to be infinitesimal constants,

which are determined so that
</> (x) and ty (x) may have con-

trary signs when x=.x
lt
when x = x

a ,
and when x = x

3
: this

can obviously be done. For instance, the sign of ^ must be

contrary to the sign of --
,

v ''-r . Then <

(x1
x

t) (xl
x

a)

differs only infinitesimally from
</> (x) ;

but when
<f> (x) has its

extreme values
<f> (x} + -^ (x} is numerically less than

<j> (x) :

and so
<j> (x) + ijr (x) deviates less from zero than < (x} does.

Moreover the coefficient of a? in
<f> (x} + ty (x) is unity ;

so

that
<f) (x) + ty (x) is an expression of the proper form. It

follows therefore $hat <j> (x) cannot be such as the problem
requires.

The preceding argument will perhaps be more readily
understood when presented in a geometrical form. The curve

y = <f>(x}+^ (x) is indefinitely close to the curve y = $(x}\
but where the latter curve deviates most from the axis

of x the former curve is nearer to the axis of x: and thus

the former curve deviates less from the axis of x than the

latter curve.

In the same way we may treat the case in which < (x)

has only 2 extreme values numerically equal and numerically

greater than any other value
;

or the case in which the

numerically greatest value of
<f> (a) is unique.

The considerations which we have thus employed when
n = 3 are applicable whatever may be the value of n.

Hence, as we have said, to solve the problem the coeffi-

cients in
<f> (x) must be determined so that

<f> (x) may have
?i + l extreme values all numerically equal.

377. Let k denote the extreme numerical value of $ (#) ;

then we have shewn that the equation

must have n + 1 values which also satisfy the equation

(x
8- A

2

) f (x)=*0 ....... ... ..... . ..... (2).
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Let the n + 1 values be denoted by a^, a?
2 ,... xn_1 , besides

h and h. We shall shew that any one of the former n I

roots of (1) occurs twice in (1). For the derived equation
of (1) is

=0 ..................... (3);

and any one of the values x
iy
#

2 ,... #_, is by supposition a

root of the equation <f>'(x) =0, and so satisfies (3).

Hence we have by the Theory of Equations

But by supposition the roots of the equation <j> (x~)
= are

a?
lf

C
2 ,... x^\ hence

<f>'(x}
= n(x-x1} (oj-ag... (a? -,_,);

therefore fofc)]
2-^ ^'^ ^~^ .......... ..(4).

Differentiate (4) with respect to a;; thus we get

ri*<j> (x)
=

x<j> (x) + (x* -K>) <}>" (x] ............ (5).

From (5) by equating the coefficients of xn
, x"'

1

,
a;""

2
, ... we

shall be able to determine in succession plt P9>paf> Foi

thus we have ,

n2 = n + n (n 1),

n*

pi =(n-l) Pl + (n
-

1) (n
-

2) Pl >

n*P*
=

(
n ~ 2) JP2 + (n

-
2) (n

-
3) pa

- n (n

n*P*r (n ^ 4)ip4+ (n
-

4) (n
-

5) p4
-

(n
-

2) (n
-

and so on.

';>ri A n^ A'Thus ^ =
0, ^2

= -
, _p8 =0, ^4

= -.

Therefore

^ n(n-4)(n-5)~
8
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378. If in the identity at the top of page 120 we put
h*

4t = , we shall obtain
x

hence we infer that

(7),

and this may be verified by shewing that this value of
<f> (x)

satisfies equation (5),

kn

By putting x = h we find that k = -
,^ .

Assume T = cos 0, which is of course allowable so long as

as is not numerically greater than h.

Then {x >J(x*- A
2

) }"
-

A" (cos V^I sin 0}
n

= h* {cos n0 V 1 sin n0] ;

,
. . hn cos n0

thUS <P (X)
= -l~ >

^

that is so long as x lies between h and A we have

r \ h* ( -i x\ i f -i x\
9 (x)

= ^Fi cos n cos
*

-T = A; cos n
[
cos T .r 1

\ hj \ hj

379. The last result may also be obtained from (4). For

put <f> (x)
= z

;
then (4) gives

,, . ,.

therefore 77^
-

5^
V (

" - *
)
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Hence since 777,
-~ is the differential coefficient of

V (h x)

n cos"
1

T with respect to x, and ^-5-. -r- is the differen-
h \ K ~z dx

tial coefficient of cos"
1

r with respect to x
;

it follows by
fC

Art. 102 that

i **? _* 2? xv
71 COS y = COS r + C7,

where C denotes some constant quantity. Hence

z ( ^x J
T = cos 7i cos T C
k V h

But by hypothesis z must be numerically equal to k when
x is equal to h ;

and thus (7 must be some multiple of IT
;

/ C \
and therefore cos

(
n cos"

1

r - #
)

is numerically equal to
\ h> /

/ c\
cos n

(
cos"

1

y
]

. This gives the required result.

\ ft/

The problem of Arts. 375.. .379 is also solved in Bertrand's

Calcul Difftrentiel, pages 512...519.

380. We have sometimes to determine the value of -/dx
from an equation <

(a;, y]
=

0, when x and y are such that

dd> (x, y) , dd> (x, if) .

.

y and y
-.

y/ vanish
;
for instance, we have to do so

dx dy
when we are finding the directions of the tangents at a mul-

tiple point of a curve. The method of Art. 191 is liable to

the objection which is there stated. In Art. 195 another

method is given for the case in which x = and y = are the

values under consideration. It is easy to make the latter

method applicable for any values of x and y ; by a process
which is geometrically equivalent to transferring the origin
of co-ordinates to the multiple point which may be supposed
to be under consideration.

Suppose that a? = a and y = b are the values to be con-

sidered. Put a + h for x, and y + k for y. Then the equa-
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tion becomes <f>(a + h, b + k)
= 0. Now expand < (a + h, b + k}

by Chapter xiv. Suppose that every, differential coefficient

d^&tx, y)
, 7 r\ ,

vanishes when x = a and y = b, so long as r + s is

less than n. Then we may denote the expansion symbolically
thus :

where u stands for
<f> (x, y) and v for < (x + 6h, y + 6k],

6 being some proper fraction
;
and after the differentiations

have been performed we are to put x = a and y = b.

Now if we suppose h and k indefinitely small we have ulti-

mately for determining the ratio of k to h an equation which

may be expressed symbolically thus :

/. d
'

d\
n

U T- + &-T- w = 0,
V dx dy]

or more explicitly thus :

where after the differentiations have been performed we are

to put x = a and y = b.

It is obvious, as in Art. 195, that when h and k are indefi-

nitely small y coincides in meaning with -~- for the case in

which x = a and y = b.

381. As an example of the preceding Article suppose
we have the equation cc

4

/ c
2

(c a?)

2

(c*4-a
2

)
= 0. Here

when x = c and y = we have
-j-

= and
-^-
=

;
also then

d?u d2u , d?u m , i ,- =9 - 4c
4

, -4-V- = 0, and jr-2
= 2c*. Thus we obtain

ax2

dxdy dy

Jc

therefore 7 = V2-

h
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382 . The remarks which we shallnow give will illustrate an,

instructive mode of considering the singular points of curves.

It will be seen that in effect we transfer the origin to the

point to be examined, and then employ polar co-ordinates.

383. Suppose that from any point of a curve as centre a
circle is described with an infinitesimal radius

;
then by the

aid of diagrams the following statements become obvious :

If the point is an ordinary point the circle cuts the curve at

two points, and the radii of the circle drawn to the two points
include an angle which differs infinitesimally from two right

angles.

If the point is a singular point we have ether results which

depend on the nature of the singularity.

If the point is a conjugate point the circle does not cut the

curve.

If the point be a point darrfa the circle cuts the curve at

only one point.

If the point is a cusp the circle cuts the curve at two

points ;
but the radii of the circle drawn to the two points

include an infinitesimal angle.

If the point is a point saillant the circle cuts the curve at

two points ;
but the radii of the circle drawn to the two

points include an angle which is neither infinitesimal nor

infinitesimally different from two right angles.

If the point is a multiple point the circle cuts the curve

at more than two points.

384. Now suppose that < (x, y]
= is the equation to the

curve in a rational form. Let x and y be the co-ordinates of

a point on the curve
;
and let x+ h and y + k be the co-ordi-

nates of any adjacent point.

Since
</> (x, y)

= 0, we have, by Chapter xiv.,

1

2<j> (x + h, y + Tc}
= Ah + Bk + \ (Ch* + 2Dkk + Etf) + R ;
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here A, B, C, D, E are certain differential coefficients of

<f> (x, y) ;
and R may be symbolically expressed as

1 ( , d d \

where v denotes
<j> (x + th, y + tk), and t is some proper frac-

tion.

Let us suppose that A and B are not both zero
;
assume

A = Ksiny, and jB = ^Tcos7; also put r cos 6 for h and
r sin for k. Then the equation (f> (x + h, y + k)

= becomes

r ( 1

-TTsin (7+ 0} + -
\
C cos

2 + 2D sin 0cos0 +E sin
3^"

* )

+7
=

(1).

72

It is obvious that when r is infinitesimal is also in-
r

finitesimal
;
and that the above equation is satisfied by a

value of for which 7 + is infinitesimal, and by a value

of for which 7 + is infinitesimally different from TT
;

and by no other value of except such as differ from these by
a multiple of 2tr. Hence we have an ordinary point of the

curve. Therefore for a singular point it is necessary that

A = and JS = 0.

Suppose then that A = and B = 0. The equation (1)
reduces to

tan
20+tan0 + +J =

(2)..0
Jli) r

385. Suppose that D2
is greater than CE\ then we know

22) n
that tan2 6 + -~- tan d + -^ can be resolved into real factors

;

MJ Mf

and so may be expressed as (tan d tan a) (tan 6 tan /3) :

and a and ft may be supposed to lie between and TT. Thus
the equation becomes

27?

p
=

(3).
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Tt

Now -^ is infinitesimal when r is
; therefore, denoting by

77 an infinitesimal angle, we see that (3) has four different

solutions for 6, namely, one between a
77 and a + 77, one

between /3 ij and j3+ i),
one between TT + CC 77 and Tr+a+i;,

and one between TT + /3 77 and TT + /3 + 77. Thus the singular

point is a double point, the tangents at the point being in-

clined at angles a and /3 respectively to the axis of x.

386. Next suppose that D2
is less, than CE

;
then we

shall find that the infinitesimal circle does not cut the curve,
and so the singular point is a conjugate point.

387. Finally, suppose that J7=CE; then equation (2)

takes the form
o7?

jE cos
2

(tan 0- tan )*+ = () (4):

the discussion of this form is rather complex, and we will

only briefly indicate the results.

R
Suppose that

-^
is negative when is indefinitely near

to a. Then denoting by 17 an infinitesimal angle we see that

(4) has two solutions for 6, namely, one between a 77 and a,

and one between a+ 77 and o. The sign of
-p

when 6 is

indefinitely near to TT + a will in general be contrary to the

sign when Q is indefinitely near to a, because R is in general
a function of the third degree in cos and sin 0, when r is

small enough ;
and so there is no solution of (4) in this case

besides the two already noticed. Hence the infinitesimal

circle cuts the curve at two points, and only at two
;
and the

radii of the circle drawn to the two points include an in-

finitesimal angle. Therefore the singular point is a cusp; the

tangent at the cusp is inclined to the axis of x at an angle a,

and the two branches are on opposite sides of the tangent.
ry

Similarly if -^ is positive when 6 is indefinitely near to a
Mi

,

we have in general a cusp of the first kind as before; the

tangent at the cusp is now inclined to the axis of x at an

angle TT -f a.
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But it may happen that R itself changes sign when 6 is

indefinitely near to a or to TT + a ; and then our conclusion

as to a cusp of the first kind does not hold. We should have
in such a case to make a closer examination, and in general it

would be necessary to extend our expansion of<j>(x+h, y+ty,
and instead of R to have terms which may be expressed as

where t represents a proper fraction.

388. Moreover if C, D, and E all vanish at the point

(x, y}, we should have to use this extended form of the ex-

pansion of < (x+ h, y + k} in order to determine the nature

of the singularity.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. If a semicircle roll along a straight line, the curve to

which its diameter is always a tangent is a cycloid.

2. If a cycloid roll along a straight line, the equation to

the curve which its base touches is

3. A series of circles is described having their centres on an

equilateral hyperbola and passing through its centre,

shew that the locus of their ultimate intersections will

be a lemniscate.

4. Examine the nature of the following curves at the origin :

y*+ 2ay"x + x* 2ax* - 0,

y* key (ay bx) a;
4= 0,

=
2a*x*y.
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o. Trace the curve x'l/
1 + (x* a?) (x* b

2

}
=

0, and shew
that the breadth of each closed portion is twice as great
in the direction of y as in that of x. Shew also that

when 5 approaches a as its limit, each of these portions
is ultimately similar to an ellipse.

6. Trace the curve (x*
- a2

)

2 + (t/

2 -
V'f = a4

. Shew that

when b = a it reduces to two ellipses.

7. If a conic section whose focus is at the pole of a given
curve have with the curve a contact of the second
order at the point (u, 6} the equation to the conic sec-

tion will be
du

]
*

ff 7r<'cos (6 6)j dti

8. A given curve rolls on a straight line, explain the
method of finding the locus of the centre of curva-

ture at the point of contact of the curve and straight
line.

If the rolling curve be an equiangular spiral the re-

quired locus will be a straight line
;

if a cycloid a
circle

;
and if a catenary a parabola.

.'). Right-angled triangles are inscribed in a circle : if one
of the sides containing the right angle pass through*
a fixed point, find the curve to which the other is

always a tangent.

Result, c
2

(z? + y
1

}
=

(a
2 + 6

2 - c* - ax - %)
2
,

where a and b are the co-ordinates of the centre of the

given circle and c its radius, the fixed point being the

origin,

10. Determine the equation to the envelop of all the equi-
'

lateral hyperbolas which have a common centre and
cut at right angles the same straight line.

Result, x* + 3 (axy}*
-

if + a* = 0,

where x = a represents the given straight line.

T. D. C, E E
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11. Find the envelop of the axis of a parabola having a

focal chord given in position and magnitude.

Result, a? + y* = c*
;
the origin being the middle

point of the given chord, and one of the axes coinciding
with that chord.

12. A system of ellipses is described such that each ellipse
touches two rectangular axes, to which its axes are

parallel, and that the rectangle under the axes of

the ellipse is constant: shew that each ellipse is

touched by two rectangular hyperbolas, the rectangle
under the transverse axes of which is equal to the

rectangle under the axes of any one of the ellipses.

13. A, B, are the centres of two equal circles, and AP, BQ,
are two radii which are always perpendicular to each
other : find the curve which is always touched by the

right line PQ, and explain the result when

14. Trace the following curves :

#3 -
xy* + ay*

= 0,

y
3 -

lyx* + Gx3 - a3 =
0,

a (x
3 + 1x-y + Ixy* + y

z

]
-

afy
9 =

0,

ary* + ax* - a3 =
0,

if (x
-

2a)
- x3 + a5 =

0,

y
5 axs

y - bxy* + x6 = 0,

a
~

a

y
z

(a + x}=^(a-x),

t/ J
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r* sin = a* cos 20,

15. $ and Zf are two fixed points, and a curve is described

such that, if P be any point in it the rectangle con-

tained by SP and HP is constant: shew that the

straight lines drawn from 8 at right angles to SP and
fromH at right angles to HP meet the tangent at P at

points equidistant from P.

fir ?y \ zx* tj

10. If / j

-
, T

j
be a rational homogeneous function of -

, *^

of n dimensions, shew that the envelop of the curves

/Ct/ li\

represented by the equation / (

-
, f J

=
1, under the

\CL OJ
condition ab = constant, consists in general of n rect-

angular hyperbolae having the axes as asymptotes.

17. If any quadrilateral ABCD change its form, its sides

remaining constant, shew that the variations of the

angles A, B, C, D are ultimately in the same ratio as

the areas of the triangles BCD, CDA, DAB, ABC.

18. In Art. 274, if p = n 1, we have approximately when
x and y are very large

^H-, where 6 =--:
x x' $(/iJ

shew that if q
= n 2, we have by continuing the

approximation

y_ b 2X (/0+2S

Hence shew that in general the two extremities of

the rectilinear asymptote are on opposite sides of the

curve.
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19. In Art. 275, if p = n 1, we have approximately when
x and y are very large

shew that if q = n 2, we have by continuing the

approximation

y /A\i 5 C- =
/*i+ -") + -+1 + ...

a? VJB/ a; jpt

^'(/O '"00^where ^=-7- -.; .

~ f
"W 4- ff

20. If (a, $) be a poiut of the curve
<f> (x, y]

= through
which pass n tangents, shew that the locus of all the

tangents at that point is expressed by

21. Shew that the theorem of Art. 91 will hold even if
<j>' (x)

is infinite when x = a or when x = />. Give a geo-
metrical illustration.

22. Shew that the theorem of Art. 98 will hold even if F' (x)

or f (x) is infinite when x = a or when x = a + h.

23. Shew that the formula (3) of Art. 373 will hold provided

p + 1 is not less than q.

24. Obtain from (3) of Art. 373 the result

6}"-* h
n+1 Fn"

(a + 07/)

1.3.5 ... '(2q+l)\n

J : PKIXTED BY C. J. CLAY, M.A. AT THE UMVEBSITY PHES3.
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